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Abstract

What makes cloud services attractive to users is having a contractual framework within which they have access to seemingly unlimited IT resources provided as a service instead of being bound to specific resources meticulously negotiated and paid for upfront. Yet, while cloud services promise cost reductions through flexible, on-demand usage of IT resources, using cloud services also entails risks related to, e.g., security, reliability and legal regulations since part of internal business processes are now supported through external IT resources. These risks hinder wide-spread adoption and inhibit companies and public institutions to fully embrace the economic benefits that cloud services offer. One approach to foster adoption of cloud services is certification, that is, demonstrating that a cloud service complies with a set of particular requirements called controls. However, the traditional concept of certification cannot be applied to cloud services because, traditionally, controls of a certificate are evaluated at some point in time and, if successful, a certificate is issued usually valid in the range from one to three years. A cloud service, however, may change over time and thus not fulfill one or more certificate’s controls anymore, thereby rendering the certificate invalid. Therefore, cloud service certification requires a different approach capable of continuously, i.e., automatically and repeatedly detecting ongoing changes of a cloud service during operation and assessing their impact on satisfaction of a certificate’s controls. Recent research proposes automated means supporting cloud service certification. These approaches have in common that they are invasive by design, that is, they require structural changes to the infrastructure of the cloud service under certification. Also, they do not incorporate the notion of repeated and self-adaptive execution of automated checks and generally assume that the cloud service provider does not attempt to manipulate checks. In order to address these gaps, this thesis introduces a framework to guide the design of minimally invasive tests which support continuous cloud service certification. We present five example scenarios where we implement tests following our framework and show how these tests support continuous certification. Moreover, we present a configuration language called ConTest which provides a general, unified representation of a continuous test which is agnostic to a concrete implementation. ConTest can be used to generate test definitions to configure any specific test implementation. We also introduce a method to experimentally evaluate the accuracy and precision of continuous test results. We demonstrate the application of this method with three example scenarios where we evaluate accuracy and precision of alternative tests as well as alternative test configurations to select the most suitable one. Finally, the last contribution of this thesis is a model of an adversarial cloud service provider who only pretends to comply with a set of controls but cheats if he is sure that he is not caught through testing. Based on this model, we show that randomization of tests reduces the willingness of the adversarial provider to cheat and point out how our framework to design tests supports randomization on different levels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Babbage Principle introduced by Charles Babbage, the inventor of the first special-purpose computer [4], states that in order to reduce labor costs to produce a certain artifact, labor has to be divided according to the skill of the workers: Only difficult tasks should be completed by highly skilled (and high-paid) workers whereas less difficult tasks are assigned to less skilled, less paid workers [5]. The Babbage Principle is one description of the division of labor, the fundamental principle underlying industrial organization and production [6].

While the division of labor is an abstract concept of economic theory, we can treat outsourcing as one example observable in the real world: Here, companies or government agents assign tasks which are part of their business processes to other, external companies in order to reduce costs [7]. The rationale behind outsourcing employs principles of the division of labor through trading specialized capabilities. IT outsourcing is a special type of outsourcing where companies – driven by the intention to refocus on core competencies and perceiving internal IT departments and services as mere cost centers – contract out IT services to external vendors [8]. Cloud service providers are a special type of such IT service vendors [9] which offer cloud services, that is, IT resources such as virtual machines, platform services as well as ready-to-use applications as scalable services which are accessible over the Internet and billed on a pay-per-use basis [10].

What makes cloud services attractive to customers and superior to traditional IT outsourcing is having a contractual framework within which the customer has access to seemingly unlimited IT resources provided as a service instead of being bound to specific resources meticulously negotiated and paid for upfront [11]. Furthermore, the economic incentive from a cloud provider’s point of view originates from the economy of scale: Through constructing and operating large-scale data centers at low-cost locations, cloud providers can supply IT resources and services below the costs of a medium-sized data center of traditional IT service vendors while still making sufficient profit [12].

1.1 Motivation and problem statement

While cloud services promise cost reductions through flexible, on-demand usage of IT resources, using cloud services also entails risks related to, e.g., security, reliability and legal regulations since part of internal business processes are now supported through external IT resources and services [13]. Studies (e.g., [14][15][16][17][18]) suggest that these risks hinder the wide-spread adoption of cloud services and inhibit companies as well as public
institutions to fully take advantage of the economic benefits that cloud services offer. Thus, the obvious questions at this point are [19]:

- How can a customer control these risks, that is, how to unveil and assess potential risks and ensure that essential requirements are met?
- If a customer may choose among multiple cloud services for a desired purpose, how can the customer determine which one fits her requirements best?

One answer to the above questions is provided by cloud service certification, an approach which aims to demonstrate that a cloud service complies with a set of particular requirements [20] called controls. Controls are descriptions of measures aiming to modify risk [21] which can be obtained from, e.g., cloud-specific certificate catalogs such as Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22] upon which the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) STAR certificate [23] is based or general standards such as ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [24]. Whether a cloud service meets a set of controls is determined by evidence which are any facts about an object that can be obtained through observation, for example, through tests [25]. If the cloud service satisfies specified controls, then a certificate is produced, stating compliance.

Leveraging this approach, the European Commission identified cloud service certification as one integral part of the European Cloud Strategy [11] which aims to foster adoption of cloud computing within the European ICT sector. In the course of implementing this strategy, the Cloud Certification Schemes List (CCSL) [1] has been compiled which consists of certification schemes potentially relevant to cloud customers.

While development of standards for cloud services and certification schemes is well under way, providing suitable methods to support the peculiarities of cloud service certification is subject to ongoing research. The core challenge of cloud service certification can be summarized as follows: When naively applying the concept of traditional certification to cloud services, a discrepancy surfaces because, traditionally, a certification process produces a certificate at some point in time and this certificate is then considered valid for some time, usually in the range from one to three years [26]. A cloud service, however, may change over time where the changes are hard to predict or detect by a cloud service customer [27]. These changes may lead to the cloud service not fulfilling one or more certificate’s controls, thus rendering the certificate invalid. Therefore, the assumption of stability underlying traditional certification does not hold in context of cloud services. A popular example of a cloud service property which may change over time is the location of its components since migrating virtual components from one geographical location to another is a standard feature which cloud service providers such as Amazon Web Service (AWS) and Google CloudPlatform provide. Other examples include configuration changes of, e.g., security groups used to restrict access to cloud services, as well as changes of a cloud service’s composition, e.g., temporarily adding new resources such as virtual machines. Cloud service certification thus requires a different approach capable of continuously, i.e., automatically and repeatedly detecting ongoing changes of a cloud service during operation and assessing their impact on satisfaction of a certificate’s controls [28][29]. This implies that methods of continuous cloud service certification are not limited to simply repeating a defined task to assess a cloud service’s properties over time but have to consider changes the service may undergo and self-adapt accordingly. Naturally, continuous certification is not to be understood strictly
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Mathematically; no matter how sophisticated the method to check whether a cloud services complies with a set of controls, these results will always be – in a strict mathematical sense – produced by discrete tasks that occur at some point in time.

Aside from this service centered motivation, continuous certification is also explicitly required by some certification schemes themselves: For example, the US Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) [30], a government-wide program defining standards how to use cloud services, requires continuous monitoring of cloud services. However, FedRAMP’s usage of the term continuous only refers to repeated but not necessarily automated checks of controls. Similarly, the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (C5) [31] issued by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) advocates that audits of cloud services shall be renewed at least every 12 months. Going one step further, the influential guideline Special Publication (SP) 800-37 [32] published by the National Institute of Technology and Standards (NIST) mandates using continuous monitoring techniques supported by automated means to enable a near real-time risk management. Also, the highest level of CSA STAR assessments called CSA STAR Continuous Monitoring requires automated and repeated checks of controls.

Lastly, continuous certification may be implied on the level of an individual control’s description, i.e., some controls themselves motivate automated and repeated checks. Consider, for example, IVS-02 Infrastructure & Virtualization Security Change Detection of CSA’s CCM [22] which states that

"The provider shall ensure the integrity of all virtual machine images at all times [...]."

Other controls are less explicit but still imply that they can be continuously checked. One example is the RB-03 Capacity management – data location of BSI C5 [31] requiring that

"The cloud customer is able to determine the locations (city/country) of the data processing and storage including data backups."

Recent research has made important contributions to advance automated means supporting cloud service certification in the course of the EU-funded research project CUMULUS [3], which stands for Certification Infrastructure for Multi-Layer Cloud Services. They propose:

- Monitoring-based certification which uses monitoring data produced during productive operation to check controls (e.g., [28] [33]);
- Test-based certification which checks controls through controlling some input to the cloud service, and evaluating the output, e.g., calling a cloud service’s RESTful API and comparing responses with expected results (e.g., [34] [35]); and
- TPM-based certification which builds on Trusted Computing in the form of Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) [36] to provide proofs that the hardware layer of a cloud service’s infrastructure is trustworthy (e.g., [37] [38]).

All current approaches to cloud service certification – in particular those proposed within CUMULUS – have in common that they are invasive by design, that is, they require structural changes to the infrastructure used to operate the cloud service under certification (e.g., [Accessed: 2018-12-13], [Accessed: 2018-12-13])
installing monitoring agents on virtual machines). Furthermore, although current research presents means to design and implement automatic checks to support validation of controls, none of the current work incorporates the notion to explicitly execute automated and repeated checks which are able to self-adapt to changes of cloud-services over time. As a consequence, current research lacks a comprehensive discussion as well as methods on how to reason about sequences of results produced by continuous cloud service certification approaches. Lastly, current research efforts do not consider cloud service certification in presence of a fraudulent provider who is actively cheating on checks to create the appearance of compliance with a certificate’s controls when, in fact, he is not.

Addressing these gaps, this thesis proposes a framework to guide the design and representation of minimally invasive tests to support continuous test-based certification of cloud services. This includes the introduction of universal metrics which can be computed on the basis of sequences of test results produced by any continuous tests. These universal metrics also allow us to evaluate and compare the accuracy and precision of continuous test results. Also, we introduce a model to reason about the behavior of a cloud service provider who only pretends to comply with the controls of a certificate. This model permits us to derive countermeasures through adapting tests provided by our framework.

1.2 Research challenges

This thesis centers around methods which aim to support continuous test-based cloud service certification. Hereafter, we describe the core research challenges which need to be overcome in order to develop these methods.

1.2.1 Challenge 1: Design of tests supporting continuous cloud certification

When intending to design tests to continuously produce evidence supporting validation of a certificate’s controls, then an intuitive top-down approach starts from the perspective of a control: First, each control is inspected to decide which evidence is needed to check if this control holds. If necessary evidence has been identified, then one or more tests to continuously produce this evidence can be designed. This top-down approach has a major drawback: There are controls which do not manifest on the implementation level of a cloud service but target organizational processes and legal frameworks, involving, e.g., interviewing personnel of the cloud service provider or manual review processes [39]. Consider, for example, control HRS-06 of CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22]:

"Requirements for non-disclosure or confidentiality agreements reflecting the organization’s needs for the protection of data and operational details shall be identified, documented, and reviewed at planned intervals."

It is obvious that designing tests which supply evidence to check this control is a hard problem – if possible at all – since these test would have to comprehend the meaning of documents and assessing these in context of a certain history and needs of an organization.

Therefore, a different and preferable approach is to design tests bottom-up, i.e., starts from the perspective of the cloud service under test: First, we identify which technical properties of a cloud service we can evaluate using tests. For example, consider the property availability: A test can be designed which automatically and repeatedly checks whether the web server component of a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) application is correctly and timely...
1.2 Research challenges

responding to HTTP requests. Second, we have to identify those controls for which these test results can serve as evidence. Rigorously applying the latter step, however, has some fundamental limitations. In order to illustrate these limitations, consider the control IVS-6 of the CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22].

"Network environments and virtual instances shall be designed and configured to restrict and monitor traffic between trusted and untrusted connections. These configurations shall be reviewed at least annually, and supported by a documented justification for use for all allowed services, protocols, and ports, and by compensating controls."

Although the technical properties of a cloud service underlying this control can be easily derived, a fundamental problem surfaces which we refer to as the semantic gap: This control’s generic description allows for multiple interpretations leading to various suitable evidence and corresponding candidate designs for continuous tests. For example, it is ambiguous what may indicate untrusted connections on implementation level or which are allowed services, protocols, and ports. Naturally, this level of abstraction further increases when considering controls of standards and guidelines which are not specific to cloud services, e.g., ISO-27001:2013 [24].

The reason that these controls are rather generic is that they are to be applied to a wide range of cloud services, regardless of type, particular service instances or their implementation. This level of abstraction may be intended by the authors of a certificate’s controls to permit wide-spread application of the certificate. Yet this level of abstraction removes constraints on feasible interpretations necessary to derive the underlying cloud service properties. As a result, the decision which test design produces evidence suitable to validate a control becomes somewhat arbitrary, allowing for alternative tests. It is important to note that bridging the semantic gap between controls and tests, i.e., providing a method to rigorously derive tests from control descriptions is not in scope of this thesis.

To summarize: There is a semantic gap between the results produced by continuous tests and the controls for which these tests aim to provide evidence for. As of today, what constitutes suitable evidence to validate a control is left to informal interpretation of the human auditor. If we want to provide evidence using tests, then these informal interpretations of controls have to be made explicit. Using the terminology of Maibaum and Wassyng [40], continuous tests thus should be formulated as an agreed-upon objective function allowing objective, repeatable as well as predictable production of evidence. To that end, a framework to rigorously design continuous tests which allow reasoning about technical properties of cloud services is needed where the results of these tests can serve as evidence produced in an objective manner. This framework, however, does not solve the problem how to agree upon the objective function, that is, how to rigorously derive tests from descriptions of controls.

1.2.2 Challenge 2: Definition of continuous tests

A certificate demonstrates that a cloud service satisfies a set of controls. The goal of that demonstration is to increase a customer’s trust towards a cloud service and enable comparability between different cloud services [19]. When using tests to produce evidence to validate at least part of a certificate’s controls, it is vital to ensure that the definition of how evidence is produced is unambiguous. Only unambiguously defined tests allow us to
rigorously compare evidence, that is, the test results produced by different tests. Consider, for example, the control RB-02 Capacity management – monitoring of the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue [31] issued by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI). This control states that

"Technical and organisational safeguards for the monitoring and provisioning and de-provisioning of cloud services are defined. Thus, the cloud provider ensures that resources are provided and/or services are rendered according to the contractual agreements and that compliance with the service level agreements is ensured."

Let's further assume that we aim to compare the availability of two SaaS applications where both SaaS providers have defined the identical service level agreement (SLA) regarding availability (e.g., 99.9999% per year) and both providers claim to fulfill control RB-02 of BSI C5. In order to check whether their claims hold, each application is continuously tested to detect potential outages, i.e., periods where the service is unavailable. Yet the continuous test used by each application differ: One service's availability is tested by simply pinging its endpoint, i.e., measures the time delta between sending ICMP Echo Request and receiving ICMP Time Reply packets. Measured round trip times are then compared with expected ones. The other application is tested by issuing specially crafted calls to its RESTful API and comparing the returned JSON object with expected object using some proprietary comparison function. It is obvious that two different continuous tests produce evidence that differ in semantics. We use this evidence to support evaluation whether the respective SaaS application complies with the above control. As a consequence, the conclusions drawn based on the differing evidence produced for the two example SaaS applications cannot be directly compared.

The above example illustrates that unambiguous definition of evidence production is needed to provide comparability of results generated by tests. Thus, an approach has to be developed that lets us define continuous tests in a rigorous way. These continuous test definitions have to be complete, that is, adhere to the framework’s concepts to design continuous tests (see Research Challenge 1) and contain all information required to configure specific test implementations. At the same time, these definitions have to be general representations of continuous tests which are agnostic to specific test implementations, thereby enabling comparability.

1.2.3 Challenge 3: Accuracy and precision of continuous test results

Inaccurate tests undermine both cloud service provider’s and customer’s trust: On the one hand, test results that incorrectly indicate satisfaction of a control erode customer’s trust. On the other hand, cloud service providers will dispute test results that incorrectly suggest controls are not fulfilled. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the accuracy and precision of continuous test results, that is, how close are produced test results to their true values?

Consider the control TVM-02: Threat and Vulnerability Management Vulnerability / Patch Management of CCM [22] whose first part reads

"Policies and procedures shall be established, and supporting processes and technical measures implemented, for timely detection of vulnerabilities within organizationally-owned or managed applications, infrastructure network and
system components (e.g., network vulnerability assessment, penetration testing).

One possibility to produce evidence supporting validation of this control is a test which executes a vulnerability scanner every ten minutes and checks whether no vulnerability is found. The question is now whether this test makes mistakes by, e.g., incorrectly indicates that the cloud service under test has no vulnerabilities while it actually has. In this case, it is unclear to what extent the produced evidence can be used to check the control. Does, e.g., the vulnerability scanner always miss detecting a particular vulnerability or merely occasionally?

Let’s now assume that the test for security vulnerabilities only produces correct results. When inspecting control TVM-02, it becomes apparent that it not only requires to detect security vulnerabilities but also demands remedy within specific period of time. In context of such temporal constraints, further errors may occur when – based on the continuous test – estimating the duration of detected vulnerabilities.

An approach is needed to evaluate the accuracy of test results which are produced continuously. This approach has to allow for inference of conclusions about the general accuracy of continuous tests’ results. Furthermore, this method needs to permit comparison between the accuracy of alternative tests which can be used to produce evidence to validate a particular control.

A resulting challenge when evaluating the accuracy of continuous tests lies in establishing the ground truth to which test results are compared. To that end, an approach is needed which allows manipulating properties of a cloud service under test resulting in violation of controls which a continuous test aims to detect. For example, a control violation may consists of starting and stopping virtual machines to violate resource availability, publicly expose sensitive interfaces to violate secure configurations, or restrict available network bandwidth to violate quality of service.

1.2.4 Challenge 4: Trustworthy continuous test results

Through demonstrating compliance with a set of controls and thus obtaining a certificate, cloud service providers hope for competitive advantages, e.g., by increasing customer retention and attracting new customers [19]. However, measuring customers’ preferences as well as general effects of cloud service certification are subject to ongoing research (e.g., [41][42][43]), thus making it difficult for cloud providers to predict the expected additional revenue generated through obtaining a particular certificate.

In contrast, complying with controls of a certificate can lead to an increase in costs of a cloud service provider which are straightforward to quantify. Consider, for example, operational efforts involved when guaranteeing high service availability and reliability which can be directly translated into costs.

The contrast of certification’s uncertain benefits in the mid and long term versus certain increase in cost of service provisioning in the short term can create an incentive for a cloud service provider to cheat: A fraudulent provider may only pretend to satisfy the controls of a certificate in order to reduce his costs. As an example, consider the control UP-02 Jurisdiction and data storage, processing and backup locations of BSI C5 [31] whose second part states that

"[...] Data of the cloud customer shall only be processed, stored and backed up outside the contractually agreed locations only with the prior express written consent of the cloud customer.".
Let’s assume that a cloud service customer uses Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) supplied by a public cloud provider to host a social network platform where registered users can connect, chat, share pictures and so forth. The certificate for this IaaS provider states that all resources are hosted in compliance with control UP-02 of BSI C5. In our example, we assume that the IaaS provider contractually agreed to only use virtual machines, persistent storage and related infrastructure services which are hosted within the European Union (EU).

However, our IaaS provider is fraudulent since he only complies with control UP-02 during the day, i.e., from 6am to 11pm (UTC) while – in order to save costs – during the night, i.e., from 11pm to 6am (UTC), the provider uses resources hosted at data centers located in geographical regions outside of EU. Naturally, this migration is transparent to the cloud service customer, that is, the customer cannot discern which geographical location is used to provide the cloud service. Thus, the provider intentionally violates the control and only pretends to comply with the certificate’s controls.

If we use tests to continuously produce evidence supporting validation of certificates’ controls, then not trusting the cloud service provider implies that we cannot unconditionally trust test results. Under these circumstances, it is vital to provide an approach how to adapt continuous tests to produce trustworthy test results, even when faced with a fraudulent provider.

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we make the following contributions:

- **A framework to design continuous tests** We introduce a framework to guide the design of tests to support continuous test-based cloud service certification and describe an example implementation called *Clouditor*. Using this framework, minimally invasive tests can be crafted that produce evidence to validate fulfillment of a certificate’s controls. The framework also supports self-adaptive testing to be able to react to changing environment conditions of the test as well as to consider previously produced test results. Further, we propose four universal test metrics which can be used to reason about sequences of results produced by any continuous test designed according to the framework. Lastly, existing approaches to test-based certification can leverage our framework to execute test repeatedly and reason about sequences of produced test results.

- **Example continuous test scenarios** We present five test scenarios to show how our framework supports continuous test-based cloud service certification according to controls derived from BSI C5, CSA STAR, and ISO/IEC 27001:2013. Within these scenarios, we show how to continuously test availability, location, secure communication configuration, secure interface configuration, and user input validation. Further, since a scenario-driven approach is limited in demonstrating applicability of our framework, we identify four general characteristics to describe continuous test scenarios allowing us to reason about the applicability of our framework beyond the scope of the scenarios.

- **A domain-specific language to define continuous tests** We do not mandate a specific architecture to implement tests according to our framework. Instead, in order to guide development of tests according to our framework, we make use of formal languages
to define a domain-specific language called *ConTest* with which continuous tests can be rigorously described. *ConTest* is a descriptive language which, on the one hand, provides a general representation of continuous tests which is agnostic to a specific implementation of our framework’s building blocks. On the other hand, *ConTest* serves as a starting point to generate concrete configurations for any specific implementation of a continuous test. As a result, having a developer provide a code generator to translate from *ConTest* to an implementation-specific test configuration language ensures that the configuration of the test implementation adheres to the building blocks of our framework.

- **A method to evaluate accuracy and precision of continuous test results** We introduce a method to experimentally evaluate the accuracy and precision of results produced by continuous tests. This method allows us to compare alternative tests as well as alternative test configurations. At the core of this method are **accuracy and precision measures** which are based on the universal metrics proposed as part of our framework to design continuous tests. Thus our method can be used to evaluate the accuracy and precision of any test which is designed using the building blocks of our framework.

In order to establish the ground truth required to evaluate the accuracy of a continuous test, we presented the notion of **control violations** which manipulate a property of a cloud service under test such that the service does not fulfill one or more controls of a certificate. Furthermore, we explain how randomization of control violation events allow to generalize statements about a continuous test’s accuracy. Based on three example scenarios, we show how the accuracy and precision measures allow us to compare alternative tests as well as alternative test configurations to select the most suited one.

- **Test-based certification of adversarial cloud service providers** We present a model of an adversarial cloud service provider who only pretends to comply with a set of controls. This type of fraudulent provider is referred to as **opportunistic cloud service provider** who only cheats if he can be sure with a certain probability that he is not caught. In order to be able to model and reason about the behavior of an opportunistic provider, we draw on the idea of **covert adversaries** introduced by Lindell and Aumann [44] and combine it with a modeling technique known as Labeled Transition Systems (LTS). Based on our model, we then show that randomization of tests can reduce the willingness of the opportunistic provider to cheat. Further, we explain how our framework to design tests supports randomization of tests on different levels.

### 1.4 Organization of this thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 provides an overview of focal concepts of the three fields relevant to this thesis: *Cloud services*, *testing* as well as *certification*. Beyond the introduction of these concepts, we point out how and to what extent these fields relate to this thesis.

- Chapter 3 presents research efforts related to this thesis, points out gaps of the status quo and explains how this thesis addresses missing parts. To that end, we provide an in-depth
discussion of current approaches to test-based cloud service certification, including other frameworks explicitly developed to support cloud certification, specialized methods aiming at checking specific cloud service properties as well as other approaches whose primary goal is to compare performance of cloud services but which still can be used to support test-based certification. Further, we also provide an overview of monitoring-based and TPM-based cloud service certification since these depict the major other approaches to cloud service certification. Lastly, we also shed light on Testing as a Service (TaaS), i.e., using cloud services to execute tests since the implementation of our continuous test scenarios in Chapter 5 follow the notion of TaaS.

• Chapter 4 introduces our framework to design tests which aim at continuously producing evidence to validate satisfaction of controls of certificates. We start with laying out the requirements the framework has to meet and then describe its main building blocks, i.e., test cases, test suites, workflow, test metrics and preconditions. We explain how these building blocks correspond with the initially defined requirements and, finally, present an example implementation of the framework called Clouditor.

• Chapter 5 presents five example test scenarios designed and implemented using the framework described in Chapter 4. The goal of these test scenarios is to demonstrate how our framework can support continuous test-based certification of cloud services. We begin with defining general characteristics of the test scenarios which we then apply to each selected scenario. Thus we are not limited to the example five test scenarios but can draw conclusions about the applicability of our framework beyond these test scenarios. Thereafter, we describe continuous tests of availability, location, secure communication configuration, secure interface configuration, and user input validation of cloud services.

• Chapter 6 proposes the domain-specific language ConTest which permits rigorous definition of continuous tests while being agnostic to specific test implementations. To that end, we first outline basic concepts of formal languages and engineering of domain-specific languages. Then we present the design as well as implementation of ConTest and show how ConTest can be used to generate configurations for specific test implementations which are used to configure Clouditor.

• Chapter 7 introduces a method to experimentally evaluate the accuracy and precision of continuous test results. After having defined the terms accuracy and precision in the context of continuous test-based cloud certification, we describe how to violate cloud services’ properties in order for the service not to fulfill controls. Then we introduce accuracy and precision measures to evaluate continuous test results, including the inference of conclusions about the general accuracy and precision of test results. Finally, we present experimental results of applying our method to evaluate and compare results of tests which aim to support validation of controls related to availability, security and reliability.

• Chapter 8 presents the notion of the opportunistic cloud service provider, a special type of fraudulent cloud service provider who only pretends to comply with controls while he is actually not. We begin with introducing covert adversaries and Labeled Transition Systems (LTS), the two main concepts we use to model and reason about the behavior of an opportunistic cloud provider. Thereafter, we describe how we use
LTS to model opportunistic cloud service providers and show how randomization of tests can reduce the willingness of opportunistic providers to deceive. Finally, we point out how our framework to design continuous tests presented in Chapter 4 supports randomization of test parameters as one possible countermeasures against opportunistic cloud service providers.

• Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by summarizing and discussing its main results as well as pointing out directions for future work.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces concepts and terminology of three fields – cloud computing, testing and certification – which are required to understand the remaining chapters of this thesis. Further, we explain the scope and relevance of these three subjects in context of this thesis.

The next section outlines the notion of cloud computing, including different service and deployment models. We omit an in-depth historical review of the origins of cloud computing, considering utility computing, grid computing and the like since such contextualization is already extensively covered in the literature, e.g., [45][46]. Section 2.2 presents basic concepts of software testing where particular emphasis lies on security and conformance testing. Lastly, in Section 2.3 we introduce the basic ideas behind software, service and cloud service certification.

2.1 Cloud computing and cloud services

In their influential paper Above the Clouds: A Berkely View of Cloud Computing published in 2010, Armbrust et al. [12] pinpoint three key characteristics of cloud computing:

1. The illusion of infinite resources which are available on demand,
2. absence of an up-front investment for hardware, and
3. pay per use for resource for only as long as they are needed.

While the term cloud computing is heavily overloaded and there are numerous attempts to define it (e.g., [47][48][49]), Armbrust’s perspective provides a first distinction between cloud computing and regular outsourcing of hardware and software: In [12], they argue that

"[...] the construction and operation of extremely large-scale, commodity-computer datacenters at low-cost locations was the key necessary enabler of Cloud Computing, for they uncovered the factors of 5 to 7 decrease in cost of electricity, network bandwidth, operations, software, and hardware available at these very large economies. These factors, combined with statistical multiplexing to increase utilization compared a private cloud, meant that cloud computing could offer services below the costs of a medium-sized datacenter and yet still make a good profit.".
Aside from this mainly economic characterization, an important question is: How can cloud computing and cloud services be described from a technical point of view? Answering this question, multiple proposals are available which aim at establishing a reference architecture for cloud services, e.g., [50][51][52][53][54]. However, as of writing of the thesis, the canonical answer to this question is provided by the National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) whose definition of cloud computing is published in [10]. While this definition is still fairly abstract, it nevertheless provides a starting point to define some terminology which we are going to use extensively within this thesis. The following two sections will define the terms service model and deployment model on the basis NIST’s understanding, supplementing it with examples of currently popular cloud service implementations.

2.1.1 Cloud service models

According to Vaquero et al. [55], cloud service providers make cloud services available to cloud service customers using IP-based protocols. As a result, cloud service customers do not have to maintain and run the underlying infrastructure necessary to host the service. Further, Vaquero et al. [55] introduce three types of services, i.e., Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) which are later adopted by Mell and Grance [10] proposing the NIST’s definition of Cloud Computing. These service models are detailed hereafter.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) In this service model, the cloud service customer is provided basic computing resources such as processing, storage and network. IaaS offers the highest degree of freedom since any software or application can be assembled and run on top of IaaS [10]. As already pointed out above, the key technology at this level is virtualization which allows abstracting from concrete physical computing resources and thus divide, (re-)allocate and (re-)size basic computing resources in an ad hoc manner according to service customers’ needs [55]. However, while the service customer controls, e.g., setup and configuration of virtual machines, attached network interfaces and volumes, the customer does not have to manage the underlying infrastructure required to provide IaaS [10].

According to the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [56], Amazon Web Service (AWS) is the leading IaaS provider as of 2017 with Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) being their core product, offering virtual machines with various configurations. Other IaaS provider with relevant market share are Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform and IBM Cloud.

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) PaaS is considered to deliver services on a level which has a higher degree of abstraction than IaaS: Instead of providing only fundamental computing resources as a service, PaaS providers give means to service customers to build and run applications within their cloud infrastructure [55]. In contrast to IaaS, service customers are bound to the tools, languages, libraries and so forth which the PaaS provider supports [10]. The advantage of this service model, however, lies in transparent resource management (for
the service customer) which is needed to run applications (e.g., workload distribution, up and down scaling of resources etc.).

A popular example for a PaaS offering is the Google App Engine[^9] which allows service customers to develop and deploy application written in Node.js, Java, Ruby, C#, Go, Python, and PHP. AWS offers a comparable product called Elastic Beanstalk[^10] while Salesforce provides a PaaS named Force.com[^11] which is specialized to support development of applications extending their core product in the form of, e.g., mobile applications.

**Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)** From a service customer’s point of view, using Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications can be understood as an alternative to running applications locally, i.e., at the customer’s site[^55]. SaaS applications are deployed on remote infrastructures which are accessible through interfaces such as browsers or stand-alone clients which are installed on the local workstation of the service customer. Here, the customers’ control of the cloud service is confined to configuring user-specific application settings[^10]. Providing SaaS applications heavily involves web application technologies, such as JavaScript, JSON, HTML and CSS.

Popular examples for SaaS applications are Google G Suite Apps[^12] and Microsoft 365[^13], both providing office applications such as email, docs and calendar as a service. Other examples include the customer relationship management (CRM) application provided as a service by Salesforce[^14] as well as SAP Business ByDesign[^15] offering an enterprise resource planning (ERP) application as a service.

#### 2.1.2 Deployment models

The NIST definition of cloud computing[^10] further distinguishes whether a particular cloud services is exclusively used by a single organization or shared among more than one organization. The former case is referred to as **private cloud services**. Note that the infrastructure used to implement private cloud services does not necessarily have to be managed by or deployed in the data center of the organization using them. A popular, free and open source platform which can be used to provide private IaaS is OpenStack[^16]. The prime example of a **public cloud service provider** is AWS whose services are – with a few exceptions – accessible for the general public. A public cloud service provider does not necessarily need to own and maintain the physical infrastructure used to provide the public cloud services either. Other subcontracted companies can be in charge of housing and facility management of the data centers. Lastly, NIST distinguishes the deployment models **community cloud services** and **hybrid cloud services**. The former simply refers to services which are shared among a closed group of organizations which have similar requirements towards the cloud service. The latter can be perceived as a meta-type as it describes service combinations of private, public or community cloud services.

2.1.3 Cloud services in context of this thesis

We consider all three major types of cloud service models in this thesis: For example, supporting all three cloud service models is one key requirement driving the development of our framework to support continuous cloud certification (see Section 4.2.4). Also, in Section 5.1 we discuss implication of different services models in context of our framework as well as show through the implementation of selected test scenarios how our framework supports testing of all three services models.

With regard to deployment models, we focus on public cloud services while private, community and hybrid cloud services play little to no role in this thesis. For example, one central requirement of our framework to support continuous tests (see Section 4.2.3) consists of flexible integration with existing cloud services. In this context, public cloud services are particularly important since we have to assume that the public cloud provider will try to minimize integration efforts, thus leading to the notion of *minimally invasive* testing. Further, public cloud services provided by AWS play a crucial role within the example test scenario to validate the location of a cloud service component (see Section 5.3). Lastly, public cloud service providers play a major role in Chapter 8 where we assume the cloud provider to be *opportunistic* which is a special type of adversarial behavior.

Note that for budget reasons, we conducted the majority of experiments presented in this thesis (e.g., Section 5.2.4, 5.4.4 or 5.5.4) using a cloud environment based on OpenStack. Although access to this environment is restricted to internal use only, thereby rendering it strictly speaking a private cloud, any experiment presented in thesis can easily be repeated using commercial public cloud services, e.g., AWS or Google Cloud Platform. The reason for this is that none of the experiments presented herein require privileged access to the underlying infrastructure which is used to operate and provide the cloud service.

2.2 Testing

This section introduces basic concepts of software testing, security testing as well as conformance testing.

2.2.1 Software testing

A standard definition of testing is provided by the *Standard Glossary of Terms used in Software Testing* [57] published by International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB). This glossary states that testing is

"the process consisting of all lifecycle activities, both static and dynamic, concerned with planning, preparation and evaluation of software products and related work products to determine that they satisfy specified requirements, to demonstrate that they are fit for purpose and to detect defects."

Yet this definition rather delineates the goal which testing pursues. The IEEE Guide to the software engineering body of knowledge (SWEBOK) [58] offers a more descriptive definition:

"Software testing consists of dynamically verifying a program's behavior on a finite set of test cases – suitably selected from the usually infinite domain of executions – against the specified expected behavior."
Utting and Legeard [1] decompose this definition by detailing the following key aspects:

- **Dynamic testing**: Refers to evaluating the behavior of a software or application through observing it during execution while static testing evaluates the software without execution by, e.g., manually reviewing the source code.

- **Finite set of test cases**: Exhaustive testing of software is usually either prohibitively expensive, takes too long, or is simply not practically feasible. The reason for this is that the possible input domain for a test function can be very large, possibly infinite. Thus some constraints on the set of possible test cases, e.g., maximum duration of a test have to be defined.

- **Selected test cases**: As we are bound to a finite set of test cases, selecting those test cases which are most likely to unveil faults of the tested software, e.g., security vulnerabilities, presents a key challenge. One complementary strategy here is risk-based testing where test cases are selected such that the risk for the software user is minimized [57]. This means that testing focuses on parts of the software which have been identified to most likely have some defects with considerable impact on, e.g., the data security of the software user [59].

- **Expected behavior**: After having executed a test, the observed behavior of the software under test needs to be interpreted to decide whether the test failed or passed. This mechanism is also known as the test oracle. In case of automated testing, automatically reasoning about the observed behavior is a necessity.

If an undesired behavior is observed, then this is referred to as a failure where the cause of this failure is called fault [60]. In short, we can summarize that testing is a method to detect faults [61]; however, it is crucial to understand that testing cannot show that a software does not possess any faults [62].

**Types of dynamic testing** Having understood the general definition of testing, we now describe different types of dynamic testing according to the three dimensions shown in Figure 2.1 [1][2]:

- **Scope** delineates at what level the system under test (SUT) is evaluated. Unit testing aims at testing a single unit of the SUT at a time, e.g., methods implemented as part of particular class [60]. Component testing focuses on parts within the SUT, e.g., a set of classes, deliberately neglecting other parts of the SUT which is usually achieved by manipulating the SUT through specialized, internal code interfaces [63]. Integration testing aims at discovering faults in interfaces as well as between components interacting [57]. Yet integration testing still only considers subsystems of the SUT while with system testing the entire system is under test, including all components and subsystems, in order to evaluate its adherence to specified requirements [60].

- **Accessibility** describes the information available to design a test. Black box testing (also known as specification-based or behavioral testing [57]) assumes that no information about the internal structure of the SUT is available to the tester. Thus, the test design is driven by the inputs the SUT accepts as well as its output, i.e., its expected behavior as specified by the system requirements [1]. In white box testing (also known
as *structure-based* or *structural* testing), any required information about the inner workings of the SUT are available to the tester and thus tests can be designed using this information [57]. Further, the quality of structural testing activities is often evaluated using measures of *code coverage* such as *branch coverage* which describes the ratio between exercised branches and all branches defined in the code [64]. However, while measures of code coverage support detection of untested parts of source code, they do not allow to make statements about the quality of the conducted tests [65].

- **Objective** refers to the characteristics of the SUT we aim to test. *Functional testing* checks whether the SUT meets specified functional requirements where internal structure of the SUT is neglected, thereby rendering it a black box test method [60]. *Non-functional testing* aims at validating non-functional requirements such as robustness, performance, reliability, and security requirements [1].
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**Figure 2.1: Dimensions of testing types (based on Figures from [1][2])**

**Test process**  Conducting a test requires additional steps to prepare the test and follow up on the results. According to [57], the test process consists of the following steps:

1. **Planning** includes all activities to create and maintain a test plan, i.e., a document which describes scope, approach, resources and schedule of planned test activities as well as when to stop testing, i.e., exit criteria. According to Felderer et al. [2], such exit criteria can be based on *coverage criteria* describing the desired *test coverage*, that is, the degree to which a set of tests addresses all requirements defined for the software under test [60]. Thus coverage criteria can be understood as characteristics of a test or a set of tests which specify the extent of testing considered sufficient to demonstrate the SUT complies with all requirements [59].

2. **Design** translates test objectives defined by the test plan into descriptions of executable tests. Depending on the accessibility of information about the software to be tested,
tests can either be specification-based (i.e., black box tests) or structure-based (i.e., white box).

3. **Implementation** takes the specification provided by the test design step and creates test procedures, including needed test data, as well as preparing frameworks supporting automated test execution (also known as test harnesses).

4. **Reporting** consists of the collection and analysis of test results.

5. **Closure activities** finalizes the test process through consolidating all results obtained after completion of all test activities defined by the test plan.

**Continuous testing**  Continuous tests are tests which are executed automatically and repeatedly [66]. Naturally, *continuously* is not meant strictly mathematically since executing tests are always – in a strict mathematical sense – discrete tasks that occur at some point time. What the term *continuous testing* does suggest, however, is that tests are conducted very frequently, e.g., on every change made to the source code of an application. Continuous testing implies automated testing, thus not all types of testing can be conducted continuously, e.g., code reviews (for further information see paragraph *Static security testing techniques* in Section 2.2.2).

Continuous testing can support *regression testing* (e.g., Saff and Ernst [66, 67, 68]), that is, retesting a software after is has been modified [57]. In case of continuous white box testing, changes made to the code base can be observed and thus used as triggers to retest the modified software. This kind of incremental building and testing of software is described by the term *continuous integration* [69] which works as follows: Every change a developer makes the code base is committed to a central source code management system such as SVN [17], GIT [18] or TFVC [19] which is usually deployed on a different server. On every commit, the source code management system triggers the *build system* implemented by tools such as Jenkins [20], Hudson [21], Bamboo [22] or Travis CI [23]. Those tools control compilation and packaging of the software and trigger, e.g., unit tests after every build of the software.

In the case of continuous black box testing, per definition, no changes to internal mechanisms of the software can be observed externally. Therefore, it is not possible to trigger the execution of a black box test based on changes applied to the code. As a result, different strategies have to used to identify the point in time when to execute a black box test. Basic strategies are choosing time of execution randomly or triggering the test based on static intervals, for example, run vulnerability scans of an application every night. More advanced strategies may use other externally observable events which indicate that a change has occurred, e.g., the web server version of a web application changed.

**Testing for validation versus testing for verification**  As already described above, a test *oracle* is the mechanism indicating whether the observed behavior of the SUT conforms with
the expected behavior. Depending on what source is used to derive the *expected behavior*, we can distinguish between *testing for validation* and *testing for verification*. Based on ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2017 [60], we can describe the difference between validation and verification as follows: *Validation* aims at confirming that requirements defined for an application are fulfilled based on evidence, thereby assuring that the application meets the needs of the users. In contrast, *verification* refers to the process which evaluates if the outcome of a step of an application’s development process satisfies the conditions defined at the beginning of that step. Drawing on these descriptions, we can state that *testing for validation* means to check whether a SUT conforms with customer’s requirements. Further, *testing for verification* delineates testing a system or application against (possibly formalized) specifications.

### 2.2.2 Security testing

*Security testing* refers to dynamic and static testing techniques with the objective to validate whether security requirements are satisfied; designing security tests can either build on available information about the internal mechanisms of the SUT (white box) or solely be derived from externally observable behavior of the SUT (black box) [70]. Security requirements can be related to *security properties* of SUT, e.g., *availability*, *confidentiality*, and *integrity*. Thus we can state that security testing aims at establishing whether the implementation of the SUT has a set of desired security properties [2].

Alexander [71] introduced the notion of positive and negative security requirements by proposing *misuse cases*, i.e., the malicious use of a system driven by an attacker’s intent. Zech et al. [72] distinguish these two types of security requirements as follows: *Positive* security requirements describe some desired, expected behavior of a system, e.g., a browser shall only retrieve and interact with SaaS applications via HTTPS, a SaaS application’s access management component shall always require two factor authentication to grant users access etc. *Negative* security requirements define behavior of a system that is not desired, i.e., actions that the system should not grant or execute, e.g., hostile cloud service customers should not be able to access, manipulate or disrupt the services of other customers.

The notion of positive and negative security requirements leads to two types of security testing introduced by Tian et al. [73]: *Security functional testing* and *security vulnerability testing*. While the former focus on testing the correctness and completeness of security mechanisms the SUT implements, the latter attempts to detect unintended side effects which lead to vulnerabilities. This distinction is also made by Thompson [74] who compares the intended behavior of a system with its implemented behavior. Thompson’s key insight is that most vulnerabilities stem from unwanted side effects of a system’s implementation.

Yet, as Felderer et al. [2] point out, security vulnerability testing is a hard problem: Recall that in the previous section, we stated that testing serves to detect faults. Strictly applying this definition to security vulnerability testing would mean that security vulnerability testing had to detect the absence of some additional behavior caused by unwanted side effects of a system’s implementation. This is a hard problem because it implies to consider all possible states of the system which in practice is either undesired because it takes too long or is computationally too expensive (i.e., time and space) or it is not feasible at all. The obvious workaround is to focus on violating a security property (and thus the related security requirement), i.e., demonstrate through testing that a security property does not hold. The most popular security testing techniques following this notion is *penetration testing*. 
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Static security testing techniques  These testing techniques do not require execution of the application. Manual code review is a technique where a security expert inspects the source code of an application under test by reading it in order to detect faults [75]. Since such manual code reviews are time-consuming and thus expensive tasks, supporting techniques have been developed [76]. Tools implementing these techniques are usually referred to as static application security testing (SAST) tools which reduce the manual effort required for analysis, thereby allowing to inspect larger code bases within practically relevant time bounds. SAST tools conduct syntactic checks using regular expressions to detect, e.g., insecure function calls [77] which, for example, could lead to format bugs [78]. Also, SAST tools execute semantic checks where program semantics are derived from control flow graphs which serve as an abstracted model of a program’s state [79]. Such semantic analysis allows detecting, e.g., whether user input supplied to a web application is being sanitized before processed by the application to prevent SQL injection attacks [80].

Dynamic security testing techniques  These testing techniques are applied while the SUT is running. Penetration testing is a technique where the penetration tester usually only has very little information about the SUT and tries to mimic the actions of real adversary in order to exploit potential vulnerabilities of the SUT [81]. In order to identify potentially exploitable vulnerabilities of the SUT, penetration testers make use of different tools, e.g., vulnerability scanners which automatically detect vulnerabilities of a target system by executing known attack patterns [2]. Penetration testing is usually conducted at the end of the software development lifecycle, i.e., just before the release and deployment of the system or application [82].

Another dynamic security testing technique is fuzzing which builds on a notion already introduced by Miller [83] in 1990. In its basic variant, this technique provides randomized inputs to the SUT with the objective of detecting vulnerabilities of the SUT, e.g., by disrupting its execution or forcing it into a vulnerable state. Advanced fuzzing techniques use more sophisticated means to generate the input to provide to the SUT, e.g., mutation-based and generation-based fuzzing [84][85][86].

The last technique we will consider in this outline is referred to as dynamic taint analysis or dynamic information flow analysis. This technique works as follows [87]: Input data from an untrusted source is tainted (i.e., marked in a defined way), e.g., form fields of a web application, and then the propagation of that tainted data within the application is tracked. It is then tested whether this tainted data is used in a malicious manner, for example, tainted data is used to format strings which may point to a format string vulnerability. Dynamic taint analysis can be used to detect vulnerabilities resulting from, e.g., buffer overflows (e.g., [87]), use of format strings (e.g., [88]) as well as SQL injections (e.g., [89]).

2.2.3 Conformance testing

In [90], the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) points out that conformance testing can be understood as a meta-category of testing which may include tests with functional as well as non-functional objectives. However, its primary focus lies on validating whether a software meets a set of requirements of a standard or specification, which are usually defined in the form a conformance clause as part of a standard or specification. Without such a conformance clause, no conformance testing can be conducted. Lastly, results of conformance testing are not suited to compare two alternative software artifacts, they solely
demonstrate conformance with some standard or specification.

In the same article on conformance testing [90], NIST also outlines how to establish a *conformity assessment program* for standards that do not have a conformance clause. Such a program includes:

- The standard or specification to establish conformance with,
- the conformance clause, i.e., specification of how test conformance,
- tools and other procedures to conduct conformity assessment, and
- an entity to conduct the tests.

Finally, the NIST distinguishes between three different types of conformance testing:

- *Exhaustive testing*: Validate conformance with a standard by exploring any possible state of the system through testing. Naturally, for most applications, exhaustive testing is either prohibitively expensive or not practically feasible at all.

- *Thorough testing*: Here validation of a software artifact conforming with a standard is not exhaustive but bound to some range, e.g., not any possible combination of input values is used for testing but only a few selected ones, usually specified as part of the conformance clause.

- *Identification testing*: Compared to exhaustive and thorough testing, this type of conformance testing is least complete. Only focal properties of the software artifact are tested, providing only minimal input to the software under test.

### 2.2.4 Testing in context of this thesis

Testing techniques used within this thesis belong to the class of dynamic testing techniques since we test cloud services at runtime, that is, during their productive operation. Furthermore, we do not assume to have any information about the internal mechanisms of the cloud service under test. Therefore, our test designs follow the black box notion, i.e., the test designs are driven by the expected behavior which are defined by the controls of a certificate (for more detail see the next section) and which can be observed through interaction with the service. Further, our framework executes tests automatically and repeatedly, thereby rendering it continuous black box tests.

The scope of testing in this thesis focuses on component testing, that is, we test components of a cloud service such as virtual machines (see Section 5.2 and 5.3), web servers (see Section 5.4), firewalls (see Section 5.5), as well as databases (see Section 5.6).

The test objective that we pursue with our continuous tests is to check if properties of a cloud service hold and thus produce evidence that the service fulfills some controls. This means that we are testing for validation. To that end, we make use of dynamic security testing techniques such as vulnerability scanners (see Section 5.6). However, aside from security vulnerability testing, we also make use of security functional testing, e.g., to test whether deployed security protocols like Transport Layer Security (TLS) are configured correctly (see Section 5.4).

Lastly, our approach of continuous testing follows goals similar to conformance testing, that is, to validate that a cloud service adheres to some controls necessary to obtain some
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Certificate. While these certificates are usually based on some standards, a construct such as a conformance clause is usually missing. In that regard, our framework to design continuous tests can be considered one building block to establish a conformity assessment program.

2.3 Certification

Certification refers to the process where an accredited third party validates that a product, process or service fulfills a finite, predefined set of particular requirements [91]. These requirements are usually referred to as controls which are understood as descriptions of measures aiming to modify risk [21] (sometimes certificates’ requirements are termed criteria [39]) and are defined by a certification scheme. If a system complies with all controls defined by certification scheme, then a report called certificate is produced, stating compliance of the system with the scheme’s controls [92].

Certification is a special case of assurance, i.e., the process of establishing justifiable confidence that a system behaves as expected and satisfies a set of non-functional properties, e.g., security properties [93]. This confidence is derived from evidence, that is, observable information of the system which can be collected and evaluated [94]. Although assurance is oftentimes used synonymously with security assurance, assurance also includes other properties of a system like reliability and robustness [57].

The motivation for a software supplier to obtain a certification can be driven by the expectation to attract new customers as well as to increase customer retention. Furthermore, as Damiani et al. [59] point out, software customers may not be willing to fully exclude liability when purchasing software. In this context, software suppliers may choose certification as a means to reduce liability in case of, e.g., security breaches resulting from defects of the supplied software.

Numerous national and international standards, guidelines and frameworks exist according to which a product, process or service can be certified, e.g., ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [24], NIST SP 800-53 [95], ISO 9001:2015 [96] or Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [97]. Organizations like ISO or NIST are considered certification scheme owners which usually do not conduct evaluations of, e.g., a software product themselves [24]. The task of evaluations leading to issuance of a specific certificate are left to accredited certification bodies, that is, specialized organizations which are authorized to conduct assessments and issue as well as revoke certificates [91].

Model-based versus instance-based certification  Model-based certificates are the result of formal proofs which show that an abstract model, e.g., finite state machines, of a software satisfies a particular property. This approach necessitates that an abstract model is provided supplementary to the actual software or has to be extracted from the source code [59]. Instance-based certification relies on evidence, i.e., information which can be observed from the software under certification, e.g., through testing or monitoring. This evidence can then be used to make a statement about whether the software under certification possesses a given property or not. Note that such evidence-based statements may not be binary, i.e., a given properties holds or not, but contain a level of uncertainty.

24 According to Damiani et al. [59], there are some exceptions to that statement, e.g., The German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) acts as scheme owner and as the certification body.
Damiani et al. [59] point out that the distinction between model-based and instance-based certification is arguable since some researchers in the field of model-driven testing such as Ammann and Offutt [61] argue that, e.g., deriving black box test designs – which can be used for test-based certification, one example of instance-based certification – may also make use of abstract models.

**Certificate hierarchy** A software under certification may be decomposed into subsystems, each of which consisting of components where the certificate issued for that system is hierarchically dependent on the certificates of each subsystem and each component [59]. Such a hierarchy has high practical value in case the system under certification changes since it permits incremental re-certification, that is, reusing existing evidence while re-certifying those parts of the system that have changed [28].

### 2.3.1 Software certification

The notion of software certification was already explored by Mills et al. [98] in 1987 where they propose the *Cleanroom process* which uses testing to demonstrate that an application fulfills some reliability requirements. Further, software certification can be distinguished into three complementing approaches (also known as the *software quality certification triangle*) [99]:

- **Product-based certification**: This approach assesses the software product directly through static and dynamic testing methods [40]. This certification is usually conducted by an independent third party [100] but there are proposals which argue that developers themselves can conduct a form of self-assessment [101]. One of the most well-known certification schemes in context of security certification is the *Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation* (CC) [102]. Through defining a process and an evaluation framework, CC aims to provide a standard approach to specify, design and evaluate the security properties of a target of Evaluation (TOE), that is, the product or system to be certified [103].

- **Process-based certification**: This approach is also known as *process maturity assessment* which relies on the assumption that a software development process having a set of properties is likely to produce adequate software [104]. A popular example for process-based certification approach is Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [97] which was developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) which resides at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). CMMI succeeds the capability maturity model (CMM) which guides process improvements of organizations through best practice models. Note that conforming with CMMI requirements is referred to as *appraisal* instead of certification. Another example for process-based certification is the Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination (SPICE) approach published in form of the ISO/IEC 33001:2015 [105] (formerly known as ISO/IEC 15504).

- **Certification of personnel**: This approach aims at assessing the skills of personnel which is involved in the development of the software. Such assessments can be dependent on the programming language or platform a developer uses, e.g., Java Programmer Certification [25] or be bound to non-functional skills such as security, e.g., [Accessed: 2018-12-13]
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Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)

2.3.2 Service certification

Erl defines services as

"[...] individual units of logic to exist autonomously yet not isolated from each other. Units of logic are still required to conform to a set of principles that allow them to evolve independently, while still maintaining a sufficient amount of commonality and standardization."

What distinguishes service-based system or service-oriented architectures (SOA) from traditional distributed systems – which may also support message communication and separating interface from process logic – is adherence to the following design principles:

• **Loose coupling**: While dependency between services is kept to a minimum, services need to be aware of other services.

• **Service contract**: Services abide by the communication agreement which is specified by their service descriptions.

• **Autonomy**: Services control the logic they encapsulate.

• **Abstraction**: Aside from what is part of the service description, all remaining logic is hidden by the service.

• **Reusability**: Logic provided by a service explicitly seeks to be reused in different contexts.

• **Composability**: Multiple services can be combined and used as a collection of services.

• **Statelessness**: Services aim to keep required information specific to invocations over time to a minimum.

• **Discoverability**: Services for a desired purpose are to be found with ease.

Due to these principles, it is in some cases – such as large service networks – not trivial to even determine which software components form a service-based system.

Approaches to software certification are not suited to support a service scenario because they assume that the system under certification has a stable structure and is running within a stable environment. Further, the methods underlying software certification are designed to evaluate static and monolithic software at installation time where a certificate’s representation has to only support human-readable formats.

The most important implementation platform for service-based systems are web services. Multiple standards for web services have been proposed and developed, e.g., WS-Security or WS-Reliability; however, these standards describe security requirements which developers should consider during implementation of a service, leaving certification of (web) services subject to ongoing research. One example of certification is the Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP).
these research efforts is the EU-funded Assert4SOA project which developed a framework to support security certification of services through providing machine-readable certificates demonstrating which security properties a web service satisfies [113].

2.3.3 Cloud service certification

Cloud service certification aims to demonstrate that a cloud service complies with a set of controls defined by a certification scheme [20]. Cloud services share some of the service characteristics described in the previous section, e.g., autonomy, abstraction, and reusability. However, when comparing the definition of cloud services presented in Section 2.1.1 with Erl’s [106] understanding of services, it is becomes clear that cloud services are rather a wider, more abstract notion. This means that, on the one hand, some cloud service, e.g., a PaaS may make heavy use of web services, thereby inheriting all characteristics of SOA. On the other hand, a virtual machine used remotely via SSH to deploy some application stack – which is considered a typical use case for IaaS – does not fit Erl’s definition well. As a result, while cloud service certification may inherit challenges from (web) service certification, it also poses additional, novel challenges due to also having to consider the deployment infrastructure and platform services involved in delivery of cloud services [28]. What holds true for cloud service certification as well, however, is that traditional software certification approaches (see Section 2.3.1) are incapable of taking non-stationary properties of cloud service into account [20].

Standardization activities

In 2012, the European Commission in cooperation with the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) published the European Cloud Strategy [11] which includes cloud service certification as one integral part to foster adoption of cloud computing within the European ICT sector. In the course of implementing this strategy, the Cloud Certification Schemes List (CCSL) [28] has been compiled which consists of certification schemes potentially relevant to cloud customers. Among others, the CCSL includes cloud-specific certification schemes such as the Security, Trust & Assurance Registry (STAR) provided by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [23], EuroCloud StarAudit [114] as well as general standards not specific to cloud services like ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [24]. Not included by the CCSL but nevertheless an important, cloud-specific standard was published in 2016 by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI): It is referred to the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (C5) [31] and primarily aims at assessing security properties of a cloud service provider.

There are numerous standards, guidelines and frameworks available from which controls to define a cloud certification scheme can be derived, e.g., the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) [30], ENISA’s Cloud Computing Information Assurance Framework (IAF) [115] or SP 800-53 [95] published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). An overview of such catalogs of controls from the European and German point of view is provided by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology of Germany (BMWi) [29] in [116]: According to this study, the NIST was the first standardization body to draft a road map [117] for the standardization of cloud computing.

---

Continuous cloud service certification While development of standards for cloud services and certification schemes is well under way, conducting certification of cloud services is subject to ongoing research. The need for cloud service certification has been identified by numerous scientific publications, e.g., Khan and Malluhi [118], Ko et al. [119], Sunyaev and Schneider [19] and Cimato et al. [20]. Yet when applying traditional certification to cloud services, the following discrepancy surfaces: Conducting a certification process is a discrete task, that is, the process produces a certificate at some point in time and this certificate is then considered valid for some time, usually in the range from one to three years [26]. Put differently: Traditional certification assumes that during the period where a certificate is valid, any other evaluation of the cloud service will produce identical results [120]. However, a cloud service may change over time where the changes are hard to predict or detect by a cloud service customer [27]. These changes may lead to the cloud service not fulfilling one or more certificate’s controls, thus rendering the certificate invalid. Therefore, the assumption of stability underlying traditional certification does not hold in context of cloud services. Cloud service certification thus requires a different approach capable of continuously detecting ongoing changes of a cloud service during operation and assessing their impact on satisfaction of certificates’ controls [28][29].

Naturally, continuously checking whether a cloud service conforms with a set of controls is not to be understood in a strict mathematical sense: No matter how sophisticated the method to produce evidence, producing evidence will always be – in a strict mathematical sense – carried out by discrete tasks that occur at some point in time. We use the term continuous certification to describe automated and repeated evidence production conducted by a third party which occurs multiple orders of magnitude more frequent compared to traditional certification (e.g., checking property satisfaction every minutes instead of every year).

A special type of continuous cloud service certification is incremental certification which aims at reducing costs of re-certification in case of changes of the cloud service under certification [121]. Incremental certification thus adopts the notion of the Assurance continuity paradigm of the Common Criteria [122]. An important, implicit assumption that the approach of incremental certification makes is that an event is available which triggers re-certification by indicating that a change of the cloud service under certification occurred as well as the scope of the change.

Research activities Important contributions to advance automated means supporting cloud service certification have been made by the EU-funded research project CUMULUS which stands for Certification Infrastructure for Multi-Layer Cloud Services. CUMULUS aims to provide a framework to supports certification of IaaS, PaaS, as well as SaaS layer [123]. Another example is the Next Generation Certification (NGCert) project, a research project funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research of Germany (BMBF). NGCert aims to provide a technical, organizational as well as legal framework to validate that a cloud service complies with controls at operation time. Furthermore, the EU-funded innovation action EU-SEC which is short for European Security Certification Framework aims at increasing the trust in cloud providers, reducing human interaction through the introduction of mechanisms and tools for continuous auditing, and triggering the adoption of cloud certification schemes.

service certification throughout the EU. Finally, the goal of the European Cloud Service Data Protection Certification (AUDITOR) project is to enable certification of cloud services according to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the EU. AUDITOR is funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of Germany (BMWi).

Concepts of cloud service certification A central result of the CUMULUS project is a meta-model describing all relevant concepts of cloud service certification introduced in the CUMULUS deliverable D2.4 Certification models [121]. We limit our discussion of this meta-model to a selected set of fundamental classes because a detailed description of all concepts is not required to understand the content of the remaining chapters of this thesis. A comprehensive introduction to this meta-model can be found in the deliverable.

Fundamental classes of the CUMULUS meta-model are introduced hereafter:

- **Property:** The property class is part of the module Property Vocabulary. It captures the characteristics of a cloud service which is under evaluation. These properties are derived from the controls of a certificate scheme. Note that the CUMULUS project focuses solely on security properties of a cloud service.

- **Target of Certification (TOC):** This class is included in the module called certification model. Instances of this class identify the type of cloud service under certification, i.e., any component involved in delivery of the cloud service. Put differently: The TOC unambiguously describes the scope of the cloud service under certification.

- **Certification model:** This class has the same name as the module including it. A certification model describes which evidence is needed to check whether a cloud service, that is, the TOC satisfies a given property. Further, it specifies how to produce the required evidence and how to use the evidence to reason about cloud service properties using metrics.

- **Certificate:** The certificate class is part of the Certificates module. A certificate includes the set of controls which the TOC has to satisfy to obtain a certificate artifact. In context of the CUMULUS project, the focus solely lies on certification models which can automatically reason about satisfaction a cloud service’s properties. Hence a satisfied control is called assertion, i.e., a constraint on a property which is supported by evidence, to indicate that satisfaction can be automatically evaluated.

- **Lifecycle:** This class is also contained in the certification model module. Instances of this class define the possible states a certificate may assume depending on the results of evaluating evidence, e.g., issued revoked, renewed, or upgraded.

Evidence production methods Certification models are one of the fundamental concepts of cloud service certification introduced in the previous paragraph. A certification model can be classified according to the underlying evidence production method. The following four evidence production methods can be distinguished [20][124]:

- **Monitoring-based evidence production:** These methods use monitoring data as evidence which is produced during productive operation of a cloud-service [125]. We can distinguish between two major types of monitoring-based evidence production
methods: The first group consists of methods proposed by current research (e.g., Krotiani et al. [28], Schiffmann et al. [126]) which are specifically crafted to check whether particular properties of a cloud service are satisfied, e.g., integrity of cloud service components [126] and correctness of non-repudiation protocols used by cloud services [28]. Those methods require to implement additional monitoring services which are not needed for operational monitoring of the cloud service. The second group consists of existing monitoring services and tools which are used to operate the infrastructure of a cloud service, e.g., Nagios [34] or Ganglia [35]. The data produced by these monitoring tools can also be used as evidence to check a cloud service’s properties such as availability [125]. Also data produced by tools which aims to detect intrusions such as Snort [36], Bro [37] or OSSEC [38] can serve as evidence [124][125].

- Test-based evidence production: Similar to monitoring-based methods, test-based evidence production also collects evidence while a cloud-service is productively operating. Different to monitoring-based methods, however, test-based methods do not passively monitor operations of a cloud service but actively interact with it through tests. Thus test-based methods produce evidence by controlling some input to the cloud service, usually during productive operation, and evaluating the output, e.g., calling a cloud service’s RESTful API and comparing responses with expected results [20][127]. The results produced by these tests then serve as evidence.

We can distinguish two types of test-based evidence production: The first set of methods includes approaches presented by recent research (e.g., Anisetti et al. [34], Anisetti et al. [35], Ullah et al. [128]) which introduce specialized tests designed to check whether a cloud service satisfies a particular non-functional property, e.g., proper authorization when accessing a cloud service’s configuration files [34]. The second set of test-based methods does not explicitly aim at evaluating a cloud service’s non-functional properties but rather to compare to cloud services, e.g., based on their CPU-speed [129] or scalability [130]. However, results produced by these tests can serve as evidence to support validation of non-functional requirements related to, e.g., performance and reliability.

- TPM-based evidence production: These methods build on trusted computing to provide proofs that the hardware layer of a cloud service’s infrastructure is trustworthy [20]. At the center of these methods is the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), a security specification provided by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [39] which is implemented as a chip physically integrated with the motherboard of a platform. Since a TPM is implemented in hardware, it provides hardware-level security guarantees, that is, it is resistant to software attacks. A TPM supports secure cryptographic operations such as key generation, encryption, singing, hashing and it can also be used to securely store small amounts of data, e.g., cryptographic keys [36].

There are two main scenarios for TPM-based evidence production [123]: In the first scenario, the TPM is used to assure that only authorized code is running on hosts which
form the infrastructure of the cloud service [131]. In the second scenario, the TPM itself is not used to directly produce evidence but rather to support monitoring-based and test-based production methods, thereby increasing trust in monitoring-based and test-based evidence [123]. For example, a TPM can be used to verify that a monitoring agent deployed on a cloud component has not been modified [38].

• **Expert-based evidence production:** The previous classes of evidence production methods focus on automatic production of observable facts which can be used to support validation of a certificate scheme’s controls. This, however, neglects the status quo of how the certification process is currently conducted within the industry: Production (and analysis) of evidence is left to human experts, that is, accredited auditors [39]. Naturally, those experts may use tools to support their evidence production, e.g., static code analysis tools to conduct code reviews or leverage vulnerability scanners to conduct penetration tests [124].

Other expert-based methods use specifically crafted questionnaires to permit knowledgeable personnel of the cloud service provider to self-assess their service. A popular example for this kind of evidence production is the *CSA STAR Self-Assessment* [132] – which consists of 295 questions cloud customers and auditors may have – or self-assess their compliance with the CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22] or both. A similar approach is followed by EuroCloud Europe[40] which offers a questionnaire which allows cloud providers and customer to self-assess their compliance with the controls of the StarAudit certification scheme [133]. Also in this case, facts obtained from monitoring and test tools can be at least helpful – if not required – to the expert completing these questionnaires.

Note that certification models and their underlying evidence production methods do not exclude each other. On the contrary, different methods can be combined to produce complementary evidence needed to check whether a cloud service satisfies a specific property or not. Such certification models employing multiple, different evidence production methods are referred to as *hybrid* certification models [134].

### 2.3.4 Certification in context of this thesis

At the center of this thesis are methods which aim to support continuous test-based cloud service certification. We show how to design and represent tests supporting continuous certification (Chapter 4 and 6). Further, we demonstrate the application of our approach within five example test scenarios (Chapter 5) where we support validation of controls derived from BSI C5, CSA STAR, and ISO/IEC 27001:2013, the latter two of which are included in the *Cloud Certification Schemes List (CCSL)*, one result of the *European Cloud Strategy* of the European Commission. Moreover, we also investigate the accuracy and precision of test results produced by continuous tests (see Chapter 7) and investigate how to adapt tests when faced with an adversarial cloud service provider who only pretends to comply with a set of controls (Chapter 8).

Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter describes research efforts which are related to this thesis, identifies gaps and, on this basis, points out the contributions of this thesis to the current status. Recall that in Section 2.3.3 of the previous chapter, we distinguished between monitoring-based, test-based, TPM-based as well as expert-based cloud certification models. These models define which and how to produce evidence used to check whether a cloud service possesses a particular property and thus support validation of one or more controls; these models are driven by the underlying evidence production methods. At the center of this thesis is a framework to support continuous test-based cloud service certification where the underlying approach to evidence production is special type of test-based evidence production. Furthermore, our framework is designed to support deployment of continuous tests as cloud services themselves.

The next section introduces current approaches to test-based certification while Section 3.2 presents monitoring-based as well as TPM-based certification models. Thereafter, Section 3.3 discusses current work in the area of Testing as a Service (TaaS). Finally, in Section 3.4 we summarize the status quo of related work, point out the gaps of the status quo and explain how this thesis contributes to supplement missing parts.

### 3.1 Test-based cloud service certification models

Test-based certification models use test-based evidence production methods which produce evidence by actively interacting with a cloud service during its productive operation and evaluating whether the observed behavior conforms with the expected one, e.g., issue a query to a cloud service’s database back end and check whether response times do not exceed a defined maximum [20][127].

The next section introduces frameworks which have been proposed by current research to support test-based certification models. These frameworks guide the design of test-based evidence production methods. Then, Section 3.1.2 provides an overview of approaches that present specialized evidence production methods which aim at producing evidence to check particular properties of a cloud service, e.g., security, performance and reliability properties. This section also includes specialized evidence production methods designed to be used when faced with an adversarial cloud service provider. Lastly, in section 3.1.3 we describe approaches which can also produce evidence but whose primary goal is to compare performance of cloud services.
3.1.1 Frameworks to support test-based certification

Anisetti et al. [34] introduce a framework to support testing-based certification of cloud services. They describe testing of five properties, i.e., confidentiality of authentication data, storage confidentiality, network isolation, storage performance, and service performance which are derived from the security guide of OpenStack, developed by the OpenStack Security Group (OSSG). This work is supplemented and generalized in [35] where Anisetti et al. describe a test-based security certification framework for cloud services. They outline requirements such a framework should satisfy and propose generic components to support implementation of a cloud certification process. They further claim that their framework can be integrated with any cloud stack, address certification on any layer of the cloud stack and may accommodate monitoring-based evidence production techniques. This approach is, again, extended by Anisetti et al. in [135]: In this work, they argue that steps of the certification process are not bound to a single, online certification authority which is always available during the certification process but are conducted by different parties. In order to establish a chain of trust where each party participating in the certification process holds some responsibility, they add a formal method to delegate responsibilities and check the correct execution of steps taken during the certification process at any time. Anisetti et al. [136] apply a similar approach as in [135], however, in this work focusing on autonomic cloud systems, that is, systems which constantly monitor themselves and thus are able to repair and optimize themselves as well as adjusting their non-functional properties [137]. Such autonomic cloud systems are thus able to adapt to changes of their environment over time. It is claimed that in such a setting having only a single certification authority responsible to check correctness of the certification process is insufficient. Therefore, they propose that the certification authority is only responsible for the initial configuration of the certification process and delegates proving correctness to participants of the certification process.

In a different line of work, Anisetti et al. [138] present a model-based approach to re-use existing evidence from existing certificates to limit the amount of new and additional certification with evolving, i.e., changing services. In [139], Anisetti et al. apply the methodology developed in [138] to cloud services: Due to the evolutionary character of cloud services, their environment and certification processes, requiring certification from scratch may invalidate the advantages arising from automated certification. To address this challenge, they introduce a scheme to reduce the amount of testing activities to be executed on cloud services by re-using evidence that has been produced by previous executions of the certification process. It is also claimed that the proposed scheme works on every level of the cloud stack.

Ullah [128] propose a framework to automate security compliance assessment processes, i.e., processes ensuring that a cloud services meets the required level of security. They list challenges to build an automated security compliance tool (ASCT), consisting of identification and collection of relevant audit information, i.e., evidence. A system architecture is proposed, including a cloud audit API to be provided to clients. They propose four ways to collect audit information, that is, evidence: Via existing APIs of the cloud service, using existing vulnerability assessment tools (VATs), log analysis, as well as manual entries, e.g., entered by system administrators. As an example, checks to support validation of two controls of the ISO 27002 are implemented: Clock synchronization and port vulnerabilities. The first one is implemented through adapting OpenStack, the second one uses existing test tools. In a
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similar effort, Gonzales et al. [140] introduce Cloud-Trust, a model to assess and compare the security of cloud infrastructures according to a defined set of security controls.

### 3.1.2 Specialized test-based evidence production methods

In this subsection, we present current research introducing specialized test-based methods whose evidence aims to check whether a cloud service satisfies particular properties such as security properties or location properties. Also, we include test-based evidence production methods which can be used if the cloud provider whose services are to be certified is not trusted.

**Producing evidence to validate security properties**  
Bleikertz et al. [141] propose an approach to validate the correct configuration of AWS security groups. To that end, they use graphs to represent and analyze firewall configuration enforced by virtual routers in AWS EC2 and check if they comply with a defined security policy. Furthermore, they conduct vulnerability assessment of VMs using OpenVas [42], a popular open source vulnerability scanner. They combine their results using weighted attack graphs to assess the vulnerability of a particular EC2 configuration. Whaiduzzaman and Gani [142] outline a concept how to use automated vulnerability assessment of cloud services. Based on the result, they propose to rank the cloud service, thereby enabling customers to choose the most suitable service. Zech et al. [143] present an approach how to derive tests of security properties of cloud services based on negative security requirements. The latter are used to define misuse cases which then serve as a starting point to define corresponding tests. Zech et al. continue this line of work in [144] where they supplement their test generation methodology by generating needed input data to a test using a generating fuzzer which creates malicious input used to test the cloud service. Albeloshi et al. [145] present experiments on data remanence in virtual machines arguing that the underlying method can be used by auditors to validate that controls regarding data sanitization are met, thereby preventing so-called harvesting attacks. Their focus lies on the scenario that VMs of different customers share the same physical host and when resources of that physical host are re-allocated, then sensitive data is leaked because of the shared memory is improperly sanitized after a VM is terminated. Supporting their claims, they conduct experiments, one of which shows that when repeatedly restarting an AWS instance, memory traces from VMs of other customers can be recovered.

**Producing evidence to validate geolocation**  
There is a group of test-based techniques which aim to validate the geographical location where a cloud service or components of a cloud service are hosted. Skandari et al. [146] conduct delay measurements of around 500 websites and use polynomial regression to train a prediction model. Labels required for this supervised learning approach are obtained from geoIP databases while they test their model using three randomly picked destinations. Jaiswal and Kumar [147] propose an application level scheme which combines download times of files and network delay of IP packets to locate the data center where these files are stored. Fotouhi et al. [148] create a set of public landmarks from which geolocation measurements are performed. They use constraint-based geolocation (CBG), a method that was originally introduced by Gueye et al. [149] to locate Internet hosts, which is deployed on EC2 instances to estimate the location of physical hosts within Google data centers. Gondree and Peterson [150][151]

introduce a generic framework to actively validate geographic locations of data in the cloud, using latency-based techniques. To that end, they propose constraint-based data geolocation (CBDG) which combines latency-based geolocation techniques with a probabilistic proof of data possession. Fu et al. [152] extend this approach by improving the scheme presented in [151] through using Trusted Platform Modules (TPM). Albeshi et al. [153] present a similar approach called GeoProof, a protocol that combines proof of storage protocols with distance-bounding protocols. Proof of storage protocols allow verifying integrity of stored data without completely downloading it while distance-bounding protocols are authentication protocols between a verifier and a prover, serving to establish the claimed identity and physical location of the prover. Ries et al. [154] build on virtual coordinate systems (VCS) which are used to predict network latency without having to conduct extensive measurements. Based on three different VCS, i.e., Vivaldi [155], Pharos [156], and Phoenix [157], they show how to determine the geographic location of virtual machines.

Apart from locating cloud resources as well as data stored in the cloud, there is a set of general techniques which were developed to determine the geographic location of Internet hosts (also referred to as IP geolocation). One of the early works on this subject is presented by Padmanabhan et al. [158]. They propose three distinct techniques to locate Internet hosts: (1) Geotrack which infers the location using DNS entries and names of nearby network nodes, (2) GeoPing which uses network delays to estimate the coordinates of an Internet host, and (3) Geocluster uses Autonomous System (AS) information, that is, their prefixes to extract geographical clusters (inter-domain routing information which is derived from Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)). Gueye et al. [149] introduce constraint-based geolocation (CBG) which uses a special variant of multilateration to infer the area in which an Internet host is located. Katz-Bassett et al. [159] propose topology-based geolocation (TBG) which initially makes a conservative estimate of possible Internet host locations using maximum transmission speed of IP packets. This first estimate is then refined by considering latencies between routers which are on the path from the landmark to the Internet host. Eriksson et al. [160] take a different approach by framing IP geolocation as a machine-learning classification problem. They use a Naive Bayes estimation method to classify IP geolocations. Lastly, Arif et al. [161] present GeoWeight which extends CBG by also taking into consideration that for a measured latency to an Internet host, some distances are more probable than others. They use this insight to formalize an additional constraint and show that under certain circumstances, their approach outperforms CBG.

Producing evidence for untrusted cloud service providers Huang et al. [162] present a method to detect cloud service providers which cheat on agreed service level agreements (SLA), in particular on CPU speed. They experimentally evaluate their proposal through testing video conversion time needed for a batch of videos and show that they can detect non-compliant underprovisioning of CPU resources. Houlihan et al. [163] propose a similar approach, also attempting to detect a cloud service provider cheating on promised CPU speed. Further, Ye et al. [164] present a method to detect cheating on promised memory size of a VM. Koeppel and Schneider [165] present how to benchmark performance of cloud service when the cloud service provider is not trusted. They discuss four means of a cloud provider manipulating performance benchmarks and propose tamper resistant benchmark based on proof-of-work functions, i.e., functions which are hard to compute but whose results’ correctness can be efficiently verified. Juels and Opera [166] introduce an approach to verify the integrity of data stored in a cloud using dynamic Proofs of Retrievability (PoR). To that
end, they built on Iris, an authenticated file system allowing migration of existing internal enterprise files to the cloud.

**Producing evidence to validate performance and reliability properties** Banzai et al. present *D-Cloud* [167], a distributed test environment which allows to test the reliability and availability of distributed systems, e.g., cloud services. At the center of their approach is a virtual machine called *FaultVM* which is capable of emulating hardware failures. Depending on the service under test, D-Cloud can scale the FaultVM as needed. Pham et al. [168] propose *CloudVal*, an approach which uses fault injection to test the reliability of virtualized environments. They extend the NFTAPE fault injection framework [169] and support fault models such as delay of I/O operations, maintenance events etc. It is shown how path-based and stress-based fault injection can be used to automatically generate and execute fault injections conducted in a black box manner, i.e., without having any knowledge of the implementation of the cloud service under test. Le et al. [170] follow a related approach by injecting faults to the Xen hypervisor and its guest systems. Lu et al. [171] present an approach to remove outliers from noisy data sets which are used to evaluate quality of service (QoS) properties such as throughput, and execution time. They consider two different types of QoS measurements: One is conducted by an objective third party and the other one is obtained by the cloud service provider and cloud service customer. Based on these two types, a global decision model is derived which outputs the optimal service composition given the constraints provided by the two types of measurements. Jayasinghe et al. [172] present *Expertus*, a code generation framework to support automated testing of performance and scalability of large scale distributed applications deployed on IaaS clouds. Building on their previous work on code generation [173], they aim at reducing human error and supporting efficient as well as exhaustive testing of cloud-based applications. Sobel et al. [174] propose a web application which aims to act as a benchmark as well as corresponding load generators and instrumentation. The goal of this approach is to enable test-based evaluation of costs per user per month of web applications when deployed on cloud resources.

### 3.1.3 Comparative benchmark testing of cloud services

In this section, we present current work whose primary goal is to compare cloud services' performance through benchmarks. Results produced by these benchmark tests can be used as evidence to validate if a cloud service satisfies defined performance requirements.

Li et al. [129] introduce an approach to systematically compare performance of public cloud providers. They point out four major challenges: (1) What to measure? Answer: Performance a customer perceives of a common set of services offered by representative cloud service providers. (2) How to measure a customer’s perceived performance? Answer: Select a few important metrics per service, e.g., CPU speed. (3) What use cases to look at such that benchmarking is not too far from practical appliances? Answer: Consider storage intensive e-commerce web service, computation-intensive scientific computing application, and latency-sensitive website serving static objects. Performance measurements of AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google App Engine, as well as RackSpace are conducted. During their discussion of open issues, they also include the notion that snapshots, i.e., measuring and comparing performance based on a single experiment is insufficient and continuous measurement is preferable.

Binnig et al. [175] discuss the challenges and needs of developing benchmarking methods
suitable to evaluate and compare cloud services. They emphasize the need for new metrics reflecting that cloud services may adapt to load changes over time, as well as the need to consider all layers of the cloud service during the benchmark.

Cooper et al. [130] present the *Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB)*, a framework which aims to compare the performance and scalability of cloud-based data bases such as Microsoft Azure SQL Database [43] and AWS SimpleDB [44].

### 3.2 Other cloud service certification models

In this section, we present current research on monitoring-based and TPM-based certification models. Note that we omit a discussion of expert-based certification models, e.g., interviews, questionnaires and so forth because the focus of this thesis lies on automated evidence production methods.

#### 3.2.1 Monitoring-based certification models

This section provides an overview of the status quo of monitoring-based cloud certification models. We distinguish between proposals of frameworks guiding design and implementation of monitoring-based evidence production, specialized monitoring approaches to evaluate particular cloud service properties as well as operational monitoring tools which may also be used as a source for evidence.

**Frameworks to support monitoring-based certification** Krotsiani et al. [28] propose a framework to support incremental certification of cloud services, i.e., a continuous monitoring approach to assess cloud services’ security properties using operational evidence, that is, operational data. To that end, they present a lifecycle model for incremental certification: After activation of a certificate type which specifies a certain certification model, a suitable monitoring infrastructure is configured to obtain operational evidence. Then required monitoring events and functions are determined, and monitoring is deployed. Evidence is accumulated until the certificate is satisfied, then the certificate is issued.

Schiffman et al. [126] propose a framework to enable customers to obtain a verifiable chain of trust that tracks runtime status of their cloud instances. The framework has to be deployed by the cloud service provider and consists of two main parts: The first one provides integrity proofs on the platform layer where system images are designed and distributed to the nodes of a cloud. Whenever such a node wants to join the cloud, it has to undergo remote attestation. The second part consists of a service running on every compute node monitoring integrity measures (e.g., load-time and runtime properties) available through interfaces of, e.g., virtual machine introspection (VMI) and virtualized TPMs (vTPM). It is assumed that a customer can verify integrity measurements at runtime through suitable protocols.

Wang et al. [176] present a system to collect and evaluate audit log data within a cloud infrastructure. The system is called CDCAS and comprises four main components: Collector, controller, analyser, and dashboard. Log collection itself possesses a logical architecture consisting of a three-layered model: Agent layer which gathers log data, transform layer which gathers data from agent nodes, and server layer which analyses data and makes backups. Controller detects changes in the infrastructure and deploys suitable agent configurations for
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them, e.g., if new VM is started. Analysis is supported by mining techniques to generate new signatures. They use frequent patterns in log data from which security relevant events are extracted.

Doelitzscher et al. present Security Audit as a Service (SAaaS) [177][178], a framework which uses autonomous agents deployed within cloud environments that automatically validate security status and compliance of IT security policies. Agents are placed at selected points of the cloud infrastructure, e.g., within virtual machines, VM hosts, or network devices. Each agent possesses a set of rules specifying actions in case a trigger event is observed, thus an agent implements policy and enforcement functionality. Status reports derived from events are presented to users as evidence.

Haeberlen [179] demands that cloud services have to be accountable, that is, an approach is needed to detect faults and link them to their source, e.g., a faulty node, in a non-disputable manner. To that end, he proposes four building blocks: (1) Tamper-evident logs, (2) virtualization-based replay, i.e. record non-deterministic inputs to a VM and replay on different instance, (3) trusted timestamps as well as (4) sampling. In [180], Haeberlen et al. implement their proposition, presenting accountable virtual machines (AVM). Driven by a similar motivation, Ko et al. [181] also propose to use centralized logging of operations of cloud service components as a means to establish accountability of cloud services.

Accorsi et al. [182] propose ComCert, a tool which uses petri nets to support auditors to check whether execution of business processes of a cloud service provider complies with a set of controls. In a related line of work, Awad and Weske [183] build on their previous work in [184] and use BPMN-Q queries to detect violations of compliance rules in respect to the sequence of executing activities.

The work of Yao et al. [185] is orthogonal to the above framework proposals: They assume that admitting to a compliance violation by a participating entity, e.g., the provider of a cloud service, may cause penalties, thus creating the incentive for the violating party to deceive. They propose a so-called accountability service which acts as a trusted third party keeping all the signed logging data, thereby guaranteeing non-repudiation of logging data. They use BPEL to model business processes and insert a logging invocation after each BPEL activity.

Specialized monitoring-based evidence production methods Continuing their work in [28], Krotsiani and Spanoudakis [33] propose to use continuous monitoring to verify the correctness and robustness of non-repudiation protocols deployed within cloud systems. They present two main monitoring rules which are represented as EC-Assertions. Aside from modeling the non-repudiation property itself, three other monitoring rules are introduced which support the assessment scheme, a part of the monitoring-based certification model. This model defines conditions regarding the evidence, it consists of: Sufficiency of collected evidence, expiration period for certificates, and anomalies as well as conflicts to be monitored during the certification process. Thus, the three complementary monitoring rules aim at detecting potential DoS attacks, suspicious behavior, and anomalous operating conditions, e.g., the network delay which may affect the response time measured in the first place and possibly leading to time outs, i.e., a violation of the non-repudiation property.

Birnbaum et al. [186] propose behavioral modeling on VM and hypervisor level to enable timely assessment of security incidents of cloud services. To that end, they monitor system calls at the hypervisor level and extract a benign profile of an application. These benign profiles are represented using colored petri nets and serve to detect anomalous behavior.
Park et al. [187] provide an overview of cloud auditing techniques suitable for real-time audits of cloud services, outline challenges and needs, and inspect AWS CloudWatch to discuss possible extensions to better support audits. Driven by a similar motivation, Nix et al. [188] propose to use a machine learning approach to support online audits of cloud services. To that end, they outline an incremental data mining approach using Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT). The idea is that through acquiring a model by data mining techniques, it is possible to save time and space by estimating results of queries instead of actually executing a query on data streams.

Aside from audit specific approaches, several general approaches to monitor cloud services and infrastructures have been proposed, attempting to meet cloud characteristics such as scalability (e.g., Wang et al. [189], Clayman et al. [190], Anand [191], Zareian et al. [192], Kai et al. [193]), finding suitable abstractions from detailed, heterogeneous monitoring data (e.g., Shao et al. [194], Zhao [195]), providing trusted monitoring data (e.g., Sundareswaran et al. [196], Zou et al. [197]), proposing generic cloud monitoring architectures (e.g., Chaves et al. [198]) as well as detecting security incidents (e.g., Monfared and Jaatun [199], Khorsheed et al. [200], Krautheim [201]). Comprehensive surveys on cloud monitoring in general are provided by, e.g., Aceto et al. [202] and Mohamaddiah et al. [203].

Most of the above cloud monitoring solutions (e.g., Kai et al. [193], Clayman et al. [190]) explicitly suggest that monitoring data can be used to check whether service level agreements (SLAs) hold. Cloud certification schemes usually contain controls which require that SLA are defined and satisfied, e.g., CCC-05 of the CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22]. Starting from the angle of a SLA, Mahbub and Spanoudakis [204] present a framework which uses EC-Assertions, a first-order temporal logic language based on Event Calculus, to monitor and reason about satisfaction of SLAs. Later, Spanoudakis et al. generalize this approach in [205] by introducing the monitoring framework called EVEREST. They apply their approach to cloud services in [206]. In a related line of work, Foster and Spanoudakis also present an approach how monitoring configurations can be derived from SLA specifications [207]. Lastly, Foster and Spanoudakis present SMaRT [208], a discovery and configuration tool which checks if and to what extent an infrastructure supports monitoring SLA satisfaction, and, if sufficient, configures the monitoring infrastructure accordingly.

Evidence produced by operational monitoring tools There are various monitoring tools available which are used to monitor large distributed systems such as cloud infrastructures. Alhamazani et al. [209] provide an overview of commercial cloud monitoring tools. Popular tools are Ganglia [210] (developed by Massie et al. [210, 211] and Sacerdoti et al. [212]), Nagios [213] and MonaLisa [202] (proposed by Newman et al. [213] as well as Legrand et al. [214]). Also, tools used to detect intrusions such as Snort [215] and Bro [216] and OSSEC [217] can be used as a source for evidence [124, 125].

Furthermore, cloud services also provide their own proprietary monitoring APIs. AWS, for example, offers CloudWatch to customers and CloudMonix (formerly AzureWatch)
which aims at monitoring Microsoft Azure cloud services. These monitoring tools focus on providing operational information such as system load, network I/O etc. However, monitoring data produced by these tools can be used to reason about controls related to availability, reliability and performance of cloud services \cite{125}.

### 3.2.2 TPM-based certification models

This section presents current approaches to use Trusted Platform Modules (TPM) to produce evidence. Bertholon et al. \cite{37} introduce CertiCloud which aims to protect IaaS using Trusted Computing. Their approach centers around two protocols: The first one is referred to as **TPM-based Certification of a Remote Resource (TCRR)**. This protocol establishes that only authorized code is executed by the remote system. The second protocol is called **VerifyMyVM** permitting a user to check the integrity of the system at runtime to detect any unauthorized modification of the system’s configuration. Chuanyi et al. \cite{217} and Xiang et al. \cite{218} pursue a similar approach to use remote attestation to assess the integrity of applications deployed on virtual machines at runtime. Also, Muñoz and Maña \cite{38} follow a similar approach. They propose a method which uses TPMs to combine software with hardware security certification. Different to the above approaches, Khan et al. \cite{219} propose a method for cloud customers to verify the integrity of cloud nodes, i.e., hosts on which virtual machines are deployed, before they start operating on them. Also, Ruan et al. \cite{220} propose the use of remote attestation as a means to establish integrity of cloud resources. Their approach differs from those previously described because they do not rely on a single trusted third party but on **decentralized attestation**: They treat nodes within the cloud as a peer-to-peer network where each node remotely attest each other and share this evidence with all participants, thereby effectively creating a web of trust.

**TPM-based evidence to validate geolocation** TPM-based evidence production methods are also explored when the goal is to validate the location of a cloud service or cloud service components such as underlying servers. In this context, Noman and Adams \cite{221} outline a scheme to establish a trustworthy binding between location and a physical server by combining GPS data with a TPM. A similar approach is described by Yeluri and Castro-Leon \cite{222}, they propose to store a geo tag in any physical server used by a cloud service provider where the tag is supposed to be kept directly in the TPM for later remote attestation. Vaish et al. \cite{223} also propose a TPM which is configured with location data at installation time and later used to compare these coordinates with secure GPS data obtained at runtime.

### 3.3 Testing as a service

Gao et al. \cite{224} give an introduction to cloud testing, defining cloud testing as

"[...] testing and measurement activities on a cloud-based environment and infrastructure by leveraging cloud technologies and solutions."

They distinguish the following types of cloud testing: Functional, integration, API and connectivity, performance and scalability, security, interoperability and compatibility, as well as regression testing. They also highlight challenges of cloud testing such as testing security properties of cloud services and integration of testing components with cloud services. Continuing this line of work, Bai et al. \cite{225} investigate existing cloud testing
tools where they distinguish between existing test tools deployed as part of cloud services, academic tools such as D-Cloud [167], CloudSim [226], PreFail [227][228] and Cloud9 [229] as well as cloud-specific benchmarks, e.g., CloudStone [174], MalStone [230] and YCSB [130]. Although they identify the need for cloud testing to support SLA validation as well as continuous testing of SaaS applications, Bai et al. do not explicitly consider using test results as evidence to validate controls. Later, Gao et al. [231] make a concrete proposal how to design and implement an infrastructure for TaaS. In this context, they also point out that – as part of future work – they will extend their architecture to support continuous testing of SaaS applications. In a related line of work, Gao et al. [232] review the concept of testing as a service by comparing TaaS with conventional software testing as well as discussing requirements and challenges. Tsai et al. [233] build on this work by discussing and comparing different designs of TaaS architectures while Bai et al. [234] present Vee@Cloud, a platform-agnostic test environment that leverages cloud resources to enable on-demand as well as scalable testing capabilities. They also point out that existing, continuous monitoring services that are provided by cloud service providers themselves aiming at, e.g., demonstrating conformance with SLAs, fall short on comparability since performance indicators defined by different cloud providers may deviate. They argue that their test environment can alleviate this shortcoming by supporting uniform cloud performance models which can be continuously tested.

Candea et al. [235] also outline the notion of automated testing as a service by presenting three use cases they consider major: (1) Support developers to improve their code through more comprehensive as well as continuous testing by leveraging cloud resources, (2) allow users installing a software to validate whether this software meets their requirements and (3) support certification to independently assess the properties reliability, safety and security of software products, thereby allowing to compare software vendors. In a similar effort, Yu et al. [236] introduce a framework to support testing as a service. They extend this line of work in [237] where they introduce a tool which uses cloud resources to automatically execute tests.

Ciortea et al. [229] present Cloud9, a cloud-based testing service which employs symbolic execution[53]. They point out that the main challenge lies in building a parallel symbol execution engine because – when naively applied – symbolic execution suffers from extensive memory and CPU usage. They demonstrate how to parallelize symbolic execution, thus being able to use cloud resources to execute the tests faster.

Parveen et al. [239] present a distributed execution framework called HadoopUnit which allows running unit test in parallel and thus increase test completion time. In a related line of work, Parveen et al. [240] discuss the question which are the determining factors when considering deploying testing as a cloud service. They consider the specific characteristics of the application under test as well as the types of testing currently used to evaluate the application.

Baride and Dutta [241] outline the concept of using cloud resources to support testing of mobile applications. Also focusing on a specific type of application, Ganon and Zilbershtein [242] present an approach to use IaaS resources to conduct test of Network Management Systems (NMS) which manage a large set of elements, distributed across a network, e.g., VoIP clients.

Lastly, Riungu et al. [243] contribute to research efforts in the field of testing as a service by taking a different angle: They conduct an empirical study by interviewing professionals to

[53]Symbolic execution uses symbolic instead of regular inputs to run an application which is more efficient that exhaustive input testing, yet delivers equally complete results [238].
determine conditions that influence software testing as a service as well as to identify future research directions. They found out that domain-specific knowledge required to design tests might hinder adoption of TaaS and, further, that security and safety of the test service is vitally important, i.e., keeping test results secure from unauthorized access and being able to deliver testing as promised. Also, regulatory requirements may prevent companies from exposing their internal testing process to an online testing service.

3.4 Summary and identification of gaps

In this section, we summarize the related work presented in this chapter and point out the gaps. We also outline how the remainder of this thesis will address the identified gaps.

Continuous certification

Proposed frameworks to support test-based certification of cloud services ([34] [35] [135] [136] [138] [139] [128] [140]) presented in Subsection 3.1.1 provide means to guide design and implementation of automated testing. However, none of those frameworks incorporate the notion which explicitly allows to control repeated and automated execution of self-adaptive tests. Furthermore, although specifically crafted to automatically produce evidence to reason about specific cloud service properties, specialized test-based evidence production methods introduced in Subsection 3.1.2 also do not explicitly integrate means to continuously execute tests. As a consequence, current research lacks a comprehensive discussion as well as approaches on how to reason about sequences of test results produced by continuous tests of cloud services.

It is important to note at this point that monitoring-based and testing-based certification models are complementary means to check whether a cloud service has a set of properties [134]. In the course of the CUMULUS project [121], the term incremental certification has been coined which, as already pointed out in Subsection 2.3.3, implies that events are available which trigger re-certification in case a cloud service changes over time. In fact, according to the results of the CUMULUS project, any monitoring-based certification model follows the notion of incremental certification. Thus, all monitoring-based evidence production methods introduced in Subsection 3.2.1 can be considered supportive of continuous monitoring-based certification (e.g., [28] [33] [126] [176] [178] [180] [185] [182] [183] [184] [185]).

This thesis will address these gaps as follows: We propose a framework to guide the design of tests to support continuous test-based certification of cloud services (Chapter 4). This framework is orthogonal to specialized test-based evidence production methods, that is, such methods can leverage our framework to be executed continuously. We do not constraint the implementation of our framework by presenting a specific, mandatory architecture. Instead, we make use of formal languages to define a domain-specific language with which continuous tests can be rigorously described and configured (Chapter 6). Furthermore, we introduce universal metrics which can be computed on the basis of sequences of test results produced by any continuous test (Chapter 4). These universal metrics allow us to evaluate and compare the accuracy and precision of continuous test results (Chapter 7).

Invasiveness of evidence production methods

Approaches to monitoring-based certification presented in Section 3.2.1 are usually inherently invasive, that is, they require to structurally alter the infrastructure of the cloud service under certification (e.g., [33] [126] [176] [178] [180]). Even in the case where monitoring-based evidence production methods make use of operational monitoring data ([210] [211] [212] [213] [214] [215] [216]), this data has to be
made available to the evidence production method in a well-defined manner, e.g., through designated APIs.

Despite test-based evidence production methods having the potential to be deployed in minimally invasive manner (e.g., [162][163][164][147][148][154][129]), current proposals of frameworks to support test-based cloud certification ([34][35][128][140]) require changes to the structure and configuration of the infrastructure components involved in delivery of a cloud service under certification. Furthermore, the idea of incremental test-based certification has been outlined in the course of the CUMULUS project [121]. Such an approach can be classified as continuous white box testing (see Subsection 2.2.1) since some event is needed to trigger re-execution of tests. This implies that the cloud service under certification has to be designed or adapted in a way such that required events triggering re-testing can be supplied to the test-based evidence production method. Using continuous black box testing as an evidence production method, however, has not been considered by research efforts so far.

This thesis will address these gaps as follows: Our framework to support continuous test-based certification is designed to support non-invasive as well as minimally invasive testing, that is, requires minimal or no changes of the infrastructure of cloud services under certification (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). Yet our framework also supports designing and implementing invasive tests; therefore, our approach can be understood as a generalization of current research on frameworks supporting test-based cloud service certification. Furthermore, the framework allows designing continuous black box tests which build on expected behavior as derived from interpretations of a certificate’s controls. Again, having no knowledge about the internal mechanisms of the components of the cloud service under test is a rather strict assumption and our framework also permits some form of continuous white box testing where knowledge about the internal structure is available during test design.

**Testing as a service** In Subsection 3.3 we presented current research which aims to leverage cloud resources to provide cloud-based testing services. These approaches focus on optimizing test execution time as well as supporting testing on a large scale ([234][229][239][241][242][237]). Although some of these approaches bring forward the notion of continuous testing as a service (e.g., [231][234]) as well as point out using testing as a service to check whether a cloud service complies with reliability and security requirements (e.g., [234][235]), none of the current research effort present solutions to either of those challenges.

This thesis will address these gaps as follows: The design goal of minimally to non-invasive testing already implies that an implementation of our framework to support continuous test-based certification models is not part of the infrastructure of the cloud service under certification. We deploy continuous tests on a remote host using IaaS (Chapter 5), thereby rendering our approach testing as a service by definition. Furthermore, our example continuous test scenarios aim at validating that a cloud service complies with controls related to availability, reliability and security properties.

**Untrusted cloud service provider** Some specialized evidence production methods do not assume a fully trustworthy cloud service provider and adapt their methods accordingly ([162][163][164][165][166][185]). However, these approaches only focus on isolated adversarial strategies a cloud provider may select. As a result, they do not provide a general approach to model the behavior of an adversarial cloud provider which allows to reason about adaptations of evidence production methods in general.
This thesis will address this gap as follows: We introduce a model to reason about the behavior of a fraudulent provider who only pretends to comply with the controls of a certificate when, in fact, he is not (Chapter 8). Yet, this provider does not cheat arbitrarily, on the contrary: He only cheats if he is sure that he will not get caught. We show how this behavior model allows to derive countermeasures in the form of adaptations of test-based evidence production methods and describe how our framework integrates these countermeasures.
Chapter 4

A framework to support continuous test-based cloud service certification

This chapter presents a framework to design continuous, i.e., automated, repeated and self-adaptive tests of cloud service properties, thereby addressing Research Challenge 1: Design of tests supporting continuous cloud service certification described in Section 1.2.1. The primary goal of these tests is to continuously produce results which can be used as evidence to support continuous certification, that is, support continuously checking if a cloud service adheres to a set of controls. Parts of this chapter are published in [127] and [244].

It is important to note that the proposed framework in this chapter focuses on providing the technical means to design continuous tests. However, it does not specify a process how to manually or automatically conceive feasible test designs for a concrete cloud service instance. Also, as already pointed out in Section 1.2.1, it is outside the scope of this work to bridge the semantic gap between controls and tests, i.e., provide a method to rigorously derive test from control descriptions.

In the following section, we describe our overall approach which we follow to develop the framework. On this basis, Section 4.2 defines the requirements which guide the design of the framework. Thereafter, Section 4.3 introduces the framework’s building blocks and Section 4.4 outlines one example implementation of the framework which is called Clouditor. Lastly, Section 4.5 summarizes as well as discusses the contents of this chapter.

4.1 Approach

In order to develop a framework supporting continuous test-based cloud certification, we define the main objective such a framework pursues as follows:

Support design of tests which permit to continuously evaluate properties of existing cloud services where test results serve as evidence to validate that the service satisfies a set of controls.

Based on this main objective, the following section derives requirements the framework has to fulfill in order to achieve the following subgoals:

- Production of evidence,
- extensibility,
• flexible integration with existing infrastructures of cloud services,
• independence of cloud service model,
• reusability of continuous test components,
• integration of existing test tools, and
• self-adaptivity.

Based on the elicited requirements, Section 4.3 defines the building blocks of the framework. For each building block, we describe how it addresses the requirements defined in Section 4.2.

4.2 Requirements

This section describes the requirements which guide the development of our framework’s building blocks to design continuous tests.

4.2.1 Production of evidence

Producing results which can serve as evidence to check whether a certificate’s control is satisfied is the most important requirement which our framework has to fulfill. Recall that evidence is produced when cloud service properties are evaluated, in our case through using continuous, i.e., automated and repeated testing. Without any further analysis, the test results themselves may only possess insufficient semantics, thus not allowing to reason about controls’ satisfaction. Consider, as an example, that a continuous test which aims at testing the availability of a cloud service produced three successive test results indicating that the service was not available. These result cannot directly be used to check a control which demands satisfaction of service level agreements which, e.g., contain the statement that the service is available for at least 99.9999% per month. Therefore, our framework needs to provide means to analyze test results observed over time such that they can be used to check whether controls are met.

4.2.2 Extensibility

The ability to add novel tests to validate new or changed controls or to provide alternative tests to validate existing controls is at the core of the framework. Further, cloud services under test may change to an extent which renders deployed tests unsuitable, thus requiring to design and execute alternative tests.

There may be a common set of tests which can be used with any cloud service to evaluate a basic set of controls any cloud services should satisfy. However, a cloud service provider can be a service customer at the same time creating cloud-based applications using another cloud service provider’s resources. As a result, the framework needs to support adding novel tests which are specific to a particular, individual cloud-based application.
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4.2.3 Flexible integration with existing infrastructures of cloud services

The design of continuous tests is primarily driven by the controls whose satisfaction they aim to check. However, a cloud service provider’s willingness to support a particular tests may vary depending on which and how many changes to the cloud service’s infrastructure are needed. On the one hand, in a rather restrictive scenario, a test may only have the same access privileges to a cloud service as are provided to regular service customers. On the other hand, in a less restrictive scenario, the test may be deployed as part of the cloud service’s infrastructure and granted the same access level privileges as, e.g., operational personnel maintaining the service. A framework to design and execute continuous tests of cloud services has therefore to be able to support the following levels of integration:

- **Non-invasive integration:** As the name indicates, this type of integration requires no change of the productive environment which is used to operate the cloud service under test. This means that a test can produce evidence without requiring any changes to the cloud service. This type of integration implies that the test’s implementation does not become part of the cloud service infrastructure but operates on a remote host, external to the cloud service’s infrastructure.

  Consider, as a basic scenario, the endpoint of a SaaS application, i.e., a web site which is publicly reachable. In order to produce evidence to check if this endpoint only supports secure communication via HTTPS with its users, no changes to the SaaS application are needed. As a different example, consider a SaaS application to which only authorized user have access. In order to test that, for example, any input fields available to authorized users properly validate user input and thus do not possess some SQL injection vulnerability, user level access privileges are required. However, none of these tests require to change the composition or configuration of the production environment of the cloud service.

- **Minimally invasive integration:** This type of integration requires to change the configuration of the production environment of the cloud service under test to permit production of evidence. Similar to non-invasive integration, minimally invasive tests are not deployed as part of the infrastructure of the cloud service under test.

  As an example, consider changing security groups to allow a remote host sending TCP segments to a cloud service component, e.g., a virtual machine in order to check its responsiveness. The genuine security model of the cloud service may not allow some components to be accessed from external hosts which are not part of the cloud service’s infrastructure. Therefore, the configuration of the security groups have be altered so that TCP traffic originating from the remote host where the tests are executed can reach the service components under test. Another example of minimally invasive integration consists of allowing tests to call APIs of the cloud service to check, e.g., if an encryption policy is defined for objects persisted in the object storage of the cloud service. Such configuration checks on the control plane of the service require adding a designated role granting the test access rights to issue the desired API calls.

- **Invasive integration:** This type of integration requires to change the composition of or the applications used by a cloud service’s productive environment to allow tests to continuously produce evidence. Contrary to non-invasive and minimally invasive integration, invasive integration implies that at least part of test’s implementation is
deployed as part of the production environment which is used to operate the cloud service under test. The following subtypes of invasive integration can be distinguished:

- **Compositional changes:** In this case, structural changes to the cloud service composition are needed such as adding a virtual machine or micro service where the evidence production technique is deployed and operating on. A classic example of invasive integration through compositional changes are monitoring agents, that is, additional applications which are deployed on virtual or physical components of the cloud service.

- **Code-level changes:** Here, changes in the form of patches to applications which constitute components of cloud services are needed in order to produce evidence. As an example, consider changes of the scheduler of a cloud platform management system such as OpenStack to be able test if deployments of virtual machines which ought to be started only on designated hosts indeed do not share the underlying hardware with other machines.

### 4.2.4 Independence of cloud service model

As described in Section 2.1.1, cloud services can be of type IaaS, PaaS, SaaS or combinations thereof. Our framework needs to be able to support test-based certification of components of any of these types. More specifically, supporting test-based certification according to a set of controls translates to continuously evaluating properties of cloud services using tests. Therefore, our framework needs to be capable of testing properties of components of any cloud service model.

### 4.2.5 Reusability of continuous test components

Checking satisfaction of similar controls may lead to similar designs of tests. Thus, our framework has to support reusing parts of an existing test to allow for designing a new, similar test. Furthermore, validation of a control may require combining parts of existing tests. Also in this case, our framework has to have a modular structure which permits singling out and recombining parts of tests.

### 4.2.6 Integration of existing test tools

Numerous tools exist which can be used to test components and interfaces of cloud services. As an example, consider leveraging a penetration testing tool such as SQLMap[^54] to detect SQL injection vulnerabilities as part of a continuous test. The results of such a test can support certification according to security controls which demand that the web application components of a SaaS application have to implement state-of-the-art user input validation mechanisms.

The key insight here is that domain experts, e.g., security experts, have built test tools and frameworks that we can take advantage of. In order to utilize the expertise used to build these test tools, our framework has to support integration of such tools when designing tests. Naturally, these tools are not designed with the focus of detecting whether a cloud service

satisfies some certificate’s controls. This leads us back to the central requirement described in Section 4.2.1, that is, production of evidence.

4.2.7 Self-adaptivity

A continuous test has to be self-adaptive in two ways: First, it needs to be able to adapt the frequency of repeatedly executed tests within a particular period of time. This allows us, e.g., to accurately evaluate controls with temporal constraints: Once a test has produced evidence indicating that a control is not satisfied at a time, we increase the frequency of following, repeatedly executed tests. That way, we achieve higher accuracy when estimating the period during which a control was not satisfied. Consider, as an example, a test checks every minute whether a cloud service is reachable via HTTP. At a some point, this test fails, indicating that the service is not reachable. The following tests are executed every ten seconds in order to more accurately measure the period of time during which the service was not reachable. Once a test passes again, the next tests are executed every minute again.

Second, assumptions about the environment of a continuous test can be stationary. Thus, these assumptions are rendered incorrect if the environment conditions change over time. If ignored, a test may produce inaccurate results, that is, it may incorrectly fail because of changes in the test environment. Thus, a continuous test needs to be able to detect and adapt to changing environment conditions to produce accurate test results. Recall the above example of testing a cloud service’s reachability via HTTP. Let’s assume that a test failed because a network failure for which the service provider is not responsible. In this case, we cannot use the results produced by the test to reason about the cloud service’s property. Consequently, the test has to detect such changes of the test environment and, e.g., discards the test results.

4.3 Framework building blocks

This section introduces the five main building blocks of our framework to support continuous test-based cloud certification. We begin with an overview of the core concepts and lay out how they can be used to design a continuous test (Section 4.3.1). Thereafter, we explain each building block in detail (Section 4.3.2 – 4.3.6).

It is important to note that the notation introduced in this chapter to define the building blocks serves as a convenience to concisely describe each block. Furthermore, we make use of this notation to describe the test designs underlying each of the example continuous test scenarios presented in Chapter 5. Lastly, we draw on this notation in Chapter 6 to derive a domain-specific language to rigorously define continuous tests.

4.3.1 Overview

Our framework automatically and repeatedly executes self-adaptive tests to support continuous evaluation of statements about cloud service properties. A continuous test $CT$ consists of five building blocks: Test suites ($TS$) define any single test which is executed repeatedly within a continuous test. When defining a test suite, one or more test cases ($TC$) are associated with the suite. A test case forms the primitive of any test, it specifies the concrete steps to test a cloud service as well as to evaluate whether a test case passed or failed. Test cases do not depend on specific test suites and can therefore be reused with any suite if needed. The result
of a test suite – in its simplest form passed or failed – are used in two ways: On the one hand, test suite results are used to compute test metrics \((M)\) which allows us to evaluate statements over a cloud service’s property, e.g., a detected security vulnerability of a cloud service is fixed within 24 hours. On the other hand, test suite results are used by the workflow \((W)\) to decide which test suite to execute next. Lastly, we have to test whether the assumptions made about the environment of a cloud service under test hold which we refer to as testing preconditions \((TP)\).

Figure 4.1 shows how the building blocks constitute a continuous test: Initially, the workflow decides which test suite to run first (Step 1). Executing a test suite translates to executing any test case contained within the suite. The result of the test suite is then supplied to one or more test metrics (Step 2a). Furthermore, the test suite result is handed over to the workflow (Step 2b) which, based on the result, decides which test suite to execute next (Step 3). Upon completion, the results of the test suite are again used to compute test metrics (Step 4a) and supplied to the workflow (Step 4b) deciding which test suite to execute next and so forth.

**4.3.2 Test cases**

Test cases are the primitive of any continuous test. Each test case consists of *procedures* which specify any steps that are executed by the test case. For example, a test case may specify to establish a SSH connection to a virtual machine (VM), then issue a command to download and install a package on the machine. In order to execute correctly, a procedure may require *input parameters*, e.g., successfully connecting to a VM via SSH requires username, hostname, and the path to the private key file. The arguments which are passed to a procedure’s input parameters can be selected randomly from a predefined set, e.g., which application to download and install on the VM is selected randomly from the package list.

Further, each test case has a set of *oracles*, that is, methods which are used to determine whether the results of a test case indicates failure or success. In order for a test case to pass, all defined oracles have to indicate success. Yet besides simply passing or failing, the result of a test case also includes start and finishing time of the test case, i.e., time elapsed between starting a test case run and completing reasoning about the test results. Also, the test case result can provide further information, for example, the maximum average response time of TCP packets measured to test latency of the connection to a remote host.
Lastly, a test case possesses an ordering number which serves to specify the priority with which a test case is executed as part of the test suite (see 4.3.3). Consider, for example, a test suite which has three test case $TC_1$, $TC_2$ and $TC_3$ where $TC_1$ and $TC_2$ have ordering numbers 1 and 1, and $TC_3$ has ordering number 2. When this test suite is executed, then $TC_1$ and $TC_2$ will be executed firstly and concurrently. As soon as both $TC_1$ and $TC_2$ have completed execution, execution of $TC_3$ is triggered.

More formally, we can describe a test case $TC$ as the 4-tuple which consists of the following four elements: Procedures $E$ where each procedure $e \in E$ requires a tuple of input parameters $P = \langle p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_i \rangle \in L$. $L$ is the ordered list which contains any input parameter tuples required for the defined procedures of a test case $TC$. Furthermore, $TC$ consists of a tuple of oracles $O$ where each oracle $o \in O$ evaluates if a test case passed or failed, as well as an ordering number $N \in \mathbb{N}^+$:

$$TC = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle. \quad (4.1)$$

Recall the test case example of connecting to a VM and installing a package: This test case may contain the three procedures $E = \langle connect\_via\_ssh, install\_package, compute\_mac \rangle$ where a SSH connection requires input parameters $P_1 = \langle username, hostname, path\_to\_private\_keyfile \rangle$, installing a package using `apt-get install` requires input parameters $P_2 = \langle package\_name \rangle$, and, finally, computing a message authentication code (MAC) of the installed package using `openssl dgst -sha256 -hmac key` requires input parameters $P_3 = \langle key \rangle$. Furthermore, the test case passes if the MAC of the installed package and a MAC which was previously computed and stored by the oracle match: $O = \langle compare\_mac \rangle$. Finally, the test case executes immediately when the test suite execution is triggered, that is, its ordering number is $N = 1$. In summary, we can describe the trusted package installation (TP1) test case as follows:

$$TC^{TP1} = \langle \langle connect\_via\_ssh, install\_package, compute\_mac \rangle, \langle username, hostname, path\_to\_private\_keyfile \rangle, \langle package\_name \rangle, \langle key \rangle \rangle, \langle compare\_mac \rangle, 1 \rangle.$$ 

As mentioned above, arguments passed to an input parameter can be randomized. As an example, consider the input parameters $p_{21} = package\_name$ and $p_{31} = key$ where the package to be installed as well as the key used for computing the MAC can be selected randomly. We describe a random argument with values in $V$ as a function $A : \Omega \rightarrow V$ where $\Omega$ is the set of all possible arguments that can be passed to an input parameter $p \in P$. In our example, $\Omega$ of $p_{21}$ contains all valid package names while $A$ can evaluate to, e.g., `mysql-server`.

Note that our framework requires executions of test cases to be independent of each other, that is, whether a test case is executed or not does not depend on other test cases’ results. However, we note that concurrently executing multiple test cases on the same service naturally can produce side effects, i.e., test case results that affect each other.

**Corresponding requirements** Test cases are the central building block of the framework which enables designing novel tests (extensibility). Each procedure of a test case can be implemented using external tools, e.g., using an existing SSH library to connect to a virtual machine and test whether the session has been established successfully. Thus, test cases can be used to *integrate with existing tools*, that is, execute these tools and use the returned results to reason about cloud services’ properties. In this context, test cases can be designed
to evaluate properties of SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS, or combinations thereof, thus rendering our framework *independent of cloud service models*. Lastly, execution of test cases can be tightly integrated with existing cloud service infrastructure, entailing privileged access to, e.g., proprietary API of the cloud services. Alternatively, test cases can be designed in a way that is minimally invasive, only requiring minimal changes to the existing cloud service and having non-privileged access. Therefore, our framework allows tests to be *flexibly integrated with existing infrastructures of cloud services*.

### 4.3.3 Test suites

A test suite combines test cases where each suite contains at least one test case. Hereafter, we refer to the execution of a test suite as test suite run (\(tsr\)). Once the test suite run completes, it returns failure or success. A test suite either passes or fails, it passes if all contained test cases pass. Furthermore, upon completion, the test suite run returns the start (\(tsr^s\)) and end time (\(tsr^e\)), as well as the results of all bound test cases.

A test suite can be executed *successively* multiple times which is defined by *iterations*, e.g., 100. Triggering execution of a test suite translates to triggering execution of test cases bound to the test suite. Test cases with the smallest ordering number are executed first and, having returned, are followed by test cases with next larger ordering number. In order for the following test suite’s iteration to start, the current iteration of a test suite has to be completed, that is, any test cases bound to the test suite have to be completed. The number of successive iterations can be set to infinity. In this case, the workflow can trigger successive executions of a test suite infinitely often *unless* the workflow decides – based on previously observed test suite results – to execute a different test suite next (details of the building block *workflow* are described in Section 4.3.4).

A test suite also defines an *interval* which describes the period of time in seconds between consecutive executions of a test suite. One option to configure the interval is to trigger execution of a test suite after a fixed interval passed, e.g., 600 seconds after the previous test suite execution completed. Alternatively, the interval can be defined as a range from which the start of a test suite’s execution is selected randomly. For example, the interval (0, 60) defines that execution of the next test suite will be randomly triggered within a time interval of 60 seconds after the previous one completed. Further, an interval can be specified as a sequence of values where each value maps to the current iteration of the test suite, thus rendering the waiting time between successive test suite executions iteration dependent. Consider, for example, the interval (5, 10, 30) which defines to wait five seconds until execution of the test suite if it is executed for the first time, ten seconds if it is executed for the second time and so forth. This implies that the number of specified iterations for a test suite cannot be greater than the number of elements of the sequence defined for the interval.

Lastly, if subsequent iterations of a test suite start instantaneously, then they may produce unwanted side effects. In order to prevent such side-effects, a fixed offset (seconds) can be defined permitting the service instance under test to clean up after a test suite has completed.

A test suite \(TS\) is described as the 4-tuple \(\langle I, F, TC, T \rangle\) which consists of the following four elements: Bound test cases \(TC = \langle TC^1, TC^2, \ldots, TC^n \rangle\), the number of iteration \(I \in \mathbb{N}^+\), and the offset \(F \in \mathbb{N}^+\) (seconds) between test suite execution. Further, a test suite consists of a tuple of interval elements \(T\) where each \(t \in T\) specifies the waiting time until the next test suite execution is triggered which is either fixed (\(|T| = 1\)), randomized (\(|T| = 2\)) or iteration
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dependent ($|T| \geq I$).

$$TS = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle \quad (4.2)$$

To illustrate the usage of a test suite, we build on the trusted package installation test case $TCT^{TPI}$ described in the previous section. As an example, we assume that the execution of $TCT^{TPI}$ is triggered randomly within a time interval of 60 minutes, i.e., $T = \langle 0, 3600 \rangle$. Furthermore, the test suite is consecutively executed for 3000 times, i.e., $I = 3000$, having an 15 minute offset between every execution, that is, $F = 900$. Consequently, we can describe the test suite example containing a single test case $TCT^{TPI}$ as follows:

$$TS^{(TPI)} = \langle (TCT^{TPI}), 3000, 900, (0, 3600) \rangle$$

**Corresponding requirements** Through combining test cases in an arbitrary manner, test suites enables reuse of existing components of continuous tests. This means that existent test cases can be reused with other test suites.

### 4.3.4 Workflow

A workflow determines the sequence of test suites which is executed over time. To that end, a workflow uses the results of the last test suite run to decide which test suite to execute next. A continuous test has exactly one workflow. The most basic example of a workflow always executes the same test suite, regardless of the result the last test suite run produced. Alternatively, a workflow may define to, e.g., execute a different test suite or terminate the test once a test suite run fails.

Recall that we aim to use continuous tests to reason about properties of a cloud service over time. A workflow addresses this goal by providing the necessary means for fine-grained modeling of test sequences. For example, a workflow can be defined which aims to estimate the downtime of a cloud service most accurately. This is leveraged in the example test in Section 5.2 to continuously test availability: This test’s workflow initializes test execution with a test suite called regular which checks the availability of cloud service components randomly at least every 15 seconds and at most every 215 seconds. In case this regular test suite fails at some iteration because a cloud service component is not available, the workflow chooses a different test suite called alert to run next whose interval is smaller, that is, which is executed every 10 seconds. As long as the alert test suite fails, the workflow always selects the alert test suite to run next. Once the alert test suite passes, the workflow selects a test suite called attentive to run next. If the attentive test suite passes for five consecutive times, the workflow selects the regular test suite to run next, otherwise it runs the alert test suite again. It is important to note that all three test suites only differ with regard to the interval definition while test cases bound to these suites are identical.

We describe a workflow as a function $W : R \rightarrow TS$ which takes as input the results of executed test suites $R$ where each $r \in R$ is a 2-tuple of a test suite $TS^{(TC)}$ and a sequence of test suite’s results $Y$ after the $i$-th iteration, that is, $|Y| = i$. Recall the test suite example $TS^{(TPI)}$ which contains the test case $TCT^{TPI}$. If $TS^{(TPI)}$ fails at the third iteration, i.e., $I = 3$, then the workflow may stop execution of $TS^{(TPI)}$ and trigger a different test suite which checks integrity of packages previously installed on the VM to determine whether their integrity has also been compromised. The input provided to $W$ for test suite $TS^{(TPI)}$ after the third iteration is $r = \langle TS^{(TPI)}, \langle passed, passed, failed \rangle \rangle$. $W$ then outputs the test suite $TS \in TS$ to be executed next, for example, to trigger execution of a different test suite if the current test suite failed for the last five consecutive iterations.
Corresponding requirements  A workflow can support reusing existing components of a continuous test because a particular workflow can be used for different tests. Consider, for example, the workflow to approximate downtimes of cloud service components described above (see also Section 4.3.2): This workflow can also be used to approximate the time a TLS configuration of a service endpoint has been vulnerable. Naturally, test cases bound to the regular, alert and attentive test suites have to be changed in order to test for vulnerable TLS configurations. However, the workflow approximating downtimes is agnostic to the test cases used and thus supports approximating the time a vulnerable configuration persisted in the same manner.

Furthermore, a workflow can be used to provide self-adaptivity of a continuous test to environment conditions which evolve over time. This application of a workflow is detailed in Precondition as specialized test suites of Section 4.3.6.

4.3.5 Test metrics

Continuous tests automatically and repeatedly produce evidence to support checking whether a cloud service complies with a set of controls over time. Thus, we need to interpret a sequence of test results in order to reason about cloud service properties over a period of time. To that end, we use metrics to compute measurements which are needed to evaluate statements over cloud services properties such as the availability of a cloud service’s components is greater than 99.999% per day.

We describe a metric as a function \( M : R \rightarrow U \) which takes as input results of test suite runs \( R \) and outputs measurements \( U \). A metric can leverage any information available from the result of a test suite run, e.g., at what time the test suite run was triggered, when it finished, and further information contained in the results of test case runs bound to the test suite run.

Recall that test cases form the primitive of each test which use test oracles to determine the outcome of a test case, that is, whether a test cases passes or fails (see Section 4.3.2). Further, test suites combine test cases where each suite contains at least one test case. A test suite either passes or fails, it passes if all contained test cases pass (see Section 4.3.3). Any test metric used by a continuous test which strictly follows the building blocks defined in this chapter can therefore make use of the following two characteristics: First, a single test suite run (i.e., a single execution of a test suite as part of a continuous test) either passes or fails. As a consequence and second, a single test suite run passes or fails at some point in time. Based on these two characteristics, we propose four test metrics which are universally applicable to any continuous test which aims to support cloud service certification, independent of particular designs of test cases, test suites or workflow.

Basic-Result-Counter (brC)  A basic test result \( br \) indicates whether a test failed (\( f \)) or passed (\( p \)), i.e., \( br \in \{f, p\} \). The Basic-Result-Counter (brC) metric takes basic test results as input and counts the number of times a test failed (\( brC^F \)) or passed (\( brC^P \)).

As Figure 4.3 shows, a basic test result is only returned after the execution of a test completed, that is, when a test suite run completed (\( tsr^e \)). This metric can be used to evaluate statements which only require to know if and how often a continuous test failed or passed. As an example, consider determining if and how often security groups assigned to a newly started virtual machine unexpectedly allow that these machines are publicly accessible through some blacklisted ports.
Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (fpsC) A continuous test continuously produces basic test results. A Failed-Passed-Sequence (fps) is a special type of sequence of basic test results: As shown in Figure 4.2, a fps starts with a failed test at \( t_i \) provided that the previous test at \( t_{i-1} \) passed. A fps ends with next occurrence of a passed test.

![Figure 4.2: Failed-Passed-Sequence (fps) example based on basic test results (br)](image)

Consider, for example, having observed the following sequence of basic test results of a continuous test: When trying to connect to a VM for eleven times in a row, the first two times the login succeeds (\( p \)). Then, for the next six times, the login fails (\( f \)) while for the remaining three times, the test passes again. The fps in this example is \( \text{fps}^{SSH}_{11} = \langle f, f, f, f, f, f, p \rangle \).

The Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (fpsC) metric draws on this definition of fps. fpsC counts the number of occurrences of fps within a sequence of basic test results \( S_{br} = \langle b_{r1}, b_{r2}, \ldots, b_{ri} \rangle \) which are produced during a continuous test. For example, consider Figure 4.2 which shows the following sequence of basic test results \( \hat{S}_{br} = \langle p, p, f, f, f, f, f, p, p, p \rangle \). This sequence contains one fps, that is, \( \text{fpsC}(\hat{S}_{br}) = 1 \).

Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD) The Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD) metric builds on the definition of a Failed-Passed-sequence (fps) described in the previous paragraph. fpsD takes a fps as input and measures the time between the first failed test of a fps and its last basic test result which – by definition – passes. This metric can be used to reason about properties over individual periods of time. This allows us to evaluate statements which contain time constraints. For example: A control derived from, e.g., RB-21: Handling of vulnerabilities, malfunctions and errors – check of open vulnerabilities of BSI C5 [31] may state that an incorrectly configured and thus insecure web server’s TLS setup of a SaaS application has to be corrected within a certain amount of time, e.g., eight hours.

The definition of fpsD has a subtle but important detail: We aim to measure the time difference between the first and the last test of a Failed-Passed-Sequence

\[
\text{fps} = \langle f_i, f_{i+1}, f_{i+2}, \ldots, p_{l+j} \rangle.
\]

An important insight at this point is that the first failed test \( f_i \) as well as the next passed test \( p_{l+j} \) each have duration, that is, both tests takes some time to complete and return a basic test result. Therefore, we have to choose whether a fpsD starts at the start time or the end time of the first test \( f_i \). Also, we have to decide whether a fpsD ends at the start time or the end time of the last test \( p_{l+j} \).

In order to properly define the bounds of a fpsD, we have to first understand how the different options may affect our metric. As an introductory example, consider Figure 4.3 which illustrates the definition of fpsD using the start time \( tsr_{e}^{f} \) of the first failed test \( tsr_{i} \) and the end time \( tsr_{e}^{p} \) of the next passed test \( tsr_{i+j} \). The duration of the first failed test and the last passed test are \( d_i \) and \( d_{l+j} \), respectively.
Yet the definition of $fpsD$ shown in Figure 4.3 has a severe disadvantage: The more time it takes to complete the last test $tsr_{i+j}$, the higher the proportion of $d_{i+j}$ within the $fpsD$. Thus choosing $tsr^s_i$ and $tsr^e_{i+j}$ as bounds for $fpsD$ creates a dependency between the duration of $tsr_{i+j}$ and the $fpsD$. In scenarios where high accuracy of $fpsD$ is required, e.g., to evaluate statements which contain relatively narrow time constraints, this dependency can render the metric $fpsD$ unsuited.

As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the metric $fpsD$ has to be applicable to any continuous test. Thus, when defining $fpsD$, we have to avoid dependencies of $fpsD$ from the duration a specific last test $tsr_{i+j}$. In order to arrive at a definition of $fpsD$ which is least dependent on tests’ duration, we have to examine how variations in the duration of the first failed test ($d_i$) and the last passed test ($d_{i+j}$) affect $fpsD$.

The four options to define $fpsD$ are shown in Table 4.1. Consider, for example, Option 3: Here, we use the end of the first failed test ($tsr^e_i$) as start of the $fpsD$ and the end of the next passing test ($tsr^e_{i+j}$) as end of the $fpsD$. When choosing this option, variations of either the duration of the first test ($\Delta d_i$) or the last test ($\Delta d_{i+j}$) will affect the $fpsD$, i.e., lead to $\Delta fpsD$. Further, when the duration of both tests vary ($\Delta d_i \land \Delta d_{i+j}$), then this will also change $fpsD$, that is, $\Delta fpsD$. Note that in the corner case where variations in duration of both tests cancel each other out, i.e., $\Delta d_i = \Delta d_{i+j}$, $fpsD$ remains unaffected.

![Figure 4.3: Continuously executed tests (tsr) with universal test metric fpsD](image)

Table 4.1: Options to define Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration ($fpsD$) if $|fps| > 2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Start time</th>
<th>End time</th>
<th>$\Delta d_i$</th>
<th>$\Delta d_{i+j}$</th>
<th>$\Delta d_i \land \Delta d_{i+j}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$tsr^s_i$</td>
<td>$tsr^e_i$</td>
<td>$fps$</td>
<td>$fpsD$</td>
<td>$\Delta fpsD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$tsr^s_i$</td>
<td>$tsr^e_{i+j}$</td>
<td>$fps$</td>
<td>$fpsD$</td>
<td>$\Delta fpsD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$tsr^e_i$</td>
<td>$tsr^e_{i+j}$</td>
<td>$fpsD$</td>
<td>$fps$</td>
<td>$\Delta fpsD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$tsr^e_i$</td>
<td>$tsr^e_{i+j}$</td>
<td>$fpsD$</td>
<td>$fps$</td>
<td>$\Delta fpsD$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When inspecting Table 4.3, it becomes apparent that Option 2 is the only definition of $fpsD$ which is unaffected by variations of duration of the first and the last test. Therefore, we choose to define the start of a $fpsD$ to be the start time of the first failed test $tsr^s_i$ and for the end of a $fpsD$, we select the start time of the next passed test $tsr^e_{i+j}$.

It is important to note that the reasoning shown in Table 4.1 only applies to Failed-Passed-Sequences which contains more than two basic test results, that is, $|fps| > 2$. If a $fps$ only contains two elements, i.e., $fps = \langle f_i, p_{i+1} \rangle$, then variations of the duration of the failing test $f_i$ will impact on $fpsD$. Also, if $|fps| = 2$, then the $fpsD$ will be at least as long as it takes the failing test to complete. As a result, the time it takes to complete the first failing test also
constitutes the lower bound on how accurately we can reason about statement containing time constraints.

Finally, we note that the accuracy of a measurement computed by the test metric \( f_{psD} \) heavily depends on the concrete implementation of a test. In Chapter \[7\] we analyze such timing related measurement errors of continuous test implementations in context of \( f_{psD} \).

**Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD)**  
This metric draws on the idea of the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (\( f_{psD} \)) introduced in the previous paragraph. \( cf_{psD} \) takes as input a sequence \( \hat{S}_{f_{psD}} \) which contains any \( f_{psD} \) observed during a continuous test, and returns their accumulated value. Naturally, \( f_{psD} \) may only be applied to \( \hat{S}_{f_{psD}} \) if the sequence contains more than one \( f_{psD} \). Otherwise, if \( |\hat{S}_{f_{psD}}| = 1 \), then \( cf_{psD} = f_{psD} \).

The metric \( cf_{psD} \) permits us to reason about the satisfaction of cloud service properties within a predefined period of time. Similar to the metric \( f_{psD} \), we use \( cf_{psD} \) to evaluate statements containing time constraints. In contrast to \( f_{psD} \), \( cf_{psD} \) allows us to evaluate statements whose time constraints refer to multiple property violation events observed within a particular period of time. As an example, consider control RB-02 Capacity management – monitoring of the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (BSI C5) \[31\] which requires the cloud providers to comply with promised service level agreements (SLAs). Let’s consider a SLA which defines that the total yearly downtime of a cloud service must not surpass five minutes. During the period of a year, the cloud service experiences multiple, timely separated downtime events which a continuous test detects. The metric \( f_{psD} \) can evaluate statements which contain a single downtime to, e.g., not last longer than 60 seconds. In contrast, \( cf_{psD} \) considers a period of time, e.g., a year, and summarizes over any \( f_{psD} \) observed to evaluate statements referring to all downtime events during the defined period.

Similar to \( f_{psD} \), the accuracy of a measurement computed by the test metric \( cf_{psD} \) is determined by the concrete implementation of a test. Chapter \[7\] experimentally investigates measurement errors of concrete test implementations with regard to \( cf_{psD} \).

**Corresponding requirements**  
Test metrics are the means within our framework which allow us to model the *production of evidence* which can be used to evaluate whether controls of a certificate are satisfied. More specifically, test metrics take as input test suite results and thus allow us to define models how to evaluate cloud service properties over time.

### 4.3.6 Preconditions

Naively executing tests is prone to produce false negative test results, e.g., testing if the TLS configuration of a service endpoint is secure from a remote host may fail not because of a vulnerable configuration but because the component cannot be reached due to a network error. Computing test metrics based on false negative test results will lead to erroneous metrics and thus incorrect evaluations of statement over the cloud service. Therefore, the assumptions made about the environment of the cloud service under test, i.e., *preconditions*, need also to be tested. Only with satisfied preconditions can we use test results to compute test metrics.

Our framework provides two options to model preconditions. These options are explained in the following two paragraphs.
**Precondition as specialized test suites** This option treats preconditions as a special type of test suite: First, test cases are designed which aim to check whether preconditions hold. A *specialized* test suite is then created which only bind these precondition test cases. Finally, this specialized test suite has to be executed prior to the *main* test suite, i.e., the test suite designed to reason about a cloud service’s property. To that end, a workflow is defined which only executed the main test suite if all preconditions have passed. Therefore, preconditions can be used to control the workflow of a continuous test, allowing to self-adapt, i.e., select and execute test suite according to environmental conditions discovered at runtime.

Figure 4.4 shows an extract of an example continuous test that uses a specialized test suite to test preconditions before executing the main test suite: After having successfully tested the preconditions (Step 1), the workflow triggers execution of the main test suite (Step 2). After having executed the main test suite, the test result is used to compute test metrics (Step 3a) and supplied to the workflow (Step 3b) which triggers execution of specialized test suite to again validate the preconditions (Step 4) and so forth.

Consider, as an example, that a test aims to check whether the bandwidth available to a VM for uploads is at least 50 Mbit per second. To that end, first a connection to the VM via SSH is established, then a file is uploaded where the duration of that upload is measured. One example of a precondition for this test to execute correctly is that the VM is reachable via SSH. In order to evaluate whether this precondition holds, we can probe the VM’s port 22 by sending a SYN TCP segment and check if the host response with a SYN-ACK segment. Only if the precondition test suite determines that a VM’s port 22 is accessible, then the bandwidth test is executed.

Using specialized test suites to model preconditions has one important drawback: As described in Section 4.3.3, test suites are executed successively, that is, execution of the next suite is triggered once the previous suite completed execution. Thus, a test suite containing preconditions may have passed but during the following main test suite, the preconditions are not satisfied anymore. Consequently, the main test suite may incorrectly fail, producing an inaccurate test result.

**Preconditions as part of main test suites** The second option consists of modeling preconditions as test cases and binding them to the main test suites. Figure 4.5 shows that after the workflow triggered execution of the test suite (Step 1), these precondition test cases are executed concurrently with the main test cases. Since a test suite only passes if all contained test cases pass (see Section 4.3.3), a failing precondition test case leads to a failing test suite. In order not to misinterpret a failed test and thus create a false negative test
result, a failed test suite result is inspected during test metrics’ computation (Step 2a). If any precondition test case failed, then test result is ignored during computation of metrics.

Having preconditions as part of main test suite also allows controlling the workflow and have it self-adapt accordingly. After having provided the test suite result to the workflow (Step 2b), the workflow inspects the test suite results and selects the next test suite to execute accordingly (Step 3). However, concurrently executing precondition test cases and main test cases comes at a price: Regardless of any precondition test case failing, the remaining precondition test cases as well as the main test cases of the test suite are still executed, although the result of the test suite will be discarded.

Modeling preconditions as part of main test suites has the advantage that we can enforce that execution of testing preconditions and execution of the main test suite are triggered concurrently. Moreover, note that the ordering numbers – which are required for definition test cases (see Section 4.3.2) – allow for fine-grained pairing of precondition test cases and main test cases within the test suite.

Since we are handling failed preconditions during metric computation, we have to also investigate how discarding test results impacts on test metrics. Regarding the Basic-Result-Counter ($brC$), we will avoid adding failed test to $brC$ whose preconditions were not satisfied. Thus preconditions impact on the test metric $brC$ by removing false negative test results which is the very purpose of precondition testing.

However, the effects of testing preconditions can be detrimental to the accuracy of any metric which is based on Failed-Passed-Sequence ($fps$). This includes Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter ($fpsC$), Failed-Passes-Sequence-Duration ($fpsD$), as well as Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration ($cpfpsD$).

Let’s assume that we have observed the following sequence of basic test results

$$S_{br} = \langle p_1, f_{i+1}, f_{i+2}, f_{i+3}, f_{i+4}, p_{i+5} \rangle.$$  

If all preconditions tested to produce the basic test results of $S_{br}$ succeed, then $S_{br}$ contains one $fps$ with five elements, that is,

$$fps_x = \langle f_{i+1}, f_{i+2}, f_{i+3}, f_{i+4}, p_{i+5} \rangle.$$  

Lets now consider that the preconditions of basic test result $f_{i+3}$ are not satisfied. As a result, $f_{i+3}$ is therefore discarded during metric computation. After the correction, we get

$$\hat{S}_{br} = \langle p_1, f_{i+1}, f_{i+2}, f_{i+4}, p_{i+5} \rangle$$  

which contains  

$$\hat{fps}_x = \langle f_{i+1}, f_{i+2}, f_{i+4}, p_{i+5} \rangle.$$
Now consider applying the metric \( f_{psC} \) which counts the occurrence of \( f_{ps} \): The count of \( f_{ps} \) remains unaffected by discarding \( f_{i+3} \), that is, \( f_{psC}(S_{br}) = f_{ps}(S_{br}) \). However, removing \( f_{i+3} \) does affect the computation of metric \( f_{psD} \). The reason is that the duration of the \( f_{ps} \) is computed on the time difference between \( p_{i+5} \) and \( f_{i+1} \) which implicitly includes \( f_{i+3} \). Consequently, by including the incorrect test result \( f_{i+3} \) in the \( f_{ps} \), we incorrectly add time to the \( f_{psD} \). This error is passed onto the test metric \( c_{f_{psD}} \) since it accumulates any \( f_{psD} \) observed during a continuous test.

In order to correctly compute the \( f_{psD} \) test metric, we have to deduct the duration during which we know that the preconditions were not satisfied. To that end, we have to inspect any \( f_{ps} \) for test results whose preconditions failed (\( tsr^- \)). Note that a \( f_{ps} \) may contain multiple tests whose preconditions failed which occur in direct succession. In order to describe failed preconditions, we define a \textit{Preconditions-Failed-Sequence}

\[
p_{fs} = (tsr_{i-1}^-, tsr_i^-, tsr_{i+1}^-, tsr_{i+2}^-, \ldots, tsr_{i+j}^+)
\]

whose first (\( tsr_i^- \)) and last element (\( tsr_{i+j}^+ \)) are test results whose preconditions are satisfied (\( tsr_i^+ \)). Any element of a \( f_{ps} \) that follows the first (\( tsr_i^- \)) and precedes the last (\( tsr_{i+j}^+ \)) is a test result whose precondition failed (\( tsr^- \)).

Recall that we aim to find the interval during which preconditions of successive tests were not satisfied. Figure 4.6 shows how we compute the duration of a \( p_{fs} \), that is, \( p_{fsD} \): It is the difference between the start of the last test \( tsr_{i+j} \) and the end of the first test \( tsr_{i-1} \).

![Figure 4.6: Bounds of a Preconditions-Failed-Sequence-Duration (p_{fsD})](image)

A \( f_{ps} \) can contain multiple \( p_{fs} \), at most \( k = |f_{ps}| \div 2 \). For example, \( f_{ps_s} = \langle f_{i+1}, f_{i+2}, f_{i+3}, f_{i+4}, p_{i+5} \rangle \) can contain at most \( 5 \div 2 = 2 \) \( f_{ps} \). In general, we have to consider multiple \( p_{fsD} \) when correcting \( f_{psD} \) as follows:

\[
\hat{f_{psD}} = f_{psD} - \sum_{i=0}^{k} p_{fsD_i}.
\]

Finally, there is the following corner cases to consider: The precondition of the first failing test of a Failed-Passed-Sequence (\( f_{ps} \)) is not satisfied. Considering Figure 4.6, this means that preconditions of test result at \( tsr_{i-1} \) are not fulfilled. In this case, the definition of the duration of a \( f_{ps} \) has to be changed slightly, it is then the difference between the start of the last test \( tsr_{i+j} \) and the start of the first test \( tsr_{i-1} \).

**Corresponding requirements** The option \textit{Precondition as specialized test suite} of the building block \textit{Precondition} draws on the workflow in order to adapt to evolving environment conditions of a continuous test, thereby addressing the requirement \textit{self-adaptivity}. This requirement is also addressed when using the option \textit{Preconditions as part of main test suites}: In this case, preconditions are used in combination with test metrics where test metrics are corrected in case precondition testing fails.
4.4 Example implementation of the framework

Figure 4.7 shows Clouditor, a set of tools supporting design and deployment of continuous assurance techniques. The Clouditor toolbox consists of five main components: Engine, explorer, simulator, evaluator and dashboard. Hereafter, we outline Clouditor’s engine and its dashboard. Further details on the remaining components can be found in [245].

It is important to note that Clouditor’s engine implements the framework described in Section 4.3 and thus depicts a core results of this thesis. However, Clouditor’s dashboard is not a result of this thesis but has been created by Clouditor’s development team following the implementation of the engine. The dashboard is included in this Chapter for illustration purposes only.

4.4.1 Clouditor’s engine

Clouditor’s engine is a prototype which is developed in Java following the design of the building blocks described in the previous section. Using the engine, novel continuous tests can be build by implementing test cases – possibly integrating other existing, external tools such as Nmap[56] – which are then combined to test suites. Aside from some basic workflow templates applicable to a wide range of test scenarios (e.g., SimpleRepetitionWorkflow which always executes the same test suite), the engine supports implementation of custom workflows deciding which test suite to execute next. Similarly, the engine provides the set of universal test metrics introduced in Section 4.3.5 (i.e., Basic-Result-Counter (brC), Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (fpsC), Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD), and Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD)). However, the engine also supports implementation of custom metrics, for example, to compute the current strength of TLS cipher suites supported by a cloud service component’s endpoint based on the last test suite results.

Clouditor’s engine supports concurrent execution of multiple continuous tests. Provided that all custom classes required for a specific set of continuous tests were added to the engine, the desired tests can be defined using YAML configuration files (see also Section 6.2.4) where a each test is defined by a single configuration file. Results produced by the engine, that is, test suite run results (which include the results of test cases bound to the test suite), measurements (i.e., results of the test metric computation) as well as the test definitions used to configure tests are persisted in a MongoDB database. Clouditor’s engine is currently deployed as a containerized application running on Kubernetes within the laboratory environment of Fraunhofer AISEC.

4.4.2 Clouditor’s dashboard

Clouditor’s dashboard is a web application which provides a management console as well as visualizes the results produced by Clouditor’s engine. Depending on the test metrics defined by the continuous tests which are executed, different visualization components, such as time series graphs, burn-up charts or maps are supported.

Figure 4.8 shows a screen shot of the dashboard’s landing page. The top three tiles show three properties which are currently subject to continuous tests: Availability, Geolocation, and TLS Configuration. The components of the cloud service which are tested are shown in the tile on the left bottom: Three virtual machines (i.e., VM1, VM2 and VM3), a LoadBalancer and an OpenStackAccount. Further, the tile on the right bottom of the landing page shows a summary of the test results produced during the last 24 hours by all continuous tests currently running. Each box represent one hour and is colored green if all test suite results during that hour indicate success, otherwise the box is colored red (i.e., at least one test suite run during that hour failed). Lastly, boxes are colored from left to right as time passes where gray boxes indicate that no results during that (upcoming) hour have been produced yet.

Selecting one particular test from the right bottom tile shown in Figure 4.8 opens a detailed view on the results this test produced. Figure 4.9 shows a screen shot of this view for the continuous test of the availability of VM1. On the left top tile, the test results during the last 24 hours are shown where each box represents one minute. Again, red boxes indicate failure of at least one test suite run during the respective minute while green ones indicate passed test suite runs. Further, the bottom right tile shows a burn up chart which illustrates the cumulative downtime as indicated by the test results. This test metric computation follows the Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (\(c f psD\)) definition introduced in Section 4.3.5. Lastly, the right top tile shows the test metric Availability which, in this case, is defined as the ratio between the cumulative downtime and the period of time since the continuous test started (more details on this test metric computation can be found in Section 5.2.3.4).

Figure 4.8: Landing page of Clouditor’s dashboard
Figure 4.9: Different visualizations of test suite results and test metrics of example continuous test Availability VM1.
4.5 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we introduced a framework to support continuous test-based certification of cloud services. The main objective of this framework is:

Support design of tests which permit to continuously evaluate properties of existing cloud services where test results serve as evidence to validate that the service satisfies a set of controls.

Based on this overall goal, we then elicited the requirements which the framework has to meet to achieve the following subgoals:

- Production of evidence,
- extensibility,
- flexible integration with existing infrastructures of cloud services,
- independence of cloud service model,
- reusability of continuous test components,
- integration of existing test tools, as well as
- self-adaptivity.

Then we presented the building blocks of the framework which are guided by the above requirements. Those building blocks are:

- Test cases,
- test suites,
- workflow,
- test metrics, and
- preconditions.

The design of the framework corresponds adequately with the identified requirements: Test cases are very flexible primitives allowing to integrate existing tools such as SQLMap, i.e., execute this tool and use the returned results. Test cases also support adding novel tests (extensibility) which can evaluate properties of SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS, or combinations thereof (independence of cloud service model). Also, test cases can be design to flexibly integrate with existing cloud service infrastructures, either tightly integrated with privileged access or in a minimally invasive manner, that is, only requiring minimal changes to the existing service and having non-privileged access. Test suites combine test cases which enables reuse of existing components of continuous tests, in this context, reusing existent test cases within different test suites.

Further, the workflow of a continuous test determines which test suite is executed next. Therefore, a workflow meets two of the identified requirements: First, it allows to reuse existing continuous test components, i.e., here reusing existent test suites. Second, it allows a continuous test to adapt based on changing environment conditions during execution.
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(precondition testing with specialized test suites, see Section 4.3.6) as well as based on observed test results (self-adaptivity).

Test metrics take as input the results produced by test suites and permit us to evaluate cloud service properties over time. Therefore, test metrics are the constructs within our framework which allow us to model the production of evidence which is needed to check satisfaction of a certificate’s controls. Further, test metrics may correct produced evidence in case preconditions are not satisfied (preconditions as part of main test suites, see Section 4.3.6), thereby also supporting the required self-adaptivity of continuous tests.

Moreover, we propose the following four test metrics which are universally applicable to any continuous test aiming to support cloud service certification, independent of particular designs of test cases, test suites or workflow:

• Basic-Result-Counter (brC),
• Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (fpsC),
• Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD), and
• Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD).

Lastly, we outlined one example implementation of the framework’s building blocks. This prototype constitutes the engine component of Clouditor, a set of tools supporting design and deployment of continuous assurance techniques.

One drawback of our framework lies in neglecting non-functional requirements which need to be considered when designing continuous tests which are to be productively deployed. While continuous tests seek to increase customer’s trust in and transparency of cloud service, such mechanisms can also leak critical information which can be used by adversaries. For example, Santos et al. [246] point out that such information can be used to trace vulnerabilities of a cloud infrastructure. As an example, consider that a continuous test checks whether a SaaS application is vulnerable to SQL Injections (SQLI) which can, e.g., support validation of CCM’s control TVM-02: Vulnerability & Patch Management. It is evident that leaking test results which indicate a SQLI vulnerability – possibly even containing detailed information on the type of vulnerability found – can simplify the steps an attacker has to take to attack the service. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that the system which implements continuous tests in a productive setting is trustworthy as well [120].

Aside from proposing a suitable security model for continuous test implementations, the required performance of productive continuous tests cannot be ignored. After all, a prevalent attribute of cloud services is scalability of available resources (for further details see Section 2.1). However, neither designing and implementing a most efficient continuous tests nor keeping their memory and storage usage as low as possible is in focus of this work. Nevertheless, the practical applicability of continuous tests hinges on their capability to handle the elasticity of cloud services’ resources. Thus discussing potential limitations of our framework in context of productively deployed continuous tests and proposing possible remedies is subject to future work.

Finally, as already pointed out in the introduction of this Chapter, our framework’s focus lies on providing technical building blocks to design continuous tests. Yet it does not specify a process how to manually or automatically conceive test design candidates for a concrete cloud service instance. It is thus left to future work to answer the question ’Given a particular cloud service instance, which continuous tests are feasible?’
Furthermore, the framework does not aim at providing a method to rigorously derive test designs from control descriptions. This implies that our framework does not address questions such as 'Given a particular control, which test designs are most suitable?’, 'How many controls of a control catalog such as CSA CCM [22] can be continuously evaluated using tests?’ or 'Which additional costs does continuously evaluating controls of CSA CCM incur?’ since the answers require having established a rigorous link between controls and test designs.
Chapter 5

Example continuous test scenarios

This chapter presents five example test scenarios which are designed based on the framework introduced in the previous chapter. The primary goal of these test scenarios is to demonstrate how our proposed framework can support continuous test-based certification of cloud services.

There are various standards and guidelines available (see Section 2.3.3) whose controls we can use to derive example test scenarios. Naturally, our goal is to demonstrate that our framework can support a wide range of cloud-specific controls. However, it is outside the scope of this thesis to provide a set of test scenarios which is most complete, that is, covers as many controls of standards and guidelines possibly relevant to cloud services. This would imply that ideally any control of any available certification scheme had to be considered during the selection process. Even though this is a feasible task, it would involve considerable, ongoing manual effort and is not in focus of this work. Fortunately, organizations such as the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) and German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) have made it part of their core business to compose lists of controls specific to cloud services which we can employ. We use controls of the following three control catalogs as a basis for each of our example test scenarios:

- Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (BSI C5) [31] of the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI),
- Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22] provided by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), and

We select BSI C5 because only shortly after its publication in the middle of 2016, the IaaS market leader Amazon Web Services (AWS) already adopted this standard [60]. Furthermore, CSA’s CCM and the ISO/IEC 27001:2013 are on the Cloud Certification Schemes List (CCSL) [61] which was compiled during the implementation of the European Cloud Strategy [11], an initiative of the European Commission. While ISO/IEC 27001:2013 is not specific to cloud services, it is a very popular standard which finds wide application within various

---

industries\textsuperscript{62}, including companies providing cloud services such as AWS \textsuperscript{248}.

The focus of this chapter – as already pointed out above – lies on demonstrating how our framework supports continuous cloud service certification. This requires deriving conclusions about our framework which go beyond the scope of merely demonstrating the feasibility of the five example test scenarios presented in Sections \textsuperscript{5.2}–\textsuperscript{5.6}. Therefore, we define general characteristics of continuous test scenarios (Section \textsuperscript{5.1}) which we then apply to each selected scenario. This allows us to reason about the general applicability of our framework. The design of the continuous test of each test scenario follows the notation introduced in Section \textsuperscript{4.3}. Also, each scenario includes a description of the implementation as well as experimental results of deploying the respective continuous test.

Note that test designs, configurations as well as experimentally induced states of the service under test which are presented in this chapter are examples demonstrating test-based evidence production using our framework. Since – as already pointed out in the previous chapter – there is no rigorous approach available to derive the most suited test designs on the basis of a control’s description, these tests may be designed and configured differently, depending on their concrete use cases and the interpretations of the respective controls. Lastly, it is important to point out that we assume the cloud service providers within our example scenarios to \emph{not} behave maliciously. This means that a provider does \emph{not} attempt to cheat on the tests in order to manipulate the results in his favor. We investigate test-based certification of an adversarial cloud provider in Chapter \textsuperscript{8}. Note that parts of this chapter have been published in \textsuperscript{[127], [244], [249] and [250].}

\section{General characteristics of continuous test scenarios}

In this section, we identify four general characteristics of continuous test scenarios. We use these characteristics to describe each of the following test scenarios (Sections \textsuperscript{5.2}–\textsuperscript{5.6}). As a result, we are not limited to our five example test scenarios but can draw further conclusions about the applicability of our framework to support continuous test-based cloud service certification. The characteristics of continuous test scenarios are introduced hereafter.

1. \textit{Plausible link to cloud-specific controls:} The evidence which is produced by testing a cloud service property has to be suited to establish a plausible link to one or more cloud-specific controls according to which a cloud service is to be certified. If there is no plausible link between the property and a cloud-specific control, then we cannot derive an example test scenario from that property because testing the property will not support certification of the cloud service. Naturally, what constitutes a \textit{plausible link} is the result of subjective assessment and may be disputed.

Describing this characteristic entails to first identify cloud-specific controls. To that end, ideally any control of any certificate should be considered during the selection process to identify those which are cloud-specific. Even though this is a feasible task, it involves considerable, ongoing manual effort. Fortunately, there are organizations such as the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) who have made it part of their core business to compose lists of controls specific to cloud services which we can employ.

Once potential cloud-specific controls have been identified, we have to provide a plausible argument which links these controls to the continuous test of a cloud service

\textsuperscript{62}The ISO Survey of Management System Standard Certifications states that – as of 31st December 2015 – 27536 certificates according to the ISO/IEC 27001:2013 standard have been issued \textsuperscript{247}.\textsuperscript{247}}
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property. As mentioned above, this part may give room for debate, however, through explicitly describing the presumed plausible link, we make the underlying reasoning transparent, comprehensible and replicable.

2. Supported cloud service models: As pointed out in the previous paragraph, a continuous test scenario aims at demonstrating how our framework tests a cloud service property and thus supports cloud service certification. Therefore, it has to be possible to describe the relation between the property which is tested and one or more cloud service models to which a cloud service under test possessing this property belongs to.

As introduced in Section 2.1.1, there are three different cloud service models, namely SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. The relation between a property and cloud service model indicates that the property is actually cloud-specific. Further, this relation maps the property to one or more cloud service models. This, in turn, allows us to describe that our framework supports continuous test-based certification of each cloud service model.

3. Implementation independence: While it has to be possible to relate a property to service models of the cloud service under test, the property ideally is not specific to a cloud service implementation. If a cloud service uses, for example, some proprietary technology to encrypt data in transit, then a test which continuously checks if this communication channel is secure does not necessarily apply to other cloud services. Therefore: If a cloud service property of a test scenario is implementation-specific, then the conclusions which we can draw from the scenario are limited to only a few instances of cloud services.

4. Minimally invasive integration: Recall the integration levels of tests introduced in Section 4.2.3. Some cloud service properties can be tested without changing configuration or composition of the service (non-invasive integration), while others require configuration alterations (minimally invasive integration) or even adding components or changing code of the service to be tested (invasive integration).

The obvious advantage of invasive tests lies in the privileged access this integration level provides which may translate to more comprehensive and expressive evidence produced by invasive tests: Installing an agent on any virtual machine of a particular service, for example, allows to test if only authorized personnel can access these machines via SSH. However, adding new applications to cloud service components or applying code changes increases the probability of introducing vulnerabilities and other flaws which lead to increased risks of the cloud service not operating securely and reliably. Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect that invasive integration of tests with existing cloud services incurs higher costs of integration and operation (since at least parts of the test have to be deployed as part of the service’s infrastructure) than non-invasive and minimally invasive integration. Lastly, when neglecting tests that use platform specific API bindings to conduct checks on the service’s control plane (i.e., platform level), then most non-invasive and minimally invasive tests will be applicable to cloud services’ components regardless of the underlying platform of the cloud service provider. For example, testing the strength of TLS cipher suites provided by a cloud service’s public endpoint is agnostic to the underlying infrastructure.

With regard to characterizing continuous test scenarios to reason about the general applicability of our framework, the above comparison of integration levels leads to the
conclusion that integration of tests within the scenarios should ideally be non-invasive or at least minimally invasive. The reason for this is that invasive integration would implicitly assume that cloud service providers are willing to tolerate increased risk and costs which, in turn, restricts reasoning about the framework’s general applicability to this set of providers. Furthermore, in most cases, invasive tests will be specific to the platform of the provider whose service components are under test. Such platform dependencies would, again, restrict conclusions about the framework’s general applicability.

5.2 Continuously testing availability

In this section, we present a test which aims at continuously checking whether a cloud service is available. We begin with defining the property availability in the context of a cloud service and outline the test scenario. Then we explain the general characteristics of the test scenario (Section 5.2.2) and present the test design (Section 5.2.3). Finally, we present experimental results of using our test to evaluate the availability of IaaS provided by OpenStack (Section 5.2.4). Parts of this section have been published in [244].

5.2.1 Property description and overview of test scenario

First, we have to define what the property availability of a cloud service means. Tanenbaum and Steen [251] describe availability of a system as the probability that it is operating correctly and as expected by its users at any time. Therefore, a highly available cloud service is one which is highly likely to be working as expected by its users at any moment.

From a customer perspective, using cloud services is a form of outsourcing resources and applications, that is, not deploying and maintaining these resources since this is the responsibility of the cloud service provider. However, usually customers are not willing to tolerate downtimes of these provided resources because outages can lead to immediate, detrimental effects on their business model, e.g., loss of productivity. This constitutes the reason why availability is frequently included as a service level objective as part of a service level agreement (SLA). As we will see in Section 5.2.2.1, SLA satisfaction, in turn, is part of controls defined by standards such as BSI C5.

Unavailable cloud services can, for example, be caused by specific types of attacks, so-called Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks or by human error. The latter case could be observed on February 28th of 2017: The Simple Storage Service (S3) of AWS was disrupted as a result of an incorrectly issued command by one of the administrative personnel, also affecting other services such as AWS EC2 (IaaS) and AWS Lambda (serverless computation, PaaS) [252]. This example illustrates two important issues: First, due to intrinsic characteristic of a cloud service to facilitate scalability through quick provisioning of resources, even small operational errors can have major impacts. Second, considering a large cloud service provider such as AWS having a large number of customers, such outages may directly affect a whole range of cloud services and thus negatively impact on the respective service customers.

In order to continuously test the availability of a cloud service, we propose to test the availability of its composing resources. We refer to this test as $CT^{AV}$ which repeatedly measures round trip times on the Internet Layer using ICMP packets and on the Transport
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Layer using TCP segments to determine whether a cloud service component, e.g., a virtual machine, is available. Therefore, our interpretation of the availability of cloud service components is driven by the reachability and responsiveness of its interfaces using ICMP and TCP. Note that our framework can also be used to design application-specific availability tests, e.g., calling the RESTful API of a PaaS and checking if returned objects are correct and provided in time.

In summary, the continuous test works as follows (a detailed description of the test will be provided in Section 5.2.3): In regular mode, $CT^{AV}$ randomly waits between 15 and 215 seconds and then tests if a cloud service component is reachable via ICMP and TCP. In case this test fails, then $CT^{AV}$ switches to the alert mode in which it tests statically every 10 seconds to more accurately approximate the downtime. Once a cloud service component is reachable again, it slowly returns to regular mode. Finally, $CT^{AV}$ uses the produced test results to calculate a test metric which aims at estimating the total downtime of the cloud service within a specified period of time, e.g., within one year.

5.2.2 General characteristics of the test scenario

This section describes the general characteristics of the scenario to test the availability of cloud service components.

5.2.2.1 Supported cloud-specific controls

This section aims at presenting examples of cloud-specific controls which are related to the availability of cloud service components. We begin with the control RB-02 Capacity management – monitoring of the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (BSI C5) [31]. This control states that

"Technical and organisational safeguards for the monitoring and provisioning and de-provisioning of cloud services are defined. Thus, the cloud provider ensures that resources are provided and/or services are rendered according to the contractual agreements and that compliance with the service level agreements is ensured."

The continuous test $CT^{AV}$ can support the certification of a cloud service according to this control since it repeatedly tests whether cloud service components are available. In order to ensure that contractual agreements and SLAs are satisfied, $CT^{AV}$ computes a test metric quantifying the downtime within a specified period of time.

Further, the BSI provide a complementary document [253] in which they map the controls of BSI C5 to existing international standards which, among others, include CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22] upon which the CSA certificate is based [23]. In this document, the BSI maps the control RB-02 of BSI C5 to IVS-04 of the CSA’s CCM:

"The availability, quality, and adequate capacity and resources shall be planned, prepared, and measured to deliver the required system performance in accordance with legal, statutory, and regulatory compliance obligations. Projections of future capacity requirements shall be made to mitigate the risk of system overload."
As we can see, this control describes that availability of a cloud service shall be measured to be compliant. Thus, the mere operation of our test $CT^{AV}$ would already support a certification where this control has to be satisfied.

CSA’s CCM provides a mapping of their controls to those of other guidelines and certification schemes which are not necessarily specific to cloud services. The above introduced control $IVS-04$, for example, links to the control A.12.1.3 Capacity management of ISO/IEC 27001:2013 \[24\]. Note that – as already mentioned above – the standard ISO/IEC 27001:2013 is not cloud-specific. However, control $IVS-04$ which is part of the CCM’s control domain Application & Interface Security as well as RB-02 of BSI C5 link to A.12.1.3 of ISO/IEC 27001:2013, thus we can treat it as applicable to cloud services.

5.2.2.2 Supported cloud service models

The continuous test $CT^{AV}$ uses round trip times which are repeatedly measured on the Internet Layer using ICMP packets and on the Transport Layer using TCP segments to check if a cloud service component such as virtual machine are available. Therefore, we interpret the availability of cloud service component based on whether its interfaces are reachable as well as responsive using ICMP and TCP.

This test can be used with any of the three cloud service models or combinations thereof: Consider, as an example, a virtual machine as one instance of IaaS. In order to determine whether this IaaS is available, we can use its publicly exposed IP address or hostname and repeatedly evaluate the round trip time on the Internet Layer. Further, as connections to virtual machines are usually established via SSH on port 22, we can evaluate the response time on the Transport Layer. As an example for PaaS, consider a platform service such as CLOUD SQL\[63\], a database service provided by the Google Cloud Platform. Similar to the case of IaaS, we can use the publicly exposed IP address or hostname and the TCP port of the database service to repeatedly measure and evaluate network delay on the Internet and Transport Layer, thus determining whether it is available.

Lastly, this continuous test can also be used to check whether a SaaS application is available. Since SaaS applications are typically accessed through browsers, we can use the hostname which points to web site offering the SaaS application and port 80 (HTTP) or port 443 (SSL/TLS) to check if is available, that is, if it can be reached on the Internet and Transport Layer.

We note that our test tells us whether an end point is reachable and responding as expected. Application-specific availability measurement, that is, determining whether a particular application operates correctly at a certain point in time requires some protocol adaptations to add application-specific semantics, e.g., calling a RESTful API and checking whether the returned object is correct and provided in time. Our framework can be used to design test which conduct application-specific availability measurements. To that end, test cases have to be implemented which check the availability on the application level.

5.2.2.3 Implementation independence

Since we use delay measurements on the Internet Layer and on the Transport Layer, our continuous test does not depend on the specific implementation of a SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS instance. For example, the test is applicable regardless of the operating system a virtual
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Machine uses (IaaS) or what kind of web server is used by a SaaS application. Naturally, the only indispensable prerequisite for CT$^{AV}$ is that the cloud service components under test can be reached over an IP network and that they use some Application Layer protocol such as HTTP or SSH which use TCP on the Transport Layer.

5.2.2.4 Minimally invasive integration

Although it is possible to deploy our continuous test CT$^{AV}$ as part of the cloud service under test, that is, adding the implementation of the test as component to the service, such an invasive change in composition of the service is not required. Also, testing the availability of components from a host which is part of the cloud service’s infrastructure would only provide limited information if the service is working as a user remotely accessing service’s components expects. However, it depends on the cloud service model what kind of configuration alterations may be required in order to allow for CT$^{AV}$ to function properly. These ramifications are explained hereafter.

If the continuous test is executed on a remote host and the cloud service component is publicly reachable, e.g., a web server of a SaaS application, then no change to configuration or composition of the cloud service is needed. Yet if the component whose availability we aim to check is a virtual machine (IaaS) to which access is restricted by a firewall, then changing firewall rules in order to permit the test to reach the instance is required.

5.2.3 Test design

In this section, we describe the test CT$^{AV}$ according to the framework introduced in the Chapter 4. Note that the configuration of CT$^{AV}$ serves as an example and it may vary depending on the use case of the test as well as on the interpretation of the respective controls whose validation it supports.

5.2.3.1 Test cases

The availability test consists of two test cases $TC^{ICMP}$ and $TC^{TCP}$. The former one is defined as follows:

$TC^{ICMP} = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle$

$= \langle \langle \text{measure$_{delta}$ICMP$_{Echo\_Request\_to\_ICMP\_Echo\_Reply\_packets} \rangle$,

$\langle \langle \text{host}, \text{packet\_count} \rangle \rangle$,

$\langle \text{assert$_{r_{tt\_avg}}$< }$ ICMP$_{avg}$, assert$_{r_{tt\_sd}}$< $ ICMP$_{sd}$ \rangle$,$\rangle$, 1 $\rangle$

The test case $TC^{ICMP}$ uses one procedure (E), i.e., it measures the time delta between sending ICMP Echo Request and receiving ICMP Time Reply packets. To that end, the input parameters (L) host and packet_count are required, specifying either IP address or hostname of the cloud service component’s endpoint and number of packets to send for one test, respectively. Since a single test case execution obtains multiple successive probes at a time (we assume that packet_count > 1), each test case result is actually a distribution. We define two oracles (O) to evaluate the average and standard deviation of the test case result using the assertions assert$_{r_{tt\_avg}}$< $ICMP$_{avg}$ and assert$_{r_{tt\_sd}}$< $ICMP$_{sd}$. Thus an instance of $TC^{ICMP}$ passes if the returned round trip time (rtt) satisfies both of the assertions. Note that the placeholder $ICMP_{avg}$ and $ICMP_{sd}$ have to be assigned the desired expected values.
in milliseconds, e.g., 20ms and 10ms, respectively. These expected values depend on the environment where \( CTA^I \) is deployed and have to either be based on previously observed, i.e., historic values or educated guesses what constitutes an expected delay. Lastly, the ordering number \((N)\) of \(TC^{ICMP}\) is 1 which means that the test case is executed first once execution of the test suite is triggered.

Furthermore, the test case \(TC^{TCP}\) is defined as follows:

\[
TC^{TCP} = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle = \langle \langle \text{measure\_delta\_SYN\_to\_SYN-ACK\_TCP\_segment} \rangle, \langle \langle \text{host, probe\_count, port} \rangle \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_average\_response\_time < } $^{TCP}_{avg}, \text{assert\_max\_response\_time < } $^{TCP}_{max} \rangle, 1 \rangle
\]

Similar to \(TC^{ICMP}\), this test case has also only one procedure \((E)\) which measures the time delta between sending a SYN TCP segment to and receiving a SYN-ACK TCP segment from the endpoint of the cloud service component. The required input parameters \((L)\) are either IP address or hostname \((\text{host})\), a TCP port \((\text{port})\) and the number of probes \((\text{probe\_count})\).

Analogous to \(TC^{ICMP}\), a single execution of \(TC^{TCP}\) results in a distribution of measured delays. In order to evaluate the results produced by the test case, we define two oracles \((O)\) \(\text{assert\_average\_response\_time < } $^{TCP}_{avg}\) and \(\text{assert\_max\_response\_time < } $^{TCP}_{max}\) which assert average and maximum of the measured response times of the cloud service component’s endpoint. That means that an instance of \(TC^{TCP}\) fails if either or both the assertions do not hold. The placeholders \( $^{TCP}_{avg}\) and \( $^{TCP}_{sd}\) are assigned the expected desired values, e.g., 75ms and 100ms, respectively. Similar to the test case \(TC^{ICMP}\) described above, these expected values depend on the deployment of \(CTA^I\) and can be based on, e.g., historic values. Finally, the ordering number of \(TC^{TCP}\) is also 1 which means that \(TC^{ICMP}\) and \(TC^{TCP}\) will be executed concurrently.

5.2.3.2 Test suites

The continuous availability test consists of three test suites. The first one is defined as follows:

\[
TS^{(ICMP, TCP)}_{regular} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle
= \langle \langle TC^{ICMP}, TC^{TCP} \rangle, +\infty, 15, \langle 0, 200 \rangle \rangle.
\]

The test suite \(TS^{(ICMP, TCP)}_{regular}\) binds both test cases \((TC)\) \(TC^{ICMP}\) and \(TC^{TCP}\). Further, the number of successive iterations of \(TS^{(ICMP, TCP)}_{regular}\) is set to infinity which is indicated by setting iterations \((I)\) to +\(\infty\). This means that successive executions of this test suite can potentially be triggered infinitely often unless the workflow decides – based on produced test results – to execute a different suite. Further, each execution of each test suite run is triggered randomly in the interval \((T)\) \(\langle 0, 200 \rangle\) seconds after the last test suite run completed. Lastly, there is a 15 seconds offset added to the interval between successive test suite executions \((F)\).

Furthermore, the second test suite is defined as follows:

\[
TS^{(ICMP, TCP)}_{alert} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle
= \langle \langle TC^{ICMP}, TC^{TCP} \rangle, +\infty, 0, \langle 10 \rangle \rangle.
\]

This test suite binds the test cases \(TC^{ICMP}\) and \(TC^{TCP}\) as well. Its number of successive execution \((I)\) is also set to +\(\infty\), i.e., it has no maximal number of successive iterations and
thus may be triggered infinitely often. Furthermore, the execution of this test suite is triggered statically every 10 seconds \((T)\) after the previous test suite run completed, having \(no\) fixed offset \((F)\).

The definition of the third test suite is:

\[
TS^{(ICMP,TCP)}_{\text{attentive}} = \langle T, I, F, T \rangle
\]

\[
TS^{(ICMP,TCP)}_{\text{attentive}} = \langle (TC^{ICMP}, TC^{TCP}), 5, 5, \langle 25, 35, 45, 55, 65 \rangle \rangle.
\]

Also, this test suite binds both test cases \(TC^{ICMP}\) and \(TC^{TCP}\). Yet its number of successive executions \((I)\) is limited to five, each of which having its individual waiting time between successive executions \((T)\). That is the reason why the number of iterations holds exactly five elements, i.e., \(I = |T| = 5\). Thus, for example, before running the first instance of this test suite, we wait 25 seconds, before running the second, we wait 35 seconds and so forth. Finally, there is a fixed offset of 5 seconds between each test suite run \((F)\).

5.2.3.3 Workflow

The workflow we use aims at estimating the downtime of the cloud service component starting from the first point of detection. Figure 5.1 shows how this workflow executes the three test suites which we introduced in the previous paragraph: The test starts with the test suite \(TS_{\text{regular}}\). If this test suite fails at some iteration, then the next test suite which is executed is \(TS_{\text{alert}}\). This test suite is executed repeatedly as long as it fails. If \(TS_{\text{alert}}\) passes at some point, then the test suite executed next is \(TS_{\text{attentive}}\). If \(TS_{\text{attentive}}\) passes for five consecutive times, then \(TS_{\text{attentive}}\) is stopped and \(TS_{\text{regular}}\) is started. If one of \(TS_{\text{attentive}}\) five iterations fail, then \(TS_{\text{attentive}}\) is stopped and \(TS_{\text{alert}}\) is started. Once \(TS_{\text{alert}}\) passes again, \(TS_{\text{attentive}}\) is run next and so forth.

As mentioned above, the goal of this workflow is to approximate the downtime of the cloud service component. Figure 5.2 illustrates how the different configurations of the three test suites support this goal: While the test suite \(TS_{\text{regular}}\) randomly waits \([15, 215]\) seconds after the previous completed, the test suite \(TS_{\text{alert}}\) statically executes ten seconds after the previous one completed. Thus, once an instance of \(TS_{\text{regular}}\) failed, we repeatedly test with shorter intervals which allows to more accurately approximate the downtime of the cloud service component. Once the cloud service component is available again, the test suite \(TS_{\text{attentive}}\) is executed which has to pass exactly five times where the interval between each execution increases by ten seconds. The idea here is that if a downtime event just occurred, then it is more likely that another downtime event follows shortly afterwards.
5.2.3.4 Test metric

The resource availability test aims at determining the total downtime of a cloud service component within a specified period of time, e.g., a year. Within that period, multiple downtimes may be detected by the continuous test which have to be accumulated to provide a global value.

In order to define the test metrics of the resource availability test, we draw on the universal test metrics Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD) and Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cpfpsD) introduced in Section 4.3.5. We use fpsD to determine the duration of any singular downtime event of a cloud service component. Recall that a fpsD is the duration of a Failed-Passed-Sequence (fps) which is defined by the difference between the start of the first failed test suite run and the start of the next test suite run that passes. In context of the resource availability test, this translates to successive failure of any of the three test suites described in the previous paragraph. More specifically, the first element of a fps is either produced by a failed TSregular or by a failed TSattentive. Moreover, the last element of a fps is always produced by a passing TSalert.

Having observed multiple singular downtimes, we sum over the corresponding fpsD to obtain cpfpsD which holds the total downtime within the specific period where CTAV is operating. Since we are not aiming at checking the downtime but the availability of a cloud service component, two last steps are required to compute final test metric: First, we simply compute the ratio between the total downtime and the period of time CTD during which CTAV was deployed:

\[ cpfpsD_{CTAV} \% = \frac{fpsD_{CTAV}}{CTD}. \]

This gives us the percentage of downtime which when deducted from 1, leads us to the final test metric which indicates the availability of a cloud service component:

\[ M_{CTAV}^{CTAV} = 1 - cpfpsD_{CTAV} \% . \]

Recall that in the introduction of this section, we adopted the definition of availability provided by Tanenbaum and Van Steen [251], thus treating availability as the probability of a cloud service’s component to work correctly at any given time. In order to conform with this definition, we regard values calculated for M_{CTAV}^{CTAV} as estimates, that is, as expected values for the availability of a cloud service’s component. We note that this estimation method is basic and more advanced methods exist which, for example, are capable of considering the sequence of observed test results. Yet it is not the focus of this work to propose a novel method to estimate the availability of cloud service’s components. However, our framework
may accommodate other, more sophisticated test metrics which is, after all, exactly what this test scenario aims to demonstrate.

5.2.4 Implementation and experiment

This section describes the implementation of the continuous test $CT^{AV}$ as well as present experimental results.

5.2.4.1 Environment and setup

Hereafter, the main components of the experiment are outlined.

Cloud service component under test As an example for a cloud service component under test, we choose an instance of a virtual machine provided by OpenStack Mitaka. This instance is running a Ubuntu 15.10 Server and is equipped with 2 VCPUs and 4 GB RAM and 40 GB volume (disk). Furthermore, the instance is associated with a publicly reachable IP address and its security group are configured to allow for traffic via ICMP, via TCP on port 22 and via SSH from and to the host where the continuous test is deployed (see paragraph Deployment of continuous test below).

Implementation of test cases The test case $T^{ICMP}$ is implemented using Ping, a common network diagnostic tool which can be used to measure response times on the IP Layer. Furthermore, the test case $T^{TCP}$ is implemented using Nping. This tool can be used to measure response times on the TCP Layer. Recall that both test cases are bound to test suite $TS^{(ICMP, TCP)}$ and are executed concurrently. Once both test cases complete, the output of either tool is parsed and it is evaluated if the test cases passed. Since the assertions depend on the environment of the deployment, we have to define them at this point:

- $s^{ICMP}_{avg} = 100$ ms and $s^{ICMP}_{sd} = 75$ ms, as well as
- $s^{TCP}_{avg} = 75$ ms and $s^{TCP}_{max} = 100$ ms.

Deployment of continuous test The test $CT^{AV}$ is deployed on a different host than the cloud service component under test. This host is attached to a different network than cloud service component under test. However, both hosts are located inside the same building which leads to relatively low delays on the IP and TCP Layer (< 3 ms) observed previous to conducting the experiment.

Inducing downtime events We trigger 1000 temporary downtime events of our cloud service component under test. To that end, we use OpenStack4J, a Java library which permits controlling OpenStack, including the management of virtual machines. Each downtime event starts with pausing the cloud service component, i.e., the virtual machine, and ends with unpausing it. Furthermore, each downtime event lasts at least 60 seconds plus selecting
another [0,60] seconds at random. The interval between consecutive downtime events is set to last at least 120 seconds plus an additional [0,60] seconds which are selected randomly.

The accumulated duration of all downtime events observed during the experiment is 91438.67 seconds (≈ 25 hours 23 minutes 59 seconds). Further, the mean duration of each downtime event is 91.49 seconds with a standard deviation of 17.87 seconds.

### 5.2.4.2 Experimental results

In total, the whole experiment took ≈67.5 hours, i.e., starting from the start of the first test until the end of the last test. Table 5.1 shows test statistics and test results which continuous test $CT^{AV}$ produced: The total number of tests, i.e., the total number of test suite executions is 6118. The execution of a test suite of $CT^{AV}$ took 12.76 seconds on average with a standard deviation of 4.73 seconds.

Out of the 1000 downtime events, $CT^{AV}$ correctly detected 989 or 98.9% ($f_{psC}$). Furthermore, each $f_{psD}$ on average estimates that the duration of a correctly detected downtime event is 70.73 seconds. Since each downtime event actually lasted 91.49 seconds on average, $CT^{AV}$ on average underestimates a downtime event by 20.76 seconds. Consequently, when considering the accumulated duration of detected events ($c_{fpsD}$), then $CT^{AV}$ only detects 69956.6 seconds of the accumulated duration of downtime events (91438.67 seconds) which equals ≈76.51%.

Finally, when considering the interval between the start of the first test and end of the last test as the period of time during which $CT^{AV}$ was deployed, then we can compute the test metric which indicates the availability of our cloud service component:

$$c_{fpsD}^{CT^{RA}} = \frac{c_{fpsD}^{CT^{RA}}}{CTD} = \frac{69956.6}{242998.35} \approx 0.2879$$

leading to

$$M^{CT^{RA}}_{%} = 1 - c_{fpsD}^{CT^{RA}} = 1 - 0.2879 = 0.7121.$$  

Thus we can state that the availability measured by the continuous test $CT^{AV}$ was 71.21%. Note that – since $CT^{AV}$ underestimates detected the downtime events – the actual availability as provided by the accumulated duration of downtime events is lower, i.e., ≈ 62.37%.

### 5.3 Continuously testing location

In this scenario, we propose a test which continuously validates the geographical location of cloud service components. We start with defining what the property location means in context of cloud services and outline the test scenario. Then we investigate the general characteristics of the test scenario (Section 5.3.2) and describe the test design (Section 5.3.3). Lastly, we present implementation as well as experimental results of using our continuous test to validate the locations of IaaS instances provided by Amazon Web Services (AWS) (Section 5.3.4). Parts of this section have been published in [250].

#### 5.3.1 Property description and overview of test scenario

The location of a cloud service component is valid if it is in agreement with the expected location of that component. The first question at this point is why cloud service components are likely to change the location at which they are hosted. As described in Subsection
Table 5.1: Test statistics and results of continuous test $CT^{AV}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of tests</td>
<td>6118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean duration test (sec)</td>
<td>12.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd duration test (sec)</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min duration test (sec)</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max duration test (sec)</td>
<td>19.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fpsC</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>correctly detected events</td>
<td>989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correctly detected events (%)</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fpsD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean duration detected events (sec)</td>
<td>70.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd duration detected events (sec)</td>
<td>27.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min duration of detected events (sec)</td>
<td>19.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max duration of detected events (sec)</td>
<td>136.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cfpsD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accumulated duration detected events</td>
<td>69956.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accumulated duration detected events (%)</td>
<td>76.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1 components of a cloud service are usually virtualized, including virtualization of networks, physical servers, and storage. Migrating these virtual components from one geographical location to another is a standard feature which most cloud service providers offer their customers. As an example, consider migrating IaaS, i.e., virtual machines from one geographic location to another one. Amazon Web Service (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform provide standard features to make images of custom virtual machines and copy them to another geographical region where they then can be launched. Yet migrating cloud services is not confined to migrating virtual machines: AWS, for example, also supports migration of PaaS applications such as its Relational Database Service (AWS RDS) where – also as a standard feature – customers may migrate entire database clusters from one geographical location to another.

Naturally, when testing from a remote host, we can only reach the cloud service component’s endpoint. In the example of IaaS, this is usually a publicly reachable IP address or public hostname which we can connect to using SSH. Similarly, in the example of PaaS, this endpoint can be some publicly reachable hostname which is part of the base URL of a HTTP-based RESTful API. Thus, a central question at this point is: Assuming that cloud service components are provided by remote hosts, what means do we have at hand to determine their location?

Various geolocation techniques aiming at determining unknown locations of Internet hosts use network delay measured on different layers of the TCP/IP protocol suite and topology information, i.e., the path taken to a specific host (e.g., [158][149][159][160][161]). One fundamental limitation of these approaches is that they may only be able to determine the location of a proxy server but not the actual location of the Internet host. In our case, this translates to locating the physical servers running the proxy instead of the
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physical server on which the cloud service components are deployed, e.g., virtual machines.

Yet even if we were to neglect this limitation, the conclusions drawn about a cloud service component’s location are confined to locating the physical server on which the component is running. A natural extension to locating Internet hosts – which is outside of the scope of our continuous test – is to determine the geographical location of data stored by a cloud. Determining that a cloud provider is storing data at some expected geographical location is referred to as data sovereignty which requires simultaneously establishing the geographical location of the server on a network and proving that the data is actually stored at that location [150][151]. Still, this approach does not cover locating any other copies of the data stored on a different server. Without having full control of the network, tracking any such copies is a different (and hard) problem [150].

Our continuous test $CT^{LV}$ uses location classification which treats potential locations, i.e., geographical areas where cloud service components can be hosted as classes. A classifier is a supervised learning algorithm [255] which – in our continuous test scenario – uses some characteristics of a cloud service component to predict to which class it belongs, that is, at which location the component is hosted. An important difference to the above discussed geolocation techniques is that our approach requires any potential location to be known.

We use network delay and topology information to predict, i.e., classify the location of a cloud service component. Furthermore, our test shares one other important assumption with the above mentioned geolocation techniques: They require that there are trusted landmarks, that is, geographical locations which are known and from which network delay and topology information are measured.

Recall that we are aiming at continuously validating the location of cloud service components using classifiers. This entails a challenge which – although recognized by several approaches, e.g., [159][146] – remains unaddressed: Network delay as well as topology information are subject to changes over time as described in, e.g., [256][257]. Therefore, we have to take network changes over time into account as otherwise these changes can render our location predictions inaccurate. Such time-dependent learning problems are referred to as learning under concept drift [258][259].

In order to continuously validate the location of cloud service components, our continuous test $CT^{LV}$ implements a process which continuously collects, predicts and updates a classifier. Note that not every deviation from previous observations necessarily indicates a concept drift, some may result from momentary or short-termed anomalies. Distinguishing anomalies from permanent network changes is crucial as we otherwise update our classifier with flawed data.

The workings of this continuous test can be summarized as follows (a detailed description of the test will be provided in Section 5.3.3): Given a set of targets, i.e., hostnames of cloud service components, $CT^{LV}$ initially collects delay measurements on the IP and TCP Layer as well as topology information. Using these data points, a classifier is trained. Thereafter, new measurements using the targets are conducted which are then used to predict the locations of the cloud service components. Before locations are predicted, however, potential outliers are filtered and only those newly collected probes are fed to the classifier which are considered normal. Thereafter, the initial data set is augmented using the newly collected probes and the classifier is updated, i.e., retrained. Then, again, delay measurements and topology information using the targets are collected, outliers are filtered, their location is predicted and so forth. The result which is produced by $CT^{LV}$ indicates whether a cloud service component is located at its expected location by comparing the expected location with the predicted one.
5.3.2 General characteristics of the test scenario

This section describes the general characteristics of the scenario to continuously test the location of cloud service components.

5.3.2.1 Supported cloud-specific controls

The control *UP-02 Jurisdiction and data storage, processing and backup locations* of BSI C5 \[31\] requires that

"[...] Data of the cloud customer shall only be processed, stored and backed up outside the contractually agreed locations only with the prior express written consent of the cloud customer."

This control demands that customer’s data shall only be processed within contractually agreed location which, in our terminology, are valid locations. Thus, our continuous test $CT^{LV}$ can support certification of a cloud service according to *UP-02* by continuously checking whether cloud service components still reside at contractually agreed location. The control *RB-03 management – data location* of BSI C5 is even more specific, stating that

"The cloud customer is able to determine the locations (city/country) of the data processing and storage including data backups."

BSI C5 explicitly links this control to the before presented *UP-02*, considering it supplemental. In order to fully understand how $CT^{LV}$ can support certification of a cloud service according to this control, we have to shed light on a subtle detail which stems from this control’s ambiguous use of the term *determine*: Either it refers to determining a previously unknown location or it requires determining known location of a cloud service’s components where data is processed. As already mentioned above, the continuous test $CT^{LV}$ uses a supervised learning algorithm, a classifier, to predict the location of IaaS which requires any potential location to be known.

The BSI also provides a complementary document \[253\] in which they map the controls of C5 to existing international standards which, among others, include CSA’s CCM \[22\] and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 \[24\]. It turns out that – according to the BSI cross-referencing – neither of them contains a control which explicitly addresses the geographical location of a cloud service’s components. However, both the CCM and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 do contain controls which demand compliance of a cloud service with regulatory obligations. For example, *AIS-01 Application & Interface Security Application Security* of the CCM requires that

"Applications and programming interfaces (APIs) shall be designed, developed, deployed, and tested in accordance with leading industry standards (e.g., OWASP for web applications) and adhere to applicable legal, statutory, or regulatory compliance obligations."

Further, control *A.18.1.4 Privacy and protection of personally identifiable information* of the ISO/IEC 27001:2013 can be considered relevant in this context. The European Union (EU) Data Protection Directive\(^{71}\) is one example of a set of regulations where the location of cloud services’ components can become important. It restricts personal information from flowing

\(^{71}\)Note that in the course of preparing this thesis, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) \[260\] superseded the Data Protection Directive.
from EU member states to any other country whose laws do not have an adequate level of protection [261]. Another example are the Australian Privacy Principles (APP) [262] which do not permit personal information flowing to a foreign country unless those country’s laws are substantially similar to APP. Therefore, continuously validating the location of a cloud service’s components using $CT^{LV}$ can support certification of a cloud service according to controls which demand compliance with regulatory obligations.

5.3.2.2 Supported cloud service models

The continuous test $CT^{LV}$ uses network delay measured on the Internet and Transport Layer as well as topology information to classify the location of a cloud service component. More specifically, on the Internet layer, we use the public IP address of the target host to ping it, i.e., measure the time delta between sending ICMP Echo Request and receiving ICMP Echo Reply packets. Also, we measure the time delta between sending ICMP Echo Request packets and receiving ICMP Time Exceeded packets for every hop until the target host is reached. In order to characterize the route taken to a target, we count the number of known and unknown intermediate routers. Furthermore, on the Transport layer, we measure the time delta between sending a SYN and receiving a SYN-ACK TCP segment from the target host on a particular port.

$CT^{LV}$ can be used to validate the geographical location of IaaS, i.e., virtual machines hosted on remote servers. Similar to continuously testing the availability of a cloud service component (see Section 5.2), we can make use of a VM’s publicly exposed IP address or hostname to collect measurements on the Internet Layer. Further, in order to measure delay on the Transport Layer, we can send SYN TCP segments to port 22 of the VM, the standard SSH port. Naturally, this implies that any virtual machines which constitutes a component of a cloud service is reachable from the landmark from which network delays are measured and topology information is gathered.

Using $CT^{LV}$ to validate the location of SaaS and PaaS applications’ components is only possible to a limited extent. The reason for this is that customers interact with SaaS and PaaS applications on a different level of abstraction. Although it is still feasible to use the public hostnames which are part of URLs used by of a SaaS or PaaS application to collect network delay and topology information, the conclusions which can be drawn based on these measurements are limited to endpoint, e.g., the location of the SaaS application’s web server or load balancer. Other components of the application are intentionally hidden from the customer’s point of view which also renders their location transparent. Naturally, the underlying components of a SaaS or PaaS application could be made accessible, thereby removing the abstraction and allowing to validate their location. However, breaking the abstraction in such a way leads to a scenario which is equivalent to continuously testing IaaS as discussed above because we would then validate the infrastructure components of the SaaS or PaaS application.

5.3.2.3 Implementation independence

Analogous to continuously testing availability of a cloud service’s components (see Section 5.2), through measuring delay and topology information on the Internet and Transport Layer, our continuous test $CT^{LV}$ is agnostic to the operating system of a virtual machine or applications running on that VM. The only requirement is that the VM can be reached over an IP network and uses some TCP-based protocol.
5.3.2.4 Minimally invasive integration

The design of the test $CT^{LV}$ does not require to add the implementation of the test as a component to the cloud service. Hence, no change to the composition of the infrastructure of the cloud service components we seek to validate is needed. However, similar to the availability test $CT^{AV}$, repeatedly measuring the network delay on the Internet and Transport Layer as well as topology information requires that the IaaS, i.e., the virtual machines can be reached by and respond to ICMP packets and TCP segments. Therefore, in order for $CT^{LV}$ to be able to work, potential access restrictions to the VMs have to be adapted to allow measurement from the landmark.

5.3.3 Test design

In this section, we describe the test $CT^{LV}$ according to the framework introduced in the Chapter 4. Note that configured parameters of $CT^{LV}$ (e.g., test suite iterations) are example values which may differ depending on the use case the test is used within.

5.3.3.1 Test cases

The first test case of $CT^{LV}$ is defined as follows:

$$\text{TC}^{IPD} = (E, L, O, N) = (\langle \text{measure\_delta\_ICMP\_Echo\_Request\_to\_ICMP\_Time\_Reply\_packets}, \text{measure\_delta\_ICMP\_Echo\_Request\_to\_ICMP\_Time\_Exceeded\_packets}, \text{count\_hops} \rangle, \langle \langle \text{host, packet\_count} \rangle, \langle \text{host, packet\_count}, \langle \rangle \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_successful\_ICMP\_probe} \rangle, 1)$$

The test case $TC^{IPD}$ has three procedures ($E$): The first one uses the IP address or hostname ($\text{host}$) of the cloud service component’s endpoint as input parameter ($L$) to ping it, i.e., measure the time delta between sending ICMP Echo Request and receiving ICMP Time Reply packets. The second procedure also uses the host address as input to measure the time delta between sending ICMP Echo Request packets and receiving ICMP Time Exceeded packets for every hop until the target host is reached. A single data point is obtained by executing multiple successive delay measurements at a time ($\text{packet\_count}$), e.g., 20. Thus, each delay measurement is actually a distribution which we describe by its $\max^{IP}$, $\min^{IP}$, average ($\text{avg}^{IP}$), standard deviation ($sd^{IP}$), and $\text{last}^{IP}$ packet’s delay. The third procedure counts the number of known and unknown intermediate routers, thereby characterizing a route’s topology taken to a target. An instance of $TC^{IPD}$ successfully passes ($O$) if no error occurred during measurement, i.e., all four statistics are correctly returned and can be used for further processing. Lastly, the ordering number ($N$) of the test case is 1.

The next test case is defined as follows:

$$\text{TC}^{TCPD} = (E, L, O, N) = (\langle \text{measure\_delta\_SYN\_to\_SYN-ACK\_TCP\_segment} \rangle, \langle \text{host, probe\_count, port} \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_successful\_TCP\_probe} \rangle, 1)$$
$TC^{TCPD}$ uses a single procedure ($E$) to measure the time delta between sending a SYN and receiving a SYN-ACK TCP segment from the target host on a particular port. To that end, it requires the host address ($host$), port, as well as the number of probes per test case run ($probe\_count$) as input parameters ($L$). Analogous to $TC^{IPD}$, a single execution of $TC^{TCPD}$ results in multiple successive probes whose distribution is described by $max^{TCP}$, $min^{TCP}$, and average ($avg^{TCP}$). Similar to $TC^{IPD}$, an instance of $TC^{TCPD}$ passes ($O$) if all three statistics are returned correctly, ready to be further processed.

The third test case of $CT^{LV}$ is responsible for training a classifier. It is defined as follows:

$$TC^{TRN} = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle$$
$$= \langle \langle \text{train\_classifier} \rangle, \langle \langle \text{classification\_algorithm}, \text{training\_data} \rangle \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_trainingError < \hat{e}} \rangle, 1 \rangle.$$  

$TC^{TRN}$ consists of one procedure ($E$) which uses a set of labeled training data to train a classifier. To that end, we have to select a supervised learning algorithm, e.g., K-nearest neighbor [263] [264], support vector machines (SVM) [265], decision tree [266] or random forest [267], and provide suitable training data as input ($L$). The training data consists of delay measurements on the Internet and Transport Layer as well as topology information which are provided by the test case results of $TC^{IPD}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$, respectively.

At this point, it is important to note that these delay and topology measurements have to be represented by a suitable data structure, i.e., a feature vector in order to be processed by the classifier as input. Therefore, we transform the measurements into a ten-dimensional feature vector which is shown in Figure 5.3: It includes the average over any descriptive statistic obtained from the delay measurements on the Internet layer, the known and unknown hop count, and the descriptive statistics of the delay measurements of the Transport layer.

![Figure 5.3: Feature vector derived from measurements on Internet and Transport layer provided by $TC^{IPD}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$](image)

Now the remaining question is on what condition an instance of $TC^{TRN}$ passes. The oracle ($O$) which we define ties the answer to this question to the required performance of the classifier: We choose the training error $e$, that is, the proportion of overall incorrectly
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classified locations observed when using the trained model to classify locations of training set to describe the performance of the classifier. We define the expected performance $\hat{\varepsilon}$ as an upper bound of the observed training error: If the observed training error $\varepsilon$ is lower than $\hat{\varepsilon}$, then $TC^{\text{T R N}}$ passes.

The fourth test case $TC^{\text{O TL}}$ aims at identifying outliers of newly collected data points, i.e., delay and topology measurements:

$$TC^{\text{O TL}} = (E, L, O, N) = (\langle \text{detect outliers} \rangle, \langle \text{test data} \rangle, \langle \text{assert no outliers} \rangle, 1)$$

$TC^{\text{O TL}}$ consists of one procedure which aims at detecting outliers present in the newly collected probes. Detecting outliers in the probes is necessary for two reasons: First, we do not want to classify outliers because the result of such predictions may be erroneous. Second, we want to incrementally add new data points to the data collection which are used to update the classifier (see workflow for further details). To that end, various unsupervised outlier detection algorithms are available, e.g., based on K-nearest neighbor graph (e.g., [268]) or one-class (or single-class) SVM (e.g., [269]). Detected anomalous data points are marked as outliers and are removed from the data set. Finally, an instance of $TC^{\text{O TL}}$ passes ($O$) if no outliers are detected.

The fifth test case of $CT^{\text{LV}}$ predicts the location of newly observed probes:

$$TC^{\text{P RD}} = (E, L, O, N) = (\langle \text{classify new probes} \rangle, \langle \text{test data, trained classifier, expected location} \rangle, \langle \text{assert correct location} \rangle, 1).$$

$TC^{\text{P RD}}$ has one procedure ($E$) which classifies, i.e., predict the location of newly collected probes for a particular location. To that end, it takes as input ($L$) the newly collected probes having the data structure shown in Figure 5.3 a trained model of the classifier and the expected location of the probes. An instance of $TC^{\text{P RD}}$ passes ($O$) if the predicted location matches the expected location.

Lastly, the sixth test case of $CT^{\text{LV}}$ updates the classifier based on the newly collected probes:

$$TC^{\text{U PD}} = (E, L, O, N) = (\langle \text{train classifier} \rangle, \langle \text{classification algorithm, augmented training data} \rangle, \langle \text{assert training Error} < \delta_e \rangle, 1).$$

As we can see, this test case is almost identical to the initial training which is conducted by test case $TC^{\text{T R N}}$: The first difference is that $TC^{\text{U PD}}$ takes the augmented data set as input and retrains a new classifier based on this data ($L$). Further, $TC^{\text{U PD}}$ passes ($O$) if the training error observed after updating the classifier is lower than $\delta_e$.

Note that cross-validation can be used to find the model that fits the training data best.
5.3.3.2 Test suites

The continuous test $CT^{LV}$ consists of six test suites which are explained hereafter. The first test suite is responsible for the initial conduct of delay and topology measurements of a cloud service’s components locations:

$$TS_{collect}^{(IPD_1, TCPD_1, \ldots, IPD_l, TCPD_l)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle TC_1^{IPD}, TC_1^{TCPD} \ldots TC_l^{IPD}, TC_l^{TCPD}, 1000, 5, \langle 30 \rangle \rangle.$$ 

The test suite binds all test cases which are available for any location $l$, i.e., $TC_1^{IPD}, TC_1^{TCPD} \ldots TC_l^{IPD}, TC_l^{TCPD}$. Execution of this test suite can be triggered 1000 times successively (I) where each run executes 30 seconds after the previous one completed (T), with an additional offset of 5 seconds (F).

The second test suite uses the collected data points to train a classifier:

$$TS_{train}^{(TRN)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle TC^{TRN}, 1, 0, \langle 0 \rangle \rangle.$$ 

This test suite binds the test case $TC^{TRN}$ and is executed once (I). Its execution is triggered instantly, i.e., it has an offset (F) and interval (I) of 0.

The third test suite controls collection of probes for each location $l$:

$$TS_{probe}^{(IPD_1, TCPD_1, \ldots, IPD_l, TCPD_l)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle TC_1^{IPD}, TC_1^{TCPD} \ldots TC_l^{IPD}, TC_l^{TCPD}, 10, 5, \langle 0 \rangle \rangle.$$ 

Similar to $TS_{collect}$, this test suite binds all test cases which collect delay and topology measurements for any location $l$. It can execute ten successive times, without any waiting time (T) but with an offset (F) of five seconds. This means that $TS_{probe}$ collects a batch of ten new probes for any location $l$.

The fourth test suite controls detection of outliers in the newly collected probes:

$$TS_{outlier}^{(OTL)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle TC^{OTL}, 1, 0, \langle 0 \rangle \rangle.$$ 

This test suite only binds the test case $TC^{OTL}$. It is executed once, without any waiting time (T) or offset (F).

The fifth test suite is responsible for controlling the prediction of the location of collected measurements:

$$TS_{predict}^{(PRD_1, PRD_2, \ldots, PRD_l)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle TC_1^{PRD}, TC_2^{PRD} \ldots TC_l^{PRD}, 1, 0, \langle 0 \rangle \rangle.$$ 

This test suite binds all test cases which predict locations using delay and topology measurements for any location $l$. It only executes one single time, not having any waiting time (T) or offset (F).

Finally, the sixth test suite uses the augmented data set to update, i.e., retrain a new classifier:

$$TS_{update}^{(UPD)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle TC^{UPD}, 1, 0, \langle 0 \rangle \rangle.$$ 

This test suite binds the test case $TC^{UPD}$ and is executed once (I). Its execution is triggered instantly, i.e., it has an offset (F) and interval (I) of 0.
5.3.3.3 Workflow

Figure 5.4 shows the workflow of the continuous test $CT^{LV}$: It starts with the test suite $TS_{collect}$ to collect the initial data points which are then used by the following test suite $TS_{train}$ to train the initial classifier. Recall that the test suite $TS_{train}$ only uses the test case $TC^{TRN}$ which passes if the misclassification error observed during training ($\hat{e}$) is less than $\hat{e}$. Therefore, test suite $TS_{train}$ only passes if training accuracy is sufficiently high, otherwise the continuous test $CT^{LV}$ terminates because we assume that only having an initial classifier with a training error larger than $\hat{e}$ will not lead to meaningful predictions. In the latter case, $CT^{LV}$ terminates and has to be restarted from scratch. Possible adjustments to increase the performance of the initial classifier include increasing the number of delay and topology measurements per location, i.e., the iteration of test suite $TS_{collect}$, as well as selecting different parameter used for cross-validation, e.g., increasing 3-fold to 5-fold cross-validation.

If $TS_{train}$ passes, $TS_{probe}$ is the next test suite which is executed. It conducts new measurements of the cloud service’s components presumed locations. These newly collected samples are used by the later following test suite $TS_{predict}$ to predict and validate their locations. To that end, test cases bound to $TS_{probe}$ measure network latency and topology information in the same way as $TS_{collect}$ did for initial data collection. Thereafter, obtained delay and topology measurements are transformed into feature vector shown in Figure 5.3. If all probes on the IP and TCP Layer have been collected successfully, $TS_{probe}$ passes, otherwise iterations of $TS_{probe}$ restart.

If $TS_{probe}$ passes, the test suite $TS_{outlier}$ is executed next. It inspects the newly collected data points provided by $TS_{probe}$ and identifies as well as filters out outliers. Regardless of $TS_{outlier}$ passing or failing, the remaining samples are provided to the next test suite $TS_{predict}$ which predicts the location for the supplied samples and compares the predictions with the expected values. If the predictions for the newly supplied data points match the expected locations, then $TS_{predict}$ passes.

Independent of $TS_{predict}$ passing or failing, the next test suite to be executed is $TS_{update}$ which uses the augmented data set to retrain the classifier. At this point, it is important to note that the increasing size of the data set may become too large for some classifier, e.g., for SVM. Therefore, we use a process parameter which allows controlling the upper bound of the training set size. If this bound is reached, then we apply a sliding window approach, that is, each time newly collected probes are added to the data set for retraining, the same amount of the oldest data points in the training set are discarded. Recall that the test suite $TS_{update}$ only binds the test case $TC^{UPD}$ which passes if the training error ($\epsilon$) observed after updating is less than $\delta e$. If $TS_{update}$ fails, then $CT^{LV}$ terminates and has to be restarted from scratch.

If test suite $TS_{update}$ passes, the workflow now again triggers execution of $TS_{probe}$ which collects new probes for each cloud service component whose location we aim to validate, continuing with $TS_{outlier}$, $TS_{predict}$ and so forth.

5.3.3.4 Test metric

The goal of the test $CT^{LV}$ is to repeatedly validate the locations of cloud service components. To that end, we can compute a test metric which uses the results of test suite $TS^{PRD}$ as input. At this point, it is crucial to note that naively treating results produced by $TS^{PRD}$ to compute, e.g., the universal test metric Basic-Result-Counter ($brC$) can lead to erroneous conclusions about whether a cloud service’s component is hosted at a valid location. The reason for this is as follows: Recall that during training of the initial classifier, we defined
the upper bound for the training error $\hat{\varepsilon}$, i.e., the overall error we allow the classifier to make when predicting a location during training. Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that a classifier's prediction which is made by test suite $TS_{PRD}$ is erroneous. Such errors can lead to incorrectly invalidating (false negatives) a cloud service component’s location. Consequently, we may not want to invalidate a component’s location based on a single test result of $TS_{PRD}$.

Note that false positive classifications, that is, incorrectly validating a component’s location are neglected at this point since those imply that the cloud service provider is actively cheating on the measurement: In this case, the expected location of a component matches the predicted one but the measured data point actually stems from a different location.

**Invalidation window** In order to minimize the probability to incorrectly invalidate the location a cloud service’s components, an obvious approach is to consider a sequence of predictions for a location $l$ within a particular time interval. Consider, for example, having observed a sequence of predictions for location $l$ where the first three agree with the expected component’s location (+) while the last two predictions indicate disagreement (−), i.e., $\langle +, +, +, -, - \rangle$. This raises the question whether this sequence indicates that location $l$ is valid or not? A basic solution is a simple vote, that is, rely on highest frequency and thus, in this example, validate the location. This naive approach has many drawbacks since it, for example, requires to arbitrarily define an uneven number of successive predictions to be considered when voting.

In order to address the above issue, we propose to explicitly control the probability of incorrectly invalidating a location. To that end, we introduce the *invalidation window* $w_l^-$ which is the sequence of successive predictions disagreeing with the expected location which is required to decide that a location is indeed invalid. The invalidation window can be obtained from the observed training error $\varepsilon$ as follows: We assume that $\varepsilon$ is independent, that is, any prediction indicating an invalid location has the probability $\varepsilon$ to be incorrect. On this basis, we define the invalidation error $\nu_l^- \in [0, 1]$ which describes the probability that the number of $|w_l^-|$ successive predictions for location $l$ disagreeing with the expected location are incorrect:

$$\nu_l^- = \varepsilon_1 \times \varepsilon_2 \times \cdots \times \varepsilon_{|w_l^-|} = \prod_{i=1}^{w_l^-} \varepsilon_i = \varepsilon^{|w_l^-|}. \quad (5.1)$$

The key idea here is to use $\nu_l^-$ as a parameter which we configure to define the maximum probability of making an error when invalidating a location $l$. In order to formulate this notion, we reformulate and adapt equation (5.1) to create the following inequation:

$$|w_l^-| \geq \frac{\log(\nu_l^-)}{\log(\varepsilon)}. \quad (5.2)$$
We can use Inequation 5.2 to calculate the minimum number of successive predictions which are required to be observed in order to invalidate a location \( l \) for given \( u_l^- \) and \( \epsilon \). Naturally, if we are willing to accept an invalidation error equal or higher than the training error, that is, \( u_l^- \geq \epsilon \), then the invalidation window size is \( |w_l^-| = 1 \).

Consider, as an example, that we are willing to accept a maximum probability of making an error when invalidating location \( l \) of 0.0001\%, i.e., \( u_l = 0.000001 \). Let’s further assume that the observed training error of the classifier is 2\%, i.e., \( \epsilon = 0.02 \). The minimum number of successive predictions to observe indicating disagreement is

\[
|w_l^-| \geq \frac{\log(0.000001)}{\log(0.02)} \approx 3.53.
\]

Thus, in this example, the minimum number of successive predictions disagreeing with the expected location which are needed to conclude that a location \( l \) of cloud service component is invalid – i.e., not hosted at its presumed location – is four.

Note that there is a subtle detail to this definition of the invalidation window size: The observed training error \( \epsilon \) is calculated based on all incorrectly classified locations observed when applying the classifier to the training set while the invalidation error \( u_l^- \) is defined for an individual location \( l \). From the perspective of the classifier’s performance, the formulation of Inequation 5.2 can thus be interpreted as the worst case expectation: Incorrectly classified samples of a single location \( l \) may be responsible for the entire observed training error \( \epsilon \) while any other location contained in the training set actually performing perfect is assumed to possess the same error.

Finally, the invalidation window size is adjusted after each successful completion of test suite \( TS_{update} \) using the current training error observed after updating. Therefore, the invalidation window size dynamically adapts to the varying performance of the classifier observed during retraining.

To summarize: Since a result produced by \( TS^{PRD} \) is expected to be erroneous with probability \( \epsilon \), we consider a sequence of successive negative test results to invalidate a location which we refer to as invalidation window \( w_l^- \). The size of \( w_l^- \) is derived from the invalidation error \( u_l^- \), i.e. the maximum probability of incorrectly invalidating a location we are willing to tolerate, and the observed training error \( \epsilon \). The invalidation window size dynamically adapts according to the training error observed after updating the classifier.

**Configuring the invalidation window**  Applying the concept of the invalidation window to the test metric \( brC \) requires the following final considerations: Each time a prediction made by \( TS^{PRD} \) for a location \( l \) disagrees with the expected location, this constitutes a negative test result for that location which is added to the invalidation window \( w_l^- \). Assuming, for example, \( w_l^- \) has a size of three, then observing three negative test results produced by \( TS^{PRD} \) for location \( l \) completes the invalidation window, that is, the test metric produces a negative test result \( brN^{CT}_{l^V} \). Any \( brN^{CT}_{l^V} \) observed during the continuous test \( CT^{LV} \) is counted using \( brC^{CT}_{l^V} \). If \( TS^{PRD} \) only indicates that two predictions do not agree with expectation for \( l \), then these two negative test results are ignored because we assume that they are prediction errors.

The above paragraph leads to the question what maximum invalidation window size is required? It is obvious that the upper bound for the invalidation window size is the number of predictions supplied by test suite \( TS_{predict} \): Consider, as an example, each execution of \( TS_{predict} \) makes ten new predictions for a location \( l \). Consequently, the maximum number of predictions which may incorrectly indicate disagreement with the expected location is also ten.
This, in turn, implies that ten newly collected probes for a location \( l \) are provided to \( TS_{predict} \) by ten iterations of test suite \( TS_{probe} \). Therefore, neglecting potentially filtered outliers by \( TS_{outlier} \), the maximum invalidation window size directly depends on the iterations of \( TS_{probe} \).

In order to configure the maximum invalidation window size – and thus define minimum number of iterations of \( TS_{probe} \) – in a non-arbitrary way, we can draw on the notion formulated by Equation (5.1) which relates the invalidation error to the training error and the invalidation window size. The idea here is to derive the maximum invalidation window size based on the maximum training error \( \delta_{e} \) which is observed after having retrained on the augmented data set during test suite \( TS_{update} \). Recall that \( TS_{update} \) has only one test case \( TC^{UPD} \) which updates the current classifier and uses the manually configured performance constraint \( \delta_{e} \) as test oracle.

Consider the following example of obtaining the maximum invalidation window size: Assuming that the desired invalidation error for a location \( l \) is 0.003\%, that is, \( \nu_l^{-} = 0.00003 \), and that we are willing to tolerate a maximum training error observed after updating of \( \delta_{e} = 20\% \). Through adapting Equation (5.1) we can determine the maximum invalidation window size as follows:

\[
|\tilde{w}_l^{-}| \leq \frac{\log(\nu_l^{-})}{\log(\delta_{e})} \leq \frac{\log(0.00003)}{\log(0.2)} \leq 6.47.
\]

Thus the maximum invalidation window size is six which means that iterations of \( TS_{probe} \) have to be configured to be (at least) six. A maximum invalidation window size of 6, in turn, corresponds to a maximum training error observed after updating \( \delta_{e} \) may exceed the tolerance of 20\%.

Finally, our test metric bears the risk of taking a prediction error for what is actually a cloud service component hosted at an invalid location. In our above example, the two failed instances of \( TS^{PRD} \) may not be caused by an error of the classifier but may actually result from an invalid location. To counter this misinterpretation of results produced by \( TS^{PRD} \), two parameters are crucial: First, the time between successive probes taken by \( TS_{probe} \) has to be chosen suitably short such that relocating the cloud service component while \( CT^{LV} \) executes \( TS_{probe} \) becomes rather unlikely. Second, the smaller we define the error of incorrectly invalidating a cloud service component’s location, the more successive failed test results produced by \( TS^{PRD} \) are needed to invalidate a location. Thus, the desired size of validation error \( \nu_l \) should be configured carefully.

5.3.4 Implementation and experiment

In this section, we describe implementation as well as experimental evaluation of our approach to test the locations of cloud service components.

5.3.4.1 Environment and setup

Hereafter, the main components of the experiment are outlined.
5.3 Continuously testing location

Cloud service components under test Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of AWS global infrastructure: In AWS terminology, there are 16 geographical regions (orange circles) each of which having multiple availability zones (indicated by the number in the orange circles) as well as planned regions (green circles). These regions include Oregon, Northern California, Northern Virginia, Ohio, Central Canada, Sao Paulo, Ireland, Frankfurt, London, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo, Seoul, Mumbai, Beijing, as well as AWS Gov Cloud.

![Figure 5.5: AWS Global Infrastructure](Figure based on [3])

Within our experiment, we deployed 14 Amazon EC2 instances, i.e., IaaS instances in total, each hosted in one of the above regions, excluding Beijing and AWS Gov Cloud. Each instance had identical configurations, that is, running Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS with 1 vCPU, 0.5 GB main storage and 8 GB persist storage. Further, each instance was associated with a publicly reachable IP address and its security group is configured to allow for traffic via ICMP, via TCP on port 22 and via SSH from and to the landmark. Lastly, the landmark from which delay and topology measurements were conducted was also hosted on AWS, at region Frankfurt.

Implementation of test cases Delay and topology measurements are conducted by the test cases $TC^{IPP}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$. The first one uses MTR, a common network diagnostic tool which allows determining if a remote host is reachable over an IP network as well as to identify the path packets took to the remote host. The second one uses Nping which offers the possibility to measure response times on the TCP Layer. Recall that test suites $TS^{collect}_{IPD,TCPD}$ as well as $TS^{probe}_{IPD,TCPD}$ (see Section 5.3.3.2) always trigger execution of $TC^{IPP}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$ per target location. Once both $TC^{IPP}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$ have successfully completed, their output is parsed and a data point following the data structure shown in Figure 5.3 is stored. Finally, it is important to note that – as already mentioned in the previous
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73These planned regions include Paris, Stockholm and Ningxia. For further information see [3].
74AWS GovCloud allows US government agencies to use cloud resources in compliance with US-specific regulatory requirements. According to AWS, the GovCloud is located in the Northwestern region of the United States. For further information see [Accessed: 2018-12-13]
75As of the time when conducting the experiment to continuously validate cloud service component’s location, the AWS region Beijing was not available.
76[Accessed: 2018-12-13]
77[Accessed: 2018-12-13]
section – the delay and topology measurements are all conducted from an EC2 instance hosted in the region Frankfurt.

Training and updating the classifier is the responsibility of test case $TC^{TRN}$ and $TC^{UPD}$. Both test case instances use the same implementation based on scikit-learn\textsuperscript{78} to (re-)train a classifier based on Linear Support Vector Classification (LinearSVC\textsuperscript{79}) with 5-fold cross-validation. This classifier takes as input the measurements provided by the test cases $TC^{IPD}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$ where each class label is given by the target location for which the measurements have been conducted. The complete set of parameter passed to train the instance of LinearSVC can be found in Appendix A.

The test case $TC^{OTL}$ aims at detecting outliers in newly collected probes, that is, data points provided by the test cases $TC^{IPD}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$ for each target location bound to the test suite $TS^{IPD, TCPD}_{probe}$. To that end, we also use scikit-learn to conduct unsupervised outlier detection using OneClassSVM\textsuperscript{80}. The complete set of parameter passed to the instance of OneClassSVM can be found in Appendix A.

Finally, the test case $TC^{PRD}$ predicts class labels of newly collected data points which are provided by the test case $TC^{IPD}$ and $TC^{TCPD}$ (bound to test suite $TS^{IPD, TCPD}_{probe}$). We use scikit-learn and the LinearSVC which we trained beforehand to predict the location of an EC2 instance.

5.3.4.2 Experiment results

Hereafter, we present the experimental results obtained when executing $CT^{LV}$.

Data set For the 14 EC2 instances described above, we collect a total of 139699 data points. The collection is split up into two periods, the first started at 17th December 2016, 12:04:40 (UTC) and ended at December 23rd 2016, 10:29:52 (UTC) while the second period started at 25th December 2016, 12:20:27 (UTC) and ended at 3rd January 2017, 10:34:46 (UTC). Each single data point contains the information described by the data structure specification shown in Figure 5.3.

Experiment and evaluation In order to initialize $CT^{LV}$, we define an upper bound for the misclassification error observed during training of the initial classifier of $\hat{\varepsilon} = 3.27\%$ which is achieved by initially collecting 13979 records or using the first $\approx 10\%$ of the data set to train the initial classifier.

Furthermore, for each of the 14 locations, we chose the identical invalidation error of $\nu_1^- = 0.001\%$ as an example value. Recall that $\nu_1^-$ defines the maximum error we are willing to tolerate when incorrectly invalidating a location. Also, we are willing to tolerate a maximum training error observed after updating the classifier of $\delta_\varepsilon = 35\%$. The resulting maximum invalidation windows size therefore is (following Equation 5.3)

\[
|\tilde{w}_{\nu_1^-}| \leq \frac{\log(\nu_1^-)}{\log(\delta_\varepsilon)} \leq \frac{\log(0.00001)}{\log(0.35)} \leq 10.97.
\]

\textsuperscript{78}http://scikit-learn.org/  
[Accessed: 2018-12-13]

\textsuperscript{79}http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.LinearSVC.html  
[Accessed: 2018-12-13]

\textsuperscript{80}http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.OneClassSVM.html  
[Accessed: 2018-12-13]
A maximum invalidation window size of ten means that iterations of $T_{probe}^S$ have to be (at least) $I = 10$ and corresponds to maximum tolerated training error observed after updating of

$$\delta_e = 0.00001 \left( \frac{1}{10} \right) \approx 0.3162.$$  

Applying the results described in the previous paragraph, we split the remaining 90% or 125720 up into 898 successive batches where each batch contains ten probes per location, that is, 140 probes per batch. Starting with the oldest one, each batch simulates the execution of test suite $T_{probe}^S(\{IDP, TCPD\})$ by supplying 140 newly collected probes to test suite $T_{outlier}^S(OTL)$, thereby triggering the workflow shown in Figure 5.4 of Section 5.3.3.3. Having completed outlier detection, locations of all non-outliers are predicted and the predictions are compared with the expected locations to compute the proportion of the correctly classified samples per batch, i.e., the test accuracy per batch (Figure 5.6). Thereafter, the initial data set is augmented and the classifier is updated, that is, retrained. Since there are 898 batches each of which supplying 140 newly collected probes, we update the classifier during our experiment for 898 times. After each update, we observe the training error $\epsilon$. Figure 5.8 shows how the training error evolves over time while Figure 5.7 shows the number of outliers filtered per batch.

Since we use the LinearSVC, the required storage and compute resources increase quickly with increasing size of the training set.\footnote{http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html#complexity} As a result, we cannot increase the size of the training set arbitrarily but have to define an upper bound, in our case 30000 data points. Once our process reaches this upper bound, we use a sliding window to augment the training set, i.e., for each newly collected batch of 140 probes (minus those filtered by outlier detection), we remove the same amount of the oldest data points in the training set.

For each batch, we observe the correctly classified locations per batch, that is, the test accuracy per batch, as well as the correctly classified locations during training, i.e., training
**Figure 5.7: Filtered outliers per batch of CT\textsuperscript{LV}**

*accuracy.* We make use of these statistics to summarize the outcome of the experiment (Table 5.2) by computing mean ($\bar{x}$), median ($\hat{x}$) standard deviation $sd$, $min$, and $max$. Additionally, Figure 5.6 shows how the test accuracy evolves over time, that is, with increasing number of batches consumed by the workflow of CT\textsuperscript{LV}. It is important to note at this point that we assume that all 14 instance reside at their claimed location at the time of the experiment, that is, the observed deviations from expected locations result from errors the classifier makes.

The experimental results can be summarized as follows (see Table 5.2): The mean test accuracy per batch is 92.96% which translates to a mean misclassification rate of 7.04% per batch. At batch number 621, the accuracy drops below 75%, with a minimum at 73.57%. Further, the mean training accuracy is 94.13% with a minimum of 90.07%.

Furthermore, through inspection of how the training error shown in Figure 5.8 evolves over time, a sharp increase at batch 455 can be observed. In this context, Figure 5.9 illustrates how the invalidation windows size compensates for this increase in training error: After having consumed batch number 455, the increased training error after updating the classifier is used to adapt the invalidation window size from $|w_l - w_r| = 4$ to $|w_l - w_r| = 5$.

It is important to note that the invalidation window size adaption observed during the course of the experiment ranged from three to five. However, the invalidation window was never completed for any location for any batch, i.e., the test metric never produced a negative test result $br_{\text{NL}}$ invalidating a location. Put differently: Since we are assuming that all 14 instances are hosted at their claimed location during the experiment, we can conclude that no location of the cloud service components under validation was incorrectly invalidated. This is, after all, the expected and desired result of this experiment because it shows that the design of the continuous test CT\textsuperscript{LV} is capable of compensating prediction errors a classifier may make, thus avoiding to incorrectly invalidate a location of a cloud service component.
Table 5.2: Results of continuous location validation of 14 AWS EC2 instances using 10% of total data set as initial training data and 898 successive batches with each 140 newly collected probes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\hat{x}$ (%)</th>
<th>sd (%)</th>
<th>max (%)</th>
<th>min (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test accuracy per batch</td>
<td>92.96</td>
<td>94.28</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>73.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training accuracy</td>
<td>94.13</td>
<td>95.41</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>97.91</td>
<td>90.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.8: Evolving training error $\epsilon$ observed per batch over time of $CT^{LV}$

Figure 5.9: Adaption of invalidation window size per batch over time of $CT^{LV}$
5.4 Continuously testing secure communication configuration

In this test scenario, we continuously test whether the configuration of a cloud service allows to securely communicate with its endpoints. We begin with defining what the property *secure communication configuration* means in context of cloud services and outline the test scenario. Thereafter, we describe the general characteristics of the test scenario (Section 5.4.2) and describe the test design (Section 5.4.3). Lastly, we present implementation as well as experimental results of using our test to check the secure communication configuration of SaaS instances which are provided on top of IaaS delivered by OpenStack (Section 5.4.4). Parts of this section have been published in [127].

5.4.1 Property description and overview of test scenario

As the name suggests, *secure communication configuration* is a type of security property of a cloud service which holds if communication with the cloud service is secure against disclosure and manipulation by unauthorized parties. Since customers usually accesses cloud services remotely using insecure networks, securing communication end-to-end, that is, between the service and the customer is an indispensable necessity.

Protocols used to securely communicate with cloud service endpoints vary depending on the type of cloud service, i.e., the cloud service model. While securely communicating with IaaS translates to, e.g., using SSH to connect to a virtual machine, secure communication with PaaS and SaaS applications may use HTTPS. In the latter case, HTTP uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) where TLS is a widespread cryptographic protocol aiming to secure communication over untrusted networks. However, configuring TLS properly is not trivial because it supports various methods for key exchange, encryption, and authentication [270]. A concrete set of such methods used to secure communication is referred to as a *cipher suite* where some cipher suites are considered insufficient to provide secure communication, e.g., if they use the stream cipher RC4 as an encryption algorithm [271].

We propose the test $CT^{SC}$ which continuously checks whether we can securely communicate with the endpoint of a cloud service. For this purpose, we continuously evaluate if the SSL/TLS configuration of a cloud service’s web server allows to securely communicate with the service.

The workings of the test can be summarized as follows (a detailed description of the test will be provided in Section 5.4.3): Every ten seconds, $CT^{SC}$ first executes a precondition test where it establishes that the endpoint of the cloud services is reachable via ICMP and TCP. In case these preconditions are satisfied, following the precondition test, $CT^{SC}$ then tests the SSL/TLS configuration of the endpoint. It fails if the cloud service endpoint exhibits, e.g., a known SSL/TLS vulnerability, uses self-signed certificates or supports vulnerable cipher suites. Further, we are using *Precondition as specialized test suites* introduced in Section 5.4.3.2 This means that if one or both precondition test cases fail, then testing of the SSL/TLS configuration is *not* executed. In this case, precondition are tested again in the following iteration, i.e., ten seconds after the previous precondition tests have completed. Finally, the results produced by $CT^{SC}$ will tell us how often the SSL/TLS configuration of the cloud service under test is insecure and how long it takes to fix these misconfigurations.
5.4.2 General characteristics of the test scenario

This section describes the general characteristics of the scenario to continuously test the secure communication configuration of cloud service components.

5.4.2.1 Supported cloud-specific controls

The control *KRY-02 Encryption of data for transmission (transport encryption)* of BSI C5 \[31\] demands that

"Procedures and technical safeguards for strong encryption and authentication for the transmission of data of the cloud customers (e.g. electronic messages transported via public networks) are established."

The continuous test $CT^{SC}$ can support certification of a cloud service according to this control because it analyses if a cloud service’s web server supports weak cipher suites, possesses known vulnerabilities or uses self-signed certificates. Furthermore, in \[253\] the BSI maps the control *KRY-02* to the control *EKM-03: Encryption & Key Management Sensitive Data Protection* of CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) \[22\] which requires that

"Policies and procedures shall be established, and supporting business processes and technical measures implemented, for the use of encryption protocols for protection of sensitive data in storage (e.g., file servers, databases, and end-user workstations), data in use (memory), and data in transmission (e.g., system interfaces, over public networks, and electronic messaging) as per applicable legal, statutory, and regulatory compliance obligations."

This control is less specific than *KRY-02* of BSI C5 as it broadly requires implementing technical measures to protect sensitive data in transmission over public network. Thus, $CT^{SC}$ can also be used to produce evidence to support the certification of a cloud service according to this control.

Finally, both BSI and the CCM map *KRY-02* and *EKM-03* to the control A.14.1.2 *Securing application services on public networks* of ISO/IEC 27001:2013. Thus, $CT^{SC}$ can also be employed to support the certification of a cloud service according to A.14.1.2.

5.4.2.2 Supported cloud service models

The test $CT^{SC}$ repeatedly checks whether the SSL/TLS configuration of a web server of a cloud service possesses some known security vulnerability, e.g., OpenSSL Heartbleed Bug \[272\], uses self-signed certificates, or supports weak cipher suites.

As already mentioned in the introduction, SaaS applications use HTTPS for secure communication between a cloud service customer who accesses the SaaS application via browsers. Thus, we can use the hostname which points to the website of the SaaS application to conduct our test. Similarly, a PaaS application such as a database service may expose a RESTful API to, e.g., allow for administration and querying. Using TLS to secure data in transit to and from a RESTful APIs is the best practice \[273\]. Thus, we can use the hostname of a RESTful API's base URL to continuously check whether the web server of the PaaS application is securely configured.

Usually SSH is used to securely communicate with virtual machines, i.e., IaaS provided by a remote host. Since $CT^{SC}$ focuses on testing the security of SSL/TLS configurations, it cannot be applied to IaaS.
5.4.2.3 Implementation independence

Nginx, Apache HTTP Server, and IIS are today’s dominant web server implementations which SaaS applications may use. All of them support TLS and thus the test $CT^{SC}$ can be used to repeatedly check whether their configurations are secure.

5.4.2.4 Minimally invasive integration

If the firewall rules of the cloud service under test allow communication with its endpoints, that is, if the web server component of a SaaS or PaaS application can be reached from the host where the continuous test $CT^{SC}$ is deployed, then no change of the composition or configuration of the cloud service is needed. While we can expect this to be the case for most SaaS applications, access to endpoints of a PaaS application such as a database service may be restricted to some IP addresses. Thus, in the latter case, firewall rules will have to be changed accordingly in order for $CT^{SC}$ to function properly and deliver meaningful test results.

5.4.3 Test design

In this section, we describe the test $CT^{SC}$ according to the framework introduced in the Chapter[4]. Note that values used to configure $CT^{SC}$ (e.g., length of test suite intervals) are to be understood as examples. These values may differ depending on the test’s use case and the interpretation of the controls it aims to provide evidence for.

5.4.3.1 Test case

The continuous test $CT^{SC}$ consists of the following single test case:

$$TC^{SSL} = (E, L, O, N) = (analyze_SSL_TLS_configuration), = ((host, port)), = (assert_no_known_SSL_TLS_vulnerability, assert_no_blacklisted_cipher_suites, assert_SCSV_support, assert_no_self_signed_certificate), 1).$$

The test case $TC^{SSL}$ has a single procedure ($E$) to analyze the SSL/TLS configuration of a web server. To that end, the test case takes as input parameters ($L$) the IP address or the hostname of the cloud service’s web server as well as its port. In order to evaluate the results produced by the test case ($O$), we validate that the web server does not possess a known SSL/TLS vulnerability including the OpenSSL Heartbleed Bug [272], CRIME [274] and OpenSSL CCS Injection [275]. Furthermore, the test case results must not indicate a web server supporting blacklisted cipher suites. Also, the web server has to support TLS fallback signaling cipher suite value (scsv) which aims at preventing protocol downgrading attacks [276] as well as secure session renegotiation [277]. Finally, a web server must not allow
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self-signed certificates. If all of these assertions hold, then an instance of $T_{SSL}$ passes. Lastly, the ordering number of the test case is 1.

5.4.3.2 Preconditions

The test $CT_{SC}$ may fail not because of, e.g., an insecure cipher suite but because the web server of the cloud service cannot be reached at all. In order to avoid test suite run results incorrectly indicating (false negative test results) that the configuration of a cloud service’s web server is insecure, we define the following two preconditions:

$$TC^{ICMP} = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle = \langle \langle \text{measure\_delta\_ICMP\_Echo\_Request\_to\_ICMP\_Time\_Reply\_packets} \rangle, \langle \langle \text{host, packet\_count} \rangle \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_rtt\_avg} < \delta_{ICMP}^{avg}, \text{assert\_rtt\_sd} < \delta_{ICMP}^{sd} \rangle, 1 \rangle$$

and

$$TC^{TCP} = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle = \langle \langle \text{measure\_delta\_SYN\_to\_SYN-ACK\_TCP\_segment} \rangle, \langle \text{host, probe\_count, port} \rangle \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_average\_response\_time} < \delta_{TCP}^{avg}, \text{assert\_max\_response\_time} < \delta_{TCP}^{max} \rangle, 1 \rangle.$$

As described in Section 4.3.6, preconditions are a type of test case which aims to determine whether the assumptions about the test environment are satisfied. In the above case, we define two precondition test cases which tests if we can reach the target host on the Internet Layer and on the Transport Layer. Note that the definition of both precondition test cases are identical to the test cases we defined for the test of availability $CT_{AV}$ (Section 5.2). This illustrates how test case definitions can be efficiently reused, in this case to test preconditions.

5.4.3.3 Test suites

The continuous test $CT_{SC}$ defines the following two test suites:

$$TS^{(ICMP, TCP)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle \langle TC^{ICMP}, TC^{TCP} \rangle, +\infty, 0, \langle 10 \rangle \rangle$$

and

$$TS^{(SSL)} = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle = \langle \langle TC^{SSL} \rangle, +\infty, 0, \langle 0 \rangle \rangle.$$
The second test suite binds the main test case $TS^{(SSL)}$. It does not possess any waiting time between successive test suite runs, that is, execution of this test suite is always triggered instantaneously (i.e., $F = 0$ and $T = 0$). Further, it does not have a maximum number of iteration but can be executed successively for an infinite number of times (i.e., $I = +\infty$).

### 5.4.3.4 Workflow

As described in Section 4.3.6, there is a base execution strategy which can be used with specialized test suites that test preconditions: As shown in Figure 5.10, the specialized test suite $TS^{(ICMP,TCP)}$ is executed prior to the main test suite $TS^{(SSL)}$. Thus, the workflow of $CT^{SC}$ only executes the main test suite if the preconditions passed. If the specialized test suite fails, it is executed again after waiting 30 seconds. If it passes, the execution of the main test suite to check the SSL/TLS configuration is triggered immediately after the successful specialized test suite completed. This illustrates how preconditions can be used to control the workflow of a continuous test, allowing selecting and executing test suites according to environmental conditions discovered at runtime.

![Workflow of continuously testing secure communication configuration (CT^{SC})](image)

### 5.4.3.5 Test metric

The test $CT^{SC}$ aims to obtain two types of measurement results: First, we want to know how often a cloud service’s web server is not configured to securely communicate. To that end, we use the universal test metric $f_{psC}$ which counts the occurrences of Failed-Passed-Sequences ($f_{ps}$) (For a detailed explanation of $f_{ps}$ see Section 4.3.5). Within our test scenario, a single $f_{ps}$ is the period of time where the main test suite $TS^{(SSL)}$ failed at least once and passed some time later, that is, the analysis of the SSL/TLS configuration identified some insecure configuration which was fixed thereafter.

Furthermore, the goal of $CT^{SC}$ is to determine how long it takes to fix an incorrectly configured cloud service’s web server. For this purpose, we can use the universal test metric $f_{psD}$ which tells us the duration of a $f_{ps}$.

Finally, since we are using the option preconditions as specialized test suites of our framework, we have to neglect the result of the specialized test suites during metric computation. This means that in order to calculate metric $f_{psC}$ and $f_{psD}$, we only consider test results which are produced by the main test suite $TS^{(SSL)}$ and ignore any results of the specialized test suite $TS^{(ICMP,TCP)}$.

### 5.4.4 Implementation and experiment

This section describes implementation as well as experimental evaluation of our approach to continuously test the secure communication configuration of cloud service components.
5.4.4.1 Environment and setup

Hereafter, the main components of the experiment are outlined.

**Cloud service component under test** As an example for a cloud service component under test, we choose an Apache HTTP Server which is deployed on an instance of OpenStack Mitaka with 2 vCPUs and 4 GB RAM and 40 GB volume (disk) running Ubuntu 15.10 Server. The instance is associated with a publicly reachable IP address and its security groups are configured to allow for traffic via ICMP, via TCP on port 22 and via SSH from and to the host where the test is deployed (see also paragraph Deployment of continuous test below). As already pointed out in Section 5.4.2.2, it depends on the service provided through this web server whether this cloud service component is used as part of a service of type PaaS or SaaS.

**Test case implementation** We use sslyze\(^6\) to implement test case \(T_{CSSL}\), a tool which connects to a web server and analyzes its TLS configuration. It supports detection of self-signed certificates, weak cipher suites, and also identifies known vulnerabilities such as OpenSSL Heartbleed Bug, insecure session renegotiation, and CRIME.

Sslyze is used by providing the hostname of the endpoint whose TLS configuration should be analyzed and the application specific port, e.g., www.google.com:443. Once the analysis is completed, sslyze returns the results, e.g., using a XML format. Usually, these results are then inspected by a human to determine whether the supported TLS configuration is secure. However, the test case \(T_{CSSL}\) parses the results of sslyze and checks whether it satisfies the specification provided in Section 5.4.3.1. If so, the test cases passes, otherwise it fails.

**Implementation of preconditions** In order to implement the preconditions \(T_{CICMP}\) and \(T_{CTCP}\), we reuse the implementation of the test case \(T_{CICMP}\) and \(T_{CTCP}\) of the test \(CT_{AV}\) which are described in Section 5.2.4.1. The specialized test suite \(TS_{\{ICMP, TCP\}}\) triggers execution of both precondition tests concurrently. Once both precondition test cases have completed, the output of each tool, that is, Ping and Nping within \(T_{CICMP}\) and \(T_{CTCP}\), respectively, is evaluated. To that end, we have to specify the assertions for each precondition:

- \(s_{avg}^{ICMP} = 100\) ms and \(s_{sd}^{ICMP} = 75\) ms, as well as
- \(s_{avg}^{TCP} = 75\) ms and \(s_{max}^{TCP} = 100\) ms.

**Deployment of continuous test** We deploy the continuous test \(CT_{SC}\) on a host different to the one where the cloud service component under test is running. Further, the host where \(CT_{SC}\) is running is attached to a different network than the host of the cloud service component under test. Yet both hosts reside in the identical building which is the reason why delays on the IP and TCP Layer measured previous to the experiment are relatively low, i.e., usually below 3 ms.

**Inducing vulnerable TLS configurations** We trigger temporary insecure communication configurations of our cloud service component under test by editing the configuration file of the Apache HTTP server such that it supports TLS communication using the weak

\(^6\)https://github.com/nabla-c0d3/sslyze\[Accessed: 2018-12-13\]
cipher suite TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA. We refer to the time during which the TLS configuration of the cloud service under test is insecure as a vulnerability event. Overall, we trigger 998 sequential events where TLS configuration is vulnerable. Each vulnerability event last at least 180 seconds plus randomly adding [0,60] seconds.

The accumulated duration of all vulnerability events observed during the experiment is 208867.41 seconds ($\approx 58$ hours 1 minute 7 seconds). Moreover, the mean duration of each vulnerability events was 209.29 seconds with a standard deviation of 17.43 seconds.

### 5.4.4.2 Experimental results

The entire experiment took $\approx 109.3$ hours, i.e., ranging from the start of the first test event until the end of the last test. Table 5.3 shows the test statistics and test results produced by the test $CT^{SC}$: In total, $CT^{SC}$ triggered 19514 tests of the TLS configuration of our cloud service component under test. When also including the precondition tests – recall that we are using preconditions as a specialized test suite – the total number of executed tests amounts to 39021. Producing evidence, i.e., executing a test of the TLS configuration plus evaluating the returned result took on average $\approx 5$ seconds with a standard deviation of $\approx 4$ seconds.

Out of the 998 vulnerable TLS configurations, $CT^{SC}$ correctly detected 959 or 96.09% ($fpsC$). Furthermore, each $fpsD$ on average estimates that the duration of a correctly detected vulnerability event is 208.34 seconds ($fpsD$). Since a vulnerable TLS event lasted 209.29 seconds on average, we can conclude that $CT^{SC}$ underestimates a vulnerability event on average by $\approx 1$ second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistics</th>
<th>number of tests</th>
<th>mean duration test (sec)</th>
<th>sd duration test (sec)</th>
<th>min duration test (sec)</th>
<th>max duration test (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fpsC</td>
<td>correctly detected events</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>208.34</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>244.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpsD</td>
<td>correctly detected events (%)</td>
<td>96.09</td>
<td>19.64</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>244.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.5 Continuously testing secure interface configuration

In this test scenario, we continuously test whether cloud services components possesses a secure interface configuration. We begin with defining what the property secure interface configuration means in context of cloud services and outline the test scenario. Then we investigate the general characteristics of the test scenario (Section 5.5.2) and describe the test design (Section 5.5.3). Lastly, we present implementation as well as experimental results.
of using our test to check the secure interface configuration of PaaS instances providing a Database-as-a-Service interface on top of IaaS delivered by OpenStack (Section 5.5.4). Parts of this section have been published in [127].

5.5.1 Property description and overview of test scenario

Secure interface configuration is another security property of a cloud service which is satisfied if a cloud service only exposes those interfaces publicly which are actually intended to be publicly reachable. Common configuration flaws can render a cloud service vulnerable which, in case an attacker manages to exploit this vulnerability, can lead to, e.g., disclosure or manipulation of valuable data stored and processed by the cloud service.

Consider, for example, the Amazon Relational Database Service (AWS RDS) [87], a PaaS application which provides industry-standard relational database as a web service. This application uses a special type of security groups, called Amazon RDS Security Groups [88]. These security groups are used to control what IP addresses or other Amazon resources such as EC2 instances have access to the database service instance. Erroneous configurations of these security groups may expose the database service to unauthorized access.

In order to determine whether a cloud service temporarily exposes interface due to insecure configurations, we propose the test \( CT^{SI} \). \( CT^{SI} \) continuously probes the endpoints of a cloud service, either by hostname or IP address, for open ports which should not be publicly accessible.

The workings of this test can be summarized as follows (a detailed description of the test will be provided in Section 5.5.3): \( CT^{SI} \) tests every 30 seconds if the endpoint of the cloud service under test can be reached via ICMP and, at the same time, probes the endpoint for open ports. Testing the reachability of the target host on the Internet Layer is a precondition test case whose execution is triggered concurrently with the test for open ports. Thus, \( CT^{SI} \) makes use of the preconditions as part of main test suites option of our framework described in Section 4.3.6. As a result, the result of the port scan is only considered if the precondition holds, i.e., if the target host can be reached via ICMP. The results produced by \( CT^{SI} \) show how long it takes the cloud service provider to fix insecure interface configurations of the cloud service under test.

5.5.2 General characteristics of the test scenario

This section describes the general characteristics of the scenario to continuously test the secure interface configuration of cloud service components.

5.5.2.1 Supported cloud-specific controls

The control IVS-06: Infrastructure & Virtualization Security Network Security of CSA’s CCM [22] requires that

"Network environments and virtual instances shall be designed and configured to restrict and monitor traffic between trusted and untrusted connections. These configurations shall be reviewed at least annually, and supported by a
The test $CT^{SI}$ can support certification of cloud services according to this control because it helps to detect whether virtual instances are configured to restrict traffic between untrusted connections. Note that this control itself demands to be checked at least every year. The CCM links to the control A.9.1.2 \textit{Access to networks and network services} of ISO 27001:2013 \cite{ISO270012013} which can also be checked using $CT^{SI}$. Furthermore, the control IVS-07: \textit{Infrastructure & Virtualization Security OS Hardening and Base Controls} of CCM \cite{CCM2020} requires that

"Each operating system shall be hardened to provide only necessary ports, protocols, and services to meet business needs [...]."

This control is partly very similar to the previous one since it also requires that only necessary ports, protocols, and services are exposed by the operating system of a dedicated server or virtual machine. It is evident that, through continuously testing for blacklisted ports, $CT^{SI}$ can provide evidence to support checking if this control is satisfied.

In \cite{BSI2020}, the BSI links the control IVS-07 of the CCM to the control RB-22 \textit{Handling of vulnerabilities, malfunctions and errors – system hardening} of the BSI C5 \cite{BSIC52019} which demands that

"System components which are used for the rendering of the cloud service are hardened according to generally established and accepted industry standards. The hardening instructions used are documented as well as the implementation status."

This control is less specific than the previous two examples from the CCM, thus it includes those two controls. Therefore, we can state that the certification of a cloud service according to RB-22 of BSI C5 can be supported by $CT^{SI}$.

### 5.5.2.2 Supported cloud service models

As already mentioned in Section 5.5.1, $CT^{SI}$ can be used to continuously check whether interfaces of PaaS applications such as Amazon RDS are correctly configured, that is, are only accessible from authorized IP addresses. Naturally, continuously probing for open ports is also suited to check if the security groups, i.e., firewall rules which are set for virtual machine instances (IaaS) are correctly configured.

### 5.5.2.3 Implementation independence

The continuous test $CT^{SI}$ repeatedly probes a host or IP address for open ports. Therefore, it operates independent of the specific composition of the cloud service under test such as the operating system and other applications used to provide a particular cloud service.

### 5.5.2.4 Minimally invasive integration

$CT^{SI}$ does not require any change to the composition of the cloud service under test. As with previously presented continuous tests, however, one prerequisite of $CT^{SI}$ is that it has permission to reach the target host. Otherwise, it cannot conduct an analysis of the exposed interfaces of the cloud service’s endpoint.
5.5.3 Test design

In this section, we describe the test $CT^{SI}$ according to the framework introduced in the Chapter 4. Note that the configuration of $CT^{SI}$, that is, concrete values such as test suite iterations serve as examples and can vary with differing use cases of the test as well as the interpretation of the controls whose validation it seeks to support.

5.5.3.1 Test case

The test $CT^{SI}$ consists of the following single test case:

\[
TC^{\text{Port}} = (E, L, O, N) \\
= \langle \text{scan\_ports}, \langle \langle \text{host, port\_range, whitelisted\_ports} \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_whitelisted\_ports\_only}, 1 \rangle \rangle.
\]

Having a single procedure ($E$), the test case $TC^{\text{Port}}$ probes a target host of the cloud service for open ports. To do this, the test case requires as input parameters ($L$) the IP address or hostname ($\text{host}$), the port range to scan ($\text{port\_range}$), and list of permitted ports ($\text{whitelisted\_ports}$). In order to evaluate the results produced by the test case ($O$), we check whether any other open ports than the whitelisted ones are detected. Thus, an instance of $TC^{\text{Port}}$ passes if only ports are detected which are on the whitelist. Finally, the ordering number of the test case is 1.

5.5.3.2 Preconditions

In order to avoid false negatives, that is, test suite run results which incorrectly indicate that other than whitelisted ports are publicly available, we define the following precondition:

\[
TC^{\text{ICMP}} = (E, L, O, N) \\
= \langle \langle \text{measure\_delta\_ICMP\_Echo\_Request\_to\_ICMP\_Time\_Reply\_packets}, \langle \langle \text{host, packet\_count} \rangle, \langle \text{assert\_rtt\_avg < $I_{avg}^{ICMP}$, assert\_rtt\_sd < $I_{sd}^{ICMP}$} \rangle, 1 \rangle \rangle.
\]

Similar to the testing the secure communication configuration described in the previous section, the test $CT^{SI}$ defines a precondition which tests if it can reach the target host on the Internet Layer. Also for this test, we re-use the test case definition $TC^{ICMP}$ specified to continuously test resource availability as described in Section 5.2. However, in this test scenario we use $TC^{ICMP}$ to ensure that we can reach the host whose open ports we aim to identify with the main test suite. Since this precondition possesses ordering number 1, it will be executed first once the test suite it is bound to executes.

5.5.3.3 Test suite

The test $CT^{SI}$ consists of the following, single test suite:

\[
TS^{(\text{Port},ICMP)} = (T, C, I, F, T) \\
= \langle \langle TC^{\text{Port}}, TC^{ICMP}, +\infty, 0, \langle 30 \rangle \rangle.
\]
The test case $TC^{Port}$ and the precondition $TC^{ICMP}$ are bound to the test suite $TS^{(Port, ICMP)}$. This means we are using the option *preconditions as part of main test suites* of our framework (for further details see Section 4.3.6) to establish that the test environment meets our expectations. The number of successive executions ($I$) is set to $+\infty$ which means that successive execution of the test suite can be triggered infinitely often. The interval ($T$) between each test suite run is set to 30 seconds, i.e., the next test suite execution is triggered 30 seconds after the previous one completed. Lastly, *no offset* ($F$) is defined for this test suite.

### 5.5.3.4 Workflow

The workflow of $CT^{SI}$ is shown in Figure 5.11. It triggers execution of $TS^{(Port, ICMP)}$ after the specified interval between test suites has elapsed. As indicated by the heavy bar, execution of the test suite translates to triggering execution of the test cases $TC^{Port}$ and $TC^{ICMP}$ concurrently and joining them afterwards, i.e., the test suite completes if both test cases complete. The workflow is basic, i.e., the result of the test suite does not affect the repeated execution of test suite $TS^{(Port, ICMP)}$.

![Figure 5.11: Workflow of continuously testing secure interface configuration ($CT^{SI}$)](image)

### 5.5.3.5 Test metric

The goal of the test $CT^{SI}$ is to measure how long it takes to fix a temporarily incorrectly configured interface, that is, how long does it take to close supposedly blacklisted ports which were identified as publicly reachable. An ideal choice for this task is the universal test metric $f_{psD}$ which was introduced in Section 4.3.5. Through determining the duration of a $f_{ps}$, the test metric $f_{psD}$ tells us for how long the configuration of a cloud service component was insecure.

Since we are using a precondition as part of the main test suites, we have to consider the result of the precondition test results during computation of test metrics. Within this test scenario, execution of the precondition test case $\hat{TC}^{ICMP}$ is triggered concurrently with the main test case $TC^{Port}$. Thus, the result produced by a test suite run will only be considered if the precondition test case passed.

### 5.5.4 Implementation and experiment

This section describes implementation as well as experimental evaluation of our approach to continuously test the secure interface configuration of cloud service components.
5.5 Continuously testing secure interface configuration

5.5.4.1 Environment and setup

Hereafter, the main components of the experiment are outlined.

Cloud service component under test As an example of a cloud service component under test, we choose an instance of MongoDB\(^9\) which is one example of a NoSQL database. This database is deployed on an instance provided by OpenStack Mitaka with 2 vCPUs, 4 GB RAM and 40 GB volume (disk) running Ubuntu 15.10 Server. The instance is bound to a publicly reachable IP address while its security group is set to allow for traffic via ICMP, via TCP on port 22 and via SSH from and to the host where the test is deployed (see paragraph Deployment of continuous test below). This cloud service component is considered to be part of a cloud service of type PaaS.

Test case implementation In order to implement the test case TC\(^{Port}\), we use Nmap\(^90\), a popular tool which allows discovering hosts in a network as well as services provided by these hosts. The basic use of Nmap only requires to specify the hostname or IP address of one or more scan targets, e.g., scanme.nmap.org or 10.244.250.123 or both. Once the scan is completed, Nmap returns the results, e.g., as a XML-formatted document. A common use case of analyzing these results consists of manual inspection, for example, by a human security analyst. Yet, the test case TC\(^{Port}\) parses the results returned by Nmap to determine whether only whitelisted ports of the scan target can be reached. If other than the whitelisted ports can be reached, then the TC\(^{Port}\) fails, otherwise it passes.

Precondition implementation In order to implement the precondition TC\(^{ICMP}\), we reuse the implementation of the test case TC\(^{ICMP}\) of the test CT\(^{AV}\) described in Section 5.2.4.1. The right-hand side of the assertions of the oracle of TC\(^{ICMP}\) are specified as follows:

- \( S_{av}^{ICMP} = 100 \) ms, and
- \( S_{sd}^{ICMP} = 75 \) ms.

Deployment of continuous test The test CT\(^{SI}\) is deployed on a different host, attached to a different network than the host of the cloud service component under test. Yet both hosts are located in the same building. As a result, delays on the IP Layer observed prior to the experiment are relatively low, i.e., usually lower than 3ms.

Inducing insecure interface configurations In order to trigger temporary insecure interface configuration of our cloud service component under test, we edit the configuration file of the MongoDB server making port 27018 publicly reachable. 27018 is the default port for sharded\(^91\) instances of MongoDB that should not be publicly reachable. In total, we triggered 1000 vulnerable interface configuration events where each event lasted at least 180 seconds plus selecting \([0,60]\) seconds at random. Further, the interval between consecutive events was not less than 180 seconds.

---

\(^{91}\) Sharding is a technique which horizontal splits a database into partitions each called a shard and kept on an individual instance of the database server [278]. MongoDB uses sharding to handle very large data sets as well as high throughput operations. For further information see https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/sharding/
vulnerable interface configuration events was at least 200 seconds plus selecting \([0,100]\) seconds at random.

The accumulated duration of all vulnerable interface configuration events observed during the experiment is 209747.99 seconds (\(\approx 58\) hours 15 minutes 48 seconds). Further, the mean duration of each downtime event is 209.75 seconds with a standard deviation of 17.67 seconds.

### 5.5.4.2 Experimental results

The entire experiment lasting from the start of the first test until the end of the last test took \(\approx 127.9\) hours. Table 5.4 shows the test statistics and test results produced by the test \(CT^{SI}\). The total number of tests, i.e., the total number of executions of the test suite \(TS^{(Port:ICMP)}\) is 32589. On average, each execution of a test suite of \(CT^{SI}\) took \(\approx 9\) seconds, with a standard deviation of 0.04 seconds.

Table 5.4: Test statistics and results of continuous test \(CT^{SI}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistics</th>
<th>number of tests</th>
<th>32589</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean duration test (sec)</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd duration test (sec)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min duration test (sec)</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max duration test (sec)</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**fpsC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>correctly detected events</th>
<th>986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>correctly detected events (%)</td>
<td>98.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**fpsD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean duration detected events (sec)</th>
<th>209.28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sd duration detected events (sec)</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min duration of detected events (sec)</td>
<td>141.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max duration of detected events (sec)</td>
<td>252.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(CT^{SI}\) correctly detected 986 vulnerable interface events out of 1000 events, that is, 98.6\% (\(fpsC\)). Moreover, \(CT^{SI}\) estimates that a vulnerable interface configuration lasts on average 209.28 seconds (\(fpsD\)) which means that \(CT^{SI}\) underestimates a vulnerability event on average by 0.47 seconds.

### 5.6 Continuously testing user input validation

In this section, we present the test \(CT^{UI}\) which aims at continuously checking whether a cloud service always validates user input. After having described the property user input validation in context of a cloud service and outlining the test scenario, we discuss the general characteristics of the test scenario (Section 5.6.2). Then we detail the design of \(CT^{UI}\) (Section 5.6.3) and, finally, describe its implementation as well as experimental results (Section 5.6.4). Parts of this section have been published in [249].

#### 5.6.1 Property description and overview of test scenario

As already described as part of the background on cloud services (see Section 2.1.1), Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) are applications which are deployed on remote infrastructures
and which are usually accessible through interfaces such as browsers or standalone program interfaces. The control of the customer over the application is usually confined to configurations of user-specific application settings \[10\]. Providing as well as using SaaS or SaaS-based applications thus requires comprehensively employing web application technologies, e.g., JavaScript, JSON, HTML and CSS. As a result, SaaS inherits potential web application vulnerabilities, for example, they can be vulnerable to SQL injections or session hijacking \[279\].

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) defines a list of ten categories of web application vulnerabilities which are supposed to contain the most frequently found vulnerabilities in the wild \[280\]. The category \textit{A1 - Injection} leads that list, thus making it the most prevalent type of web application vulnerability. While \textit{Injection} covers various types of vulnerabilities, e.g., SQL, OS commands and LDAP injection, SQL injection (SQLI) is among the most common type of vulnerabilities which web applications possess. If a web application is vulnerable to SQLI, then malicious code can be inserted into query strings which are parsed and executed by the SQL server, potentially leading to, e.g., disclosure of confidential data stored in SQL database or bypassing user authentication \[281\].

Consider, as an example, that at some point in time auditing a SaaS application reveals that it possesses SQL injection vulnerabilities. Let’s assume that, as a reaction, data sanitization is implemented at the database layer using stored procedures which depicts one possible countermeasure. However, if this SaaS application makes use of frameworks such as Ruby on Rails\[92\], then changing the database used by the application’s controller is achieved through simple configuration changes. In case the newly deployed database does not use the previously introduced stored procedures to sanitize user input, then previously fixed SQLI vulnerabilities are reintroduced. Further, a SaaS provider does not need to possess the resources which are used to create and deploy the web application components but may leverage a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provider such as Google App Engine\[93\]. As a result, another layer of abstraction is added to the architecture of the SaaS application where changes in the back end rendering the SaaS application vulnerable are hard to detect, even for the SaaS provider herself.

Checking SQLI vulnerabilities of SaaS applications thus requires an approach capable of continuously, i.e., automatically and repeatedly check whether the cloud service validates user input. To that end, we propose the test \textit{CTUI} which continuously tests web application components of a SaaS application for SQLI vulnerabilities.

In summary, this test work as follows (a detailed description of the test will be provided in Section 5.6.3): Every 30 seconds, it uses a URL of the cloud service under test to scan this endpoint for SQLI vulnerabilities. If any vulnerabilities are indicated by the scan, then the test fails, otherwise it passes. The test results produced by \textit{CTUI} aim at counting the times during which the cloud service is vulnerable to SQLI within a particular period of time.

### 5.6.2 General characteristics of the test scenario

This section describes the general characteristics of the scenario to continuously test user input validation of SaaS application components.

\[92\] \url{http://rubyonrails.org/} [Accessed: 2018-12-13]
5.6.2.1 Cloud-specific controls

The control \textit{RB-21: Handling of vulnerabilities, malfunctions and errors – check of open vulnerabilities} of BSI C5 \cite{31} requires that

"The IT systems which the cloud provider uses for the development and rendering of the cloud service are checked automatically for known vulnerabilities at least once a month. In the event of deviations from the expected configurations (for example, the expected patch level), the reasons for this are analyzed in a timely manner and the deviations remedied or documented according to the exception process (see SA-03).".

The test \textit{CT UI} can support the certification of a cloud service according to this control because it automatically checks if a cloud service has known SQLI vulnerabilities. Note that \textit{RB-21} itself demands that testing for vulnerabilities should be at least conducted monthly.

Another control whose evaluation can be supported by \textit{CT UI} is \textit{TVM-02: Threat and Vulnerability Management Vulnerability / Patch Management} of CSA’s CCM \cite{22}. The BSI maps its own control \textit{RB-21} to \textit{TVM-02}. One part of the latter one requires that

"Policies and procedures shall be established, and supporting processes and technical measures implemented, for timely detection of vulnerabilities within organizationally-owned or managed applications, infrastructure network and system components (e.g., network vulnerability assessment, penetration testing) to ensure the efficiency of implemented security controls. A risk-based model for prioritizing remediation of identified vulnerabilities shall be used [...]."

Finally, both \textit{TVM-02} of CCM and \textit{RB-21} of BSI C5 map themselves to the control \textit{A.12.6.1 Management of technical vulnerabilities} of ISO/IEC 27001:2013 \cite{24}. The last two controls, i.e., \textit{TVM-02} of CCM and \textit{A.12.6.1} of ISO/IEC 27001:2013 go beyond mere testing for vulnerabilities of an information system or cloud service by also requiring risk-driven remediation of detected vulnerabilities. However, both include \textit{timely detection} of vulnerabilities a cloud service may have which can be supported by the test \textit{CT UI}.

5.6.2.2 Supported cloud service models

As already pointed out in the introduction of this test scenario, the test \textit{CT UI} can be used to continuously check if SaaS applications are vulnerable to SQLI, that is, if a SaaS application validates user input. It cannot be used with PaaS applications or IaaS because neither of these provide their services through a web browser.

We note that providers of IaaS and PaaS applications may offer to manage their services through browsers, e.g., Amazon’s AWS Management Console. Such administration interfaces are web application which can be considered SaaS applications. However, the actual cloud service provided by IaaS and PaaS providers is not used by customers through a browser.

5.6.2.3 Implementation independence

The test \textit{CT UI} can be used with any SaaS application, that is, the part which uses web application technology and has some means to accept user input, e.g., text fields.
Further, CTUI is agnostic to specific database back ends such as PostgreSQL\textsuperscript{94}, MySQL\textsuperscript{95}, MariaSQL\textsuperscript{96} or SQLite\textsuperscript{97} which process user input provided to a SaaS application. All of these SQL database implementations may possess some known SQLI vulnerability which CTUI aims to detect.

5.6.2.4 Minimally invasive integration

Although it is a possibility to deploy the implementation CTUI as an additional component of the SaaS application, this is not required in order for CTUI to produce test results. If the SaaS application’s web server can be reached from any remote host, then no change of the SaaS application’s configuration or composition is required in order for a remotely deployed CTUI to work correctly. However, if the access to the application is somehow restricted, for example, if it is only accessible within an internal network, then the host on which the implementation CTUI is deployed has to be granted access to that network as well. Similarly, if firewall rules limit access to an IP address range, then traffic from the IP from which CTUI sends requests to the SaaS application has to be permitted by the firewall.

5.6.3 Test design

In this section, we describe the test CTUI according to the framework introduced in the Chapter 4. Note that configurations of CTUI described hereafter are example values (e.g., the value configured for test suite offset) which can vary with the concrete test’s use case and the interpretation of the controls whose validation it aims to support.

5.6.3.1 Test case

The test CTUI consists of only one test case which is defined as follows:

\[ TC_{SQL} = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle = \langle \text{scan\_target\_url} \rangle, \]
\[ = \langle \langle \text{target\_url, session\_cookie, target\_data} \rangle \rangle, \]
\[ = \langle \text{assert\_empty\_scan\_results} \rangle, 1 \rangle. \]

The test case \( TC_{SQL} \) uses only a single procedure \( E \) which scans a target URL for SQLI vulnerabilities. To that end, the test case needs the input parameters \( L \) \textit{target\_url}, \textit{session\_cookie}, and \textit{target\_data}. The cookie serves to provide some valid session information if required, thus allowing the scan for SQLI vulnerabilities to be executed within a particular user session which potentially has access to other fields than a user who is not logged in. Further, the parameter \textit{target\_data} specifies which information a scan should retrieve in case a SQLI is found, e.g., list of database users or list of tables. In order to evaluate the results produced by the test case, we define a single oracle \( O \) using the assertion \textit{assert\_empty\_scan\_results}. Therefore, an instance of \( TC_{SQL} \) passes if a scan does not return any results, that is, does not retrieve any specified target data. Lastly, the ordering number \( N \) of \( TC_{SQL} \) is 1.

\textsuperscript{94}https://www.postgresql.org/ [Accessed: 2018-12-13]
\textsuperscript{95}https://www.mysql.com/ [Accessed: 2018-12-13]
\textsuperscript{96}https://mariadb.org/ [Accessed: 2018-12-13]
\textsuperscript{97}https://www.sqlite.org/ [Accessed: 2018-12-13]
5.6.3.2 Test suite

The user input validation test consists of the following single test suite:

\[ TS^{SQL} = (TC, I, F, T) = ((Te^{SQL}), +\infty, 2, 30) \]

The single test case \( TC^{SQL} \) of \( CT^{UI} \) is bound to the test suite \( TS^{SQL} \). Its number of successive execution \( (I) \) is set to \(+\infty\) indicating that test suite’s execution can be triggered infinitely unless interrupted by the workflow. Further, execution of this test suite is triggered statically every 30 seconds \( (T) \) after the previous test suite run completed. Lastly, there is an additional two seconds offset \( (F) \) between successive test suite runs.

5.6.3.3 Workflow

Since \( CT^{UI} \) only consists of one test suite, the workflow we use to control the execution of test suite runs is the most basic one (Figure 5.12). It simply triggers execution of \( TS^{SQL} \) after the specified interval between test suite runs has elapsed. This means that the result of the test suite does not affect the repeated execution of test suite \( TS^{SQL} \).

![Figure 5.12: Workflow of continuously testing user input validation (CT^{UI})](image)

5.6.3.4 Test metric

The continuous test \( CT^{UI} \) aims at determining the number of times a cloud service of type SaaS was vulnerable to SQLI within a particular period of time. To that end, we draw on the universal metric \( f_{psC} \) which counts the occurrences of Failed-Passed-Sequences \( (f_{ps}) \). In context of our test \( CT^{UI} \), a single \( f_{ps} \) is the time where execution of \( TC^{SQL} \) failed at least once and then passed, that is, the scanning of the target URL revealed SQLI vulnerabilities at some point in time which were fixed later on. Now these vulnerabilities may persist for some time which, in turn, leads to multiple, successive failed test suite runs. Once the test suite run passes, i.e., the SQLI vulnerabilities were fixed, a single instance of test metric \( f_{ps} \) is produced. Counting any observed \( f_{ps} \) thus gives us the times during which the SaaS application was vulnerable to SQLI.

5.6.4 Implementation and experiment

This section describes implementation as well as experimental evaluation of our approach to continuously test user input validation of SaaS application components.

5.6.4.1 Environment and setup

Hereafter, the main components of the experiment are outlined.
5.6 Continuously testing user input validation

Cloud service component under test We select an instance of the Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA\(^98\)) which is deployed on an instance of OpenStack Mitaka with 2 vCPUs and 4 GB RAM and 40 GB volume (disk) running Ubuntu 15.10 Server as an example of a SaaS application component. Moreover, the instance is associated with a publicly reachable IP address and its security groups are configured to permit traffic via HTTP and via SSH from and to the host where the continuous test is deployed (see paragraph Deployment of continuous test below).

Furthermore, DVWA is a PHP-based web application which is intentionally set up to be vulnerable to different types of attacks, including SQLI. It is usually used for educational purposes, giving students the opportunity to learn how vulnerabilities of web applications can be exploited. To that end, vulnerabilities of the DVWA are configurable, i.e., can be set according to the required sophistication needed to be successfully exploited.

Test case implementation We use SQLMap\(^99\) to implement the test case \(TC^{SQL}\), a popular tool specifically and solely targeting SQLI discovery. It supports various attack methods\(^100\) including UNION query-based, stacked queries, out-of-bound, boolean-based blind, time-based blind and error-based attacks.

SQLMap works as follows: It is provided a URL which serves as the attack target, in our case a URL where the SaaS application can be reached. SQLMap then tries to guess which back end database management system (DBMS) the SaaS application uses. Based on this guess, SQLMap attempts to attack the DBMS using attack vectors specific to the presumed DBMS. In case of a successful attack, SQLMap can fetch data from the compromised database, for example, users, the name of current database in action, or the schema of database.

SQLMap is usually used interactively by a human user, e.g., a penetration tester, who operates the tool and evaluates its output. However, it also exposes most of its features through a RESTful API which we use to implement the test case \(TC^{SQL}\). More specifically, we developed a library which is used by \(TC^{SQL}\) to call the SQLMap RESTful endpoints and parse as well as evaluate the output returned by SQLMap. The following API calls are required to execute a vulnerability scan: First, a new SQLMap scan task is initiated, then the options for that task are set, and thereafter the scan execution is triggered. While the scan is running, we periodically check whether the scan is finished and, if so, fetch the result produced by SQLMap. Finally, the scan task is deleted to free system resources bound to the scan task by SQLMap. Lastly, scanning multiple endpoints of a SaaS application is also supported by \(TC^{SQL}\) through assigning each scan a unique ID.

In case of successful exploitation of the SaaS application, then SQLMap returns the current DBMS user, a list of tables and a list of database users. This means that the SaaS application is vulnerable to SQLI and thus the test fails. Otherwise, if SQLMap does not return any of the above information, then we consider the SaaS application not to be vulnerable and the test passes.

Deployment of continuous test The test \(CT^{UI}\) is deployed on a different host which is attached to a different network than the host of the service component under test. However, both hosts are located in the same building.


\(^{100}\) For a comprehensive introduction into different SQLI attack types see, e.g., Halfond et al. [281].
Inducing SQLI vulnerability events  In order to trigger temporary vulnerabilities of the DVWA which our test CT\textsuperscript{UI} aims to detect, we edit the configuration file of DVWA, thereby rendering it vulnerable for some predefined period of time. Then, we change the configuration file of the DVWA again, this time making it secure against SQLI. In total, we trigger 500 sequential events during which the DVWA is vulnerable to SQLI. Each of these vulnerability events lasts at least 60 seconds and an additional \([0, 10]\) seconds selected randomly per event. Further, the interval between consecutive vulnerability events is at least 60 seconds plus selected another \([0, 30]\) seconds at random. The accumulated duration of all vulnerability events was 32474.68 seconds (≈ 9 hours 1 minute 14 seconds), mean duration of each vulnerability events was 64.95 seconds with a standard deviation of 3.11 seconds.

5.6.4.2 Experimental results

Table 5.5 shows the results which CT\textsuperscript{UI} produced: The total number of times the test suite TS\textsuperscript{(SQL)} was executed is 1337. Each execution of a test suite or a test took 20.25 seconds on average with a standard deviation of 19.54 seconds. Out of the 500 temporary vulnerability events of the DVWA, the test CT\textsuperscript{UI} correctly detected 395 or 79%.

Table 5.5: Test statistics and results of continuous test CT\textsuperscript{UI}

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of tests</td>
<td>1337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean duration test (sec)</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd duration test (sec)</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min duration test (sec)</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max duration test (sec)</td>
<td>101.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of induced events</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of detected events</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detected events (%)</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.7 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we presented five example test scenarios to show how the framework introduced in Section 4.3 supports continuous certification of cloud services. These scenarios exemplify how to design and implement continuous tests of the following cloud service properties:

- Availability,
- location,
- secure communication configuration,
- secure interface configuration, as well as
- user input validation.

We explained how testing these cloud service properties can support continuously certification according to example controls selected from

- the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (BSI C5),
• the Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), and


At this point, a legitimate criticism of such a scenario-driven approach is if it may fall short with regard to completeness and thus may be insufficient to demonstrate the applicability of our framework in general. In order to counter this argument, we identified four general characteristics to describe continuous test scenarios. These characteristics allowed us to reason about the applicability of our framework beyond the scope of the example scenarios. These characteristics include:

• Plausible link to cloud-specific controls,

• supported cloud service models,

• implementation independence, and

• minimally invasive integration.

We described each of the five example test scenarios according to these characteristics. That way, we are able to compensate for potential shortcomings of using a scenario-driven approach to demonstrate the applicability of our framework.

We note that our approach does not guide the selection of those cloud service properties which are most relevant in context of a particular scenario. Having such a method would allow designing and implementing test scenarios which are bound to real-world use cases and, therefore, further support demonstration of our framework’s applicability. In this context, the possibility to design scenario-specific metrics using our framework could be shown, e.g., by implementing a metric which quantifies the security level of a TLS configuration within the secure communication configuration scenario.

Furthermore, we note that only considering minimally invasive test designs has limitations as to which data, that is, which evidence can be produced and analyzed. As a result, the quality of statements and possibly also the scope of controls which can be evaluated using minimally invasive tests is limited as well. However, we do not provide a method to formalize these restrictions which would help reasoning about the applicability of minimally invasive continuous tests in general, independent of concrete test scenarios. Developing such an approach is not in scope of this thesis and thus subject to future work.
Chapter 6

Definition of continuous tests

In the previous chapters, we described a framework to design tests which supports continuous test-based certification of cloud services (Chapter 4) and demonstrated its application (Chapter 5). This framework does not mandate a particular architecture prescribing how to implement continuous tests. Yet when using tests to automatically and repeatedly produce evidence, it is vital to unambiguously define how evidence is produced to check one or more controls at a certain point in time; only then can we rigorously compare the evidence produced by different test implementations. In order to guide development of tests according to our framework, this chapter introduces an approach to rigorously define such tests. This addresses Research challenge 2: Definition of continuous tests described in Section 1.2.2.

A method to ensure rigorous definition of continuous tests can make use of formal languages because these languages are based on precise mathematical definitions [282]. Drawing on that notion, this chapter presents a domain-specific language (DSL) called ConTest. ConTest is a descriptive language which, on the one hand, is agnostic to a specific implementation of the framework’s building blocks introduced in the Section 4.3. One example implementation of the framework is Clouditor’s engine which is described in Section 4.4. On the other hand, ConTest serves as a starting point to generate concrete configurations for any specific implementation of a continuous test, for example, test configurations for Clouditor’s engine. That way, ConTest serves as a unified configuration language ensuring that the configuration of a continuous test implementation adheres to the building blocks defined in Section 4.3.

The next section outlines concepts needed to develop domain-specific languages. Thereafter, in Section 6.2, the DSL engineering process described by Mernik et al. [283] is followed to develop ConTest (an outline of this process is described in Section 6.1): First, the decision why to develop a DSL is explained (Section 6.2.1) followed by the analysis of the required constructs (Section 6.2.2) which draws on the build blocks defined in Section 4.3. On this basis, Section 6.2.3 formally defines the grammar of ConTest using Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). Using this formal definition, Section 6.2.4 describes the implementation of ConTest using the language development tool XText [101] and shows how to use code generators to translate from a test definition written in ConTest to a Clouditor test configuration, one example of a concrete test configuration language. Finally, Section 6.3 summarizes the contents of this chapter and discusses the approach.

6.1 Developing domain-specific languages

As the name indicates, domain-specific languages (DSLs) are specialized languages which are tailored to a particular application domain [283]. This specialization comes at a price: A DSL trades flexibility of general purpose languages (GPLs) to express any program for productivity and conciseness to construct programs which solve a domain-specific set of problems. To that end, DSLs provide features that are optimized to solve such domain-specific problems [284].

Yet a clear distinction between DSLs and GPLs is not trivial. Some attempts to measure the specificity of a language have been made [285], providing intuitive results such as Backus-Naur Form (BNF) and C++ each are rather at the end of the spectrum where Cobol would be closer to C++ than to BNF. Other approaches argue that domain-specificity of languages is rather gradual and rely on a qualitative distinction based on criteria such as language size or Turing Completeness [284].

The motivation why to use a DSL varies. Usually, the aim is to improve productivity and reduced maintenance compared to using GPLs. This has been shown to be true in some cases, e.g., by [286] and [287]. Another driver is that a DSL can reduce the amount of domain and programming expertise required, thereby making the application domain accessible to a larger group of developers [283].

The question at this point is what advantages does a DSL provide to define continuous tests? The answer is that it permits us to choose a level of abstraction which allows us to specify all important parts of a test while – at the same time – it is agnostic to a particular implementation of the building blocks of the framework described in Section 4.3. Thus, a DSL provides strict rules to define a continuous test in general while a developer seeking to implement a continuous test can use the DSL as a starting point to identify constructs necessary to configure the specific continuous test.

But how do we define a suitable DSL? We will address this question in the following two sections: First, we will describe the DSL engineering process as proposed by Mernik et al. [283] (Section 6.1.1). Thereafter, we will outline the core concepts of formal languages, explain context-free grammars and introduce EBNF as a syntax specification formalism (Section 6.1.2).

6.1.1 DSL engineering

There are multiple steps involved when developing a domain-specific language. In the following, we describe the steps involved in DSL engineering which were proposed by Mernik et al. [283]:

1. Decision: First, developing a new DSL or identifying an existing DSL to reuse has to be properly motivated because it initially incurs additional effort. Such motivating factors can be driven by cost saving, e.g., a DSL helps eliminating repetitive and thus time-consuming tasks, or by correctness, e.g., facilitate the correct configuration of an application.

2. Analysis: In this step, the domain for which the DSL should be developed is identified, scoped, and described. To that end, inspection of existing GPL code, technical documentation, and interview with domain experts can provide the needed input for analysis. The result of this analysis is a description of the domain-specific terminology and semantics.
3. **Design:** When designing the DSL, there are two major approaches which can be followed: The first one is to base the DSL on an existing language where we can either use some features of the existing language (*piggyback*), restrict the existing language (*specialization*) or extend the existing language (*extension*). The second option to design a DSL is to build it from scratch, i.e., the design does not relate to any existing language.

Having decided whether to invent a new language or to build on an existing one, the next step consists of defining the language. This can be done formally or informally. In the latter case, natural language can be used to describe the features of the DSL to be developed. However, this approach will not suffice if the goal is to build a DSL that can actually be consumed by an application. Thus we need to formally describe the syntax of the DSL which can be achieved using, e.g., EBNF, which we will describe in Section 6.1.2.

4. **Implementation:** Having designed a DSL, the question in this step is how to implement the DSL. According to Mernik et al. [283], this include, for example, selecting one of the following approaches:

- *Compilers* which translate the DSL constructs to an existing language’s constructs and library calls (also known as *application generators*),
- *interpreters* which recognize DSL constructs and interpret them,  
- *embedding* where DSL constructs, i.e., data types and operators are defined using constructs of an existing GPL, or
- *compiler or interpreter extensions* where the compiler or interpreter of an existing GPL is extended with code generation required for the DSL.

Note that the implementation type *embedding* is also referred to as *internal* DSL whereas an *external* DSL is represented in a language different to main programming language it is interacting with [288].

Finally, implementing a DSL using a compiler or interpreter has many advantages, e.g., the syntax can be close to notations used by domain experts. Yet it also bears disadvantages such as a complex language processor may have to be implemented. However, these disadvantages can be limited or eliminated if language development tools are used which automate most of the language processor construction [283]. Examples for such tools are XText[102], Spoofax[103] or MPS[104].

Now that we outlined the main steps of the DSL engineering process, the next section introduces the necessary concepts of formal languages which are required to formally define a DSL.

### 6.1.2 Formal languages

A formal language \( L \) is defined by an alphabet \( \Sigma \) and a grammar \( G \). The alphabet \( \Sigma \) is a set whose elements are called *symbols*. A finite sequence of symbols from \( \Sigma \) are called *word*. [102] [103] [104]
The grammar $G$ specifies which sequences of symbols are well-formed, that is, which word belongs to the language $L$.

A grammar $G$ is defined by the 4-tuple $\langle N, T, R, S \rangle$ where

- $N$ is the set of nonterminals, i.e., variables that represent language constructs,
- $T$ is the set of terminals which is identical with the alphabet $\Sigma$ of the language $L$ (note that the set of nonterminals and terminals must not intersect, i.e., $N \cap T = \emptyset$),
- $R$ is the set of productions which follow the form $l \rightarrow r$. Both $l$ and $r$ are sequences of nonterminals and terminals with $l$ containing at least one nonterminal, and
- $S$ is a nonterminal, i.e., $S \in N$ which constitutes the start variable.

### 6.1.2.1 Extended Backus-Naur Form

The Backus-Naur Form (BNF) is a technique to define context-free grammars [289]. The BNF can be viewed as a domain-specific language itself which was developed to ease syntax specification [283]. Building on the BNF, the extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) [290] has been developed and standardized in ISO/IEC 14977:1996 [291]. As an example, consider the following context-free grammar $G$ of the language $L = \{a^k b^k | k \geq 1\}$:

- $N = S$
- $T = \{a, b\}$
- $R = \{(S \rightarrow aSb), (S \rightarrow ab)\}$
- $S = S$

Thus deriving the word $\hat{w} = aabbbb$ works as follows:

$$S \Rightarrow aSb \Rightarrow aaSbb \Rightarrow aaabbb.$$  

When using BNF to represent the grammar of this language, we first have to lay out some syntactic conventions: Usually, the symbol ‘::=’ is used for productions instead of ‘→’. Furthermore, the symbol ‘|’ is used to represent alternative derivations in a more efficient way than stating alternative productions separately. Other variations include enclosing terminals in quotes to distinguish them from nonterminals which are enclosed with angle brackets, i.e ‘\langle\rangle’. Using BNF, the context-free grammar to generate $L$ can be described as

$$\langle S \rangle ::= 'a'S'b'|a''b'.$$

The EBNF further improves efficiency of defining context-free grammars. It should be noted that – despite the standardization effort in ISO/IEC 14977:1996 – there is no universally accepted variant of EBNF. We choose a version whose syntax is very similar to the one used by xText [105], an open source framework to implement domain-specific languages, which we will use later to implement our test definition language (see Section 6.2.4). Also, this EBNF version is used to define the formal grammar of XML [292]. The most important extensions to syntactic conventions of BNF are the following:

• Nonterminal symbols are not enclosed with angle brackets (as indicating terminal by single or double quotes is unambiguous),

• the '?' operator indicates that the symbol to the left is optional,

• the '*' operator defines that the symbol to the left can occur zero or multiple times, and

• the '+' operator defines that the symbol to the left occurs one or multiple times.

Using this variant of EBNF, we can define the grammar of language $L$ as follows:

$$ S ::= aS \ast b. $$

### 6.2 Continuous test definition language

This section describes the development of a domain-specific language called ConTest. This language aims at supporting the rigorous, unified definition of continuous tests. The structure of this section follows the DSL engineering process described in Section 6.1.1.

#### 6.2.1 Decision

As already pointed out in the beginning of Chapter 6, the motivation to develop a DSL to define continuous tests lies in having an approach at hand to specify all required parts of such a test in general. This not only paves the way for comparability of evidence produced by different test implementations but also guides the development of test implementations: If a developer decides to design and implement a continuous test, then she uses ConTest to make sure that the configuration of the test implementation indeed adheres to the building blocks introduced in Section 4.3.

Since the DSL is defined by a formal grammar, the guarantee of a test implementation conforming with the framework is not merely informal but is enforced through code generators: The developer has to provide a code generator which translates the constructs of ConTest into the target language constructs, that is, the language the specific implementation uses to configure a continuous test. Put differently: Any specific test implementation has to be configurable using a test definition written in ConTest. This implies that a suitable application generator exists which translates the constructs of ConTest into the language constructs which a particular test implementation uses.

#### 6.2.2 Analysis

In order to identify the required constructs which ConTest should provide, we draw on the description of the building blocks of our framework to support continuous test-based cloud service certification described in Section 4.3:

• **Test case:** Recall that a test case $TC$ consists of four elements: Procedures ($E$), an ordered list of input parameters ($L$), an oracle ($O$) and an ordering number ($N$):

$$ TC = \langle E, L, O, N \rangle. $$

As the name implies, *procedures* describe the actual steps taken during a test case. Including such procedural details in a descriptive test definition language is unnecessary
because the implementation of the procedures is left the developer implementing the test. Rather, we summarize all procedures of a test case by a construct named \textit{TestCaseModule} which points to a particular component of the test which implements the necessary procedures.

Regarding the list of input parameters which are used as input to the procedures, we include those in the test definition language. A test implementation can then pass the values specified for input parameter to the \textit{TestCaseModule}.

\textit{Test oracles} are mechanisms to decide whether a test passes or fails. Similar to the case of procedures, we do not include a procedural description of the oracle in the test definition language since the actual evaluation of test case results is left to the concrete implementation. Yet defining parameters which the oracle uses to reason about test results, e.g., in form of Boolean expressions, is needed. To that end, we include a list of assert parameters which a test implementation passes to the test oracle.

The \textit{ordering number} is used to prioritize test cases’ execution as part of a test suite. The ordering number is included in the test definition language.

Finally, each instance of a test case that is specified as part of a continuous test definition has to be addressable through a unique ID (unique in scope of the test definition instance).

- \textbf{Test suite}: One or more test cases \(( TC)\) are combined to a test suite which also consists of the number of iterations \(( I)\), an offset \(( N)\) and the interval \(( T)\):

  \[ TS = \langle TC, I, F, T \rangle. \]

\textit{Test cases} which are part of a test suite have to be included in the test definition. We described which part of a test case has to be represented by the test definition above. In order to bind a test case to a test suite within a continuous test definition, the unique ID of a test case is used.

The \textit{iterations} of a test suite, that is, how many times the test suite can be successively executed during a continuous test as well as the \textit{offset}, i.e., the fixed waiting time between two test suite executions are included in the test definition. Also the \textit{interval} between two test suite executions is specified as part of the test definition where it is important to support either specifying a fixed interval, the range from which a random value for the interval is selected or individually fixed intervals depending on the current iteration.

Finally and similarly to the test case definition, each instance of a test suite requires a unique ID in scope of the test definition.

- \textbf{Workflow}: Deciding what test suite to execute next is the responsibility of the workflow. A continuous test uses exactly one workflow.

A test definition does not include the procedural elements of a workflow but only a pointer to the \textit{WorkflowModule} which a specific test implementation uses. Furthermore, a test definition includes the test suites which a workflow may use. To that end, defined test suites are bound to the workflow using their unique ID.

- \textbf{Test metrics}: Test metrics allow us to reason about a sequence of test results produced by a continuous test. A continuous test may compute one or more test metrics. The actual
procedures which a test metric may use are not included in the continuous test definition because those are specific to a test implementation. Similar to a workflow definition and test case definitions, defining test metrics includes a pointer to TestMetricModule, i.e., the part of the test implementation where the test metrics are actually computed.

- **Precondition:** In order to test assumptions made about the environment of the cloud service under test, preconditions are used. Since preconditions can be either be designed as a specialized test suite or as precondition test cases (for further details see Section 4.3.6), no additional constructs for a continuous test definition are needed.

### 6.2.3 Design

The context-free grammar which generates ConTest is shown in Listing 6.1. Terminal symbols are bold to improve readability of the grammar. Hereafter, the grammar is explained line by line, thereby relating the designed constructs to the analysis conducted in the previous section.

The start symbol of ConTest’s grammar is \textit{ConTest} from which the first rule derives the variable \textit{Test}. The rest of the grammar of ConTest is built as follows:

- **Lines 3 to 9:** \textit{Test} is defined by the 'TestID' which is followed by the variable \textit{ID} which assigns a unique Id to a continuous test. Further, 'TestName' and 'TestDescription' each are followed by the variable \textit{String} providing a descriptive name and a brief description of the test, respectively. Further, \textit{Test} is defined by exactly one \textit{Workflow} and by one or more \textit{TestMetric}. Definitions of these two variable are provided in the following two paragraphs.

- **Lines 11 to 16:** \textit{TestMetric} is defined by a unique 'TestMetricID' which is followed by the variable \textit{ID}. Also, \textit{TestMetric} is defined by the terminals 'TestMetricName', 'TestMetricModule', and 'Description' each of which – while grouped with curly braces '{' and '}' for better comprehensibility – is followed by the variable \textit{String}. Whereas 'TestMetricName' and 'Description' are self-explanatory, the \textit{String} following 'TestMetricModule' specifies the component of a concrete test implementation which implements the desired test metric, e.g., a particular Java class.

- **Lines 18 to 22:** Similar to \textit{TestMetric}, the variable \textit{Workflow} is defined by the terminals 'WorkflowID' followed by \textit{ID}, as well as 'WorkflowName', and 'WorkflowModule' which are each followed by the variable \textit{String}. Similar to 'TestMetricModule', the 'WorkflowModule' defines the component of a specific test implementation. Further, \textit{Workflow} is defined by one or more \textit{TestSuite} – following the terminal 'BoundTestSuites' – which are enclosed by curly brackets for better readability.

- **Lines 24 to 37:** \textit{TestSuite} is defined by the terminals 'TestSuiteID' followed by \textit{ID} and 'TestSuiteName' followed by the variable \textit{String}. Also, \textit{TestSuite} is specified through 'NumberOfMaxIteration' followed by either the variable \textit{Int} which specifies the upper bound of successive iterations a particular test suite can be executed during a continuous test or by the terminal 'infinite' indicating that a testsuite’s successive iterations are to set to (positive) infinity.
Next, there is the terminal 'IntervalBetweenTests' which is followed by either the terminal 'fixedInterval' with variable Int, by 'randomizedInterval' with Range or by 'sequenceFixedInterval' with variable ListInt. These alternatives conform with the interval settings of a test suite described in Section 4.3.3. If the interval is fixed, then the interval until the next test suite is executed after the previous one completed is static and defined in seconds by Int. If the time to trigger execution of a test suite is chosen randomly from a range of possible values (also seconds), then this range is defined by Range. A special case occurs if each iteration has its own fixed interval, e.g., a test suite which is set to three successive executions where each interval prior to each execution is still fixed, i.e., not chosen randomly, but each interval assumes an individual value depending on the current iteration of the test suite. Covering this case in ConTest, we use the terminal 'sequenceFixedInterval' with variable ListInt.

Further, TestSuite is defined by the terminals 'Offset' and 'Timeout' each of which is followed by the variable Int. As described in Section 4.3.3, offset is a fixed time added to the interval between successive test suite runs to avoid successive tests affecting each other. The timeout is the time a test suite run has to successfully complete, otherwise it is interrupted by the workflow. This is particularly important if external tools such as Nmap are used by the continuous test which may have errors that lead to test cases – and thus test suites – not completing.

Finally, TestSuite is defined by the terminal 'BoundTestCases' which is followed by one or more TestCase. The definition of TestCase is provided in the next paragraph.

- **Lines 39 - 46:** TestCase is defined by a unique 'TestCaseID' followed by ID as well as 'TestCaseName' and 'TestCaseModule' each of which is followed by the variable String. Also, TestCase is defined by 'Order' followed by Int and the optional 'InputParameters' followed by the variable Parameter. This means that specifying input parameter for a test case are not required by any implementation of a test case. Further, the pointer to a particular test case implementation is assigned to the variable String following the terminal 'TestCaseModule'.

Finally, TestCase is defined by the terminal 'AssertParameters' which is followed by at least one Parameter or more. Having at least one assert parameter is required since we need the assert parameter to be able to decide whether a test case passed or failed. Parameter is defined one or more KeyValue whose key is the variable String and whose value is either defined by the variable ListString or ListInt. Parameter is defined by one or more KeyValue whose key is the variable String and whose value is either defined by the variable Int, String, ListString or ListInt. This corresponds to our definition of test cases provided in Section 4.3.2 where we introduced the concept of oracles, that is, methods determining whether a test case failed or passed. Thus 'AssertParameters' specify the input values which are provided to test oracles.

- **Lines 48 - 71:** The variables Digit, Letter, and Symbol are only defined by terminal symbols (Lines 64 - 71). They are used to construct String, Int, ID, KeyValue, ListString, ListInt, Range and Parameter (Lines 48 - 62) which are primitive and composite data types of ConTest.

Listing 6.1: Context-free grammar of ConTest using Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF)

ConTest ::= Test

Test ::= 'TestId' ID
'SetName' String
'Description' String
'TestMetrics'
'{ TestMetric+ '}'
'Workflow'
'{' Workflow '}

TestMetric ::= 'TestMetricID' ID
'{
'TestMetricName' String
'TestMetricModule' String
'Description' String
'}'

Workflow ::= 'WorkflowID' ID
'WorkflowName' String
'WorkflowModule' String
'BoundTestSuites'
'{ TestSuite+ '}'

TestSuite ::= 'TestSuiteID' ID
'{
'TestSuiteName' String
'NumberOfMaxIteration' Int | 'infinite'
'IntervalBetweenTests'
'{
'fixedInterval' Int
'randomizedInterval' Range
'sequenceFixedInterval' ListInt
'}'
'Offset' Int
'Timeout' Int
'BoundTestCases' '{ TestCase+ '}'
'}'

TestCase ::= 'TestCaseID' ID
'{
'TestName' String
'TestModule' String
'Order' Int
('InputParameters' '{ Parameter+ '})?
'AssertParameters' '{ Parameter+ '}
'}'

Parameter ::= KeyValue ( ; KeyValue)*

KeyValue ::= '<' String ; ( Int | String | ListString | ListInt ) '>'

ListString ::= '[' String ( ; String )* ']

ListInt ::= '[' Int ( ; Int )* ']

Range ::= '[' Int ; Int ']

String ::= ""' ( Letter | Int | ListString | ListInt ) ""

ID ::= ( Letter | Digit ) ( Letter | ' ' ) Digit+

Int ::= Digit | Int Digit

Digit ::= '0' | '1' | '2' | '3' | '4' | '5' | '6' | '7' | '8' | '9'

Symbol ::= '!' | '?' | '<' | '>' | '.' | '*' | '+' | '-' | '=' | '|' | '.' | '/' | '\' | '_'
Listing 6.2 shows an example test definition of a continuous test which aims to test the availability of the load balancing component of a cloud service.

Listing 6.2: Example of a continuous test definition using ConTest

```plaintext
TestID d9ecdea3–e9da–4f78–b041–69b7509e3462
TestName "AvailabilityTestOfLoadBalancer"
Description "Continuously tests the availability of the load balancing component of a cloud service"
Testmetrics{
  TestMetricID YearlyAvailability{
    TestMetricName "YearlyAvailabilityMetric"
    TestMetricModule "de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.metrics.YearlyAvailabilityMetric"
    Description "Calculates the ratio between measured downtime since test start and 31557600 seconds in a year of 365.25 days"
  }
  TestMetricID DailyAvailability{
    TestMetricName "DailyAvailabilityMetric"
    TestMetricModule "de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.metrics.DailyAvailabilityMetric"
    Description "Calculates the daily availability starting from 00:00 am to 23:59 (UTC)"
  }
}
Workflow {
  WorkflowID PingTCPAvailabilityWorkflow
  WorkflowName "BasicIterationWorkflow"
  WorkflowModule "de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.workflow.BasicIterationWorkflow"
  BoundTestSuites {
    TestSuiteID PingTCPAvailabilityTestSuite {
      TestSuiteName "AvailabilityTestSuite"
      NumberOfMaxIteration 1000000
      IntervalBetweenTests {
        randomizedInterval [30.60]
      }
      Offset 15
      Timeout 600
    }
  }
}
```

```plaintext
BoundTestCases {
  TestCaseID PingTest {
    TestCaseName "PingTest"
    TestCaseModule "de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.testcases.PingTestCase"
    Order 1
    InputParameters {
      <"count": 10>,
      <"host": "10.244.250.9">
    }
    AssertParameters {
      <"round-trip-avg">: "$lte":50 ms"},
      <"round-trip-sd">: "$lte":25 ms"
    }
  }
  TestCaseID TCPTest {
    TestCaseName "TCPTestCase"
    TestCaseModule "de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.testcases.TCPTestCase"
    Order 1
    InputParameters {
      <"probe":10>,
      <"host": "10.244.250.9">
    }
  }
}
```
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57 <"port" :22>
58 } AssertParameters {
59 <"response−time−avg$lte":"75 ms">,
60 <"response−time−max$lte":"100 ms">
61 }
62 }
63 }
64 }
65 }
66 }
67 }

6.2.4 Implementation

In order to implement our DSL ConTest, we use the language development tool XText\(^{107}\). This tool is an open source framework which supports the development and implementation of domain-specific languages. XText provides various features such as parser generation, code generator or interpreter. Having provided a sound grammar, it generates Eclipse plugins, thus integrating with the Eclipse IDE and providing editor features such as syntax coloring, code completion and source code navigation.

XText uses a proprietary language to specify the grammar of a DSL. However, the notation of this language is very similar to EBNF. Hereafter, we outline the characteristics of the language which XText uses to specify a grammar\(^{108}\):

- Each rule consists of a name, a colon, the syntactic form accepted by that rule, and is terminated by a semicolon.
- The semantics of the operators are identical to those the EBNF notation (see paragraph on EBNF in Section 6.1.2).
- The first rule is similar to the start symbol of a grammar in EBNF and defines where the parser starts.
- Keywords of a DSL are defined using terminal string literals which are enclosed with single or double quotes.

Xtext uses a class model to describe the structure of abstract syntax trees (AST). More specifically, using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF\(^{109}\) XText stores parsed programs as in-memory object graphs. These graphs are instances of EMF Ecore models and represent the AST. Through using these structured data models, XText allows associating semantics of a meta-model which is accessible through the following additional notation:

- XText uses assignment operators to assign consumed information to a feature of the currently produced object. Consider the following example:

\[
\text{TestSuite} : \\
'\text{TestSuiteID tsrIId} = \text{ID} \\
;
\]

The syntactic declaration for test suites starts with a keyword 'TestSuiteID' followed by the assignment `tsrId = ID`. The left-hand side points to a feature `tsrId` of the current object. The right hand side `ID` in this case is a rule. It can also be a keyword, a cross-reference (which will be explained in the following paragraph) or an alternative which consists of any of these options. An assignment is only valid if the return type of the expression on the right is compatible with the type of the feature. In our above example, `ID` returns an EString, therefore the feature `tsrId` needs to be also of type EString.

Further, there are different types of assignment operators: The assignment operator '=' means that the feature takes exactly one object, '+' indicates that a feature can be assigned a collection of objects, and '?' expects a boolean feature, that is, the feature is true if the right-hand side of the assignment was consumed.

- Rules that are enclosed with square brackets "[]" indicate a cross-reference. Cross-referencing means that instead of assigning an object or a collection of objects to a feature, only a reference to one or more objects of the same type written with the square brackets in the grammar is assigned to a feature. Consider the following example:

```
TestCase :
   'TestCaseID' name = ID
   'TestCaseName' desc = STRING
;
TestSuite :
   'BoundTestCases' boundTestCases+ = [TestCase]+
;
```

As we can see, the feature `boundTestCases` is assigned one or more `TestCase` objects using a cross-reference. Note that, as a default, XText expects the referred object to have a feature called `name` which is used for reference.

**Implementing ConTest with XText**  Listing 6.3 shows the XText grammar for ConTest. Note that definitions of STRING, and INT are not included in this grammar since these rules are provided by the grammar `org.eclipse.xtext.common.Terminals`, a standard set of terminal rules supplied by XText.

When comparing this grammar with the EBNF representation of ConTest (Listing 6.1), then we can see that they are slightly different: In the case of the xText grammar, the variable `Test` is also defined by at least one `TestSuite` and by at least one `TestCase` (Lines 15 to 19 of Listing 6.3) whereas in the EBNF representation, `TestSuite` is part of the definition of the variable `Workflow` (Line 22 of Listing 6.1) and `TestCase` is part of the definition of `TestSuite` (Line 36 of Listing 6.1).

Adapting the EBNF representation of ConTest in the shown manner is only feasible because XText supports cross-referencing of objects. The advantage of this design is that if a developer defines a continuous test, then she has to first specify any test metrics and test cases. Only thereafter can she define the test suites and assign already defined test cases to them. Now, since the developer cannot define a test suite without having defined a test case and bound it to the test suite, the grammar enforces that at least one test suite with one bound test case can be bound to the workflow.
Listing 6.3: XText grammar definition for ConTest

```
grammar de.fraunhofer.aisec.conTestDSL.ConTestDSL with org.eclipse.xtext.common.Terminals

ConTest:  
test=Test  
;

Test:  
  'TestId' name=ID
  'TestName' testName=STRING
  'Description' testDescription=STRING
  'Testmetrics' '{' ( testMetrics+=TestMetric )+ '}'
  'Testcases' '{' ( testCases+=TestCase )+ '}'
  'TestSuites' '{' ( testSuite+=TestSuite )+ '}'
  'Workflow' '{' workflow = Workflow '}'
;

TestMetric:  
  'TestMetricID' name=ID
  '{'  
  'TestMetricName' testMetricName=STRING
  'TestMetricModule' testMetricModule=STRING
  'Description' testMetricDescription=STRING
  '}'
;

TestSuite:  
  'TestSuiteID' name=ID
  '{'  
  'TestSuiteName' testSuiteName=STRING
  'NumberOfMaxIteration' iteration = Iteration
  'IntervalBetweenTests' '{' ( 'fixedInterval' fixedInterval=INT  
    | 'randomizedInterval' randInterval=Range  
    | 'sequenceFixedInterval' seqFixedInterval=ListInt ) '}'
  'Offset' off=INT
  'Timeout' timeout = INT
  'BoundTestCases' '{' boundTestCases += [TestCase]+ '}'
  '}'
;

Workflow:  
  'WorkflowID' name=ID
  '{'  
  'WorkflowName' workflowName = STRING
  'WorkflowModule' workflowModule = STRING
  'BoundTestSuites' '{'  
    boundTestSuites += [TestSuite]+ '}'
  '}'
;

TestCase:  
  'TestCaseID' name=ID  '{'  
  'TestCaseName' testCaseName=STRING
  'TestCaseModule' testCaseModule=STRING
  'Order' order=INT
  ( 'InputParameters' '{' inputParams += Parameter '}' )?  
  'AssertParameters' '{' ( assertParams += Parameter )+ '}'
  '}'
;
```
Listing 6.4 shows a test definition example using the XText grammar definition of ConTest. Note that this example contains the identical information than Listing 6.2 which shows an example of a test definition using the EBNF grammar definition of ConTest. When comparing Listing 6.2 and 6.4, we can observe that the representation differs. The main reason for this is that the XText grammar supports cross-references which allows defining, e.g., test cases as separate blocks and later reference them using an ID.

Listing 6.4: Example of a continuous test definition using ConTest build with XText grammar

```java
TestID d9ecddea3-e9da-4f78-b041-69b7509e3462
TestName "AvailabilityTestOfLoadBalancer"
Description "Continuously tests the availability of the load balancing component of a cloud service"
Testmetrics {
  TestMetricID YearlyAvailability {
    TestMetricName "YearlyAvailabilityMetric"
    TestMetricModule "de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.metrics.YearlyAvailabilityMetric"
    Description "Calculates the ratio between measured downtime since test start and 31557600 seconds in a year of 365.25 days"
  }
  TestMetricID DailyAvailability {
    TestMetricName "DailyAvailabilityMetric"
    TestMetricModule "de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.metrics.DailyAvailabilityMetric"
    Description "Calculates the daily availability starting from 00:00 am to 23:59 (UTC)"
  }
}
Testcases {
  TestCaseID PingTest {
```

Generating Clouditor configurations from ConTest  As a unified configuration language, the implementation of ConTest only becomes meaningful if we can use this language to generate configurations for specific continuous test implementations. One example implementation of the framework introduced in Section 4.3 is called Clouditor’s engine and is described in Chapter 4.4. Clouditor’s engine was used to implement all of the example test scenarios presented in Chapter 5. Test configurations used by Clouditor’s engine are written in YAML. Thus we have to implement a code generator which translates the constructs of

\[
\text{http://yaml.org/spec/1.2/spec.html} \quad \text{(Accessed: 2018-12-13)}
\]
ConTest to YAML constructs used by Clouditor.

In order to generate application code, XText uses XTend which is a dialect of Java. Xtend provides multi-line template expressions which a developer can use to write strings representing parts of the code to be generated. Syntactically, these template expressions are defined by enclosing triple single quotes.

Upon generating language artifacts with XText for a particular grammar, the code generator stub is automatically supplied. As mentioned above, XText uses EMF Ecore models to store parsed programs as object graphs. These models serve as input to the code generator where the object graph is contained in an Ecore Resource Object. In order to generate the desired code, the compile method of the code generator has to be implemented.

Listing 6.5 shows an extract of the code generator’s compile method\[111\] that we implemented to generate YAML files which are used to configure Clouditor’s engine, the example implementation of our framework described in Section 4.4. The complete documentation of that implementation can be found in Appendix B. Listing 6.6 shows the YAML representation of the test definition which is generated from the test definition written in ConTest (see Listing 6.4).

Listing 6.5: Compile method of XText code generator to translate ConTest to YAML

```java
def compile(Test ct) {

  var length2 = ""
  var length4 = length2 + ""

  name: ct.testName
  id: ct.name
  description: ct.testDescription

  metrics:
  FOR m : ct.testMetrics
    length2 + "class": m.testMetricModule
    length4 + "name": m.testMetricName
    length4 + "description": m.testMetricDescription
  ENDFOR

  testCases:
  FOR tc : ct.testCases
    length2 + "testCaseName":
    length4 + "@id": tc.name
    length4 + "class": tc.testCaseModule
    length4 + "order": tc.order
    IF tc.inputParams !== null
      FOR ip : tc.inputParams
        FOR kv : ip.params
          length4 + "kv.key": identifyParams(kv)
        ENDFOR
      ENDFOR
    ENDFOR
  ENDFOR

  workflow:
  length2 + "class": ct.workflow.workflowModule
```

\[111\] Note that line breaks from lines 46 to 49 of Listing 6.5 are added for enhanced readability and have to be removed to correctly generate the YAML file shown in Listing 6.6, i.e., the code in line 47 – 49 has to be appended to line 46.
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Listing 6.6: YAML file generated from ConTest

```
name: AvailabilityTestOfLoadBalancer
id: d9ecea3-ebda-4f78-9b41-69b7509e3462
description: Continuously tests the availability of the load balancing component of a cloud service
metrics:
  - class: de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.metrics.YearlyAvailabilityMetric
    name: YearlyAvailabilityMetric
    description: Calculates the ratio between measured downtime since test start and 31557600 seconds in a year of 365.25 days
  - class: de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.metrics.DailyAvailabilityMetric
    name: DailyAvailabilityMetric
    description: Calculates the daily availability starting from 00:00 am to 23:59
testCases:
PingTestCase:
  '@id': PingTest
  class: de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.testcases.PingTestCase
  order: 1
  count: 10
  host: 10.244.250.9
  round-trip-avg-$lte$: 50 ms
  round-trip-sd-$lte$: 25 ms
TCPTestCase:
  '@id': TCPTest
  class: de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.testcases.TCPTestCase
  order: 1
  probe: 10
  host: 10.244.250.9
  port: 22
  response-time-avg-$lte$: 75 ms
  response-time-sd-$lte$: 100 ms
workflow:
  class: de.fraunhofer.aisec.clouditor.workflow.BasicIterationWorkflow
  name: BasicIterationWorkflow
testSuites:
  PingTCPAvailabilityTestSuite:
    name: PingTCPAvailabilityTestSuite
    label: AvailabilityTestSuite
    randomized: true
    iteration: 1000000
    interval: [30, 60]
```
6.3 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we introduced a domain-specific language (DSL) called ConTest to rigorously define continuous tests. To that end, we first presented an approach how to develop a DSL which was proposed by Mernik et al. [283]. Following this approach, we went through the following steps:

- **Motivate the necessity to build a DSL:** The purpose of ConTest is to provide a general, unified representation of tests which is agnostic to concrete implementations but adheres to the building blocks of our framework to support continuous test-based certification introduced in Chapter 4. This not only allows us to rigorously compare the evidence produced by different test implementations but also ensures conformance with our framework by having a developer provide a code generator with which test definitions written in ConTest can be translated into the target configuration language used by a specific test implementation. That way, ConTest serves as a unified configuration language for tests supporting continuous cloud certification.

- **Analysis of domain-specific constructs:** We investigated which parts of the building blocks of our framework are suitable to be used for a general representation of a continuous test, including test cases, test suites, workflow, test metrics and preconditions.

- **Design ConTest:** We defined ConTest using Extended Backus-Naur-Form (EBNF), a language to describe context-free grammars.

- **Implement ConTest:** In order to implement ConTest, we used the language development tool XText which uses a variant of EBNF. Furthermore, we implemented a code generator which translates the constructs of ConTest to YAML configuration files which are used to configure tests for Clouditor’s engine, one example implementation of our framework (see Section 4.3) described in Section 4.4.

Our approach has the following limitations: Having a developer provide a code generator to translate from ConTest to an implementation-specific configuration language of a test only guarantees that the configuration of the test implementation adheres to the building blocks of our framework. A test which has been implemented by the developer may substantially deviate from our framework, for example, a test suite may also succeed even if not all test cases bound to the suite pass. Furthermore, the code generator provided by the developer may not utilize all constructs of ConTest to generate implementation-specific test definitions, thus rendering the generated configuration incomplete. Naturally, in these cases, rigorously comparing evidence produced by test implementations is not feasible because the tests’ implementations deviate from the specification of our framework’s building blocks. However, through using a formally defined DSL, tests can be defined rigorously where translation into a target configuration language using code generators has a crucial advantage: It makes the relationship between the building blocks of our framework and the implementation-specific configuration of a test implementation explicit, discernible and comprehensible.
Chapter 7

Evaluation of continuous test results

In the previous chapters, we introduced a framework to design and represent tests supporting continuous cloud services certification (Chapter 4 and 6) and demonstrated how this framework can be applied in example scenarios (Chapter 5). However, as pointed out in Research Challenge 3: Accuracy and precision of continuous test results described in Section 1.2.3, erroneous test results can decrease customers’ trust in test results and can lead to providers disputing results of a continuous test. It is therefore vital to evaluate how accurate and precise produced tests’ results are, that is, we have to answer the question: How close are particular test results to their true values?

Systematic errors are the reason why measured values, i.e., test results may not agree with true values. These errors can be induced by implementation and configuration errors of the measuring device, that is, any component used to implement a continuous test. Without comparing a test’s results to the ground truth, it is hard to make a statement on how well a specific test works in producing evidence indicating a control’s satisfaction or violation. Recall the example test scenarios presented in Chapter 5. The test designs implementing these scenarios leveraged external, existing tools such as Nmap, SQLMap or sslyze. It is obvious that any erroneous behavior these external tools may exhibit are inherited by the test using them which, in turn, can lead to systematic errors in the test results produced. Further inaccuracy may be caused by errors in the test environment or in the implementation of the test framework introduced in Chapter 4.

Addressing this challenge, this chapter presents a method which consists of intentionally manipulating cloud service properties to violate control satisfaction – thereby establishing the ground truth – and, on this basis, experimentally evaluate accuracy and precision of continuous test results. This method allows us to compare alternative test designs as well as alternative test configurations. Furthermore, it permits us to infer general conclusions about the accuracy of a specific continuous test. Parts of the contents of this chapter were published in [127] and [249].

First, we define the terms accuracy and precision in context of continuous tests of cloud services. Thereafter, we give a high-level overview of how our method works (Section 7.2) and describe how to intentionally violate cloud service properties leading to non-compliance of the service with a certificate’s controls (Section 7.3). Then we introduce novel accuracy and precision measures to evaluate continuous tests (Section 7.4), including the inference of conclusions about the general accuracy of a test. Finally, we present experimental results of applying our method to evaluate and compare tests which aim to support certification of controls related to the properties availability and security (Section 7.5).
7.1 Accuracy and precision of continuous test results

In Section 4.3.5, we introduced test metrics which allow us to evaluate statements over cloud services properties. Test metrics reason about sequences of test results produced through repeatedly testing a cloud service's properties, thereby generating measurements. The question at this point is what errors these measurements may possess and how do these errors affect our conclusion about whether a cloud service satisfies a control or not.

In this section, we will define what accuracy (Section 7.1.1) and precision (Section 7.1.2) mean in the context of continuous test results. To that end, we draw on standard measurement theory and statistical methods which are used throughout various fields of experimental science. The basic definitions of concepts such as accuracy and precision used within this section are based on [293], [294] and [295]. Further, statistical methods described within this section are comprehensively covered in the literature, e.g., [296], [297], [298].

Note that we derive our definitions of accuracy and precision of continuous test results from the set of universal test metrics introduced as part of the framework in Chapter 4. These definitions are therefore only applicable to test designs implementing these test metrics. It is important to note that there exist numerous other possible test metric definitions which can be used to define accuracy and precision. Yet current research does not offer definitions of accuracy and precision in the context of test-based evidence production techniques (see Chapter 3 for a comprehensive overview of related work). Thus future work may propose accuracy and precision definitions derived from other test metrics and thus complement those presented hereafter.

7.1.1 Accuracy

When analyzing experimental data, the accuracy of the measurement describes whether the measured value agrees with the accepted value. This accepted or true value can be determined by previous observations or theoretical calculations. Therefore, the concept of accuracy may only be used to analyze experimental data if the goal is to compare the experimental results with known values.

Evaluating the accuracy of continuous test results depends on the test metrics which the continuous test employs. Recall the four universal test metrics \( brC \), \( f psC \), \( f psD \) and \( cp f sD \) introduced in Section 4.3.5. Accuracy in context of these test metrics can be outlined as follows:

- **Basic-Result-Counter (\( brC \)):** Counts the number of passed and failed tests. A basic test result is accurate if it indicates that a control is not satisfied by the cloud services at a time where the cloud service indeed does not comply with the control. Analogously, a basic test result is also accurate if it indicates satisfaction of a control by a cloud service at a time where the service indeed complies with the control.

- **Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (\( f psC \)):** Counts the number of observed Failed-Passed-Sequences (\( f ps \)). A \( f ps \) is accurate if the cloud service actually does not comply with a control during the time indicated by the \( f ps \).

- **Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (\( f psD \)):** Describes the time elapsed between the first failed test and the last passed test of a \( f ps \). Thus, the measured value of a \( f psD \) is accurate if it agrees with the actual duration of the temporary non-compliance of a cloud service.
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- **Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (c f psD):** Describes the accumulated time during which a control is not satisfied. The measured value of c f psD is accurate if it matches the actual duration of the temporary non-compliance of cloud service within a specified interval.

Systematic errors are the reason why measured values may not agree with accepted values. These errors may occur because of, e.g., erroneous implementation and configuration of the measuring device. Identifying the causes of systematic errors is usually non-trivial. In our case, this measuring device consists of any component used to implement the framework to design tests to support continuous cloud services certification described in Chapter 4.

Systematic errors of continuous tests vary depending on the test metric. In Section 7.4, we will explore accuracy measures for each of the above test metrics which allow us to quantify the disagreement between measured values and true values. Furthermore, as we will detail in Section 7.3, we establish the true values through intentionally manipulating cloud services to not comply with controls which a test aims to validate. Thus, we know the true values and can compare them with the measured ones produced by the continuous test under evaluation, thereby allowing us to determine the accuracy of the test. However, the remaining problem is that the systematic error a test makes can vary due to random errors. This brings us to the concept of precision which we will explain in the next section.

7.1.2 Precision

**Precision** refers to the closeness of agreement between successively measured values which were carried out under identical conditions [294]. If we neglect systematic errors, then those repeatedly executed measurements result in a range of values which spread about the true value. The reason for this spread are random errors. These errors are caused by unknown and unforeseeable changes in the experiment, e.g., fluctuation in the network delay due to electronic noise. The smaller the random errors, the smaller the range of values, and thus the more precise the measurement [293]. Hence, we can say that the level of precision which experimental measurements can reach is constrained by random errors.

7.1.2.1 Arithmetic mean

Let’s assume that we have observed some repeated measurements \( X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) which only have random errors. The question now is: What is true value of these measurements? The answer – in statistical terms – is that we can use the values of sample distribution \( X \) to estimate the expected value \( \mu \) of the parent distribution \( Y \). The best estimate for \( \mu \) which can be derived from these measurements is the arithmetic mean. Using the values of \( X \), we then compute the sample mean

\[
\bar{x}_n = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n} x_i
\]

which serves as our estimate of \( \mu \). The intuition behind averaging is that random errors are equally likely to be above as well as below the true value. Thus, through averaging, we evenly divide the random error among all observations.

A special case arises if the values of \( X \) and \( Y \) can only assume one of two values, e.g., 0 or 1. In this case, computing the arithmetic mean give us the fraction of values with 1’s of \( X \) which is referred to as the sample proportion \( \bar{p} \) which estimates the population proportion \( p \).
At this point, it is of central importance to note that the assumption of our measurements in X only having random errors is purely theoretical. In a real experiment, each $x \in X$ will not only possess random errors but also systematic errors. Therefore, $\bar{x}$ or $\bar{p}$ are not estimates for their true value: They are estimates for their true values plus their systematic errors.

The reason why estimating the population mean $\mu$ and population proportion $p$ based on $\bar{x}$ and $\bar{p}$ works is provided by the laws of large numbers: The weak law of large numbers states that if the number of samples $n$ that we generate from the distribution $Y$ goes to infinity, then the probability of making a random error larger than $\epsilon$ goes to zero:

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} P(|\bar{x}_n - \mu| > \epsilon) = 0.$$  

Furthermore, the strong law of large numbers indicates that the probability of the sample mean $\bar{x}_n$ converging to the expected value is 1:

$$P(\lim_{n \to \infty} \bar{x}_n = \mu) = 1.$$  

This leads us to the following key insight: Both laws of large numbers suggest that if we generate a sufficiently large number of samples – i.e., take a sufficient large number of measurements – then we can produce an estimate $\bar{x}$ with a random error $\epsilon = |\bar{x}_n - \mu|$ which is as small as we desire. Put differently: With a sufficiently large number of measurements, our estimate converges to the true value plus systematic error. However, neither law tells us how many measurements we have to conduct in order to reduce $\epsilon$ below a particular threshold.

### 7.1.2.2 Standard deviation

The sample mean $\bar{x}$ estimates the true value plus systematic errors but it does not provide us with any information on the range of measured values. In order to describe the width of the sample distribution $X$, we can use the standard deviation

$$sd = \sqrt{\frac{1}{|X|}(x_1 - \bar{x})^2 + (x_2 - \bar{x})^2 + \cdots + (x_i - \bar{x})^2).$$  

The standard deviation takes all values of $X$ into account and provides the average distance of a measurement value to the mean. Now, if we observe another measurement and want to know whether it is a common or exceptional value, then we can use $sd$. First, we standardize the newly observed value $x$ by computing so-called z-scores:

$$z = \frac{(x - \bar{x})}{sd}.$$  

Whether a $z$ value is low or high depends on the distribution of $X$: In case of a normal distribution, 99% of the values lie within z-scores of $[-3, 3]$. Thus, any value outside this range may be considered exceptional.

The $sd$ has one important drawback: Adding more measurement values to $X$ increases the precision with which we estimate the population mean $\mu$ because it decreases the random error. However, when conducting more measurements, the standard deviation of $X$ remains relatively stable. Therefore, the standard deviation is not a good measure to describe the error of the sample mean, that is, how close the sample mean is to the population mean.
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7.1.2.3 Standard error

Having estimated the population mean $\mu$ with $\bar{x}$, the standard error $se$ is the suitable choice when reasoning about the precision of $\bar{x}$. In short, the $se$ is the standard deviation of the so-called sampling distribution. At this point, it is important to note that we have already seen two distributions, that is, the parent distribution $Y$ whose expected value we aim to estimate using sample distribution $X$ which contains the samples drawn from $Y$. Now, the sampling distribution is a theoretical distribution which we would obtain if we were to draw all possible samples $X$ from $Y$ and compute a statistic, e.g., the mean of each of these samples, which, in practice, is usually impossible or not desired. The resulting distribution of all these sample means is referred to as the sampling distribution of the mean.

The calculation of the standard error depends on the selected statistic. The $se$ for the sample mean $\bar{x}$ is computed as follows:

$$se_{\bar{x}} = \frac{sd_{\bar{x}}}{\sqrt{n}}.$$

It is obvious that an increase of the standard deviation $sd$ of the sample distribution $X$ leads to a higher standard error. Yet the standard error decreases if the number of samples in $X$, that is, $n$ increases.

Further, the standard error for a sample proportion $\bar{p}$ is calculated as follows:

$$se_{\bar{p}} = \sqrt{\bar{p} \times (1 - \bar{p}) \div n}.$$

7.1.2.4 Confidence intervals

We now combine the notion of the standard error with the assumption that the sampling distribution approximately follows a normal distribution. This allows us to estimate the precision of the sample mean and the sample proportion by constructing confidence intervals for the sample mean and for the sample proportion. Confidence intervals are a special type of interval estimates which – in contrast to point estimation like $\bar{x}$ and $\bar{p}$ – give a range of probable values of an unknown parent’s distribution parameter.

In order to construct a confidence interval, we need decide on a confidence level and then compute the desired statistic, e.g., sample mean $\bar{x}$, as well as the margin of error ($E$).

• **Confidence level (CL):** The fraction of all possible samples which are expected to include the true parameter of the unknown parent distribution. As an example, consider all possible samples $X$ are drawn from the distribution of $Y$ and for each a 99% confidence interval for the sample mean is computed. In this case, 99% of the computed confidence intervals include the population mean, i.e., the mean of the distribution of $Y$.

• **Statistic:** The property of a sample that is used to estimate population parameter’s value. For our purposes, we use the sample mean ($\bar{x}$) and the sample proportion ($\bar{p}$).

• **Margin of error ($E$):** This constitutes the interval estimation by defining the range above and below the sample statistic. The calculation of $E$ depends on the standard error which, in turn, depends on the selected statistic (see previous paragraph). For the sample mean $\bar{x}$, the margin of error is

$$E_{\bar{x}} = t_{CL} \times se_{\bar{x}}$$
where $t_{CL}$ is the value that separates the middle area of the $t$-Distribution according to the chosen confidence level $CL$, e.g., 95%, and the standard error of the mean $se_{\bar{X}}$.

For the sample proportion $\bar{p}$, the margin of error is

$$E_{\bar{p}} = z_{CL} \times se_{\bar{p}}$$

where $z_{CL}$ is the $z$-value that separates the middle area of the standard normal distribution according to the selected confidence level $CL$, e.g., 99%, and the standard error for the proportion $se_{\bar{p}}$.

### 7.1.2.5 Calibrating precision

Recall that at the end of the section 7.1.2.1 on the arithmetic mean, we pointed out that the laws of large numbers justify making a point estimate of a parent’s distribution parameter, e.g., using the sample mean $\bar{x}_{n}$ to estimate the mean $\mu$ of the distribution of $Y$. However, we do not know how close this estimate is to the true value (plus systematic error), that is, how large is the error $\epsilon$ for a given sample size $n$?

Having introduced how to construct confidence intervals for sample means and proportions, the sample size $n$ can be used as a parameter to determine the number of samples which are needed for a desired margin of error $\hat{E}$. Thus, we can calibrate our experiment according to the desired precision. To that end, $E_{\bar{p}}$ and $E_{\bar{x}}$ are solved for the sample size $n$ which gives us

$$\tilde{n}_{\bar{p}} = \frac{z_{CL} \times \bar{p} \times (1 - \bar{p})}{\hat{E}^2}$$

and

$$\tilde{n}_{\bar{x}} = \frac{sd_{\bar{x}} \times t_{CL}^2}{\hat{E}^2}.$$

In practice, one apparent problem of solving these formulas is that they have to be solved prior to executing the experiment to evaluate a continuous test. Thus, we may not have observed values to plug in for $\bar{p}$ and $sd_{\bar{x}}$. In this case, we have to make an educated guess, otherwise we can use historical values previously observed.

### 7.2 Overview of the evaluation process

The accuracy and precision of results produced by a specific continuous test depend on various factors, such as implementation of the test, test environment and usage of external tools. Without experimental evaluation, it is thus hard to make a statement on how well a specific test works in producing evidence indicating whether a control is satisfied or violated. The evaluation process presented hereafter aims to support such experimental evaluation of test results and thus provides comparability between alternative test designs.

Our approach treats the continuous test under evaluation as a black box. Therefore, no information about the internal composition and implementation of the test is needed, e.g., if and which external tools are used. We only observe results produced by the test during an experiment where we trigger violations of the control whose validation the tests seeks to support. Put differently: Correct results as well as errors of the test under evaluation follow some unknown distributions. We take samples from these unknown distributions by running
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experiments during which we intentionally violate controls. Based on these experiment results, we infer conclusions about the general accuracy of the test.

Figure 7.1 provides a high-level overview of our method. As part of configuring control violations, we randomize duration of and time between each control violation event within some specified limits (Step 1). Then the test is configured according to the framework described in Chapter 4 (Step 2): Selecting test cases, setting test suites parameters and choosing a workflow. Thereafter, we start executing the control violation sequence and the continuous test at the same time (Step 3) and observe whether violations are detected by the test (Step 4). Provided our sample size is sufficiently large, i.e., the test has produced enough results, we infer parameters of the unknown parent distribution, that is, we draw conclusions about the general accuracy of the test under evaluation (Step 5). These inferences are considered valid with regard to the test and control violation configuration parameters.

![Figure 7.1: Experimental evaluation of the accuracy and precision of continuous test results](image)

7.3 Control violations

A control violation has the purpose to manipulate one or more properties of a cloud service under test to mock violations of controls which a specific continuous test aims to validate. Therefore, control violations establish the ground truth, that is, the accepted values to which results produced by a test are compared.

7.3.1 Control violation sequence

We are aiming at evaluating the accuracy and precision of test results produced by a continuous test. Recall that one of the key drivers for continuously testing cloud services is founded on the assumption that a cloud service’s property may change over time where these changes can lead to control violations. As a consequence, the properties of a cloud service may comply with controls at some time while at other times, they do not.

In order to mimic this non-stationary behavior of cloud services’ properties, control violations have to repeatedly create control violation events (cve) over time. During a cve, a cloud service’s properties are manipulated so that the service does not comply with the control. Between two successive cve, the cloud service’s properties satisfy the control. We describe a control violation as the sequence

$$V = \langle \text{cve}_1, \text{cve}_2, \ldots, \text{cve}_t \rangle.$$  

As Figure 7.2 shows, each cve starts at $\text{cve}^s$ and ends $\text{cve}^e$, thus having a duration of

$$\text{cve}D = \text{cve}^e - \text{cve}^s.$$
where the service does not comply with the control. Furthermore, the time between two successive control violation events $cve_{i-1}$ and $cve_i$ is

$$cveW = cve_{i-1}^e - cve_i^e.$$ 

![Figure 7.2: Sequence of control violation events $cve$](image)

### 7.3.2 Control violation design

The design of a control violation is driven by the specific control which the continuous test under evaluation aims to validate. Thus, the question at this point is: Which properties of a cloud service have to be modified in order to violate a particular control?

A key insight at this point is that we do not aim to design a particular control violation which is complete, that is, which manipulate a cloud service in any possible way such that a particular control would be dissatisfied. Naturally, having a complete control violation design would be helpful to evaluate the completeness of the corresponding continuous test. Yet, if we were to design a complete control violation, then we would face a challenge similar to deriving executable tests from high-level, ambiguous control descriptions: We would have to interpret what it means for the control to be satisfied or dissatisfied on the implementation level of a cloud service instance. The difference to deriving executable tests is, however, that we were to design mechanisms which intentionally alter a cloud service’s properties to violate the control.

However, the goal of our evaluation is correctness of a continuous test, that is, we want to evaluate how accurate and precise the results of the test under evaluation are. Therefore, we use the definition of the test under evaluation as a starting point to derive the design of the control violation. The two main steps in the control violation design process are:

1. **Inspect assert parameters:** The first step when designing a control violation consists of inspecting the definition of the test under evaluation. Recall that a single test result of a continuous test is produced by executing a test suite which fails if any test case bound the test suite fail. Thus, we have to inspect the assert parameters which are used to configure the expected outcome of each test case. Based on the assert parameters and on their configured value, we then derive which property of the cloud service has to be manipulated in order for these asserts to be dissatisfied.

Consider, as an example, that a continuous test probes a set of ports to check whether the cloud service exposes sensitive interfaces. The assert parameters of the test definition will give us the ports which are considered sensitive, that is, should not be reachable. Manipulating the service such that it exposes some blacklisted ports depicts one example of designing control violation events.
2. Specify control violation events: The second step consists of deciding on the lower (\(cveW^L\)) and upper (\(cveW^R\)) limit of the duration between two successive control violation events \(cveW\). Furthermore, the lower (\(cveD^L\)) and upper (\(cveD^R\)) limit of the time during which a cloud service’s property is manipulated rendering it non-compliant have to be defined. In the following section, we will explain the purpose of randomizing duration of and interval between control violation events. Note that deciding on how many control violation events to trigger is driven by the selected precision measures which will be explained in detail in Section 7.4.

7.3.3 Standardizing control violation events

Control violations establish the ground truth against which we evaluate a specific test. To infer conclusions about the general accuracy of a test, ideally any possible sequence of any possible control violation event has to be experimentally evaluated. Naturally, this is infeasible in practice and we have to select a sequence of control violation events \(V\) which meets our time and space constraints. But how do we select a sequence \(V\) still allowing us to draw conclusions about the general correctness of a continuous test?

The answer consists of two parts: At first, we need to standardize the control violation event: For each \(cve\) we use to construct \(V\), the duration of the control violation \(cveD\) and the waiting time before start \(cveW\) are selected randomly from intervals \([cveD^L, cveD^R]\) and \([cveW^L, cveW^R]\), respectively. Choosing these intervals’ limits lets us configure a control violation sequence according to our space and time limitations. Secondly, we need to decide how many \(cve\), i.e., \(|V|\) are required to infer conclusions about the general accuracy of the continuous test under evaluation. This depends on the statistical inference method which, in turn, depends on the precision measure. We will address this question for each precision measure in Section 7.4.

7.4 Accuracy and precision measures

After having discussed how to intentionally violate controls for experimental purposes, this section describes models to estimate the accuracy and precision of continuous tests under evaluation. Hereafter, we refer to these models as accuracy measures and precision measures. These measures are based on the universal test metrics \(brC\), \(fpsC\), \(fpsD\), and \(cfpsD\) which were introduced in Section 4.3.5. In order to derive the accuracy and precision measures, each of the next four sections (7.4.1 – 7.4.4) follows these three steps:

1. Evaluate test results: We use the results produced by a continuous test during a control violation sequence and evaluate whether they are correct or erroneous. In the latter case, we specify the type of observed error which depends on the test metric, e.g., a false negative basic test result incorrectly suggests that a cloud service does not satisfy a control.

2. Derive accuracy measures: Using the evaluation of the test results as input, the accuracy measures then estimate if and how the measured values of test under evaluation deviate from the accepted, i.e., true values as established by the control violation sequence.

3. Derive precision measures: Based on the evaluation measures, the precision measures estimate how the measured values spread about the accepted value.
Note the set of accuracy and precision measures proposed in this section is not complete. Since current research has not yet proposed other approaches permitting to evaluate accuracy and precision of test-based evidence production techniques (a comprehensive overview of related work can be found in Chapter 3), it is therefore left to future work to build on the set of evaluation measures proposed hereafter and extend this set as needed.

7.4.1 Basic-Result-Counter

In this section, we describe how to estimate accuracy and precision of a continuous test using the Basic-Result-Counter test metric ($brC$). To that end, the next section describes the evaluation of test results using six evaluation measures. Thereafter, we detail how to use these evaluation measures to compute accuracy and precision measures (Section 7.4.1.2 and 7.4.1.3).

7.4.1.1 Evaluation of test results

Hereafter, we explain how to use the Basic-Result-Counter metric ($brC$) to evaluate a continuous test. To that end, we check whether test results correctly indicated absence or presence of a control violation. Recall that $brC_F$ and $brC_T$ count failed $brF$ and passed test results $brT$, respectively. Furthermore, each test $tsr$ producing a basic test result $br$ starts at $tsr_s$ and ends at $tsr_e$, having a test duration of $tsr_D$.

**True negative basic test result counter ($brC^{TN}$)** A test produces a true negative result if the test fails at a time when a control is violated. More specifically, as shown in Figure 7.3, a $br^{TN}$ is produced if a failing test starts ($tsr^s$) after a control violation event starts ($cve^s$) and the test ends ($tsr^e$) before the event ends ($cve^e$):

$$br^{TN} = cve^s \leq tsr^s \land tsr^e \leq cve^e.$$  

We count any true negative test results observed during the control violation sequence. As a result, we obtain $brC^{TN}$.

![Figure 7.3: True negative basic test result ($br^{TN}$)](image)

**True positive basic test result counter ($brC^{TP}$)** A true positive test result is produced if the test passes at a time when no control is violated. As shown in Figure 7.4, a passing test producing a true positive result starts after the previous control violation event ends and ends before the next control violation event starts:

$$br^{TP} = cve_i^e < tsr^s \land tsr^e < cve_{i+1}^s.$$
There are two special cases: First, a test that passes prior to any control violation event is a true positive. Therefore, any passing test which ends \((tsre)\) before the first violation event starts \((cve^x)\) is a true positive:

\[
brTP = tsr < cve^x_1.
\]

Second, a test that passes after the last control violation event is a true positive test result. This means that any passing test which starts \((tsre)\) after the last control violation event \(j\) ends \((cve^x_j)\) is a true positive:

\[
brTP = cve^x_j < tsr^x.
\]

Any true positive basic test result observed during a control violation sequence is counted using \(brC_TP\).

### False negative basic test result counter \((brCF_N)\)

If a test fails at a time when no control is violated, then the test produces a false negative test result. When comparing Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5, it becomes evident that the definition of a false negative test result is analogous to the definition of a true positive test result. The only difference being that the test result incorrectly fails, indicating a control violation:

\[
brFN = cve^x_i < tsr^x \land tsr^e < cve^x_{i+1}.
\]

Furthermore, similar to true positive results, two special cases have to be considered: First, a test that incorrectly fails prior to any control violation event is a false negative. Therefore, any failing test which ends \((tsre)\) before the first violation event starts \((cve^x_1)\) is a false negative:

\[
brFN = tsr < cve^x_1.
\]

Second, a test that incorrectly fails after the last control violation event is a false negative test result. Thus, any failing test which starts \((tsre)\) after the last control violation event \(j\) ends \((cve^x_j)\) is a false negative:

\[
brFN = cve^x_j < tsr^x.
\]

Any false negative basic test result observed during a control violation sequence is counted using \(brC_FN\).

### False positive basic test result counter \((brCF_P)\)

If a test passes at a time when a control is violated, then the incorrectly passing test produces a false positive result \((brFP)\). The definition of \(brFP\) is similar to a true negative result (see Figure 7.6), only that the test incorrectly passes, that is,

\[
brFP = cve^x \leq tsr^x \land tsr^e \leq cve^e.
\]
Moreover, there is one special case: As shown in Figure 7.7, a passing test may cover one or more control violation events completely, that is,

\[ br^{FP} = cve^e_i < tsr^s_i \land tsr^e_i < cve^s_{i+1} \land cve^e_{i+j} < tsr^e_i \land tsr^e_i < cve^e_{i+j+1}. \]

Counting all false positive results is described by \( br^{FP} \).

**Pseudo true negative basic test result counter (br\(^{PTN} \))** Similar to a true negative test result, a test produces a pseudo true negative result if it fails at a time when a control is violated. However, unlike a \( br^{TN} \), a \( br^{PTN} \) is produced by a test which only partially overlaps with the control violation event. There are two cases of partial overlapping to consider:

1. **Failing test ends during control violation event**: A \( br^{PTN} \) is produced by a failing test which starts \( (tsr^s) \) before the control violation event starts \( (cve^s) \). Further, the test
ends \((tsr^e)\) after the violation events starts \((cve^s)\) and before the control violation ends \((cve^e)\):
\[
br_{PTN} = tsr^s < cve_i^s \land cve_i^s \leq tsr^e \land tsr^e \leq cve_i^e
\]
As an example, consider the following scenario: A test starts measuring available bandwidth of a virtual machine. Only after the test started, the bandwidth of the virtual machine is limited. Therefore, while at the beginning of the test no control was violated, later during the test it was. If the test in total determines that the available bandwidth was insufficient, then the test fails, producing a pseudo true negative result \(br_{PTN}\).

2. Failing test starts during control violation event: A \(br_{PTN}\) is produced by a failing test which starts \((tsr^s)\) after a control violation event starts \((cve^s)\) and starts before the control violation event ends \((cve^e)\). Further, the test only ends \((tsr^e)\) after the violation events ends \((cve^e)\):
\[
br_{PTN} = cve_i^s \leq tsr^s \land tsr^s \leq cve_i^e < tsr^e
\]

While Figure 7.8 shows a \(br_{PTN}\) where a correctly failing test ends during a control violation event, Figure 7.9 depicts the case where a correctly failing test starts during a control violation event. In Figure 7.8 note the dotted line between the start of the test \((tsr^s)\) and the start of the violation event \((cve^s)\). It indicates that a test can cover multiple control violation events. Similarly, in Figure 7.9 the dotted line between the end of the control violation event \((cve^e)\) and the end of the test \((tsr^e)\) illustrates that the test may cover multiple control violation events.

If a test covers multiple \(cve\), then this implies that a test takes longer to complete \((tsrD)\) than the duration of the control violation event \((cveD_i)\), that is, \(tsrD > cveD_i\). This leads to a more general insight: A correctly failing test which completes at \([cve_i^s, cve_i^e]\) and for which \(tsrD > cveD_i\) holds, will always produce a pseudo true negative test result.

![Figure 7.8: Pseudo true negative basic test result \((br_{PTN})\) where the test ends during \(cve\)](image)

Lastly, we use \(br_{CPTN}\) to count any occurrence of pseudo true negative test results.

**Pseudo false positive basic test result counter \((br_{CPP})\)** A test produces a pseudo false positive result if the test partially overlaps with a control violation event but incorrectly passes. Thus, the definition of \(br_{CPP}\) is similar to \(br_{PTN}\) presented in the previous paragraph, the only difference being that the test result is positive. As in the case of a \(br_{PTN}\), a \(br_{CPP}\) can either end during a control violation event or it can start during a control violation event. Furthermore, a \(br_{CPP}\) may cover multiple control violation events. We count the occurrence of pseudo false positive results using \(br_{CPPP}\).
7.4.1.2 Accuracy measures based on brC

The previous paragraph introduced six evaluation measures which are based on the Basic-Result-Counter (brC) and serve to analyze the test results produced by a continuous test under evaluation during a control violation sequence. To summarize:

- True positive basic test result counter (brCTP),
- true negative basic test result counter (brCTN),
- false negative basic test result counter (brCFN),
- false positive basic test result counter (brCPF),
- pseudo true negative basic test result counter (brCPTN), and
- pseudo false positive basic test result counter (brCPF).

As a next step, we use these evaluation measures as input to compute accuracy measures. To that end, we draw on standard accuracy measures used in binary classification described by, e.g., [299], [300] and [301]. Hereafter, we describe which specific measures we selected and how to interpret them to evaluate the accuracy of a test under evaluation.

- **Overall accuracy (oac)**: The measure delineates the ratio between all correctly passed or failed tests (brCTN + brCPTN + brCTP) and all observed test results (brCTN + brCPTN + brCFN + brCTP + brCPF + brCPF). The overall accuracy permits us to evaluate out of all observed test results of a continuous test under evaluation, how many are correct results:

  \[
  oac^{brC} = \frac{(brCTN + brCPTN + brCTP)}{(brCTN + brCPTN + brCFN + brCTP + brCPF + brCPF)}.
  \]

- **True negative rate (tnr)**: This measure describes the proportion of correctly failed tests (brCTN + brCPTN) out of any test that should actually have failed (brCTN + brCPTN + brCPF + brCPF). Using tnr, we can analyze the ability of a continuous test to correctly detect whether a cloud service complies with a control or not:

  \[
  tnr^{brC} = \frac{(brCTN + brCPTN)}{(brCTN + brCPTN + brCPF + brCPF)}.
  \]
• **True positive rate** ($tpr^C$): This measure describes the ratio between correctly passed tests ($brCTP$) and all tests that were expected to pass ($brCTP + brCFN$). It allows us to evaluate how well a continuous test correctly indicates that a cloud service satisfies the control the test aims to check:

$$tpr^C = \frac{brCTP}{brCTP + brCFN}.$$

• **False negative rate** ($fnr^C$): This measure captures the ratio between incorrectly failed tests ($brCFN$) and all tests that were expected to pass ($brCTP + brCFN$). Based on this measure, we can evaluate how often a continuous test incorrectly suggests that a control is not fulfilled by a cloud service:

$$fnr^C = \frac{brCFN}{brCTP + brCFN} = 1 - tpr^C.$$

• **False positive rate** ($fpr^C$): This measure captures the ratio between incorrectly passed tests ($brCFP + brCPFp$) and all observed tests that actually should have failed ($brCTN + brCPtn + brCFP + brCPFp$). It allows us to describe the proportion of a continuous test’s results which incorrectly suggest that a control of a cloud service is fulfilled:

$$fpr^C = \frac{(brCFP + brCPFp)}{(brCTN + brCPtn + brCFP + brCPFp)} = 1 - tnr^C.$$

• **False discovery rate** ($fdr^C$): This measure describes the ratio between incorrectly passed tests ($brCFP + brCPFp$) and all test which passed ($brCFP + brCTP + brCPFp$). This permits us to reason about how often – out of all observed positive test results – a continuous test should have failed, that is, test results incorrectly indicated that a cloud service satisfies a control:

$$fdr^C = \frac{(brCFP + brCPFp)}{(brCFP + brCTP + brCPFp)} = 1 -ppv^C.$$

• **Positive predictive value** ($ppv$): This measure describes the ratio between correctly passed tests ($brCTP$) and all test that passed ($brCTP + brCFP + brCPFp$). Using this measure, we can quantify the proportion of a continuous test results’ within all positive test results which correctly suggest that a cloud service meets a control:

$$ppv^C = \frac{brCTP}{brCTP + brCFP + brCPFp} = 1 - fdr^C.$$

• **False omission rate** ($for$): This measure calculates the ratio between incorrectly failed tests ($brCFN$) and all tests which failed ($brCTN + brCPtn + brCFN$). Thus we can describe the proportion of test results produced by a continuous test that should have passed within all produced test results that failed:

$$for^C = \frac{brCFN}{brCTN + brCPtn + brCFN} = 1 - npv^C.$$
• **Negative predictive value (npv):** This measure captures the ratio between correctly failed tests \(brC^{TN} + brC^{PTN}\) and all tests that failed \(brC^{TN} + brC^{PTN} + brC^{FN}\). This allows us to describe the proportion of results produced by a continuous test which correctly indicate that a cloud service does not meet a control:

\[
npv^{brC} = \frac{(brC^{TN} + brC^{PTN})}{(brC^{TN} + brC^{PTN} + brC^{FN})} = 1 - forC^{brC}.
\]

### 7.4.1.3 Precision measures based on brC

All the accuracy measures which are based on evaluating basic test results \(br\), e.g., true negative rate (tnr), false positive rate (fpr), and negative predictive value (npv) have in common that they are proportions, that is, they give us the fraction of, e.g., correct test results out of any observed test results. This leads to the key idea at this point which is to construct confidence intervals for these proportions, that is, estimate the precision of these accuracy measures using interval estimates.

Consider, as an example, computing a confidence interval of 95% for \(npv^{brC}\). This interval estimate allows us to state that we are 95% confident that the \(npv^{brC}\) of a continuous test under evaluation is contained in the interval. This inference is valid with respect to the definition of the test and the control violation configuration.

Continuing our example for \(npv^{brC}\), we compute this interval estimate with

\[
npv^{brC} \pm z_{95\%} \times se_{npv}
\]

where \(z_{95\%}\) is the value that separates the middle 95% of the area under the standard normal (or \(z\)) distribution, and \(se\) is the standard error which can be estimated with

\[
se_{npv} = \sqrt{\frac{\bar{npv}^{brC} \times (1 - \bar{npv}^{brC})}{n}}.
\]

\(\bar{npv}^{brC}\) is an educated guess of npv proportion in the parent distribution. If no historical information on \(npv^{brC}\) of the parent distribution is available to make an educated guess, then we choose \(\bar{npv}^{brC} = 0.5\) which is the conservative option. Further, \(n\) is the sample size which in our example for \(npv^{brC}\) consists of any basic failed test result used to compute \(npv^{brC}\), that is,

\[
n = brC^{TN} + brC^{PTN} + brC^{FN}.
\]

As stated above, we want to use the standard normal distribution to look up the value for \(z_{95\%}\). This requires the sampling distribution of the proportion to be Gaussian. In order to find the required sample size \(\hat{n}\), we solve the margin of error \(E_{npv}^{95\%} = z_{95\%} \times se\) for the sample size \(\hat{n}\):

\[
\hat{n} = \frac{z_{95\%} \times \bar{npv}^{brC} \times (1 - \bar{npv}^{brC})}{\hat{E}^2}
\]

where \(\hat{E}\) is the desired margin of error.

Recall that in Section [7.3.2] and [7.3.3] we posed the question of how many control violation events \(|V|\) are needed in order to allow for inferring conclusions about the general accuracy of the continuous test under evaluation. Continuing our example for \(npv^{brC}\), finding the required size of \(V\) can be formulated as an optimization problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad |V| \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \hat{n} \leq brC^{TN} + brC^{PTN} + brC^{FN}
\end{align*}
\]

(7.2)
We have to trigger at least as many control violation events $cve$ as are required to observe $\tilde{n}$ test results. Following the above steps, interval estimates for the remaining accuracy measures, that is, $oac^{brC}$, $tnr^{brC}$, $tpr^{brC}$, $fm^{brC}$, $fdr^{brC}$, $ppv^{brC}$, and $for^{brC}$ introduced in Section 7.4.1 can be computed analogously.

### 7.4.2 Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter

This section describes how to estimate the accuracy and precision of a continuous test under evaluation using the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter metric ($fpsC$). To that end, the next section describes the evaluation of test results using three evaluation measures. Thereafter, we detail how to use these evaluation measures to compute accuracy and precision measures (Section 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.2.3).

#### 7.4.2.1 Evaluation of test results

In this section, we explain how we evaluate a continuous test based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter metric ($fpsC$). Recall that $fpsC$ counts the occurrence of Failed-Passed-Sequences ($fps$) which is a special sequence of test results, starting with a failed test and ending with the next passing test (see Section 4.3.5). $fps$ aims at detecting temporal violations of a control, that is, control violation events that persist for some time. In order to evaluate the results of a continuous test, we check if and how any $fps$ overlaps with control violation events $cve$.

**True negative $fps$ ($fps^{TN}$)** A $fps$ which consists of only correct basic test results, that is, true negative test results ($b^{TN}$), pseudo true negative test results ($b^{PTN}$) and one final true positive test result ($b^{TP}$). $fps^{TN}$ starts ($fps^{s}$) after the previous control violation event ends ($cve^{e}_{i-1}$) and starts before the next control violation event ends ($cve^{e}_{i}$). Furthermore, the $fps^{TN}$ ends ($fps^{e}$) only after the next control violation ends ($cve^{e}_{i+1}$). Thus, we define a true negative $fps$ as follows:

$$fps^{TN} = cve^{e}_{i-1} \leq fps^{s} \land fps^{s} \leq cve^{e}_{i} \land cve^{e}_{i} < fps^{e}.$$  

Note that a $fps^{TN}$ can cover multiple $cve$. Figure 7.10 shows an example of a true negative $fps$ whose first failed test produced a pseudo true negative result ($b^{PTN}$) which starts at $tsr^{j}$. This $fps^{TN}$ covers two control violation events, that is, $cve_{i}$ and $cve_{i+1}$. We use $fps^{CTN}$ to count the number of $fps^{TN}$ which were observed during a control violation sequence.

![Figure 7.10: True negative Failed-Passed-Sequence ($fps^{TN}$)](image)

Furthermore, note that a true negative $fps$ which detects the first control violation event during experimental evaluation is a special case: If no previous $cve$ exists, then the following,
simplified definition of \( f ps^{TN} \) is applied:

\[
f ps^{TN} = f ps^s \leq c ve_i^e \land c ve_i^e < f ps^e.
\]

**False negative \( f ps^{FN} \)**  A \( f ps \) which consists of at least one incorrect basic test result, i.e., false negative test results (\( br^{FN} \)) or false positive test result (\( br^{FP} \)) or both. The simplest variant of a \( f ps^{FN} \) is observed if any failed basic test results are false negatives and only the last test passes correctly. In this case, the \( f ps \) starts after the last cve ends (\( c ve_i^e \)) and ends (\( f ps^e \)) before the next cve starts (\( c ve_{i+1}^s \)):

\[
f ps^{FN} = c ve_i^e < f ps^s \land f ps^e < c ve_{i+1}^e.
\]

Figure 7.11 shows this basic version of a \( f ps^{FN} \). \( f ps^{FN} \) counts all occurrence of \( f ps^{FN} \) observed during a control violation sequence. Yet false negative \( f ps \) can also contain true negative basic test results. This is the case if after a cve ended and before the next cve starts, that is, no control is violated, basic results still incorrectly indicate a control violation. Figure 7.12 shows an example of this error: After the control violation event cve \( e_i \) ended at cve \( e_i \) and before the next cve starts at cve \( e_{i+1} \), the test tsr \( j+1 \) produces a false negative test result at tsr \( e_{j+1} \).

Figure 7.12: False negative Failed-Passed-Sequence (\( f ps^{FN} \)) with true negative and false negative basic test result (\( br^{TN} \) & \( br^{FN} \))

Complementary indicators of the presence of \( f ps^{FN} \) are the false omission rate (\( f or^{brC} \)) and negative predictive value (\( npv^{brC} \)). These accuracy measures are calculated based on basic test results (see Section 7.4.1.2). The more incorrect negative basic test results are observed during evaluation of a continuous test, the higher \( f or^{brC} \) and the lower \( npv^{brC} \).

Lastly, the last test of a \( f ps^{FN} \) can be a false positive, i.e., the last test result incorrectly suggests that the cloud service satisfies a control. Figure 7.13 shows one example of this error: After a test correctly failed at tsr \( e_{j+1} \), the next test incorrectly passes while the control is still violated, thereby producing a false positive test result (\( br^{FP} \)) at tsr \( e_{j+2} \). As a complementary
Figure 7.13: False negative Failed-Passed-Sequence ($fps^{FN}$) with false positive basic test result ($br^{FP}$)

means to analyze this type of error, we can make use of the positive predictive value ($ppv^{brC}$) and false discovery rate ($fdr^{brC}$) introduced in Section 7.4.1.2. The more incorrect positive basic test results are observed, the higher $fdr^{brC}$ and the lower $ppv^{brC}$.

**False positive $fps$ ($fps^{FP}$)** A $fps$ indicates that a cloud service does not satisfy a control over time. Therefore, if a control violation event is *not* detected by a continuous test, then this is considered a false positive $fps$. Figure 7.14 illustrates a $cve$ that starts after the last $fps$ ended ($fps^e$) and ends before the next $fps$ starts ($fps^{s}_{j+1}$):

$$fps^{FP} = fps^e_j < cve^e < fps^{s}_{j+1}.$$  

We use $fps^{FP}$ to count occurrences of $fps^{FP}$ during a control violation sequence.

Figure 7.14: False positive $fps$

### 7.4.2.2 Accuracy measures based on $fpsC$

The previous paragraphs introduced three evaluation measures which are derived from the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter ($fpsC$):

- True negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter ($fps^{TN}$),
- false negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter ($fps^{FN}$) and
- false positive Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter ($fps^{FP}$).

Next, we are going to use these evaluation measures to calculate accuracy measures. Analogous to the accuracy measures based on $brC$ introduced in Section 7.4.1.2, we draw on standard measures used in binary classification. The following paragraphs explain which measures we selected and how these measures can be used to interpret the accuracy of a continuous test under evaluation to identify temporal violations of controls.
• **True negative rate** (tnr): This measure describes the ratio between correctly detected control violation events ($f_{psC}^{TN}$) and all control violation events that were triggered, that is, which could have been detected ($f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FP}$):

\[
\text{tnr}_{f_{psC}} = \frac{f_{psC}^{TN}}{f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FP}} = 1 - f_{pr}_{f_{psC}}.
\]

$tnr_{f_{psC}}$ allows us to evaluate how well a continuous test works in detecting intervals when a control is not satisfied by a cloud service.

• **False positive rate** (fpr): This measure captures how many control violation events were not detected ($f_{psC}^{FP}$) out of all control violation events that could have been detected ($f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FP}$):

\[
f_{pr}_{f_{psC}} = \frac{f_{psC}^{FP}}{f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FP}} = 1 - \text{tnr}_{f_{psC}}.
\]

Based on $f_{pr}_{f_{psC}}$, we can describe the proportion of how many control violation events were missed by the continuous test under evaluation. It is the percentage of how many times the continuous test failed to indicate that a control is not satisfied by a cloud service.

• **False omission rate** (for): This measure describes the ratio of incorrectly detected control violation events ($f_{psC}^{FN}$) and all control violation events that a continuous test indicated ($f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FN}$):

\[
\text{for}_{f_{psC}} = \frac{f_{psC}^{FN}}{f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FN}} = 1 - \text{npv}_{f_{psC}}.
\]

Using $\text{for}_{f_{psC}}$, we can make statements about how often a continuous test incorrectly suggested that a cloud service did not comply with a control for some time out of all detected control violation events.

• **Negative predictive value** (npv): This measure describes the ratio between any correctly detected control violation event ($f_{psC}^{TN}$) and all detected control violation events ($f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FN}$):

\[
\text{npv}_{f_{psC}} = \frac{f_{psC}^{TN}}{f_{psC}^{TN} + f_{psC}^{FN}} = 1 - \text{for}_{f_{psC}}.
\]

On the basis of $\text{npv}_{f_{psC}}$, we can evaluate how many times a continuous test correctly indicated a control violation event out of all control violation events that the continuous test’s results suggested.

### 7.4.2.3 Precision measures based on $f_{psC}$

Analogous to the accuracy measures derived from basic test results, the accuracy measures $tnr_{f_{psC}}, f_{pr}_{f_{psC}}, f_{or}_{f_{psC}}$ and $\text{npv}_{f_{psC}}$ are proportions. Therefore, we can apply the same idea proposed in the previous section to calculate interval estimates for $tnr_{f_{psC}}, f_{pr}_{f_{psC}}, f_{or}_{f_{psC}}$ and $\text{npv}_{f_{psC}}$ to infer statements about the general accuracy of a continuous test based on $f_{psC}$. 
There is one important difference: When determining the required number of control violation events \(|V|\), we now have to trigger at least as many control violation events \(|V|\) as are needed to observe \(\tilde{n}\) _fp_. As an example, consider we want to construct a confidence interval for \(tn_{\text{fpsC}}\). The sample size \(n\) for \(tn_{\text{fpsC}}\) consists of any control violation event that should have been detected, that is,

\[
n = fp_{\text{fpsC}}^{TN} + fp_{\text{fpsC}}^{FP}.
\]

The corresponding optimization problem to find the required sample size \(\tilde{n}\) for \(tn_{\text{fpsC}}\) thus can be formulated like this:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad |V| \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \tilde{n} \leq fp_{\text{fpsC}}^{TN} + fp_{\text{fpsC}}^{FP}
\end{align*}
\]

(7.3)

Following the approach described above, the precision estimates for the remaining three accuracy measures \(f_{\text{pr}}^{\text{fpsC}}, f_{\text{or}}^{\text{fpsC}}\) and \(np_{\text{fpsC}}\) introduced in the previous paragraph can be computed analogously.

### 7.4.3 Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration

This section describes how to estimate the accuracy and precision of a continuous test based on results produced by the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration test metric (\(fpsD\)). We begin with describing different types of errors that an \(fpsD\) can make when attempting to determine the duration, start and end of a control violation event. Thereafter, we explain how we use these evaluation measures to estimate the accuracy and precision based on \(fpsD\) (Section 7.4.3.2 and 7.4.3.3).

#### 7.4.3.1 Evaluation of test results

The following paragraphs describe how to evaluate a continuous test based on results produced by the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration test metric (\(fpsD\)). Recall that \(fpsD\) captures the time (e.g., in milliseconds) between the start of the first failed test (\(fps^e\)), i.e., first element of a \(fps\), and the start of the next subsequent passed test (\(fps^e\)), i.e., last element of a \(fps\) (see Section 4.3.5).

**Duration error of true negative \(fpsD\) (\(efpsD^{TN}\))** Having observed a true negative \(fps\), we compute the difference between the duration of the \(fps\), i.e., \(fpsD = fps^e - fps^e\) and the duration \(cveD\) of any control violation events which is covered by the \(fps\). Figure 7.15 shows that a \(fps^{TN}\) can cover multiple \(cve\). Yet it can, at most, cover all \(cve\) contained in the control violation sequence \(V\):

\[
efpsD^{TN} = fpsD^{TN} - \sum_{i=1}^{V} cveD_i.
\]

Note that we do not calculate the absolute difference between \(fpsD\) and covered \(cveD\). This allows us to evaluate whether a \(fpsD\) overestimates or underestimates the duration of a control violation event: If \(efpsD^{TN} > 0\), then the \(fpsD\) overestimates the duration of covered control violation events (Figure 7.15). Furthermore, if \(efpsD^{TN} < 0\), the \(fpsD\) underestimates the duration of covered control violation events (Figure 7.16). Naturally, if
Figure 7.15: True negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration \( (fps^{TN}) \) which overestimates total duration of \( cve_i \) and \( cve_{i+1} \).

\[ efps^{TN} = 0, \text{ the } fpsD \text{ and the duration of the covered control violation events coincide perfectly.} \]

Furthermore, we calculate the relative error that a \( fps \) makes when estimating the duration of \( i \) covered control violation events. To that end, we compute

\[
efps_{rel}^{TN} = \frac{|efps^{TN}|}{\sum_{i=1}^{\text{\# violations}} cveD_i}.
\]

Figure 7.16: True negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration \( (fps^{TN}) \) which underestimates duration of \( cve_i \).

**Pre-duration error of true negative fpsD** \( (efps^{TN}_{pre}) \) Up to this point, our error definition focused on the estimated duration of control violation events which is provided by a true negative \( fpsD \). However, as Figure 7.17 illustrates, the start of a \( fps^{TN} \) which estimates the start of the control violation event can be inaccurate, that is, \( cve^s < fps^s \). Capturing this error, we compute the difference between the start of a \( fps \), i.e., the start of the first failed test which detected a control violation event \( (fps^s) \), and the start of the control violation event \( (cve^s) \):

\[
efps^{TN}_{pre} = fps^s - cve^s.
\]

If \( eps^{TN}_{pre} > 0 \), then the \( fps \) starts only after the \( cve \) starts. Note that this implies that the first failed test of the \( fps^{TN} \) produced a true negative test result \( (br^{TN}) \). Furthermore, if \( eps^{TN}_{pre} < 0 \), then the \( fps \) starts before the \( cve \) starts. This implies that the first test produced a pseudo true negative test result \( (br^{PTN}) \).

**Post-duration error on true negative fpsD** \( (efps^{TN}_{post}) \) Recall that the last basic test result of a true negative \( fps \) is always a true positive basic test result. Therefore, a \( fps^{TN} \) by definition only ends after the control violation event ends. Figure 7.17 shows \( eps^{TN}_{post} \).
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Figure 7.17: True negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration \((fpsD^{TN})\) with \(e_{fpsD}^{TN}_\text{pre} > 0\) and \(e_{fpsD}^{TN}_\text{post} > 0\)

that is, the resulting error which the last test result of a \(fpsD^{TN}\) makes when determining the end of a control violation event. In order to describe this error, we compute the difference between the end of a control violation event (\(cve^e\)) and the end of the \(fps\), that is, the start of the last test which passed:

\[
e_{fpsD}^{TN}_\text{post} = fps^e - cve^e.
\]

**Duration error of false negative \(fpsD\) \((e_{fpsD}^{FN})\)** If a false negative \(fps\) is observed, then we consider the entire duration of that \(fps\) to be erroneous since it incorrectly indicates a duration of a control violation event. Figure 7.18 shows a \(fpsD^{FN}\), it is defined as follows:

\[
e_{fpsD}^{FN} = fps^e - fps^s.
\]

Figure 7.18: False negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration \((fpsD^{FN})\)

**Duration error of false positive \(fpsD\) \((e_{fpsD}^{FP})\)** If we observe that a control violation event is not detected by a \(fps\) at all, then we treat this missed \(cve\) as a false positive \(fps\). Consequently, the duration of a false positive \(fps\) is simply the duration of the missed control violation event (see Figure 7.19):

\[
e_{fpsD}^{FP} = cve^e - cve^s.
\]

7.4.3.2 Accuracy measures based on \(e_{fpsD}\)

In the previous section, we introduced five error types which are derived from the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration \((fpsD)\) test metric:
Figure 7.19: False positive Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsDFP)

- Duration error of true negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD_{TN}),
- pre-duration error of true negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD_{pre}^{TN}),
- post-duration error of true negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD_{post}^{TN}),
- duration error of false negative Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD_{FN}), and
- duration error of false positive Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD_{FP}).

When evaluating a continuous test, we may observe instances of any of the above errors. We treat observations of each type of error on fpsD as separate distributions. Therefore, after having run a control violation sequence and the continuous test under evaluation, we expect to obtain at most five distributions. Note that, in practice, a continuous test may not produce any incorrect test results, i.e., neither br_{FN} nor br_{FP}. In these cases, we will not observe any instances of fpsD_{FN}. Further, a continuous test may not miss any control violation events, thus no fpsD_{FP} is produced either. However, a continuous test not making any error on estimating the total duration, the start and the end of any control violation event is rather unlikely. The reason for this is that not observing any instance of fpsD_{TN}, fpsD_{pre}^{TN}, or fpsD_{post}^{TN} requires the continuous test to always perfectly estimate duration, start and end of any control violation event. Therefore, we can expect to observe at least three distributions after having evaluated a continuous test’s results based on fpsD, i.e., fpsD^{TN}, fpsD_{pre}^{TN} and fpsD_{post}^{TN}.

In order to estimate the accuracy of a continuous test when measuring temporal violations of controls (e.g., in milliseconds), we compute the arithmetic mean (\bar{x}) for each of the observed distributions. \bar{x} sums the values of a type of error and divides the result by the number of instances of that error type observed during evaluation of the continuous test. For example, in order to calculate the arithmetic mean for fpsD^{TN}, we add any instances of fpsD_{p}^{TN} contained in the sequence EFPSD^{TN} and divide by the number of elements in EFPSD^{TN}:

\bar{x}^{TN} = \frac{fpsD_{1}^{TN} + fpsD_{2}^{TN} + \cdots + fpsD_{i}^{TN}}{|EFPSD^{TN}|}

Using \bar{x}_{p}^{TN}, we can describe the average error a fpsD^{TN} makes when estimating the duration of a control violation event. Calculation and interpretation of the remaining four error types is analogous.

As a complementary measure to the arithmetic mean, we also compute the median (\hat{x}) which is the middle value of an ordered list, that is, the middle values of the ordered list of measured values. The median is helpful when values of, e.g., EFPSD_{pre}^{TN} do not increase arithmetically, that is, if the difference between consecutive values of the sequence is not constant. Consider, as an example, having observed EFPSD_{pre}^{TN} = \langle -8, -5, 10 \rangle. The mean is \bar{x}_{pre}^{TN} = -1 while median tells us \hat{x}_{pre}^{TN} = -5.
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Describing the precision of a continuous test under evaluation, we compute the following statistics:

- **Standard deviation (sd)**: Measures the dispersion of values within a distribution. Continuing our example from the previous paragraph, the standard deviation of the values in \( EFPSD_{TN} \) tells us how far values spread around its mean:

\[
sd_{TN} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{|EFPSD_{TN}|} \sum_{i=1}^{\bar{x}_{TN}} (efpsD_{i}^{TN} - \bar{x}_{TN})^2}
\]

Using \( sd \), we can describe the variation of the different types of error which a continuous test makes when measuring the duration of control violation events. Furthermore, we will also use \( sd \) to compute the standard error of the mean which is needed to calculate confidence intervals which is explained in the following paragraph.

- **Confidence Interval for the sample mean**: We presented five types of errors a \( fpsD \) may make when measuring the duration of a control violation event, e.g., \( efpsD_{TN} \) and \( efpsDFP \). For each of these error types, we compute the mean \( \bar{x} \) of the observed distribution as an accuracy measure. In order to make a statement about the precision of a continuous test, the core idea here is to construct a confidence interval for each mean.

As an example, consider \( efpsD_{TN} \), i.e., the mean error that a continuous test makes when determining the duration of a control violation event: A confidence interval on this mean allows statements such as we are 99\% confident that the average error of a continuous test – with respect to the test defined and control violation configuration – makes when estimating the duration of a control violation event is contained in the interval. We compute this estimate with

\[
\bar{x}_{TN} \pm t_{0.99\%} \times se_{\bar{x}}
\]

where \( t_{0.99\%} \) is the value that separates the middle 99\% of the area under the \( t \)-Distribution and \( se \) is the standard error which can be estimated with

\[
se_{\bar{x}} = \frac{sd_{TN}}{\sqrt{n}}.
\]

In our example, the sample size \( n \) is the number of observed true negative \( fps \) and \( sd \) is the standard deviation. In order to determine the required sample size \( \tilde{n} \), the desired margin of error \( E \) is solved for the sample size \( \tilde{n} \), that is,

\[
\tilde{n} = \frac{\sigma^2 \times t_{0.99\%}^2}{E^2}
\]

where \( \sigma^2 \) is an educated guess of the population variance based on initial samples of \( efpsD_{TN} \) or historical values.

Inferring statements about the general accuracy of a continuous test based on the mean of, e.g., \( \bar{x}_{TN} \) requires triggering a minimum number of control violation events. In
our example for $efpsD^{TN}$, we find the minimum size of $V$ by solving the following optimization problem:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad |V| \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \tilde{n} \leq fpsD^{TN}.
\end{align*}$$ (7.5)

We need to trigger at least as many control violation events as are needed to observe $\tilde{n}$. Using these steps, interval estimates for the means of $efpsD^{TN}_{pre}$, $efpsD^{TN}_{post}$, $efpsD^{FN}$, and $efpsD^{FP}$ can be computed analogously.

As a complementary measure, we also compute the minimum and maximum ($min$ & $max$), that is, the smallest and largest value for any type of error that was observed during evaluation of a continuous test. Using these statistics, we can describe the most extreme errors that a continuous test makes when measuring duration of control violation events. Furthermore, comparing $min$ and $max$ to the standard deviation can help to identify whether the test results produced during evaluation contain outliers.

### 7.4.4 Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration

This section describes how to determine the accuracy of a continuous test based on the Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration test metric ($cfpsD$). Hereafter, we first introduce three evaluation measures $efpsD^{TN}$, $efpsD^{FN}$, and $efpsD^{FP}$ which are computed based on $fpsD^{TN}$, $fpsD^{FN}$, and $fpsD^{FP}$, respectively. Thereafter, we explain how these evaluation measures are used to estimate the accuracy of a continuous test under evaluation.

#### 7.4.4.1 Evaluation of test results

This section describes how, based on the Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration test metric ($cfpsD$), a continuous test can be evaluated. Recall that this metric accumulates the value of any $fpsD$ (e.g., in milliseconds) observed within a specified period of time, thus allowing to determine whether a cloud service satisfies a control with temporal constraints within that period (see Section 4.3.3).

**True negative $cfpsD$ ($cfpsD^{TN}$)** Each value of a true negative $fpsD$ observed during evaluation of the continuous test is added, i.e.,

$$cfpsD^{TN} = fpsD^{TN}_1 + fpsD^{TN}_2 + \cdots + fpsD^{TN}_i.$$

This measure tells us the total measured duration of correctly detected control violation events.

**False negative $cfpsD$ ($cfpsD^{FN}$)** This evaluation measure holds the sum of any false negative $fpsD$ which was produced by the continuous test under evaluation:

$$cfpsD^{FN} = fpsD^{FN}_1 + fpsD^{FN}_2 + \cdots + fpsD^{FN}_i.$$

We can use $cfpsD^{FN}$ to capture the total measured duration of control violation events which the continuous test incorrectly indicated.
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**False positive cfpsD (cfpsD_{FP})** The sum of any false positive cfpsD which was produced by the continuous test under evaluation is computed by this measure, that is,

\[ \text{cfpsD}_{FP} = \text{cfpsD}_{1}^{FP} + \text{cfpsD}_{2}^{FP} + \cdots + \text{cfpsD}_{i}^{FP}. \]

Using \( \text{cfpsD}_{FP} \), we can describe the total duration of control violation events that were *not* detected by the continuous test under evaluation.

### 7.4.4.2 Accuracy measures based on cfpsD

The previous three paragraphs introduced three evaluation measures:

- True negative Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD_{TN})
- False negative Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD_{FN}), and
- False positive Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD_{FP}).

In order to determine the overall accuracy of a continuous test within a predefined period of time, that is, from start to end of the control violation sequence, we introduce the following three accuracy measures:

- **Duration error of true negative cfpsD (ecfpsD_{TN})**: We compute the difference between the cumulative duration of true negative cfpsD and the total duration of any control violation event \( cve \in V \):

\[ \text{ecfpsD}_{TN} = \text{cfpsD}_{TN} - \sum_{i=1}^{[V]} cveD_i. \]

The accuracy measure \( \text{ecfpsD}_{TN} \) allows us to describe whether a continuous test overestimates or underestimates the accumulated duration of control violations within a specified period of time. If the continuous test overestimates the duration of the control violation events, then \( \text{ecfpsD}_{TN} > 0 \). Otherwise, if the continuous test underestimates the duration of the control violation events, then \( \text{ecfpsD}_{TN} < 0 \). Lastly, if \( \text{ecfpsD}_{TN} = 0 \), then the duration measured by the continuous test perfectly corresponds to the total duration of control violation events.

Furthermore, we compute the ratio between \( \text{ecfpsD}_{TN} \) and the total duration of all \( i \) control violation events contained in \( V \), that is,

\[ \text{ecfpsD}_{TN, rel} = \frac{|\text{ecfpsD}_{TN}|}{\sum_{i=1}^{[V]} cveD_i}. \]

Using \( \text{ecfpsD}_{TN, rel} \), we can describe the relative measurement error that a continuous test makes when estimating the accumulated time during which a cloud service does not comply with a control.

- **Duration error of false negative cfpsD (ecfpsD_{FN})**: The total duration of false negative cfpsD that a continuous test suggested is identical to the duration error of false negative cfpsD, that is, \( \text{cfpsD}_{FN} = \text{ecfpsD}_{FN} \). However, the absolute total duration of a continuous test incorrectly indicating temporary control violation provides...
only limited information because it lacks context. Therefore, we also calculate the ratio between $ec \, fpsD_{FN}$ and the total amount of time during which the continuous test indicated that the cloud service does not satisfy a control ($ec \, fpsD_{FN} + ec \, fpsD_{TN}$):

$$ec \, fpsD_{FN \, rel} = \frac{ec \, fpsD_{FN}}{(ec \, fpsD_{FN} + ec \, fpsD_{TN})}.$$ 

Based on $ec \, fpsD_{FN \, rel}$, we can make statements about the proportion of detected temporary control violation events which – out of the total duration of control violation events – was incorrect.

- **Duration error of false positive $fpsD$** ($ec \, fpsD_{FP}$): The total duration of false positive $fpsD$ is the same as the duration error of false positive $fpD$, i.e., $fpsD_{FP} = ec \, fpsD_{FP}$. Yet $ec \, fpsD_{FP}$ as an absolute value only tells us the total amount of time where we expected the continuous test to detect temporary control violation events but it did not. In order to be able to assess the meaning of $ec \, fpsD_{FP}$, we have to relate it to the total duration of control violation events:

$$ec \, fpsD_{FP \, rel} = \frac{fpsD_{FP}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} cveD_i}.$$ 

We can use $ec \, fpsD_{FP \, rel}$ to describe the proportion of the duration of control violation events which remained undetected in total.

### 7.4.4.3 Precision measures based on $fpsD$

According to our definition of precision in Section 7.1.2, precision refers to closeness of agreement between successively measured values which implies that precision measures need at least two measured values as input. Since $ec \, fpsD_{FN}$, $ec \, fpsD_{FN}$, and $ec \, fpsD_{FP}$ are exactly calculated once after experimental evaluation of a continuous test, we cannot apply the concept of precision using $fpsD$.

### 7.5 Example evaluation of continuous test results

In this section, we present three scenarios in which we apply our method introduced in the previous sections to evaluate and compare continuous test results. In the next section, we describe the components of our experimental setup. Thereafter, we present three scenarios in which cloud service providers seek to evaluate tests to support continuous certification of cloud services according to controls related to the properties availability and security.

#### 7.5.1 Setup and environment

In this section, we describe the experimental setup which we use to evaluate results produced by the continuous tests. We begin with the cloud services which are subject to testing. Then we outline the control violation framework which is used to manipulate properties of the cloud services under test so that they violate one or more controls (Section 7.5.1.2) as well as the continuous tests’ implementations (Section 7.5.1.3). Finally, we introduce the evaluation engine (Section 7.5.1.4) which computes the accuracy and precision measures presented in Section 7.4.
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7.5.1.1 Cloud services under test

We test instances of IaaS which are provided by OpenStack Mitaka\(^{12}\) (IaaS\(^{OS}\)). Each test presented in Section 7.5.2, 7.5.3 and 7.5.4 is executed on an individual instance of IaaS\(^{OS}\). In total, three virtual machines are used each of equipped with 2 VCPUs and 4 GB RAM and running Ubuntu 16.04 server. Furthermore, all three instances are attached to the same tenant network. The two instances which are used to continuously test security communication configuration (Section 7.5.3) and secure interface configuration (Section 7.5.4) are additionally running an Apache\(^{13}\) web server and a MongoDB\(^{14}\) database which we refer to as SaaS\(^{OS}\) and PaaS\(^{OS}\), respectively.

7.5.1.2 Control violation framework

In order to trigger control violation events, we developed a lightweight framework in Java which allows to continuously manipulate properties of a cloud service under test as described in Section 7.3.1. The framework is extensible, that is, novel control violations can be added. Furthermore, multiple control violation sequences can be executed concurrently.

The framework persists each control violation event including start and end time of each event, event duration and current iteration. This data establishes the ground truth which is later used by the evaluation engine (see Section 7.5.1.4) to evaluate the accuracy and precision of continuous test results. The control violation framework is deployed on a designated virtual machine. This machine is attached to the identical tenant network as IaaS\(^{OS}\), PaaS\(^{OS}\), and SaaS\(^{OS}\).

7.5.1.3 Continuous testing framework

Tests are implemented following the framework introduced in Chapter 4. The tests are deployed on an external host, attached to a different network than the cloud services under test.

7.5.1.4 Evaluation engine

This component is responsible for computation of accuracy and precision measures described in Section 7.4 as well as test and control violation statistics. To that end, we employ the Apache Commons Math library. The evaluation engine is implemented in Java and is hosted locally on a personal computer and uses the control violation sequence’s data and produced test results as input.

7.5.2 Continuously testing availability

In this scenario, we consider a cloud service provider who seeks to certify controls related to the property availability. As already described in Section 5.2.2.1 examples of cloud-specific controls which can be related to the availability of cloud service components are RB-02 Capacity management – monitoring of the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (BSI C5)\(^{11}\), IVS-04 of the Cloud Control Matrix (CCM)\(^{22}\) as well as A.12.1.3 Capacity management of ISO/IEC 27001:2013\(^{24}\).


The provider wants to select a continuous test which overestimates the duration of detected violations of the availability of cloud service components as little as possible. As a consequence, the number of false negative test results which a test produces incorrectly indicating an availability related control violation should be kept to a minimum.

7.5.2.1 Alternative continuous tests

The cloud provider has the following three candidates of continuous tests to choose from:

- **PingTest**: Pings *IaaS*OS* where each test sends ten ECHO_REQUEST packets, thereby repeatedly measures round trip times on the Internet Layer using ICMP packets. A test passes if the returned round trip time *(rtt)* satisfies the following two assertions: assert_rtt_avg < 20ms and assert_rtt_sd < 10ms.

- **TCPTest**: Sends TCP segments to determine whether *IaaS*OS* is available. We use *Nping*\(^{115}\) to implement this test which sends five probes per test. A single test passes if the average response time and the maximum response time of probes are not greater than 75 and 100 ms, respectively.

- **SSHTest**: Connects to *IaaS*OS* via SSH and then test the session using an *SSH_MSG_CHANNEL_REQUEST*. We use the *Trilead SSH2*\(^{116}\) library to establish a SSH connection. A single test passes if no I/O exception is thrown during connection establishment and session testing.

The interval of *PingTest*, **TCPTest** and **SSHTest** is configured to 60 seconds, that is, the next test started 60 seconds after the previous one completed. Further, there is no additional offset between test executions and the number of successive iterations is set to infinity. Note that only test results produced during the control violation sequence are considered for the evaluation.

7.5.2.2 Control violation configuration

We trigger 1000 downtimes of *IaaS*OS* for each of the three candidate tests. Each downtime event lasted at least 60 seconds plus selecting [0, 30] seconds at random *(cvED)*. Furthermore, the interval between two downtime events is at least 120 seconds plus selecting [0, 60] seconds at random *(cvEW)*.

Table 7.1 provides an overview of the three different control violation sequences used to evaluate *PingTest*, **TCPTest**, and **SSHTest**. To that end, the total downtime *(ccvED)*, the mean duration of each downtime *(cveD)* and standard deviation *(sdvED)* for each control violation sequence *V* is shown.

7.5.2.3 Test statistics

The results of *PingTest*, **TCPTest**, and **SSHTest** are summarized in Table 7.2. These include the results observed for each of the universal test metrics brC, fpsC, fpsD and cfpsD which were introduced in Section 4.3.5. Furthermore, we also include the total number of executed tests *(tsrC)* as well as the mean *(ttsr)*, standard deviation *(stdtsr)*, min *(mintsr)* and max *(maxtsr)* duration of tests.


### 7.5 Example evaluation of continuous test results

#### Table 7.1: Summary of control violation statistics for PingTest, TCPTest, and SSHTest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence statistic (sec)</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{v}$</td>
<td>75.10</td>
<td>75.54</td>
<td>75.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>75.11</td>
<td>75.54</td>
<td>75.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_d$</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>8.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$min$</td>
<td>60.17</td>
<td>60.38</td>
<td>60.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$max$</td>
<td>90.33</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>92.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.5.2.4 Accuracy and precision of PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest

This section presents the accuracy and precision of PingTest, TCPTest as well as SSHTest observed during evaluation.

**Accuracy and precision based on Basic-Result-Counter ($brC$)**

Table 7.3 shows the results of evaluating PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest based on the Basic-Result-Counter ($brC$) test metric. Recall that in our scenario, the cloud service provider desires a continuous test which produces as little as possible false negative results. Therefore, we select those accuracy and precision measures to evaluate PingTest, TCPTest, and SSHTest which take false negative basic results ($brCFN$) into account. These include (for definition of the measures see Section 7.4.1.2 and 7.4.1.3): Overall accuracy ($oac^{brC}$), false negative rate ($fnr^{brC}$), false omission rate ($for^{brC}$) and negative predictive value ($npv^{brC}$). For improved readability, these measures are highlight in Table 7.3.

TCPTest has the highest overall accuracy (97.52%) while SSHTest has the lowest (80.13%). Yet SSHTest has a perfect false negative rate ($fnr$), a perfect false omission rate ($for$) and a perfect negative predictive value ($npv$). The reason for this is that SSHTest did not produce any false negative basic test results during the evaluation (Table 7.2). Thus, if the cloud provider was only to rely on the accuracy and precision derived from the $brC$ test metric, then the provider would select SSHTest.

**Accuracy and precision based on Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter ($fpsC$)**

The results of evaluating PingTest, TCPTest, and SSHTest based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter ($fpsC$) are presented in Table 7.4. As already mentioned above, in our scenario, the cloud provider is interested in the continuous test which produces the lowest number of false negative results. In context of accuracy and precision measures derived from $fpsC$, we thus select false omission rate ($for^{fpsC}$) and negative predictive value ($npv^{fpsC}$) – introduced in Section 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.2.3 – because both consider false negative $fps$.

PingTest has the best evaluation results since it has the highest negative predictive value (99.69%) and the lowest false omission rate (0.31%). Furthermore, SSHTest has the worst results since it has the lowest $npv$ (97.9%) and the highest $for$ (2.1%). The reason for this evaluation result of SSHTest can easily be observed in Table 7.2. SSHTest produced the highest number of false negative $fps$ during evaluation. Therefore, if the cloud provider was to only rely on accuracy and precision derived from the $fpsC$ test metric, then the provider would select PingTest.
Table 7.2: Summary of test statistics of PingTest, TCPTest, and SSHTest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_{srC} )</td>
<td>3153</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td>2491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{tsr} )</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>30.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd_{tsr} )</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>44.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min_{tsr} )</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max_{tsr} )</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>127.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>brC</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( br_{CTP} )</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>2316</td>
<td>1488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( br_{CFP} )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( br_{CTN} )</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>1067</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( br_{CFN} )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( br_{PTN} )</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( br_{PFP} )</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fpsC</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f_{psCTN} )</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{psCFN} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{psCFP} )</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fpsD</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{TN} )</td>
<td>81.22</td>
<td>75.13</td>
<td>176.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd_{fpsDTN} )</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>23.51</td>
<td>61.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( median_{fpsDTN} )</td>
<td>79.10</td>
<td>65.08</td>
<td>187.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min_{fpsDTN} )</td>
<td>69.02</td>
<td>64.06</td>
<td>123.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max_{fpsDTN} )</td>
<td>158.27</td>
<td>130.29</td>
<td>561.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{FN} )</td>
<td>98.79</td>
<td>122.17</td>
<td>187.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd_{FN} )</td>
<td>43.02</td>
<td>50.31</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( median_{fpsDFN} )</td>
<td>79.10</td>
<td>129.18</td>
<td>187.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min_{fpsDFN} )</td>
<td>69.12</td>
<td>65.03</td>
<td>187.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max_{fpsDFN} )</td>
<td>148.13</td>
<td>194.35</td>
<td>187.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{FP} )</td>
<td>63.74</td>
<td>62.98</td>
<td>73.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd_{FP} )</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>8.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( median_{fpsDFP} )</td>
<td>63.40</td>
<td>61.43</td>
<td>72.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min_{fpsDFP} )</td>
<td>60.37</td>
<td>60.04</td>
<td>60.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max_{fpsDFP} )</td>
<td>69.66</td>
<td>75.43</td>
<td>92.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cfpsD</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( TN )</td>
<td>78378.36</td>
<td>73481.13</td>
<td>82362.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( FN )</td>
<td>296.37</td>
<td>1099.50</td>
<td>1872.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( FP )</td>
<td>2103.27</td>
<td>818.69</td>
<td>38319.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.5 Example evaluation of continuous test results

**Accuracy and precision based on Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD)** When evaluating PingTest, TCPTest, and SSHTest based on Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD) test metric, we obtain the results shown in Table 7.5. On average, PingTest produces true negative fps with the lowest relative error (e_fpsD_TN) when estimating the duration of a downtime event (13.22%), followed by TCPTest (19.77%) and SSHTest (26.27%). Therefore, if we were to focus solely on the accuracy of the continuous test, then PingTest would be the preferable choice.

However, recall that the assumptions of our scenario state that the cloud provider seeks for a continuous test that overestimates downtime events as little as possible. To that end, we have to consider the duration error of true negative fps, that is, e_fpsD_TN. As pointed out in Section 7.4.3.1, e_fpsD_TN is not based on the absolute difference between a control violation event and a corresponding fpsD_TN. Consequently, it allows us to observe whether a true negative fps overestimates or underestimates a control violation event.

Comparing e_fpsD_TN of PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest (Table 7.5) reveals that TCPTest underestimates the downtime events on average by 569 ms while PingTest and SSHTest overestimate downtime events by 5749 ms and 98050 ms, respectively. From the perspective of the cloud provider within our scenario, TCPTest thus is preferable. This choice is further supported by Figure 7.20 which allows for a more detailed analysis of e_fpsD_TN: It shows three box plots each of which describes the variation of duration error of true negative fps. It is evident that duration error of true negative fps produced by SSHTest is not only higher on average but also has a higher variability. Furthermore, although PingTest and TCPTest have produced distributions of e_fpsD_TN with similar variability, it is evident that the average and median of TCPTest indicate that TCPTest underestimates downtime events while PingTest overestimates them.

**Accuracy and precision based on Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD)** Table 7.6 shows the results of evaluating PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest based on the Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (cfpsD) test metric. In our scenario, the cloud provider wants to select the test which overestimates the total downtime (cvD) as little as possible. To that end, we will consider the total duration error of true negative fps, that is, e_cfpsD_TN and the total duration error of false negative fps, i.e., e_cfpsD_FN.

Figure 7.21 illustrates the results of e_cfpsD_TN and e_cfpsD_FN: TCPTest underestimates the total downtime by 2062.93 seconds while PingTest and SSHTest both overestimate the accumulated duration of downtime event by 3276.25 and 6655.32 seconds, respectively. Furthermore, SSHTest has the highest total duration of false negative fps (1872.89 seconds), followed by TCPTest (1099.5 seconds) and PingTest (296.37 seconds).

**Conclusion** In conclusion, we argue that our cloud service provider will not select SSHTest because in comparison with PingTest and TCPTest, its inaccuracy leads to the highest overestimates regarding both individual and total duration of downtime events. This leaves us with the question of whether to choose PingTest or TCPTest. The cloud provider will select TCPTest since it on average (e_cfpsD_TN) and in total (e_cfpsD_FN) underestimates the duration of downtime events. Although PingTest produces the lowest total false negative duration (e_cfpsD_FN), it cannot compensate for overestimating the total duration of true
Table 7.3: Evaluation of PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest to test availability of *IaaS* based on the Basic-Result-Counter (*brC*) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy &amp; precision measure</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>oac</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>97.52</td>
<td>80.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{oac}$</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tnr</td>
<td>88.99</td>
<td>93.30</td>
<td>50.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{tnr}$</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpr</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.74</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{tpr}$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fnr</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{fnr}$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpr</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>49.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{fpr}$</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fdr</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>24.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{fdr}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppv</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>96.58</td>
<td>75.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{ppv}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{for}$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>npv</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.48</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{npv}$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

negatives: If we add $ecpfsD^F \cdot N$ to $ecpfsD^T \cdot N$ which gives us the total duration of all observed negative $fps$, for PingTest we obtain

$$ecpfsD^T \cdot N + ecpfsD^F \cdot N = 3276.25\ sec + 296.37\ sec = 3572.62\ sec$$

and for TCPTest we compute

$$ecpfsD^F \cdot N + ecpfsD^F \cdot N = -2062.93\ sec + 1099.5\ sec = -963.43\ sec.$$  

It is evident that TCPTest still dominates PingTest in context of our scenario since it underestimates downtime events rather than overestimating them. Consequently, the cloud provider will select TCPTest to determine the availability of her cloud service components.

7.5.2.5 Calibrating precision

Table 7.3 includes margins of error, e.g., $E^{95\%}_{oac}$, $E^{95\%}_{tnr}$, $E^{95\%}_{tpr}$ and $E^{95\%}_{ppv}$. We use these margins of error to construct interval estimates describing the precision of a continuous test based on the *brC* test metric. As described in Section 7.1.2.5, we can treat the sample size $n$ as a parameter to calibrate our evaluation according to the desired precision, that is, a desired margin of error $\hat{E}$. Within the following two paragraphs, we exemplify how to calibrate the experimental evaluation according to a desired precision for PingTest and TCPTest.
Table 7.4: Evaluation of PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest to test availability of *IaaS* based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (*fpsC*) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy &amp; precision measure</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(tnr)</td>
<td>96.69</td>
<td>98.69</td>
<td>47.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{tnr}^{95%})</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(fpr)</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>52.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{fpr}^{95%})</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{for}^{95%})</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(npv)</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>99.09</td>
<td>97.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{npv}^{95%})</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.20: Duration error of true negative *fps* (\(efpsDTN\)\) of PingTest, TCPTest, and SSHTest
Table 7.5: Evaluation of PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest to test availability of *IaaS* based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (*fpsD*) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy &amp; Precision measure</th>
<th>PingTest</th>
<th>TCPTest</th>
<th>SSHTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>5749</td>
<td>-569</td>
<td>98050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{x}$</td>
<td>3643</td>
<td>-6386.5</td>
<td>100754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sd$</td>
<td>14143</td>
<td>21996</td>
<td>61586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$min$</td>
<td>-11586</td>
<td>-25467</td>
<td>32372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$max$</td>
<td>75692</td>
<td>61613</td>
<td>498360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>5606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$fpsD_{TN}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{x}$</th>
<th>$sd$</th>
<th>$min$</th>
<th>$max$</th>
<th>$E^{95%}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$fpsD_{TN}$ (%  )</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>13.22</td>
<td>19.77</td>
<td>126.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tilde{x}$</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>14.94</td>
<td>116.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
<td>14.74</td>
<td>18.41</td>
<td>83.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>35.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
<td>119.37</td>
<td>91.26</td>
<td>786.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$fpsD_{pre}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{x}$</th>
<th>$sd$</th>
<th>$min$</th>
<th>$max$</th>
<th>$E^{95%}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$fpsD_{post}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>33102</td>
<td>32364</td>
<td>6026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tilde{x}$</td>
<td>32087</td>
<td>32103.5</td>
<td>15035.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
<td>19634</td>
<td>18293</td>
<td>54703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
<td>-8342</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>-368338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
<td>69584</td>
<td>65098</td>
<td>59740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>4980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$fpsD_{FN}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{x}$</th>
<th>$sd$</th>
<th>$min$</th>
<th>$max$</th>
<th>$E^{95%}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$fpsD_{FP}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>98789</td>
<td>122166</td>
<td>187289</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tilde{x}$</td>
<td>79110</td>
<td>129178</td>
<td>187296</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
<td>43023</td>
<td>50306</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
<td>69214</td>
<td>65030</td>
<td>187196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
<td>148132</td>
<td>194353</td>
<td>187336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>106876</td>
<td>38668</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$fpsD_{FN}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{x}$</th>
<th>$sd$</th>
<th>$min$</th>
<th>$max$</th>
<th>$E^{95%}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$fpsD_{FP}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>63736</td>
<td>62976</td>
<td>73128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tilde{x}$</td>
<td>63400</td>
<td>61430</td>
<td>72481.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
<td>2626</td>
<td>4131</td>
<td>8345</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
<td>60368</td>
<td>60404</td>
<td>60380</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
<td>69657</td>
<td>75430</td>
<td>92584</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>2496</td>
<td>716</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.6: Evaluation of PingTest, TCPTest and SSHTest to test availability of IaaS OS based on the Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (ecf psD) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$ec fpsD^{TN}$</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$TN$(ms)</td>
<td>3276253</td>
<td>-2062934</td>
<td>6655321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$TN$(%)</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$ec fpsD^{FN}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FN$(ms)</td>
<td>296366</td>
<td>1099497</td>
<td>1872887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FN$(%)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$ec fpsD^{FP}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FP$(ms)</td>
<td>2103272</td>
<td>818685</td>
<td>38319324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FP$(%)</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>50.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.21: Total duration error of true negative $fps$ ($ec fpsd^{TN}$) and false negative $fps$ ($ec fpsd^{FN}$) of PingTest, TCPTest, and SSHTest
Considering TCPTest, the sum of observed $brC_{TN}$, $brC_{PTN}$, $brC_{FP}$ and $brC_{PFP}$ equals 1223 $brC$ (Table 7.2). On this basis, we compute the 95% confidence level for the true negative rate $tnr$, that is, $93.3\% \pm 1.4$. Assuming that this observed value of $E_{tnr}$ is our desired one, then we compute the required sample size $n$ for confidence intervals for proportions using formula [7.1] that is,

$$n = \frac{E_{tnr} \times (1 - E_{tnr})}{E^2} = \frac{1.96 \times 0.933 \times (1 - 0.933)}{0.014^2} \approx 626.$$

This means that we have to trigger as many control violation events – here downtime events – to observe $brC_{TN} + brC_{PTN} + brC_{FP} + brC_{PFP} = 626 brC$. Since we observed the sum of 1223 $brC$, we can state that we are 95% confident that TCPTest – with respect to the selected test and control violation configurations – has a true negative rate between 91.9 and 94.7%. Calibrating the precision of evaluations of continuous tests based on the $f_{psC}$ test metric works analogously.

Let’s now consider PingTest to calibrate the precision of a continuous test based on the $f_{psD}$ test metric: We observed 965 true negative $f_{ps}$ (Table 7.2) which are used to compute a 95% confidence level for the mean ($\bar{x}$) of the duration error of true negative $f_{ps}$ ($e_{f_{psd}TN}$). The margin of error ($E^{95\%}$) is 895 ms leading to following confidence interval (Table 7.5): $5749 \text{ ms} \pm 895$.

In Section 7.1.2.5 we pointed out that we can determine the required minimum sample size for a desired margin of error using formula [7.4]. Let us first consider that the observed value for the margin of error coincides with our desired value for $E^{95\%}$. In this case, we simply plug in the observed value for $E_{TN}^{95\%}$ and the standard deviation from PingTest as an estimate for the population variance ($\sigma^2$). As a result, we obtain

$$n = \frac{\sigma^2 \times 1.96^2}{E^2} = \frac{14143 \times 1.96^2}{895^2} \approx 960$$

required true negative $f_{ps}$. This means that we have to trigger as many downtime events as are necessary to observe at least 960 $f_{ps}^{TN}$. As an alternative case, consider that our desired margin of error is 1000 ms. In order to achieve this precision, $\approx 769 f_{ps}^{TN}$ are required to be observed during evaluation. Having observed 965 true negative $f_{ps}$, we can state that we are 95% confident that the duration error ($e_{f_{psd}TN}$) which PingTest makes on average when estimating the duration of a downtime event – with respect to the chosen test and control violation configuration – is between 4854 and 6644 ms.

### 7.5.3 Continuously testing secure communication configuration

In this scenario, we consider a cloud service provider who is at the same time a cloud service customer: The provider offers a SaaS application for which he makes use of another provider offering platform services (PaaS). As a result, components such as web sever, data bases, and load balancer are supplied and maintained by the PaaS provider, that is, the SaaS provider only has access to the necessary APIs but cannot directly access the underlying applications and components. As a result, the PaaS provider is responsible for providing secure communication configurations, including secure configuration of Transport Layer Security (TLS) used by the web server component to deliver websites via HTTPS.

The SaaS provider seeks certification of his SaaS application according to controls which are related to property secure communication configuration. As already discussed in Section 5.4.2.1 examples for cloud-specific controls which are related to the secure communication configuration of cloud services are KRY-02 Encryption of data for transmission (transport...
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encryption) of the Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalogue (BSI C5) [31], EKM-03: Encryption & Key Management Sensitive Data Protection of CSA's Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22], and A.14.1.2 Securing application services on public networks of ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [24].

To support certification of his SaaS application, the SaaS provider wants to utilize a continuous test and configure it in such a manner that it most accurately indicates if the secure communication configuration property of his SaaS application does not hold. This implies that the test should ideally detect any violation of the secure communication configuration property while the number of false positive results produced by the test should be as low as possible. Furthermore, if an insecure communication configuration has been detected, then the SaaS provider seeks a test configuration which as accurately as possible detects how long it takes the PaaS provider to fix vulnerable communication configurations.

7.5.3.1 Alternative test configurations

We make use of the tool sslyze [118] to analyze the TLS configuration of SaaS OS. The output of sslyze is inspected to discover whether the web server offers to communicate via known vulnerable cipher suites. In case the web server does offer support for vulnerable cipher suites, the secure communication configuration property of SaaS OS does not hold, leading to a violation of certificates' controls relating to this property.

The SaaS provider within our scenario can choose between the following three different candidate configurations for the test TLSTest:

- **TLSTest**[0,10]: Each execution of TLSTest is triggered randomly in the interval [0, 10] after the last test completed.
- **TLSTest**[0,30]: Each execution of TLSTest is triggered randomly in the interval [0, 30] after the last test completed.
- **TLSTest**[0,60]: Each execution of TLSTest is triggered randomly in the interval [0, 60] after the last test completed.

Furthermore, no additional offset between test executions is configured and the number of successive iterations for all three TLSTest variants is set to infinity. Note that only test results produced during the control violation sequence are considered for evaluation.

7.5.3.2 Control violation configuration

In order to evaluate the three candidate configurations of TLSTest, we triggered 1000 vulnerable TLS configurations of SaaS OS for each TLSTest variant. These vulnerable TLS configurations consist of manipulating the web server configuration of SaaS OS such that it supports TLS communication using the weak cipher suite TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA. Each event where the TLS configuration is not secure lasted at least 60 seconds plus selecting [0, 30] seconds at random. The interval between consecutive vulnerable configuration events was at least 120 seconds plus selecting [0, 60] seconds at random. Table 7.7 provides an overview of the control violation sequence statistics observed during experimental evaluation of TLSTest[0,10], TLSTest[0,30] and TLSTest[0,60].

7.5.3.3 Test statistics

The results produced by TLSTest are shown in Table 7.8 consisting of the values observed for each of the universal test metrics introduced in Section 4.3.5. Moreover, the total number of executed tests (\( tsrC \)) as well as the mean (\( \bar{x}_{tsr} \)), standard deviation (\( sd_{tsr} \)), min (\( min_{tsr} \)) and max (\( max_{tsr} \)) duration of tests are included. Note that for each TLSTest variant, we only observed a single value for false positive (\( fpsD \)) (i.e., \( fpsCFP = 1 \)) and thus we cannot compute average (\( \bar{x}_{fps} \)), median (\( median_{fps} \)), and standard deviation (\( sd_{fps} \)) for TLSTest\([0,10]\), TLSTest\([0,30]\), and TLSTest\([0,60]\). The corresponding fields of Table 7.8 are marked as na which is short for not applicable.

7.5.3.4 Accuracy and precision of TLSTest\([0,10]\), TLSTest\([0,30]\) and TLSTest\([0,60]\)

This section presents the accuracy and precision of TLSTest\([0,10]\), TLSTest\([0,30]\) and TLSTest\([0,60]\) observed during evaluation.

**Accuracy and precision based on Basic-Result-Counter (\( brC \))**

Table 7.9 shows the results of evaluating TLSTest\([0,10]\), TLSTest\([0,30]\) and TLSTest\([0,60]\) based on the Basic-Result-Counter (\( brC \)) test metric. Recall that according to the constraints of our scenario, the SaaS provider wants to select a configuration of TLSTest which produces the minimum number of false positive basic test results (\( brCFP \)). Through inspecting Table 7.8, we can easily observe that TLSTest\([0,10]\) produced the highest number of \( brCFP \), followed by TLSTest\([0,30]\) and TLSTest\([0,60]\). However, only relying on these absolute counts of \( brCFP \) is misleading since TLSTest\([0,10]\) executed more than twice as many tests as TLSTest\([0,30]\) which is not reflected by the mere absolute number of \( brCFP \). Consequently, we have to make use of the accuracy and precision measures introduced in Section 7.4.1.2 and 7.4.1.3 which relate \( brCFP \) to the remaining results of the continuous test evaluation. These are: Overall accuracy (\( oac_{brC} \)), true negative rate (\( tnr_{brC} \)), false positive rate (\( fpr_{brC} \)), false discovery rate (\( fdr_{brC} \)) and positive predictive value (\( ppv_{brC} \)). These measures are highlighted in Table 7.9 for improved readability.

TLSTest\([0,10]\) has the lowest overall accuracy (98.24%) and the lowest true negative rate (97.06%). Further, TLSTest\([0,10]\) has the highest false discovery rate (1.55%), followed by TLSTest\([0,60]\) (1.46%) and TLSTest\([0,30]\) (1.34%). However, we argue that the most suitable accuracy measure in context of our scenario is the false positive rate since it captures the ratio between incorrectly passed tests and all test that were expected to fail: TLSTest\([0,10]\) has the highest \( fpr \) (2.94%), followed by TLSTest\([0,60]\) (2.84%) and TLSTest\([0,30]\) (2.64%).
Table 7.8: Summary of test statistics of TLSTest$^{[0,10]}$, TLSTest$^{[0,30]}$, and TLSTest$^{[0,60]}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>TLSTest $^{[0,10]}$</th>
<th>TLSTest $^{[0,30]}$</th>
<th>TLSTest $^{[0,60]}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsr</td>
<td>$\bar{x}_{tsr}$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd_{tsr}$</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min$_{tsr}$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max$_{tsr}$</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>19.39</td>
<td>19.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brC</td>
<td>$brC^{TP}$</td>
<td>22484</td>
<td>9024</td>
<td>4793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$brC^{FP}$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$brC^{TN}$</td>
<td>11585</td>
<td>4504</td>
<td>2410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$brC^{FN}$</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$brC^{PTN}$</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$brC^{PPF}$</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpsC</td>
<td>$fpsC^{TN}$</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$fpsC^{FN}$</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$fpsC^{FP}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpsD</td>
<td>$\bar{x}_{TN}$</td>
<td>74.78</td>
<td>75.41</td>
<td>75.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd_{fpsD^{TN}}$</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>13.93</td>
<td>22.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>median$_{fpsD^{TN}}$</td>
<td>74.55</td>
<td>75.43</td>
<td>75.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min$_{fpsD^{TN}}$</td>
<td>41.75</td>
<td>39.64</td>
<td>18.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max$_{fpsD^{TN}}$</td>
<td>97.99</td>
<td>114.76</td>
<td>138.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpsD</td>
<td>$\bar{x}_{FN}$</td>
<td>52.32</td>
<td>73.46</td>
<td>69.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd_{FN}$</td>
<td>32.52</td>
<td>19.29</td>
<td>29.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>median$_{fpsD^{FN}}$</td>
<td>66.17</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>65.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min$_{fpsD^{FN}}$</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>24.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max$_{fpsD^{FN}}$</td>
<td>96.23</td>
<td>114.18</td>
<td>143.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{x}_{FP}$</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd_{FP}$</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpsD</td>
<td>$median_{fpsD^{FP}}$</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min_{fpsD^{FP}}$</td>
<td>87.02</td>
<td>73.02</td>
<td>84.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max_{fpsD^{FP}}$</td>
<td>87.02</td>
<td>73.02</td>
<td>84.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cfpsD</td>
<td>$TN$</td>
<td>65136.55</td>
<td>67340.92</td>
<td>73245.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FN$</td>
<td>9627.13</td>
<td>8080.22</td>
<td>2089.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FP$</td>
<td>87.02</td>
<td>73.02</td>
<td>84.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a consequence, the SaaS provider will favor TLSTest\(^{[0,30]}\) if he was only to draw on the accuracy derived from the \(brC\) test metric.

### Accuracy and precision based on Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (\(fpsC\))

The results of evaluating TLSTest\(^{[0,10]}\), TLSTest\(^{[0,30]}\), and TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\) based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (\(fpsC\)) are presented in Table 7.10. As already pointed out in the previous paragraph, the SaaS provider within our scenario seeks to configure TLSTest such that it produces the lowest number of false positive results possible. In context of accuracy and precision measures which are based on the \(fpsC\) test metric, we therefore select the false positive rate (\(fpr\)) and the true negative rate (\(tnr\)) – defined in Section 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.2.3 – to evaluate the variants of TLSTest since they tell us – out of all events that should have been detected – how many control violation events were correctly detected (\(tnr\)) and how many control violation events were not detected (\(fpr\)).

Although each of the TLSTest variants only produces a single false positive \(fps\) (Table 7.8), TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\) has the lowest \(fpr\) (0.1%) and the highest \(tnr\) (99.9%). The reason for this is that TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\) produced a higher number of true negative \(fps\) (969) than both TLSTest\(^{[0,10]}\) (871) and TLSTest\(^{[0,30]}\) (893). Hence, if the SaaS provider in our scenario only relies on the accuracy derived from the \(fpsC\) test metric, then he will choose TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\).

### Accuracy and precision based on Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (\(fpsD\))

Evaluating TLSTest\(^{[0,10]}\), TLSTest\(^{[0,30]}\), and TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\) based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (\(fpsD\)) produces the results shown in Table 7.11. Note that since we only observed a single false positive \(fps\) (i.e., \(fpsC_{FP} = 1\), see Table 7.8) for each TLSTest variant, we cannot compute average (\(\bar{x}\)), median (\(\hat{x}\)), standard deviation (\(sd\)) and margin of error (\(E_{95\%}\)) of \(fpsD_{FP}\) for TLSTest\(^{[0,10]}\), TLSTest\(^{[0,30]}\), and TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\). The corresponding fields of Table 7.11 are marked as not applicable (na).

Aside from choosing a configuration for TLSTest which produces the lowest false positive results, the SaaS provider in our scenario prefers the TLSTest variant which as accurately as possible estimates how long it took the PaaS provider to fix a detected, vulnerable communication configuration. Put differently: The SaaS provider favors a configuration of TLSTest which most accurately estimates the duration of a control violation event.

Figure 7.22 shows three box plots which describe the variation of relative duration error of true negative \(fps\) (\(fpsD_{TN}^{rel}\)): It is apparent that the relative error each test of TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\) makes when estimating the duration of a vulnerable communication configuration event has the greatest mean (dashed green line, 22.96%), greatest median (solid red line, 20.56%) as well as the greatest variability. Moreover, on average, TLSTest\(^{[0,10]}\) produces true negative \(fps\) with the lowest relative error (\(fpsD_{TN}^{rel}\)) when estimating the duration of a vulnerable communication configuration event (4.56%), followed by TLSTest\(^{[0,30]}\) (11.33%). Hence, in context of our scenario, the SaaS provider will select TLSTest\(^{[0,10]}\) because it provides the most accurate estimate of how long it takes the PaaS provider to fix a vulnerable TLS setup.

### Accuracy and precision based on Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (\(fpsD\))

Table 7.12 shows the results of evaluating TLSTest\(^{[0,10]}\), TLSTest\(^{[0,30]}\), and TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\) based on the Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (\(fpsD\)) test metric. The results of the total duration error of true negative \(fps\) (\(fpsD_{TN}^{rel}\)) indicate that each variant of TLSTest underestimates the accumulated duration of vulnerable TLS configuration events. Based on \(fpsD_{TN}^{rel}\), the most accurate result is produced by TLSTest\(^{[0,60]}\) (~2232.09 seconds),
followed by $\text{TLSTest}^{[0,30]} (-7476.24 \text{ seconds})$ and $\text{TLSTest}^{[0,10]} (-9974.22 \text{ seconds})$. However, in context of our scenario, the accumulated duration of true negative $fps$ is not to be considered since the SaaS provider’s focus lies on correctly detecting temporary vulnerable TLS configurations and estimating their individual duration. Hence, the accumulated duration of $fps$ and thus accumulated error of $fps$ does not affect the decision of the SaaS provider.

**Conclusion** We argue that the SaaS provider in our example scenario will select $\text{TLSTest}^{[0,60]}$ because the accuracy and precision measures $efpsC$ indicate that it has the highest number of correctly detected control violations, that is, $\text{TLSTest}^{[0,60]}$ produced the highest number of true negative $fps$. One counterargument to this conclusion is that $\text{TLSTest}^{[0,10]}$ is more accurate in estimating the duration of a vulnerable TLS configuration event (see accuracy and precision measures $efpsD$). However, we assume that it is more important to the SaaS provider in our scenario that the continuous test detects the number of occurrences of control violations most accurately than it is to most accurately estimate the duration of correctly detected violations. Note that – opposed to our scenario constraints – if we were to also compare the accuracy based on the cumulative error of true negative $fps$ ($ecfpsD^{TN}$), then this would further foster our conclusion because $\text{TLSTest}^{[0,60]}$ produces the lowest value for $ecfpsD^{TN}$.

Table 7.9: Evaluation of $\text{TLSTest}$ to test secure communication configuration of $\text{SaaS}^{OS}$ based on the Basic-Result-Counter ($brC$) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>$\text{TLSTest}^{[0,10]}$</th>
<th>$\text{TLSTest}^{[0,30]}$</th>
<th>$\text{TLSTest}^{[0,60]}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$oac$</td>
<td>98.24</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>98.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{oac}$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tnr$</td>
<td>97.06</td>
<td>97.36</td>
<td>97.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{tnr}$</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tpr$</td>
<td>98.86</td>
<td>99.09</td>
<td>99.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{tpr}$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$fnr$</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{fnr}$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$fpr$</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{fpr}$</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$fdr$</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{fdr}$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ppv$</td>
<td>98.45</td>
<td>98.66</td>
<td>98.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{ppv}$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$for$</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{for}$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$npv$</td>
<td>97.82</td>
<td>98.20</td>
<td>98.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}_{npv}$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.10: Evaluation of TLSTest to test secure communication configuration of SaaS
based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (fpsC) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>TLSTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{nr} )</td>
<td>99.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{t_{nr}}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{pr} )</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{f_{pr}}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{or} )</td>
<td>17.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{f_{or}}^{95%} )</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_{pv} )</td>
<td>82.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{n_{pv}}^{95%} )</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.5.4 Continuously testing secure interface configuration

Similar to the previous scenario, in this scenario we consider a SaaS provider who uses database services provided by a PaaS provider. The SaaS provider has no access to the components used to provide the database other than the APIs that allows to persist and retrieve data as well as managing access to the database. Different to the scenario described in the previous section, the SaaS provider in this scenario is responsible for configuring who can access the database.

The SaaS provider wants to certify his SaaS application according to controls related to the property secure interface configuration. As already described in Section 5.5.2.1, examples of cloud-specific controls related to secure interface configuration are IVS-06: Infrastructure & Virtualization Security Network Security and IVS-07: Infrastructure & Virtualization Security OS Hardening and Base Controls of CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix (CCM) [22] as well as RB-22 Handling of vulnerabilities, malfunctions and errors – system hardening of the BSI C5 [31].

Similar to the previous scenario, the SaaS provider seeks to configure a continuous test which most accurately indicates if and how many temporary, vulnerable interface configuration event have occurred. However, different to the previous scenario, this SaaS provider is looking to find a test configuration which has the highest number of true results, i.e., true positive or true negative results. Furthermore, since in this scenario it is upon the SaaS provider to fix a vulnerable interface configuration of the used database service, the SaaS provider neglects how long it takes to fix a vulnerable interface configuration. This means that accuracy and precision of estimating individual and cumulative duration of vulnerable interface configuration events do not impact on the decision of the provider as to which test configuration to select.

7.5.4.1 Alternative continuous test configurations

In order to detect vulnerable interfaces, we make use of the tool Nmap [119] to discover reachable ports of PaaS\(^{OS}\) in the range 1-65535 (PortTest). The output of Nmap is parsed and compared

---

Table 7.11: Evaluation of TLSTest to test secure communication configuration of SaaS OS based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>TLSTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x} )</td>
<td>-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{x} )</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd )</td>
<td>4508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min )</td>
<td>-22201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max )</td>
<td>11552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E^{95%} )</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x} )</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{x} )</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd )</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max )</td>
<td>31.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x} )</td>
<td>4677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{x} )</td>
<td>4030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd )</td>
<td>3759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min )</td>
<td>-1582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max )</td>
<td>25739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E^{95%} )</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x} )</td>
<td>4624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{x} )</td>
<td>4217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd )</td>
<td>2502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min )</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max )</td>
<td>15350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E^{95%} )</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x} )</td>
<td>52321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{x} )</td>
<td>66173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd )</td>
<td>32517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min )</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max )</td>
<td>96231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E^{95%} )</td>
<td>4730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x} )</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{x} )</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( sd )</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( min )</td>
<td>87024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( max )</td>
<td>87024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E^{95%} )</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
against a list of ports which should be publicly reachable. In case one or more ports are reachable which are not whitelisted, then the property secure interface configuration is not satisfied. This, in turn, leads to a violation of a certificate’s controls relating to this property.

In context with our scenario, the SaaS provider can choose one of the following candidate configurations for the continuous test PortTest:

- **PortTest$^{10}$**: Each execution of PortTest is triggered statically 10 seconds after the last test execution completed.
- **PortTest$^{30}$**: Each execution of PortTest is triggered statically 30 seconds after the last test execution completed.

Table 7.12: Evaluation of TLSTest to test secure communication configuration of SaaSOS based on the Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration ($c_f p s D$) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>TLSTTest $[0,10]$</th>
<th>TLSTest $[0,30]$</th>
<th>TLSTest $[0,60]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ec_f p s D^{TN}$</td>
<td>$TN$(ms)</td>
<td>-9914223</td>
<td>-7476238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$TN$(%)</td>
<td>13.21</td>
<td>9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ec_f p s D^{FN}$</td>
<td>$FN$(ms)</td>
<td>9627129</td>
<td>8080222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FN$(%)</td>
<td>12.88</td>
<td>10.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ec_f p s D^{FP}$</td>
<td>$FP$(ms)</td>
<td>87024</td>
<td>73022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$FP$(%)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.5 Example evaluation of continuous test results

- **PortTest**
  - Each execution of PortTest is triggered statically 60 seconds after the last test execution completed.

Analogous to the previous two example evaluations presented in Section 7.5.2 and 7.5.3, no additional offset between repeated test executions is configured while the number of successive iterations all three PortTest variants is set to infinity. Also, only test results produced during the start of the first and end of the last vulnerable interface configuration event (see following section for detail) are considered for evaluation.

### 7.5.4.2 Control violation configuration

In order to evaluate the three candidate configurations of PortTest, we triggered 1000 vulnerable interface configuration events by temporarily opening port 27018 on *PaaS OS*. 27018 is the default port for sharded instances of MongoDB that should not be publicly reachable. Each vulnerable interface configuration event is set to last at least 60 seconds plus selecting [0, 30] seconds at random. Further, the interval between consecutive vulnerable interface configuration events was at least 120 seconds plus selecting [0, 60] seconds at random. Table 7.13 summarizes the control violation sequence statistics observed for each PortTest variant during experimental evaluation.

Table 7.13: Summary of control violation sequence statistics for PortTest$^{10}$, PortTest$^{30}$, and PortTest$^{60}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence statistic (sec)</th>
<th>$\text{PortTest}^{10}$</th>
<th>$\text{PortTest}^{30}$</th>
<th>$\text{PortTest}^{60}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ccv$</td>
<td>76020.15</td>
<td>75418.79</td>
<td>75070352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\gamma}$</td>
<td>76.02</td>
<td>75.42</td>
<td>75.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sd$</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>8.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\min$</td>
<td>60.17</td>
<td>60.17</td>
<td>60.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\max$</td>
<td>90.33</td>
<td>90.66</td>
<td>90.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.5.4.3 Test statistics

Table 7.14 shows the results produced by PortTest$^{10}$, PortTest$^{30}$ and PortTest$^{60}$. These include the values observed for the universal test metrics introduced in Section 4.3.5 during evaluation of the three PortTest variants. Table 7.14 also contains total number of executed tests ($tsr$) as well as the mean ($\bar{tsr}$), standard deviation ($sd_{tsr}$), min ($\min_{tsr}$) and max ($\max_{tsr}$) duration of tests. Note that for PortTest$^{10}$ and PortTest$^{30}$, we only observed a single value for false positive ($fps$) (i.e., $fpsC^{FP} = 1$) and thus we cannot compute average ($\bar{\alpha}_{FP}$), median ($median_{fpsDFP}$), and standard deviation ($sd_{FP}$) for these PortTest variants. The corresponding fields of Table 7.14 are marked as not applicable (na).

### 7.5.4.4 Accuracy and precision of PortTest

This section presents the accuracy and precision of PortTest$^{10}$, PortTest$^{30}$, and PortTest$^{60}$ observed during evaluation.
Table 7.14: Summary of test statistics of PortTest\textsuperscript{10}, PortTest\textsuperscript{30}, and PortTest\textsuperscript{60}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>PortTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{sr} )</td>
<td>22039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{tsr} )</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{dsr} )</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{min}_{tsr} )</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{max}_{tsr} )</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_{rC}^{TP} )</td>
<td>14630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_{rC}^{FP} )</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_{rC}^{TN} )</td>
<td>7265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_{rC}^{FN} )</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_{rC}^{PTN} )</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_{rC}^{FP} )</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{psC}^{TN} )</td>
<td>988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{psC}^{FN} )</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{psC}^{FP} )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{TN} )</td>
<td>75.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{dfpsD^{TN}} )</td>
<td>10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{median}_{fpsD^{TN}} )</td>
<td>72.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{min}_{fpsD^{TN}} )</td>
<td>10.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{max}_{fpsD^{TN}} )</td>
<td>96.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{FN} )</td>
<td>67.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{dfN} )</td>
<td>24.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{median}_{fpsD^{FN}} )</td>
<td>72.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{min}_{fpsD^{FN}} )</td>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{max}_{fpsD^{FN}} )</td>
<td>94.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{x}_{FP} )</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{dfP} )</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{median}_{fpsD^{FP}} )</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{min}_{fpsD^{FP}} )</td>
<td>61.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{max}_{fpsD^{FP}} )</td>
<td>61.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T N )</td>
<td>74526.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F N )</td>
<td>1005.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F P )</td>
<td>61167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.5 Example evaluation of continuous test results

Accuracy and precision based on Basic-Result-Counter (brC) Table 7.15 shows the results of evaluating PortTest\textsuperscript{10}, PortTest\textsuperscript{30}, and PortTest\textsuperscript{60} based on the Basic-Result-Counter (brC) test metric. Recall that in this scenario, the SaaS provider seeks to select a configuration of PortTest which has the highest number of true results. Thus we have to select those accuracy and precision measures – introduced in Section 7.4.1.2 and 7.4.1.3 – which either take true positive or true negative basic test results or both into account. To that end, we select overall accuracy (\(oac\)), true negative rate (\(tnr\)) and true positive rate (\(tpr\)).

As shown in Figure 7.23 when considering the true negative rate, then PortTest\textsuperscript{30} produces the best result (99.04%), followed by PortTest\textsuperscript{60} (98.64%) and PortTest\textsuperscript{10} (98.63%). However, PortTest\textsuperscript{10} has a higher true positive rate than PortTest\textsuperscript{30}. Thus only taking \(tpr\) and \(tnr\) into account without preference for either one leaves the SaaS provider in our scenario undecided and we have to consider further accuracy and precision measures to allow for a substantiated decision. To that end, we also consider the overall accuracy because it relates both correctly passed and failed tests to all observed test results. Here, PortTest\textsuperscript{30} achieves the highest rate (99.61%) and PortTest\textsuperscript{10} (99.49%) is only second. Consequently, we argue that SaaS provider – if only relying on accuracy and precision derived from \(brC\) – favors PortTest\textsuperscript{30} over PortTest\textsuperscript{10}.

Accuracy and precision based on Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (fpsC) The results of evaluating PortTest\textsuperscript{10}, PortTest\textsuperscript{30} and PortTest\textsuperscript{60} based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (fpsC) are presented in Table 7.16. In light of our scenario’s assumption that the SaaS provider seeks the variant of PortTest which produces highest number of true results, we use the true negative rate (\(tnr\)) and the negative predictive value (\(npv\)).

Figure 7.24 shows that PortTest\textsuperscript{60} has the lowest true negative rate (99.8%) while both PortTest\textsuperscript{10} and PortTest\textsuperscript{30} have a better result (99.9%). Yet PortTest\textsuperscript{60} produces the best negative predictive value (99.7%) and PortTest\textsuperscript{10} has the worst result (98.5%). Similar to evaluating the PortTest variants based on \(brC\), also in this case there is no consensus among the chosen accuracy and precision measures as to which PortTest configuration is most preferable with regards to the SaaS provider in our example scenario.

In order to be able to make a decision, we have to add another assumption about our SaaS provider: Let’s assume that this provider is rather willing to tolerate errors of incorrectly indicating a vulnerable interface configuration (false negatives) then incorrect test results suggesting the interface configuration is secure. When inspecting the definition of \(tnr\) and \(npv\) (see Section 7.4.2.2), then it can easily been observed that an increase in false positive fpsC will lead to a decrease in the true negative rate while the negative predictive value remains unaffected. This implies that the true negative rate will drive the provider’s decision which PortTest variant to use. As a consequence, the SaaS provider will either choose PortTest\textsuperscript{10} or PortTest\textsuperscript{30} since both have the same and highest \(tnr\).

Accuracy and precision based on Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD) Table 7.17 shows the evaluation results for PortTest\textsuperscript{10}, PortTest\textsuperscript{30} and PortTest\textsuperscript{60} based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration (fpsD). Note that since we only observed a single value for false positive fpsD (i.e., \(fpsD^{FP} = 1\), see Table 7.14) for PortTest\textsuperscript{10} and PortTest\textsuperscript{30}, we cannot compute their average (\(\bar{x}\)), median (\(\hat{x}\)), standard deviation (\(sd\)) and margin of error (\(E^{95\%}\)). The corresponding fields of Table 7.17 are marked as not applicable (na).

As pointed out in the scenario description, we assume that our example SaaS provider does not consider the accuracy and precision of the PortTest variants when estimating the
duration of a vulnerable interface configuration event. Therefore, the discussion of evaluation results based on $f_{psD}$ is omitted here.

**Accuracy and precision based on Cumulative-Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration ($c_{fpsD}$)**

Evaluation results for PortTest\textsuperscript{10}, PortTest\textsuperscript{30} and PortTest\textsuperscript{60} based on $c_{fpsD}$ are shown in Table 7.18. However, similar to evaluating PortTest variants based on $f_{psD}$, the example SaaS provider does not factor in the cumulative error when estimating the cumulative duration of vulnerable interface configuration events triggered during experimental evaluation of the PortTest variants.

**Conclusion** We argue that the SaaS provider within our scenario will select PortTest\textsuperscript{30} since the accuracy measures and precision measures $e_{brC}$ and $e_{fpsC}$ indicate that this configuration of PortTest best satisfies our scenario’s requirements. However, note that in order to arrive at this conclusion, we needed to add further assumptions to our scenario as otherwise choosing which PortTest configuration is best suited is ambiguous, i.e., there exist more than one correct solution. This reveals an important characteristic of our evaluation method: Depending on the preferences of the cloud provider, there may exist more than one optimal choice how to configure a continuous test. Through adding further constraints to our assumptions about the provider’s preferences, we may be able to decrease the number of optimal solutions, possibly to a single one. Yet there are other properties of a test which can be considered in order to guide selection of the most suitable one, e.g., taking into account the overhead incurred by the cloud service under test.

![Figure 7.23: Selected accuracy measures for PortTest\textsuperscript{10}, PortTest\textsuperscript{30} and PortTest\textsuperscript{60} based on the Basic-Result-Counter ($brC$) test metric](image-url)

Table 7.15: Evaluation of PortTest to test secure interface configuration of *PaaS* based on the Basic-Result-Counter (*brC*) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy &amp; precision measures</th>
<th>PortTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>oac</code></td>
<td>99.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{oac}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>tnr</code></td>
<td>98.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{tnr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>tpr</code></td>
<td>99.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{tpr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>fmr</code></td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{fmr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>fpr</code></td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{fpr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>fdr</code></td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{fdr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ppv</code></td>
<td>99.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{ppv}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>fdr</code></td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{fdr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>npv</code></td>
<td>99.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{npv}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.16: Evaluation of PortTest to test secure interface configuration of *PaaS* based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Counter (*fpsC*) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy &amp; precision measures</th>
<th>PortTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>tnr</code></td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{tnr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>fpr</code></td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{fpr}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>for</code></td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{for}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>npv</code></td>
<td>98.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{npv}^{95%} )</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.17: Evaluation of PortTest to test secure interface configuration of PaaS\textsuperscript{OS} based on the Failed-Passed-Sequence-Duration ($fpsD$) test metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy &amp; precision measures</th>
<th>PortTest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{fpsD}^{TN}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{fpsD}^{TN}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{fpsD}^{pre}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{fpsD}^{post}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{fpsD}^{FN}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>13496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{fpsD}^{FP}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{x}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$sd$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$min$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$max$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^{95%}$</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.6 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we presented a method to experimentally evaluate the accuracy and precision of tests supporting continuous test-based cloud certification. To that end, we used the universal test metrics $brC$, $fpsC$, $fpsD$ and $cfpsD$ introduced in Section 4.3.5 to define what accuracy and precision mean in context with continuous test-based certification. Then we introduced a process which consists of all steps necessary to experimentally evaluate the results produced by a continuous test. At this point, we presented the notion of control violation sequences consisting of control violation events during which a property of a cloud...
service under test is manipulated such that one or more controls of a certificate are violated. Thus control violation sequences establish the ground truth which we then use to evaluate the accuracy and precision of a continuous test. Further, we explained how randomizing duration of as well as interval between control violation events allow for general statements – in the limits of the range from which random values are selected – about a test’s accuracy.

At the core of our method are accuracy and precision measures which are based on the set of universal test metrics, i.e., $brC$, $fpsC$, $fpsD$ and $c fpsD$ (see Section 4.3.5). We derive these measures by combining the notion of control violation sequences with our definition of continuous test’s accuracy in context of the universal test metrics. These measures allow us to make statements about, e.g., the average error a particular test makes when estimating the duration of a control violation event.

Finally, we presented three example scenarios to show how the accuracy and precision measures allow us to compare alternative tests as well as alternative test configurations to select the one most suited. In this context, we highlight an important limitation of our approach: Our method only reveals but does not solve disagreement between results of accuracy and precision measures. Consequently, it depends on the details of the use case which test or test configuration is the preferable one. However, developing a scenario driven approach which allows to select the accuracy and precision measure most suited for a particular use case is outside the scope of this work.

As already pointed out above, the evaluation approach presented in this chapter is based on the set of universal test metrics which, in turn, are conceived as part of the framework in Chapter 4. This implies that evaluations are only applicable to such test designs which implement these test metrics. It is important to note that the set of evaluation measures proposed in this chapter is not complete and, furthermore, there are numerous other feasible test metric definitions from which accuracy and precision measures can be derived. However, as of writing this thesis, no other approaches have been published which allow to evaluate accuracy and precision of test-based evidence production techniques. It is therefore left to future work to build on the set of evaluation measures proposed herein and extend this set as required, e.g., by introducing scenario specific test metrics and derive corresponding evaluation measures.

Another deficit of our approach consists of the somewhat arbitrary selection of duration and frequency of control violation events. Naturally, the most desired distributions to use when triggering control violation events are those observed in the wild, e.g., a historic sequence of downtimes AWS had during the past year. However, obtaining such fine-grained documentation about count and duration of events where a cloud provider does not comply with certificate’s controls – if even existent – is obviously hard or impossible. Naturally, continuous tests themselves are a means to collect such data. Yet this implies that we would then accept this data to establish the ground truth. Since our method to evaluate the accuracy and precision of continuous test aims at reasoning about these continuous test results, the results produced may be erroneous, leading to incorrect assumptions about the observed distributions of control violation events. A more promising approach appears to be to define different types of probability distributions for control violation events and conduct separate evaluations of a continuous test. That way, statements about the accuracy and precision of a test in context with a particular type of control violation sequence can be made, e.g., how well does a particular test work when trying to detect rare, short-lived control violations?

Finally, the accuracy and precision of a continuous test may not be the only two characteristics which are needed to determine the most suitable test in a real world scenario.
Another important property of a continuous test is the overhead which it imposes on the service under test, especially when facing multiple, possibly concurrent tests. An interesting idea here is to measure the overhead caused by tests and then select those tests and configurations which incur minimal overhead while retaining required accuracy and precision of results.
Chapter 8

Test-based certification of opportunistic cloud service providers

In the previous chapters, we introduced a framework to design tests supporting continuous cloud service certification (Chapter 4), presented example test scenarios (Chapter 5), showed how to rigorously define continuous tests (Chapter 6) and proposed a method to evaluate the accuracy and precision of continuous test results (Chapter 7). Up to this point, we implicitly assumed that we can trust the cloud service provider, that is, we presumed that our produced test results are trustworthy. In this section, we address Research Challenge 4: Trustworthy continuous test results described in Section 1.2.4 by relaxing this assumption through introducing the notion of opportunistic cloud service providers.

Recall that through certifying their cloud services, cloud providers aim to demonstrate compliance with standards and guidelines such as CSA’s Cloud Control Matrix [22], BSI C5 [31] or ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [24]. The cloud provider’s expectations which motivate certification are competitive advantages in the form of, e.g., increased customer retention and attraction of new service customers. While such competitive advantages may be hard to quantify, satisfaction of controls necessary to obtain a particular certificate can increase costs of the provider. In order to reduce costs of certification, the opportunistic provider only pretends to satisfy controls. However, although fraudulent, opportunistic providers do not cheat arbitrarily, on the contrary: They only cheat if they can assume with (some) certainty that they are not caught. The intuitive reason behind that is that getting caught when deceiving, the provider incurs some kind of intolerable penalty, e.g., loss of cloud service customers and damage to the provider’s reputation.

Yet not trusting the cloud service provider means that we can no longer unconditionally trust test results. Therefore, we have to adapt our tests in order to produce trustworthy results. To that end, in this chapter, we introduce an approach to model the behavior of an opportunistic cloud service provider which combines the notion of covert adversaries introduced by Aumann and Lindell [44] in the context of secure multiparty computation with labeled transition systems (LTS), a formal method to describe the behavior of systems. Using this model, we can reason about the behavior of opportunistic cloud providers and show how randomization of tests can reduce their willingness to cheat.

The next section outlines the main concepts of covert adversaries and labeled transition systems. Thereafter, we describe how we use LTS to model opportunistic cloud service providers (Section 8.2). Finally, we show how randomization of tests can reduce the willingness of opportunistic providers to deceive and point out how our framework to design
8.1 Background

This section outlines the main ideas behind covert adversaries and labeled transition systems.

8.1.1 Covert adversaries

Covert adversaries are a special type of adversaries which were introduced by Aumann and Lindell \[44\] in the context of secure multiparty computation. Those adversaries are willing to actively cheat during execution of a multiparty computation protocol but only if they do not get caught when deceiving.

As early as 1982, Yao \[302\] first described the problem of multiparty computation using an introductory example which is now referred to as the Yao's Millionaires' Problem: Two millionaires seek to find out who is richer without revealing to each other their actual wealth. Yao proved that a set of \(n\) parties can efficiently compute the output of a \(n\)-input function where every party obtains the correct output but no further information which the participating parties did not possess prior to the computation. In context of Yao's Millionaires' Problem, this means that there exists a function to which the two millionaires provide their secret amount of wealth as input and the function outputs who is indeed richer (but not more).

Informally, multiparty party computation problems have to satisfy the following two requirements \[303\]:

1. A participating party only learns the results of the computation, and
2. the output of the computation is correct.

An obvious question at this point is what happens if one or more parties are adversarial. In order to analyze security properties of multiparty computation, Aumann and Lindell distinguish three types of adversaries \[44\]:

1. **Malicious adversaries**: This type of adversary behaves arbitrarily, that is, malicious adversaries are not constrained by the protocol specified to conduct multiparty computation. Therefore, if a multiparty computation protocol is secure against malicious adversaries, then these protocols provide honest participating parties with the guarantee that no information other than the computation’s result can be obtained by the parties.

2. **Semi-honest adversaries**: In contrast to malicious adversaries, semi-honest adversaries are bound by the protocol which is specified for multiparty computation. However, these adversaries try to infer additional information from any steps taken during the execution of the computation. Therefore, a multiparty computation protocol which is secure against semi-honest adversaries guarantees honest parties that no information is inadvertently leaked during protocol execution. Compared to being secure against malicious adversaries, this security guarantee is rather weak because it implies that participating parties trust each other.
3. Covert adversaries: This type of adversary lies between the malicious and the semi-honest adversaries. They are willing to actively cheat and thus are not semi-honest while, at the same time, they will only do so if they are not caught, thereby rendering them non-arbitrary. Covert adversaries do not necessarily avoid being caught deceiving at any price, that is, the presumed advantage from cheating may outweigh the penalty of getting caught. Therefore, if a multiparty computation protocol is secure against covert adversaries, then it guarantees the honest participating parties that there is only negligible incentive for a covert adversary to cheat.

Aumann and Lindell build on the ideal/real simulation paradigm to define covert adversarial behavior [44]. The basic notion of this paradigm is to define an ideal model of the protocol which is secure by definition and then compare this ideal model to an adversaries’ real capabilities. The ideal model uses the fiction that a trusted third party exists to whom the participating parties send their inputs and which then – after having computed the result – provides the output to the parties. Based on this idea, a real protocol is considered secure if it satisfies the ideal model’s properties, that is, if an adversary’s capabilities in the real model are identical with those in the ideal model. In context of defining covert adversarial behavior, one possibility is to treat successfully deceiving as a kind of behavior which is not possible within the ideal model of the protocol.

Any attempt of a covert adversary to cheat is detected with a probability of at least $\epsilon \in (0, 1]$ to which Aumann and Lindell refer as the deterrence factor. Therefore, if an adversary has identified a deceptive behavior which is expected to be successful with a probability of $p$, then the honest participating parties will catch the cheating adversary with at least $p \times \epsilon$. The greater the value of $\epsilon$, the greater the probability that a covert adversary gets caught cheating. Hence the security of the protocol is described with security in the presence of covert adversaries with $\epsilon$-deterrent. It is important to note that a covert adversary getting caught cheating does not necessarily mean that his deception is not successful.

Covert adversaries can have different characteristics. Hereafter, the main three variants present by Aumann and Lindell [44] are outlined.

1. Failed-simulation formulation: If an adversary cannot successfully cheat, then the execution of the ideal model and the real model of the protocol are indistinguishable. In contrast, the failed-simulation definition of a covert adversary assumes that comparing the ideal model of the protocol with the real execution can sometimes be distinguishable, i.e., the ideal model of the protocol execution fails. Such cases are simply events of successful cheating. Put differently: There is only a probability $\Delta$ that the output distributions of the ideal and of the real protocol execution are distinguishable. This means that there is a probability of at least $\Delta \times \epsilon$ that honest participating parties catch a covert adversary when deceiving.

2. Explicit-cheat formulation: In this formulation, the covert adversary is given explicit means to cheat. To that end, the adversary can instruct the trusted third party – which is part of the ideal model definition – to supply it all secret inputs which the other participating parties have provided. Then the trusted third party decides with a probability $\epsilon$ whether it informs the honest participating parties that cheating has occurred. Thus the covert adversary can always decide to cheat but has to expect to get caught with a probability of $\epsilon$. However, since the ideal model of the protocol has been extended through the notion of the explicit cheat instruction, the output distribution of the ideal model is indistinguishable from the real execution of the protocol.
3. **Strong explicit-cheat formulation**: This third definition modifies the explicit-cheat formulation in the following way: The covert adversary only obtains the secret input of any other participating party if the trusted third party does not disclose that cheating has taken place. The formulation is stronger than the previous one because a covert adversary who gets caught cheating gains no information about the inputs of the others.

In order to model an opportunistic cloud provider, we will build on the notion of the *explicit-cheat formulation*. This will be explained in detail in Section 8.2.1.3.

### 8.1.2 Labeled Transition Systems

Labeled transition systems (LTS) are a class of models which are used to describe the behavior of a system. A comprehensive introduction to LTS can be found in, e.g., Baier and Katoen [304] which depicts the primary source we use to describe the basic concepts of LTS in this section.

LTS are applied within *model checking*, an approach which uses formal methods to establish the correctness of a system in a mathematically precise and unambiguous manner. The mathematical structure which is used to define LTS are directed graphs. The nodes of the graph correspond to the *states* of the LTS while the edges model *transitions* between the states. A *state* captures information at a chosen level of abstraction of the system which is described by the LTS. Thus, a sequence of states describes how the system evolves where changes from one state to another are specified by *transitions*.

Before formally defining a LTS, there are two further concepts which need to be introduced. The first one are referred to as *actions* which are simply names for the transitions. Actions are needed to model communication mechanisms between processes which is not required for our purposes. In cases where action names are not relevant because they only refer to internal processes, the special symbol $\tau$ is used to indicate a placeholder. The second one are *atomic propositions* which express some known facts about a state at some point in time.

**Definition** Based on the above concepts, we can define a labeled transition system (LTS) as a 6-tuple $\langle S, Act, \rightarrow, I, AP, L \rangle$:

- the set of states $S$,
- the set of Actions $Act$ assigning names to transactions of the LTS,
- the transition relation $\rightarrow \subseteq S \times A \times S$,
- the set of initial states $I$ where the LTS can start from,
- the set of atomic propositions $AP$ representing a state’s temporal properties, and
- a labeling function $L : S \rightarrow 2^{AP}$ assigning each state a subset of atomic propositions.

**Behavior** An LTS starts at an initial state $s_0 \in I$ and evolves as specified by the transition relation $\rightarrow$, that is, $(s_0, \alpha, \hat{s}) \in \rightarrow$. More generally, if a LTS is at some state $s$, then a transition to a next state $\hat{s}$ is selected nondeterministically and the action $\alpha$ is performed. This selection repeats until the LTS has evolved to a state which has no outgoing transition. At each state the labeling function is evaluated. To that end, $L$ takes a state $s \in S$ as input and outputs the atomic propositions for that state, i.e., $L(s) \in 2^{AP}$. 


Note that, loosely speaking, non-deterministic selection of outgoing transitions means that there is no information which outgoing transition is selected if a state has more than one. This nondeterminism comes in handy when a certain level of abstraction on the model is needed, e.g., when modeling interfaces with unknown environments, such as user interfaces where no information about a user’s choice is available.

Yet this notion of nondeterminism becomes somewhat difficult if it is required to observe the behavior of a LTS. To that end, observable behavior of a LTS has to be defined for which two general approaches exist: The first one is referred to as action-based and defines that only executed actions can be observed. Such LTS are called action-deterministic and have at most one outgoing transition \( \alpha \in A \) per state. The second approach is called state-based and defines that only satisfied atomic propositions \( AP \) of a state can be observed, neglecting the actions’ labels. Such LTS are referred to as \( AP \)-deterministic and have at most one outgoing transition which leads to a state with label \( l \in AP \).

A LTS formalizes the behavior of a system which it describes using executions or runs. Executions resolve the nondeterminism which was discussed above by explicitly describing one possible behavior of the LTS. Neglecting the actions of a LTS, one possible behavior of an LTS is captured by a sequence of states

\[ \rho = (s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_n). \]

Note that the above execution is finite since it contains \( n \) elements. We omit the discussion of infinite execution of a LTS because it is not required to model opportunistic cloud service providers. The following section will explain in detail how we use LTS to describe the behavior of an opportunistic provider.

### 8.2 Opportunistic provider as a labeled transition system

In this section, we describe how we use a labeled transition system (LTS) as a tool to describe the behavior of an opportunistic cloud provider. It is important to note that we focus on describing a provider who intentionally does not satisfy controls of a certificate. The case that a provider incidentally does not comply with the controls, e.g., as a result of safety issues, is outside of the scope of this thesis.

We define the opportunistic provider as the labeled transition system \( OCP \) which is a 6-tuple consisting of the set of states \( S \), the set of actions \( A \), the transition relation \( \rightarrow \subseteq S \times A \times S \), the set of initial states \( I \), the set of atomic propositions \( AP \), and a labeling function \( L : S \rightarrow 2^{AP} \):

\[ OCP = (S, A, \rightarrow, I, AP, L). \]

As pointed out in Section [8.1.2], the selection of transition in \( OCP \) is non-deterministic, that is, if a state has multiple outgoing transitions, then it is not known beforehand which of the available transitions will be selected. In order to be able to observe the behavior of an opportunistic cloud provider, we adopt the state-based approach. This means that we assume that we can observe atomic propositions of a state of \( OCP \) which hold. Put differently: We assume that we can observe states’ labels through testing. Lastly, this \( AP \)-deterministic view of \( OCP \) implies that we ignore the actions which lead to state changes.

In the following sections, we explain the states, actions, atomic propositions and the labeling function of \( OCP \). Note that we omit the definition of transition relation \( \rightarrow \) as well
as the initial states \( I \). In the case of the transition relation, knowing internal actions of \( OCP \) would be required to provide a meaningful description of \( \rightarrow \) because each element of \( \rightarrow \) is a 3-tuple \((s, \alpha, \hat{s})\). However, as we will explain in Section 8.2.3, we do not assume to be able to observe actions of \( OCP \).

### 8.2.1 States

A state \( s \in S \) of the labeled transition system \( OCP \) is defined by evaluating the three variables: Unique identity of a state \((u)\), cost of a state \((c)\), and deception of a provider at a state \((d)\). These three variables are explained hereafter.

#### 8.2.1.1 Unique identity

As the name suggests, the variable \( u \) is used to assign a unique identity to a particular state of the \( OCP \). Although this variable is not essential to describe the behavior of an opportunistic cloud provider, it serves as a convenience to describe specific states of an \( OCP \). Examples for such identities are names which describe the current state of a cloud service, e.g., \( u = \text{vm1_is_running} \) or \( u = \text{network3_is_disconnected} \).

#### 8.2.1.2 Cost

In order to provide a cloud service customer with a cloud service, a cloud provider has to allocate some resource. This allocation of resources is usually expressed as a quantitative value, i.e., costs. Consider, for example, a cloud service customer has triggered the start of a virtual machine. The provider will then identify and select a host with sufficient resources, then initialize boot of the image selected by the customer and configure the required network services and so forth. Other costs which the provider incurs are caused by operating the cloud service, for example, running diagnostics of the underlying network and host infrastructure as well as reserving hot spares in case some components involved in delivery of the cloud service fail.

In order to model the costs which a cloud provider incurs through service provisioning, we have to distinguish between two types of cost: The first one are so-called local costs which are costs \( c \in \mathbb{Q}^+ \) that are assigned to each state \( s \in S \). Note that we assume that the cloud provider always incurs costs when supplying a service to a customer, that is, \( c > 0 \). Further, we omit defining a cost function which evaluates the costs of a specific state of an \( OCP \) because such costs are obviously highly dependent on the specific scenario, e.g., the cloud service which is provided.

The second type of cost are referred to as accumulated costs which are costs that a cloud provider incurs through his behavior. The behavior of a cloud service provider is the sequence of states

\[
\upsilon_{i,k} = \langle s_i, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k \rangle \in \Upsilon_{i,k}
\]

where \( \Upsilon_{i,k} \) delineates the set of all possible sequences that exist starting from state \( s_i \) and ending at state \( s_k \).

We can now combine the idea of local and accumulated costs to describe the costs of a cloud service provider’s behavior. To that end, we define the function \( B : \Upsilon \rightarrow \mathbb{Q}^+ \) which
takes as input sequence of states \( \nu \in \mathcal{Y} \) and outputs the costs of that sequence by summing over all costs \( c \) of \( s \in \nu_{i,k} \):

\[
B(\nu_{i,k}) = \sum_{s=i}^{k} c_s.
\]

### 8.2.1.3 Deception

The state of a cloud provider satisfies the controls of a certificate if all controls hold at that state. Yet if a cloud service provider cheats at any state, then at least one of the certificate’s controls is dissatisfied at that state. If a cloud provider does not satisfy all the controls of the certificate, then the cloud service is not compliant.

At this point, it is important to note that this is a technical detail because the satisfaction of a certificate’s controls are not restricted to a single state of \( OCP \). Rather, we want to describe that a certificate’s controls are satisfied by the behavior of a cloud provider, i.e., by a sequence of states \( \nu_{i,k} \). In this context, controls of a certificate may even tolerate some non-compliant states within the sequence. Consider, as an example, the cloud provider guarantees that the cloud service is available at least 95% per year. Such a guarantee depicts one possible operationalization of, e.g., control IVS-04 of the CSA's CCM \[22\] (see Section 5.2.2.1 for further detail); therefore, violating this service level agreement leads to violation of control IVS-04. However, the agreement – and thus the control – has a 5% limit of tolerance up to which the behavior of the cloud provider, that is, making the cloud service available is allowed not be satisfied.

The variable \( d \in \{0, 1\} \) indicates whether the cloud provider is cheating at state \( s \). It is important to point out that we assume that testing the cloud provider always returns correct results. This means that if we test a cloud provider at a state \( s \) where he is not compliant because he is cheating, i.e., \( d_s = 1 \), then our tests will indicate that a control is not satisfied. The implications and analysis of inaccurate test results have been thoroughly studied in Chapter 7.

Since certification of cloud services is a voluntary act, we assume that the cloud provider knows that he is subject to test-based certification. In order to denote whether a cloud provider’s compliance with certificate’s controls is tested at a state \( s \), we define \( \eta \in \{0, 1\} \). If \( \eta = 1 \), then the provider is tested, and if \( \eta = 0 \), then the provider is not tested. Now we have to describe the knowledge a cloud provider has about whether he is tested at a state \( s \). To that end, we use the probability \( P_s(\eta) \): If the cloud provider is tested at state \( s \) and he knows that he is tested at that state, then \( P_s(\eta = 1) = 1 \). If, in turn, the provider is not tested at state \( s \) and knows this, then \( P_s(\eta = 0) = 1 \).

This probabilistic approach to describe a cloud provider’s knowledge about whether he is tested at a state draws on the notion of the explicit-cheat formulation of a covert adversary introduced in Section 8.1.1. Recall that the covert adversary which explicitly cheats depends on a trusted third party to disclose his deceit with a probability of \( \epsilon \). Similarly, if an opportunistic cloud provider decides to cheat at state \( s \), then there is a probability of \( P_s(\eta = 1) \) that he is caught cheating.

Now we can combine the ideas presented above to derive the probability of detecting a provider’s deceptive behavior. Recall that a provider cheating at a state \( s \) is described by the variable \( d \). Furthermore, the probability that a provider’s compliance is tested at state \( s \) is defined by \( P_s(\eta = 1) \). We define the function \( D : \mathcal{Y} \to [0, 1] \) to describe the probability of
detecting a cloud provider when deceiving. This function takes as input the behavior of the cloud provider, i.e., a sequence of states \( v_{i,k} \in \mathcal{T}_{i,k} \) and maps it to the interval \([0, 1]\):

\[
D(v_{i,k}) = \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{k} P_s(\eta = 1) \times d_s}{|v_{i,k}|} \quad \text{with} \quad i, k \in \mathbb{N}
\]  

(8.1)

This function can interpreted as follows: The probability of detecting deceptive behavior of the cloud provider \( OCP \) increases the more states the cloud provider deceives at, i.e., \( d_s = 1 \), and also presumes that these states are subject to testing, i.e., \( P_s(\eta = 1) > 0 \).

From the opportunistic cloud provider’s point of view, deceptive behavior is successful if one or more states \( s \) of his behavior, that is, \( v_{i,k} \) do not comply with the controls of the certificate, i.e., \( d = 1 \), while the probability \( D \) of getting caught while deceiving is less than or equal to his opportunistic limit \( \varphi \in [0, 1) \). The opportunistic limit delineates the maximum probability of getting caught when cheating that an opportunistic cloud provider is willing to accept. Observe that the bounds of \( \varphi \) exclude 1, that is, \( 0 \leq \varphi < 1 \) because otherwise a cloud provider may not be opportunistic but accepts certain detection when deceiving.

### 8.2.2 Atomic propositions and labeling function

As mentioned above, we choose the state-based approach (or AP-deterministic LTS) to be able to observe the behavior of \( OCP \). Therefore, when testing, we are only able to observe whether the atomic propositions of a state of \( OCP \) hold. Furthermore, we assume that we cannot observe the evaluation of the costs \( c \) and the unique id \( u \) through testing. These assumptions appear to be reasonable because evaluating the costs at some state \( s \) involves a multitude of other variables such as labor costs of administrators which are hardly observable through testing the cloud service of the cloud provider.

What we can observe through testing, however, is whether a cloud provider complies with the controls of a certificate at a state \( s \). This is captured by a state’s variable \( d \). Therefore, we define the labeling function \( L \) which takes \( d \) of a state \( s \) as an input and outputs a label for \( s \) indicating whether a provider’s state is \{compliant\} or \{not_compliant\} with controls of the certificate:

\[
L(d) = \begin{cases} 
\{\text{compliant}\} & \text{if } d = 0 \\
\{\text{not_compliant}\} & \text{if } d = 1.
\end{cases}
\]

(8.2)

### 8.2.3 Actions

As pointed out in the previous section, we adopt the state-based approach to observe the behavior of the opportunistic cloud provider \( OCP \). This implies that we cannot observe the actions of \( OCP \) through testing. Therefore, we use \( \tau \) to label a provider’s actions \( A \in OCP \). These actions consist of any action a cloud provider needs to take in order to provide cloud services to cloud service customers. This includes launching new services instances, managing resource allocation, and enforcing security settings.

In this context, it is important to note that we do not restrict the capabilities of a cloud provider within his domain, that is, the provider may access and modify any component which is involved in delivery of his cloud services. These capabilities allow the provider to read, insert, modify or delete any application data and network traffic with his infrastructure.
8.2 Opportunistic provider as a labeled transition system

8.2.4 Choice of behavior

After having defined the opportunistic cloud service provider as the labeled transition system $OCP$, this section describes how the costs of a provider’s behavior and the probability of detecting deceptive behavior are related. We can use this relationship to reason about the behavior an opportunistic cloud provider prefers.

8.2.4.1 Optimal behavior

Recall that the behavior of a cloud provider is modeled as the sequence of states $υ_{i,k}$ which starts at state $s_i$ and ends at state $s_k$. Thus, alternative behavior of the cloud provider translates to additional or alternative states, thereby altering the sequence of states $υ_{i,k}$ to $\hat{υ}_{i,k}$. As a result, the alternative behavior may change accumulated costs from $z_{i,k}$ to $\hat{z}_{i,k}$.

The opportunistic provider prefers to deceive, that is, not to comply with a certificate’s controls if accumulated costs $\hat{z}_{i,k}$ of successfully deceiving, i.e., $D(\hat{υ}_{i,k}) \leq ϕ$ are lower than behaving to the satisfaction of a certificate’s controls. More formally, if the opportunistic provider has to choose between behavior alternatives, then this choice can be formulated as the following optimization problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad B(υ_{i,k}) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad D(υ_{i,k}) \leq ϕ
\end{align*}
\]

The selection process can be described as follows: First, the opportunistic provider discovers all available behavior alternatives which start at state $s_i$ and end at state $s_k$, that is, $υ_{i,k} = \langle s_i, s_{i+1} \ldots s_k \rangle \in \Upsilon_{i,k}$. Thereafter, he calculates the costs $B$ as well as the probability of detection $D$ for all behavior alternatives $υ_{i,k} \in \Upsilon_{i,k}$. As the final step, the provider then chooses the behavior, that is, the sequence of states $υ_{i,k}$ where the costs $B$ are minimal under the constraint that the probability of deception $D$ is lower or equal to the opportunistic limit $ϕ$.

Note that there exist a corner case where the chosen behavior may satisfy the opportunistic limit but is prohibitively expensive. In this case, the provider will prefer to cheat even though the probability of getting caught exceeds his tolerance. Put differently: It is cheaper to get caught when cheating than it is to comply with a certificate’s controls. In order to capture this case, we introduce an upper bound $ω \in \mathbb{Q}^+$ to the cost of a chosen behavior. A behavior is prohibitively expensive if $B(υ_{i,k}) > ω$.

An important question at this point is how to define this upper bound $ω$ in a concrete scenario. This implies having a robust method at hand to quantify the cost of non-compliance for the cloud provider, e.g., through loosing service customers or damages to the provider’s reputation. We note that – although a justified question – it is outside the scope of this thesis to examine the effects of non-compliance in a specific setting and the resulting loss of certification of cloud services on the cloud provider.

8.2.4.2 Example of an opportunistic cloud provider

The following example illustrates how an opportunistic cloud provider $OCP$ chooses to behave. In our example, this provider offers IaaS to service customers, that is, virtual machines (VM). According to the certificate which these IaaS possesses, the provider is required to ensure that each VM is available 99% per year which translates to $0.01 \times 365 \times 24 \approx 87$ hours of downtime in a year of 365 days.
Figure 8.1 shows an instance of this OCP which we refer to as OCP\textsuperscript{VM} consisting of the three following states:

\[ S = \{ \{ u = u_1 = \text{start}^{VM}, c = 2, d = 0 \}, \{ u = u_2 = \text{run}^{VM}, c = 10, d = 0 \}, \{ u = u_3 = \text{stop}^{VM}, c = 5, d = 1 \} \}. \]

In order to keep this example simple, we assume that through running the VM, the cloud provider incurs a cost of 10 per hour. The hourly reoccurring cost is modeled by OCP\textsuperscript{VM} traversing from \( u_2 \) to \( u_2 \) every hour. Analogous to incurring costs by running a VM, stopping a VM also incurs an hourly cost, i.e., remaining in state \( u_3 \) incurs a cost of 5 every hour. Complying with the certificate’s availability control means that the provider has to keep the

\[
\begin{align*}
u_1 &= \langle u_1, 8673 \cdot u_2, 87 \cdot u_3 \rangle. \\
B(\nu_1) &= 1 \times 2 + 8673 \times 10 + 87 \times 5 = 87167.
\end{align*}
\]

Lets now assume that the provider knows that he is test at each state, that is,

\[ \forall s \in \nu_{i,k} : P_s(\eta = 1) = 1. \]

Recall the above scenario where the provider stops the VM for a total of 87 hours. The detection probability of this behavior \( \nu_1 \) is therefore

\[
D(\nu_1) = \frac{\sum_{s \in \nu_2} P_s(\eta = 1) \times d_s}{|\nu_1|} = \frac{1 \times 0 + 87 \times 1 + 8673 \times 0}{8761} \approx 0.01.
\]

It is important to note that this behavior of the cloud provider actually satisfies the certificate’s control related to availability although some states \( s \in \nu_1 \) do not comply. This example can be interpreted as a case where the opportunistic cloud provider configures his opportunistic limit according to the tolerance permitted by the control of the certificate.

In the following two examples, we will consider two behavior alternatives which do not comply with the availability control of the certificate. In the first example, the cloud provider starts the VM, runs it for a total of 8000 successive hours and stopping it for 760 hours, that is, \( \nu_2 = \langle u_1, 8000 \cdot u_2, 760 \cdot u_3 \rangle \). This incurs a total cost of

\[
B(\nu_2) = 1 \times 2 + 8000 \times 10 + 760 \times 5 = 83802.
\]
and has a detection probability of

\[ D(\nu_2) = \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{8761} P_s(\eta=1) \times d_s}{|\nu_1|} = \frac{(1 \times 0 + 760 \times 1 + 8000 \times 0)}{8761} \approx 0.087. \]

In the second example, we assume that the cloud provider only runs the VM for 6000 hours, leaving 2760 hours where the VM is stopped. This incurs a cost of

\[ B(\nu_3) = 1 \times 2 + 6000 \times 10 + 2760 \times 5 = 73802 \]

with a detection probability of

\[ D(\nu_3) = \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{8761} P_s(\eta=1) \times d_s}{|\nu_1|} = \frac{(1 \times 0 + 2760 \times 1 + 6000 \times 0)}{8761} \approx 0.315. \]

Let’s assume that \( OCP_{\text{VM}} \) has an opportunistic limit of \( \varphi_{ocp} = 0.1 \) and can choose either behavior \( \nu_1 \), \( \nu_2 \) or \( \nu_3 \). In this scenario, the provider will prefer \( \nu_2 \) because it is less expensive than \( \nu_1 \) and detection probability is lower than his opportunistic limit \( \varphi_{ocp} \).

### 8.3 Randomization of tests as a countermeasure

In this section, we start with showing how randomization can reduce the willingness of an opportunistic cloud service provider to cheat. Thereafter, we describe how our framework to design tests supporting continuous cloud service certification (see Chapter 4) supports randomization (Section 8.3.2).

#### 8.3.1 Effect of randomization on opportunistic behavior

Let’s first consider an opportunistic cloud provider who has complete knowledge about tests, that is, knows for certain which states are tested and which are not. If this provider does not want to get caught cheating at all, i.e., his opportunistic limit is \( 0 \), then he will select a behavior \( \nu_{i,k} \) which minimizes his accumulated costs while only deceiving at states at which he knows he is not tested.

Having described this intuition about an opportunistic cloud provider with complete knowledge, we will now formalize this notion. Recall that a behavior of the opportunistic provider is described by the sequence \( \nu_{i,k} \). This sequence holds in total \( |\nu_{i,k}| \) elements. Let \( a \) be the number of states in \( \nu_{i,k} \) at which the provider deceives and let \( b \) be the number of states where he satisfies a certificate’s controls. The sum of \( a \) and \( b \) equal the number of elements of \( \nu_{i,k} \), i.e., \( a + b = |\nu_{i,k}| \). We can now use \( a \) and \( b \) to rewrite our definition of the probability of detecting a provider’s deceptive behavior \( D \) which we introduced with Equation 8.1 in Section 8.2.1 as follows:

\[
D(\nu_{i,k}) = \sum_{s=1}^{a} P_s(\eta=1) \times d_s \quad + \quad \sum_{s=1}^{b} P_s(\eta=1) \times d_s
\]

\[\begin{align*}
&= \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{a} P_s(\eta=1) \times d_s}{a + b} + \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{b} P_s(\eta=1) \times d_s}{a + b}.
\end{align*}\]

\(= 0 \) if \( P_s(\eta=1) = 0 \) and \( d_s = 1 \) \(= 0 \) if \( P_s(\eta=1) = 1 \) and \( d_s = 0 \)

Let’s first consider the first term on the right of Equation 8.4 As already described above, the provider cheats at \( a \) states, that is, he cheats at any states \( (d_s = 1) \) where he knows that he is
not tested \((P_s(\eta = 1) = 0)\). Thus, the first term on the right of Equation 8.4 is zero, provided that the cloud provider has accurate knowledge about which states are not tested.

Now consider the second term on the right of Equation 8.4. The provider is compliant with certificate’s controls at \(b\) states, i.e., he complies at any state \((d_s = 0)\) where he knows that he is tested \((P_s(\eta = 1) = 1)\). As a result, if the provider has complete knowledge about which states are tested, also the second term on the right of Equation 8.4 is zero.

At this point, we can summarize that our model \(OCP\) allows to show that the following intuition is true: If an opportunistic cloud provider has complete knowledge about which states are tested and the opportunistic limit of this provider is \(\phi = 0\), then the probability of detecting deceptive behavior of this provider is zero, that is, \(D(\upsilon_i, k) = 0\).

The question at this point is how can we adopt our testing strategy in order to reduce the willingness for the cloud provider to cheat. A naive approach is to test the provider at every state. In this case, the provider knows that he is tested at every state and thus will not cheat. While theoretically a sound idea, it hardly provides any guidance for an approach applicable in practice because it implies that we can design tests which are capable of testing a cloud provider at every state when providing a cloud service. Also, Li et al. [129] points out that executing tests at every state is hard to apply in practice because it can incur significant overhead on the cloud service under test.

A feasible approach, however, to reduce the willingness of an opportunistic provider to deceive lies in randomization of tests. The key idea here is that the provider does not know whether he is tested at a certain state. More specifically, at any state the provider is either tested or not, that is,

\[
\forall s \in \upsilon_i : P(\eta = 1) = 0.5.
\]

We can now use Equation 8.4 to show the effect of randomly choosing at which states to test the provider. Let’s start with considering the first term on the right of Equation 8.4. An opportunistic cloud provider cheating at least at one state means that \(a > 0\). Since the provider can only guess with a probability of 0.5 that he is tested at a state at which he is deceiving, the first term on the right of Equation 8.4 is always greater than zero:

\[
\frac{1}{(a + b)} \sum_{s=1}^{a} P_s(\eta = 1) \times d_s = \frac{1}{(a + b)} \sum_{s=1}^{a} 0.5 \times 1 > 0.
\]

If the first term on the right of Equation 8.4 is always greater than zero, then probability of detecting deceptive behavior of the provider is always greater than zero, i.e., \(D(\upsilon_i, k) > 0\).

Based on the above argument, we can draw the following conclusion: If the opportunistic limit of the provider is \(\varphi = 0\), that is, he does not tolerate any probability of getting caught when cheating \((D(\upsilon_i, k))\), then the provider will not deceive at all when states at which he is tested are chosen randomly. However, an opportunistic limit of \(\varphi = 0\) is a special case and an opportunistic cloud provider may be willing to tolerate some probability of detection, that is, \(\varphi > 0\). In these cases, the provider deceive at as many states \(a\) such that \(D(\upsilon_i, k) \leq \varphi\).

We can conclude that based on our model \(OCP\), randomization of tests reduces the number of states at which an opportunistic provider is willing to deceive. If the provider does not want to get caught cheating at all, then, with randomization of tests, he will not cheat at all.
8.3 Randomization of tests as a countermeasure

8.3.2 Framework support of randomized tests

This section describes how our framework to design tests (see Section 4.3) supports randomization of tests on the level of test cases as well as on the level of test suites.

8.3.2.1 Test cases

Section 4.3.2 explained the role of test cases as one building block of our framework to support continuous test-based cloud service certification. Among others, a test case is defined by its input parameters which, as laid out in Section 4.3.2, can be randomized.

As an example, consider a cloud provider supplying IaaS, i.e., virtual machines to customers having specified resources and performance, that is, providing minimum compute, memory, and storage capabilities. Amazon AWS, for example, offers specialized instances which are referred to as compute optimized instances\[120\] and which can be used for media transcoding, high-traffic web servers and other computationally-intensive applications.

Let’s assume that some IaaS possesses a certificate which includes the control that The promised minimum performance of virtual resources – usually defined as part of a SLA – has to always be satisfied. In this context, consider a scenario where a customer’s application uses the above IaaS to adapt to fluctuating daily workload by starting and stopping VMs as needed. Using our framework, we can design a continuous test which aims to check whether the allocated resource meet the minimum objective as specified in the SLA which, in turn, determines if the certificate’s control is satisfied. To keep this example simple, we assume that test only consists of a single test case $TC^{PT}$ takes as input parameter the list of newly started VMs, randomly selects one to conduct an application-specific performance test and compares the results with the expected performance which was previously established for the selected instance types. Furthermore, the test suite to which $TC^{PT}$ is bound executes statically every 30 minutes.

In order to save costs, an opportunistic cloud provider may consider to deliberately not provide VMs in accordance with these SLA terms by, e.g., dedicating fewer than the minimum promised CPU resources of the host to a VM. Hence cost savings result from utilizing fewer physical resources required to satisfy the SLA terms and thus the certificate’s control. The provider may use the remaining resources of a physical host to provide further IaaS to other customers. Continuing the above example, an opportunistic provider may consider to sometimes allocate fewer resource than promised to some instances which are temporarily added due to workload peaks of the customers’ application.

Recall that the provider knows that he is subject to testing according to the certificate’s performance control. Thus, if the provider does not want get caught when cheating on the promised resources for newly added VMs, he has to choose those VMs for which he assumes deceptive resource limitations are least likely to be detected. In case the cloud provider does not want to be caught cheating at all, that is, his opportunistic limit is $\varphi = 0$, then he will not cheat on the performance control at all. The reason for this is that – due to the randomization of the test case input parameter – he can only guess which of the newly started VM is selected for performance testing and thus cannot with certainty exclude the possibility that an instance is tested which does not comply with the performance control.

8.3.2.2 Test suites

In Section 4.3.3 of Chapter 4, we introduced test suites which are another building block of our framework to support continuous test-based certification of cloud services. One element of a test suite definition is the interval, that is, the period of time (in seconds) between two successive executions of test suites. As already pointed out in Section 4.3.3, this interval can either be static or serve as range from which the start of a test suite’s execution is selected randomly.

Consider, as an example, that we use the continuous test \( CT_{LV} \) (see Section 5.3 of Chapter 5) to validate the location of a VM. An opportunistic provider may decide to migrate this VM to another location in order to save costs. However, the provider knows that he is subject to testing by \( CT_{LV} \).

Let’s assume that we seek to repeatedly validate the location of the VM at least once every six hours, that is, every \( 60 \times 60 \times 6 = 21600 \) seconds. To that end, we can set the interval of the test suite \( TS_{probe} \) which collects new delay measurements on the Internet and Transport Layer to randomly select a value in the range of \([0, 21600]\) seconds. \( TS_{probe} \) will wait for this randomly selected time and then collect new probes.

If we assume that the delay measurement is trustworthy, that is, the cloud provider does not manipulate the measured delay, then VM will have to reside at our expected location at the time when the probes are collected. Otherwise the validation will fail, indicating that the provider does not satisfy a control of a guideline such as BSI C5 [31]. Therefore, if the provider does not want to get caught when deceitfully migrating and running the VM to an invalid location, then he has to choose a period in time during which he runs the VM at an invalid location where it least likely to get caught. Let’s assume for the sake of our example that the provider does not want to get caught cheating at all, i.e., his opportunistic limit is \( \varphi = 0 \). In this case, since the execution of probes is randomly chosen within the six hours after the previous probing completed, the provider will refrain from running the VM at an invalid location at all but always host it at the expected location.

8.4 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we presented a model of an adversarial cloud service provider who only pretends to comply with a set of controls. This opportunistic cloud provider only cheats, however, if he can be sure that he is not caught with a probability greater than his opportunistic limit. Our approach builds on the idea of the explicit cheat formulation, a variant of the covert adversaries which were introduced by Lindell and Aumann [44]. In order to be able to reason about the behavior of an opportunistic provider, we then combined the idea of covert adversaries with a modeling technique known as labeled transition systems (LTS).

Based on our model of an opportunistic provider’s behavior, we then showed that randomization of tests can reduce the willingness of the provider to cheat. Furthermore, we explained how our framework to support continuous test-based cloud service certification introduced in Chapter 4 supports randomization of tests on the level of test cases as well as on the level of test suites.

One drawback of our approach is that it does not accurately reflect changing conditions over time. Assuming that in a real world setting, the majority of cases where a cloud service does not satisfy a certificate’s controls, e.g., through outages and downtimes, occur rather unintended, that is, are the result of operational problems and are not intended, i.e., are
deliberately chosen by the provider. This means that the cloud service provider has to also factor in a certain percentage of non-compliance that will most likely occur over time, e.g., that there is a percentage of expected but unintended outages. On the one hand, this reduce the freedom of the cloud provider to intentionally not comply with a control. On the other hand, the provider will refrain from intentionally not complying at the beginning of an evaluation period because he does not know what events of unintended non-compliance may occur. Yet, towards the end of the interval, depending on the events of unintended non-compliance which actually did occur, he may choose to intentionally comply or not comply. Put differently: The choice of behavior of an opportunistic cloud provider is intrinsically time-sensitive. Extending our approach accordingly is subject to future work.

Another limitation of our approach is the strong assumption that a test is available which always correctly indicates whether a cloud provider complies with a control or just pretends to do so. Relaxing this assumption would require accounting for the cloud provider having cost-efficient means to deliberately manipulate test results, e.g., always respond to pings through a proxy instead of the actual cloud components endpoint, thereby hiding intentional outages. Thus, as part of future work, it is required to extend our approach with methods capable of establishing a trustworthy binding between a particular cloud service component under test and the measurement conducted by a test, for example, through remote attestation using Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) as proposed by, e.g., Bertholon et al. [37].
Chapter 9

Conclusion

This chapter concludes this thesis by summarizing its contributions to the research challenges laid out in the introduction of this thesis (Section 9.1). Furthermore, we draw on the discussions provided at the end of Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 and use identified drawbacks therein to point out directions of future research (Section 9.2).

9.1 Contributions to research challenges

In Section 1.2 of the introduction of this thesis, we described the main research challenges to overcome in order to develop methods to support continuous test-based cloud service certification. Hereafter, we revisit these challenges and explain how they are addressed by the contributions of this thesis.

Challenge 1: Design of tests supporting continuous cloud certification  This challenge consists of developing a framework to design tests whose test results can serve as evidence to support continuous cloud service certification. Although there is no rigorous method available to bridge the semantic gap, i.e., rigorously derive evidence most suitable to check a specific control in an objective manner, using a framework to formulate tests as an objective function permits objective, repeatable and predictable production of evidence [40].

In this thesis, we addressed this challenge by introducing a framework which guides the design of tests, thereby supporting continuous cloud service certification (Chapter 4). Our framework consists of the building blocks test cases, test suites, workflow, test metrics and preconditions; it allows designing tests to support validation of controls of cloud-specific as well as general standards and guidelines. It is independent of cloud service models and aims to flexibly integrate with existing cloud service infrastructures, preferably in a non-invasive or minimally invasive manner, that is, requiring only minimal to no changes to the infrastructure used to provide the cloud service under certification. The framework is built to reuse existing tools such as Nmap, SQLMap, or Ping in order to design tests. Also, existing approaches to test-based evidence production methods can leverage our framework to execute test repeatedly and reason about sequences of produced test results. Using our framework, self-adaptive tests can be designed which makes it possible to, e.g., react to changes of the environmental conditions within which a test operates and adapting it accordingly at runtime. Furthermore, our framework includes the proposition of four test metrics which are universally applicable to any continuous test supporting cloud service certification, independent of particular designs.
of test cases, test suites or workflow. Also, we outlined one example implementation of our framework called Clouditor.

We demonstrated how our framework supports cloud service certification according to controls derived from BSI C5 \[31\], CSA STAR \[23\], and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 \[24\] based on five example test scenarios (Chapter 5). These example scenarios included testing the cloud service properties availability, location, secure communication configuration, secure interface configuration, and user input validation. However, a scenario-driven approach is limited in demonstrating the applicability of our framework in general. Therefore, we identified four general characteristics which we used to describe the test scenarios, thereby permitting us to draw conclusions about our framework’s applicability that go beyond the scope of the example scenarios (Chapter 5).

**Challenge 2: Definition of continuous tests** This challenge lies in providing comparability of test results through the definition of continuous tests in a rigorous way. These definitions have to be complete, that is, contain all information required to configure tests while, at the same time, these definitions have to be agnostic to specific test implementations.

This thesis addressed this challenge through defining a domain specific language called ConTest (Chapter 6). This descriptive language allows to rigorously describe tests, providing a general representation of a test which is agnostic to a concrete implementation but abides to the building blocks of our framework presented in Chapter 4. Further, ConTest also serves a starting point to generate representations of test definitions which can be used to configure any specific test implementation. Thus, having a developer provide a code generator translating from ConTest to an implementation-specific configuration language ensures that the configuration of the test implementation follows the building blocks of our framework. We implemented ConTest and showed how it can be used to generate YAML configuration files which are used to configure tests within Clouditor’s engine, one example implementation of our framework.

**Challenge 3: Accuracy and precision of continuous test results** This challenge consists of evaluating the accuracy and precision of continuous test results. This method has to allow us to compare alternative tests as well as to compare alternative test configurations.

In this thesis, we addressed this challenge by presenting a method to experimentally evaluate the accuracy and precision of continuous test results (Chapter 7). To that end, we built on the four universal test metrics introduced in Chapter 4 and defined what accuracy and precision mean in the context of continuous tests. Thereafter, we presented control violations, that is, sequences of events where each event manipulates a property of a cloud service under test such that the service does not fulfill one or more controls of a certificate. Thus, a control violation sequence establishes the ground truth which we then use to evaluate the accuracy and precision of a continuous test. Further, we explained how randomizing duration of as well as interval between control violation events allow for generalizing statements — in the bounds of the range from which random values are selected — about a continuous test’s accuracy and precision.

At the heart of our method are accuracy and precision measures which are based on the universal test metrics. We derived these measures by combining the notion of control violation sequences with our definition of continuous test’s accuracy based on the universal test metrics. These measures allow us to make statements about, e.g., the average error a particular test makes when estimating the duration of a control violation event. Lastly, in
order to demonstrate the application of our method, we presented three example scenarios to show how the accuracy and precision measures allow us to compare alternative tests as well as alternative test configurations to select the one most suited.

**Challenge 4: Trustworthy continuous test results** If we use tests to produce evidence supporting continuous cloud certification, then not trusting the cloud service provider whose service is under test implies that we cannot unconditionally trust results of tests. Thus, this challenge lies in providing an approach how to adapt tests to produce trustworthy test results when faced with a fraudulent provider.

This thesis addressed this challenge by presenting a model of an adversarial cloud service provider who only pretends to comply with a set of controls (Chapter 8). This opportunistic cloud provider only cheats, however, if he can be sure that he is not caught with a certain probability above his so-called opportunistic limit. Our approach builds on the idea of the explicit cheat formulation, a variant of the covert adversaries which were introduced by Lindell and Aumann [44]. In order to be able to reason about the behavior of an opportunistic provider, we then combined the idea of covert adversaries with a modeling technique known as Labeled Transition Systems (LTS).

Based on our model of an opportunistic provider’s behavior, we were able to show that randomization of tests can reduce the willingness of the opportunistic provider to cheat. Also, we explained how our framework to support continuous test-based cloud service certification introduced in Chapter 4 supports randomization of tests on the level of test cases as well as on the level of test suites.

### 9.2 Directions for future research

In this section, we point out directions of future research in the field of continuous test-based cloud service certification.

**A security model for cloud certification systems** Continuous tests seek to support continuous cloud certification which, in turn, aims at increasing customer’s trust in and transparency of cloud services. However, if not properly secured, such mechanisms can also leak critical information which can be used by adversaries. As Santos et al. [246] point out, information primarily produced to increase transparency can be also used to trace vulnerabilities of a cloud infrastructure. As an example, consider the test scenario to continuously check user input validation which we introduced as part of Chapter 5 to demonstrate applicability of our framework. In this scenario, we check whether a SaaS application is vulnerable to SQL Injections (SQLI). It is obvious that leaking test results indicating a SQLI vulnerability can simplify the steps an attacker has to take to successfully attack the service. Therefore, it is vital to secure the system which implements continuous tests of cloud services. The underlying research question here is:

**How to assess and mitigate the risk of using continuous test-based certification to validate that a cloud service complies with a set of controls?**

This risk analysis has to guide derivation of a suitable security model, that is, a set of security measures to be integrated into the certification system’s architecture which aim at preventing or mitigating identified risks. Since our framework to design tests does not mandate a specific
architecture, it does not impose any restrictions on a certification system’s security model. At the same time, the building blocks of our framework serve as a starting point to identify assets worth protecting, e.g., produced evidence in form of measurements computed by test metrics.

**Risk-based integration of continuous tests** One important requirement of our framework to design tests presented in Chapter 4 is that tests should flexibly integrate with existing cloud infrastructures. Here, we brought forward the notion of minimally invasive testing, that is, continuous tests which only require minimal to no changes to the infrastructure of the cloud service under test. Although our framework also supports invasive testing, we followed this notion of minimally invasive testing throughout all of our example test scenarios presented in Chapter 5.

However, only considering minimally invasive test designs has limitations as to which evidence can be collected. As a result, the quality of statements and possibly also the scope of controls which can be evaluated using minimally invasive continuous tests is limited as well. Yet designing invasive continuous tests which, e.g., require deploying and operating additional components within the infrastructure of the cloud service also increase the probability of vulnerabilities introduced by these structural changes. Therefore, as part of future research, an approach is needed to describe the restrictions inherent to minimally invasive testing and investigate how removing these restrictions through invasive testing increases the overall risk exposure of the cloud service. The underlying research question here is:

*What extent of invasive continuous testing is required to check a maximum number of controls while retaining a predefined threshold of risk exposure of the cloud service under certification?*

This approach would be orthogonal to the work of this thesis since our framework can also be used to design different degrees of invasive tests as needed.

**Conformance clauses for cloud service certificates** Recall that as part of Research Challenge 1: Design of tests to support continuous cloud certification, we highlighted that there is no method available to objectively derive evidence best suited to check a specific control. What is suitable evidence to check a control is thus left to consensus among domain experts which Maibaum and Wassyling refer to as an agreed-upon objective function to measure a certain property of a software under certification. Yet, as of today, no standard set of agreed-upon objective functions is available which can be used to check if a cloud service satisfies a certificate’s controls. The decisions whether suitable evidence exists and if this evidence indicates that a control is satisfied is left to the possibly well-informed but subjective opinion of a human auditor. However, subjectivity per se is not the problem, the problem is that the auditors decisions is implicit, that is, not formulated in an objectively conceivable manner, thereby preventing repeated and predictable evidence production and interpretation. Thus, the underlying research question here is:

*How can we formulate production and interpretation of evidence to standardize the evaluation of a specific control in an objective, repeatable and predictable manner?*

A starting point to answer this question are conformance clauses which we described in Section 2.2.3 of the background chapter of this thesis. These clauses define how to test
conformance of a software product with a standard or specification. This includes to define, on a technical level, how to test conformance, including, e.g., what tools to use. Our domain-specific language ConTest presented in Chapter 6 can support the construction of conformance clause templates where conformance of a cloud service is evaluated using continuous tests.

**Analysis of side-effects of continuous tests** As already pointed out in the introduction as well as in the background chapter of this thesis, continuously testing whether a cloud service conforms with a set of controls is not to be understood in a strict mathematical sense: No matter how sophisticated the method to produce evidence, producing evidence will always be — in a strict mathematical sense — discrete tasks that occur at some point in time.

In Chapter 7 we showed that, in some cases, the accuracy of continuous tests results increases if the interval between repeated tests decreases. Naturally, this is expected since if the frequency of executed tests increases, so does the probability to detect a property violation leading to non-compliance with a certificate’s control. Yet accuracy and precision of a continuous test may not be the only two characteristics needed to select the most suitable continuous test in a real world scenario. Another important property of a test is the overhead which it imposes on the service under test, especially when facing multiple, possibly concurrent tests. As pointed out by Li et al. [129], uninterruptedly testing cloud service providers can incur intolerable overhead on the cloud service under test. An interesting idea here is to measure the overhead caused by tests and then select those tests and configurations which incur minimal overhead while retaining required accuracy and precision of results.

Aside from performance overhead incurred through continuous tests, there are other side-effects which need to be considered. For example, security tools such as SQLMap actually exploit a detected SQLI vulnerability which may lead to exposure of sensitive information, e.g., personal data. Further, consider continuously testing the available bandwidth of a cloud service component which may significantly increase operational costs. As a last example, continuous tests aiming to evaluate the robustness of a cloud service may unintentionally disrupt regular service operation, thereby creating a financial loss through service downtime. In summary, this leads to the following research question which is subject to future work:

*What side-effects can continuous tests cause and how can these side-effects be mitigated to not exceed a predefined threshold of risk exposure of a cloud service under test?*
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## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP</td>
<td>Australian Privacy Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Autonomous System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCT</td>
<td>Automated Security Compliance Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST</td>
<td>Abstract Syntax Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDITOR</td>
<td>European Cloud Service Data Protection Certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVM</td>
<td>Accountable Virtual Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>Amazon Web Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>Border Gateway Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMWi</td>
<td>Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNF</td>
<td>Backus-Naur Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSI</td>
<td>Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBDG</td>
<td>Constraint-Based Data Geolocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBG</td>
<td>Constraint-Based Geolocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Common Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>Cloud Control Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSL</td>
<td>Cloud Certification Schemes List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCAS</td>
<td>Cloud Data Center Security Auditing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CISSP</td>
<td>Certified Information Systems Security Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMM</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMI</td>
<td>Capability Maturity Model Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA</td>
<td>Cloud Security Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMULUS</td>
<td>Certification Infrastructure for Multi-Layer Cloud Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Domain Name System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSL</td>
<td>Domain-specific Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBNF</td>
<td>Extended Backus-Naur Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2</td>
<td>Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-SEC</td>
<td>European Security Certification Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedRamp</td>
<td>Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>General Purpose Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>Infrastructure-as-a-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAF</td>
<td>Information Assurance Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>Internet Control Message Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>International Electrotechnical Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>Linear Support Vector Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGCert</td>
<td>Next Generation Certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaaS</td>
<td>Platform-as-a-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoR</td>
<td>Proof of Retrievability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAaaS</td>
<td>Security Audit as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaaS</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI</td>
<td>Software Engineering Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Service Level Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Special Publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPICE</td>
<td>Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH</td>
<td>Secure Shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUT</td>
<td>Service under Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaaS</td>
<td>Testing as a Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBG</td>
<td>Topology-Based Geolocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCRR</td>
<td>TPM-based Certification of a Remote Resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOE</td>
<td>Target of Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPM</td>
<td>Trusted Platform Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>Vulnerability Assessment Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCS</td>
<td>Virtual Coordinate Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFDT</td>
<td>Very Fast Decision Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMI</td>
<td>Virtual Machine Introspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vTPM</td>
<td>virtualized Trusted Platform Module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A

External tool configurations

Parameters used with sklearn.svm.LinearSVC  Listing A.1 shows the values passed to parameters of LinearSVC within the implementation of the example test scenario Continuously testing location presented in Section 5.3. LinearSVC is a method of the Scikit-learn library[121]

```
Listing A.1: Configuration of LinearSVC

LinearSVC(C=1.0,
    class_weight=None,
    dual=True,
    fit_intercept=True,
    intercept_scaling=1,
    loss='squared_hinge',
    max_iter=1000,
    multi_class='ovr',
    penalty='l2',
    random_state=None,
    tol=0.0001,
    verbose=0)
```

Parameters used with sklearn.svm.OneClassSVM  Listing A.2 shows the values passed to parameters of OneClassSVM within the implementation of the example test scenario Continuously testing location presented in Section 5.3. OneClassSVM is a method of the Scikit-learn library[122]

```
Listing A.2: Configuration of OneClassSVM

OneClassSVM(cache_size=200,
    coef0=0.0,
    degree=3,
    gamma='auto',
    kernel='linear',
    max_iter=-1,
    nu=0.01,
    random_state=None,
    shrinking=True,
    tol=0.001,
    verbose=False)
```


Appendix B
Code snippets
XTend Code generator to translate ConTest to YAML Listing B.1 contains the code of
the XTend class ConTestDSLGenerator whose compile method translates ConTest to YAML.
Note that line breaks from lines 71 to 72 of Listing B.1 are added for enhanced readability
and have to be removed to correctly generate the YAML file shown in Listing 6.6, i.e., the
code in line 72 has to be appended to line 71.
Listing B.1: ConTestDSLGenerator class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

p a c k a g e de . f r a u n h o f e r . a i s e c . conTestDSL . g e n e r a t o r
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

com . g o o g l e . i n j e c t . I n j e c t
de . f r a u n h o f e r . a i s e c . conTestDSL . conTestDSL . KeyValue
de . f r a u n h o f e r . a i s e c . conTestDSL . conTestDSL . T e s t
o r g . e c l i p s e . emf . e c o r e . r e s o u r c e . R e s o u r c e
org . e c l i p s e . x t e x t . g e n e r a t o r . A b s t r a c t G e n e r a t o r
org . e c l i p s e . x t e x t . g e n e r a t o r . IFileSystemAccess2
org . e c l i p s e . x t e x t . g e n e r a t o r . IGeneratorContext
o r g . e c l i p s e . x t e x t . naming . I Q u a l i f i e d N a m e P r o v i d e r

c l a s s ConTestDSLGenerator e x t e n d s A b s t r a c t G e n e r a t o r {
@Inject extension IQualifiedNameProvider
o v e r r i d e void doGenerate ( Resource resource , IFileSystemAccess2 fsa , IGeneratorContext c o n t e x t ) {
for ( e : resource . allContents . t o I t e r a b l e . f i l t e r ( Test ) ) {
f s a . g e n e r a t e F i l e ( e . f u l l y Q u a l i f i e d N a m e . t o S t r i n g ( " / " ) + " . yaml " ,
e . compile
)
}
}
def compile ( Test c t ) ’ ’ ’
« var l e n g t h 2 = " " »
« var l e n g t h 4 = l e n g t h 2 + "

"»

name : « c t . t e s t N a m e »
i d : « c t . name»
description : « ct . testDescription »
metrics :
«FOR m : c t . t e s t M e t r i c s »
« l e n g t h 2 »− c l a s s : « m. t e s t M e t r i c M o d u l e »
« l e n g t h 4 »name : « m. t e s t M e t r i c N a m e »
« l e n g t h 4 » d e s c r i p t i o n : « m. t e s t M e t r i c D e s c r i p t i o n »
«ENDFOR»
testCases :
«FOR t c : c t . t e s t C a s e s »
« l e n g t h 2 »« t c . t e s t C a s e N a m e » :
« l e n g t h 4 » ’ @id ’ : « t c . name»
« length4 » ’ class ’ : « tc . testCaseModule »
« length4 » order : « tc . order »
« IF t c . i n p u t P a r a m s !== n u l l »
«FOR i p : t c . i n p u t P a r a m s »
«FOR kv : i p . p a r a m s »
« l e n g t h 4 »« kv . key » : « i d e n t i f y P a r a m s ( kv ) »
«ENDFOR»
«ENDFOR»


```python
def identifyParams(KeyValue kv):
    switch kv:
        case kv.listInt !== null: kv.listInt.elements
        case kv.listString !== null: kv.listString.elements
        case kv.stringVal !== null: kv.stringVal
        default: kv.intValue
```

Appendix C

Publications in the context of this thesis

Hereafter, we list all peer-reviewed publications which have been published in the course of this thesis. The contents of these publications either present intermediate results of this thesis or are related to the research in context of continuous test-based cloud service certification. We outline how these publications are related to this thesis.


  **Relation to thesis** This paper introduces language classes for cloud service certification systems to facilitate research in design and implementation of these systems. This work is a preliminary effort for the domain-specific language *ConTest* which is presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis. The purpose of *ConTest* is to rigorously define continuous tests.


  **Relation to thesis** This paper investigates low-level metrics which are provided by widely deployed implementations of components involved in delivery of Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). This work is mainly a complementary effort to this thesis since it analyses evidence available to monitoring-based certification models. The insights obtained within this publication contribute to the background (Chapter 2) as well as to the related work (Chapter 3) of this thesis.


  **Relation to thesis** This paper proposes an approach to model architecture variants of cloud service certification systems and analyzes corresponding threats these systems
face. This work contributes to the discussion of our framework to design continuous
tests presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Furthermore, we use the results of this paper
to identify future research directions in the conclusion of this thesis (Chapter 9).

• Philipp Stephanow, Gaurav Srivastava, and Julian Schütte. Test-based Cloud
Service Certification of Opportunistic Providers. Proceedings of the 9th IEEE
International Conference on Cloud Computing (CLOUD), pp. 843-848, San Francisco,
2016.

Relation to thesis
This paper present an approach to support test-based cloud service
certification of opportunistic cloud service providers. The contents of this paper can
be understood as a summary of Chapter 8 which introduces a method to model and
reason about the behavior of an opportunistic cloud service provider and points out
countermeasures through randomization which are also integrated into our framework
to design continuous tests. This paper also includes an outline of the building blocks of
our framework to design tests presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Further, we reuse
parts of the implementation section of this paper within Chapter 5 which contains the
example continuous test scenarios.

• Immanuel Kunz and Philipp Stephanow. A Process Model to Support Continuous
Certification of Cloud Services. Proceedings of the 31th IEEE International Conference
on Advanced Information Networking and Applications (AINA), pp. 986-993, Taipei,
2017.

Relation to thesis
This paper analyzes and generalizes the traditional certification
processes and, on this basis, develops a novel, executable process model to support
continuous cloud service certification. The results presented in this paper are mainly
complementary to this thesis since they provide means to integrate continuous tests
into existing certification processes as well as update continuous tests during operation.

• Philipp Stephanow and Koosha Khajehmoogahi. Towards Continuous Security
Certification of Software-as-a-Service Applications Using Web Application Testing
Techniques. Proceedings of the 31th IEEE International Conference on Advanced

Relation to thesis
This paper reports on intermediate results of developing methods as
well as tools to support continuous test-based security certification of Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) applications. This work is partly reused in thesis as one of the example continuous
test scenarios presented in Chapter 5. Furthermore, we generalize some of the research
challenges brought forward within this paper and used them in the Introduction of this
thesis (Chapter 1).

• Philipp Stephanow and Christian Banse. Evaluating the Performance of Continuous
Symposium on Cluster, Cloud and Grid Computing (CCGrid), pp. 1117–1126, Madrid,
2017.

Relation to thesis
This paper evaluates the performance of test-based cloud service
certification techniques when they are executed continuously. This paper introduces
the universal test metrics which are described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Also, the contents of this paper can be understood as a summary of Chapter 7 of this thesis which introduces a method to evaluate the accuracy and precision of tests which support continuous cloud service certification.


**Relation to thesis** This paper presents adaptive location classification, an approach to continuously validate the location of cloud service components. The underlying method of this work is used to describe the example test scenario *Continuously testing location* which is presented in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. Furthermore, the experimental results delineated in the paper can be understood as an extract of the results discussed in Section 5.3.4.